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Biomedicine requires highly sensitive and efficient light sensors to analyse light-tissue
or light-sample interactions. Single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD) sensors imple-
mented with complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology have a
growing range of applications in this field. Single-photon detection coupled with integ-
rated timing circuits enables us to timestamp each detected photon with high temporal
resolution (down to picoseconds). Arrays of SPAD based pixels and CMOS techno-
logy offer massively parallel time-resolved single-photon counting for spectrally and
temporally resolved analysis of various light phenomena.
This thesis examines how time-resolved CMOS SPAD based line sensors with per
pixel timing circuits can be utilized to advance biophotonic applications. The study fo-
cuses on improving the existing techniques of fluorescence and Raman spectroscopy,
and demonstrates for the first time CMOS SPAD based detection in optical coherence
tomography (OCT). A novel detection scheme is proposed combining low-coherence
interferometry and time-resolved photon counting. In this approach the interferometric
information is revealed from spectral intensity measurements, which is supplemented
by time-stamping of the photons building up the spectra.
Two CMOS SPAD line sensors (Ra-I and its improved version, Ra-II) were charac-
terized and the effect of their parameters on the selected techniques was analysed.
The thesis demonstrates the deployment of the Ra-I line sensor in time-resolved
fluorescence spectroscopy with indications of the applicability in time-resolved Raman
spectroscopy. The work includes integration of the sensor with surrounding electrical
and optical systems, and the implementation of firmware and software for controlling
the optical setup. As a result, a versatile platform is demonstrated capable of micro-
and millisecond sampling of spectral fluorescence lifetime changes in a single transient
of fast chemical reactions.
OCT operating in the spectral domain traditionally uses CMOS photodiode and charge-
coupled device (CCD) based detectors. The applicability of CMOS SPAD sensors is
investigated for the first time with focus on the main limitations and related challenges.
Finally, a new detection method is proposed relying on both the wave and particle
nature of light, recording time-resolved interferometric spectra from a Michelson in-
terferometer. This method offers an alternative approach to analyse luminous effects
and improves techniques based on the light’s time of flight. As an example, a proof
of concept study is presented for the removal of unwanted reflections from along the
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6.10 Three OCT images of a fingertip acquired in time-resolved (histogram)
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This thesis focuses on optical spectroscopy instrumentation and in particular, the tim-
ing aspect behind optical detection. This thesis studies a number of biomedical optics
applications in the time-resolved domain, as explained in this chapter and chapter 2.
As described below, optical spectroscopy has a long history, but the nanosecond and
sub-nanosecond events have only been studied in the last 50–60 years. Furthermore,
integrating a massive number of time-resolved detectors with resolutions approaching
10 picoseconds has become possible with innovations in electronics. The challenge
now is to exploit these new detectors in existing techniques, but also, in perspective,
to invent completely new techniques altogether. This chapter introduces the reader to
optical spectroscopy and its history, while giving a brief overview of existing detectors.
The structure of the thesis is also given with enough material to tackle time-resolved
aspects in chapters 2 and 3.
1.1 Spectroscopy
The ability to sense electromagnetic radiation was a major step in evolution dating back
to millions of years ago (Feuda et al., 2012). Vision is the main source of information to
humans and for us who have good vision, we are continuously amazed by the colours
and shapes surrounding us (Haupt and Huber, 2008). Therefore, understanding what
light is and furthermore, describing its properties (e.g. colours) has challenged us
since the dawn of humanity. It is only recently that we have had some success in
designing scientific instruments to study the small and the big using light (e.g. mi-
croscope was discovered in last 400–500 years). Performing medical diagnosis using
light is a step further, and could only follow the discoveries in what we now call physics
(Natural Philosophy in Newton’s time). Spectroscopy is one these techniques where
enormous amount of information can be gleaned by splitting light into constituent
colours using devices such as prisms and diffraction gratings (Fig. 1.1).
Traditionally, the colours of the incident light are separated using a prism. In such
medium the velocity that each light component travels with (phase velocity) depends
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on the component’s frequency. A consequence of this is that the refractive index of
the components is also different. Spatial separation occurs as each component of
different frequency (different colour) has a different angle of refraction when entering
and exiting the prism. The range of colours from light shining through a piece of glass
was already noted in ancient Roman times (Hine, 2006). Still, for centuries it was
thought that colours originate from the material alone. In his famous scientific study
from 1671, Isaac Newton showed that colours are an inherent property of light, white
light can be split up to a range of colours and rays of light with different colours can be
recombined again to white light (Newton, 1671). Newton named the range of colours
appearing from white light after the Latin ’spectrum’, meaning image, apparition. New-
ton’s explanations trying to make sense of his results reinforced the corpuscular theory,
explaining light as being formed of discrete particles. Even though his theory does
not provide a complete picture, Newton’s work was an important milestone towards
understanding the nature of light.
Figure 1.1: Basic optical configuration of a spectrometer.
Spectroscopy was further developed throughout the 19th century (Burns, 1987, 1988;
Thomas, 1991; Hearnshaw, 2014) by adding a second lens to the instrument (Simms,
1840), and using a grating instead of prism which disperses light using diffraction
(Fraunhofer, 1821). These instruments had a much higher resolving capability and
higher accuracy. At the beginning of the century, it was also realized that dispersed
white light has more components than those of which the eyes could see. In 1800
William Herschel identified non-visible components beyond red colour, the infra-red
radiation (Herschel, 1800). In 1801 J. W. Ritter recognized components over the purple
end of the spectrum, ultra-violet radiation (Ritter, 1801). Analysing light emitted from
luminous materials such as flames of salts (Herschel, 1823; Talbot, 1826), sparks of
metals (Wheatstone, 2011), and hot gases led to the realization that bright lines of
the emitted spectra (Fig. 1.2) are characteristic to the elements under investigation.
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Similarly, when studying the spectra of distant stars (Huggins and Miller, 1864), solar
light (Wollaston, 1802; Kirchhoff, 1860) or light absorbed by cold gases, the resulted
spectra contain dark lines which are also specific to the chemical constituents of
the subject (Fig. 1.2). Spectroscopy soon become a fundamental tool of analytical
chemistry, as it become clear that the emission and absorption spectra are signatures
of chemical elements. The success of absorption and emission spectroscopy led to
the discovery of several previously unknown elements (Weeks, 1932).
Figure 1.2: Optical spectroscopy as a tool to study emission from objects and
gases and how sharp emission peaks and sharp absorption lines increased our
understanding of the nature of light and matter.
Even though spectroscopy had been widely used in physics, chemistry and astronomy,
no concise explanation existed how the emission and absorption lines are formed.
Finally, in the 1920s the discoveries in quantum mechanics explained the phenomenon
by atomic orbitals and fixed energy levels of the electrons (Lakowicz, 2006, chapter 1
and 2). According to this interpretation, electrons can be promoted to a higher energy
level by absorbing a photon with the energy matching the difference of the two levels.
The dark lines in the absorption spectrum are characteristic to the electron structure of
the atoms absorbing the light (Fig. 1.3a)). Also, when an excited electron moves to an
available level of lower energy, it emits a photon exactly with the surplus energy. The
emission spectrum is in turn characteristic to the electron structure of atoms emitting
the light (Fig. 1.3b)).
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Figure 1.3: Electron structure and absorption and emission of light.
1.2 Sensors
Initially, the light from spectrometers was projected onto a screen (or observed dir-
ectly by eye), which does not allow accurate, quantitative studies of minute changes
and non-visible components of light. Modern spectroscopy would not exist without
light detection devices converting the optical information to electric signals. Most light
sensors work on the same principle: they convert the incident optical power into the
generation of electric charge carriers. Early demonstrations revealed that light can
generate voltage and current (photovoltaic effect) (Becquerel, 1839) or change the
conductivity of materials (photoconductivity) (Smith, 1873). Light sensors based on
these phenomena such as photoresistors (light-dependent resistors) and photocells
have limited accuracy and low sensitivity, however they are still used nowadays in
applications with low requirements.
Extensive studies on charged bodies (Hertz, 1887; Thomson, 1906) also showed that
certain materials emit electrons upon the absorption of light (photoelectric effect).
Classical electromagnetic theory, where light is treated as an electromagnetic wave,
could not explain this phenomenon. According to classical model, the intensity of
incident light would change the kinetic energy of the emitted electrons. Also, low
intensity of the incident light should cause a time lag between light excitation and
electron emission. Instead, the emission of electrons happens instantaneously, but
only above a characteristic frequency threshold of the incident light. Increasing the
intensity of light increases the number of emitted electrons. The contradiction between
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theory and observations was resolved by Albert Einstein, who (in agreement with Max
Planck’s findings on black-body radiation) gave explanation to the photoelectric effect
(Einstein, 1905). He suggested that light is composed of discrete quanta of energy.
Light quanta later were given the name ’photons’ from the Greek word for light (Kragh,
2014). Einstein’s explanation of the photoelectric effect, for which he received the
Nobel price in 1921, was a milestone towards the concept of wave-partical duality.
Low light levels with minute electrical effects are hard to detect. Therefore most light
detection devices utilize some kind of amplification mechanism. One example with
widespread applications is the photomultiplier tube (PMT), invented in 1934 (Iams
and Salzberg, 1935; Zworykin et al., 1936; Kubetsky, 1937). In PMTs, light induced
photo-electrons are multiplied through secondary emission (Fig. 1.4). In this effect, the
free photo-electrons (primary electrons) are accelerated towards an electrode of high
electrical potential (called a dynode). The high kinetic energy free electrons generate
further electron emission upon impact with the dynode. Several dynodes with increas-
ingly higher electrical potential provide an exponential multiplication of electrons. The
achievable gain is between 106 - 108, turning the original photo-electrons to an easily
detectable, sharp current pulse.
Figure 1.4: Basic structure of a photomultiplier tube. Figure from Hamamatsu
Photonics (Hamamatsu, 2007).
PMTs have been employed in a myriad of applications across the fields of micro-
scopy, spectroscopy, astronomy and medical diagnostics to name only a few. Their
advantages include high gain, high sensitivity and low noise. The main drawbacks of
PMTs are their size and bulky construction. Further weaknesses involve the necessity
for additional hardware of the high voltage supply and processing electronics, and
PMTs’ susceptibility to magnetic fields. The size of photomultiplier tubes is much
reduced in microchannel plate (MCP) detectors, where glass capillaries of 6–20 µm
diameter are bundled together in parallel, with a spacing of ~15 µm. The capillaries
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of the array form electron multiplier channels with a continuous dynode (Fig. 1.5).
These devices still require a high voltage across the channels, furthermore they have
a high gain variance and short lifetime. New technologies, with the emphasis on solid-
state integrated circuits have been gradually replacing PMTs and MCPs. A detailed
discussion of PMTs is given by Becker (2005, chapter 6).
Figure 1.5: Basic structure of a microchannel plate. Figure from Hamamatsu Photon-
ics (Hamamatsu, 2007).
1.2.1 Semiconductor sensors
The rise of semiconductor electronics quickly revolutionized the technology for light
sensing. Incident light generates electric charge in the semiconductor crystal struc-
ture. Solid state devices and circuits are convenient for the accumulation, transfer
and amplification of electrons and holes generated in light sensitive semiconductor
structures (e.g. PN junctions of photodiodes). In comparison with PMTs, light sensing
semiconductor structures are all-round devices with compact size allowing large array
formats and highly integrated system on chip (SOC) solutions.
In charge-coupled devices (CCDs) the light sensitive structures of pixels are metal-
oxide-semiconductor (MOS) capacitors (Fig. 1.6). Light generated free electrons in
a p-type MOS capacitor are collected and stored in a potential well, controlled by a
positively biased gate electrode. The collected charge on the pixel, which is propor-
tional to the light exposure, can be transferred to the neighbouring well by controlling
the voltages applied to the gate structure. In its simplest form, the pixel charges are
shifted in subsequent stages along parallel lines of pixels of a two dimensional array
during readout (parallel shift in Fig. 1.9). At the end of the parallel pixel rows, a line
of charges is shifted and measured, one at a time (serial shift in Fig. 1.9). This step
includes amplifying and turning the charges to voltages, followed by digitizing and




Figure 1.6: Basic structure of a CCD pixel.
Due to their high sensitivity, compact size, high fill factor (ratio of light sensitive area to
the whole surface) and quantum efficiency (capability to convert photons into charge
carriers), CCD based sensors formed the predominant technology for light detection
in scientific instruments and consumer electronics for decades. Acknowledging the
excellence of these sensors, George E. Smith and Willard Boyle, inventors the CCD
technology received the Nobel price in physics in 2009. The main drawback of CCD
sensors is the imperfect charge transfer, restraining the number of pixels and readout
rates. CCDs are furthermore hard to integrate with digital logic, hindering their applic-
ability in increasingly complex applications as miniaturized smart sensors.
To overcome the limitations of CCD sensors introduced by imperfect charge shifting,
sensors with active pixel design started to emerge in around the 1990’s (Fossum,
1993). In an active pixel sensor (APS), each photodetector element comprises one or
more transistors for buffering and amplifying the signal, which is driven off the pixel us-
ing metallic wires. At the beginning, APSs were inferior to CCDs in many respects, as
the additional transistors introduced more complexity and reduced the photosensitive
area (resulting in lower fill factor and light efficiency). APSs started to be competit-
ive with CCDs with advancements in photolitography allowing sub-micrometer tran-
sistor sizes. The increasing dominance of complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) technology for manufacturing integrated circuits, and applying microlens ar-
rays over the APS pixel matrix to increase the fill factor led to improved designs
and wider adoption. Typical CMOS design uses pairs of n-type and p-type metal-
oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) leading to much lower power
consumption. Less specialized manufacturing needs and lower power consumption
facilitated CMOS APSs to take over CCDs, especially in consumer electronics.
In most APSs, the photodetector element is a reverse biased photodiode (Fig. 1.7),
with the bias far below the breakdown voltage of the diode. In photodiodes, the energy
of incident photons create electron-hole charge carrier pairs, similarly to CCDs. If
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Figure 1.7: Basic structure of a photodiode.
these charge carriers are generated in the depletion region of the PN junction of the
diode (or close to it so they can reach the depletion region with diffusion), they are
swept from the junction by the electric field. Due to the applied bias, free electrons
move further to the positive terminal of the diode while holes move to the negative
terminal, producing a current. The reverse bias furthermore increases the width of
the depletion region which in turn increases the number of photo-generated charge
carriers contributing to the current. With an increasing depletion region width, the
capacitance of the PN junction decreases which reduces the response time of the
photodiode. This basic design can be further improved by having a wide, undoped
intrinsic region between the P and N-type layers of the diode (PIN diode). The intrinsic
region further widens the depletion region and hence increases the sensitivity of the
diode through increasing quantum efficiency, and also reduces its response time by
decreasing the diffusion time of charge carriers generated close to but outside the
depletion region.
1.2.2 Single-photon sensitivity
With sufficient amplification and low detection noise, it is possible to measure a signal
induced by a single photoelectron and reach the quantum limit of light detection, sens-
ing a single photon. Single-photon counting (SPC) is a technique where light levels are
studied as an aggregation of digital events. This technique has been widely applied
in low light level scenarios in biology, chemistry, such as single-photon microscopy,
Raman spectroscopy, or fluorescence analysis (Becker, 2005, chapter 6; Lakowicz,
2006, chapter 4). Detecting photon arrivals as digital events also makes it possible to
study the time distribution of optical signals using high resolution timing electronics
(see next section). Photon counting light detectors do not necessarily record every
photon coming from a source, due to several properties of the detector such as the
photon absorbing material or the detector’s working principle. The sensors’ material
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determines which wavelengths of photons can be absorbed and the probability of
charge carrier generation (quantum efficiency). Another effect preventing the detector
to capture photons is temporal insensitivity after the detection of a previous photon
event, known as deadtime. Undetected photons do not represent a problem in a
photon counting application if the measured photon counts are coming at a rate lower
than the maximum count rate (inverse of deadtime), so that the changes in photon
counts reflect the changes in the observed light levels. The output of the detectors
is also affected by false events which do not correspond to real photons at the input,
representing noise. Sources of this noise could be thermally generated charge carri-
ers, noise of the detector electronics, repeated signalling of a photon event, known as
afterpulsing, or crosstalk between sensing elements.
Photomultiplier tubes and microchannel plates
PMTs and MCPs with high gain and low noise have been applied for photon counting.
The amplified output signal of the device is used to mark a photon absorption either
by comparing it to a preset threshold level, or when it reaches a certain fraction of the
total peak height. Photon counting mode operation of PMTs and MCPs have several
advantages over an analogue light detection mode, such as increased stability over
varying gain of the PMT, and increased signal-to-noise ratio of detection (Hamamatsu,
2007, chapter 6). PMTs and MCPs are still the most popular single point sensors
in confocal and multiphoton fluorescence microscopy, due to their low noise (<1 Hz
dark counts) and low uncertainty of detection time (~20 ps). However, as mentioned
above, their size and cost limit widespread deployment, while setups running on single
detector are slow in imaging applications.
Charge-coupled devices
In the case of CCD sensors, single-photon sensitivity has been achieved with in-
tensified charge-coupled devices (ICCDs) and electron multiplying charge-coupled
devices (EMCCDs) (Hynecek, 2001). The main manufacturers of these scientific grade
CCDs include Andor, UK and Princeton Intruments, USA. ICCDs are CCD based
detector systems where an additional intensifier detects and amplifies an image which
is then projected onto the CCD with coupling lenses or fibre optics. The intensifier
consists of a photocathode generating free electrons upon photon absorption, an
MCP for multiplying the electrons through secondary emission, and a phosphor layer
emitting photons upon electron impingement (Fig. 1.8). Using an intensifier provides
much higher sensitivity and allows shuttering of the light signals (see next section).
The intensifier, however, also introduces a deterioration of spatial resolution, due to
intermediate optics. Furthermore, high gains negatively affect the achievable dynamic
range (defined in Chapter 3).
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Figure 1.8: Basic structure of an intensified CCD sensor. The image of the MCP is
from Hamamatsu Photonics (Hamamatsu, 2007).
CCDs based sensors deploy an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) to sample the
incoming signal. For each readout ADCs reproduce the signal with quantization and
readout noise. While quantization noise can be reduced by using a 16 bit ADC as
opposed to 8 bit ADC, the readout noise is an inherent property of the ADC that com-
promises single-photon sensitivity. Electron multiplying CCDs detect light as regular
CCDs, conserving most of the parameters of a CCD but overcoming the limitations of
the readout noise. The difference with EMCCD technology is in the last step before
measuring the detected charge per pixel, where a line of charges is stepped through
an electron multiplying register (Fig. 1.9). The EM register is built of several hundred
cells. When stepped to a neighbouring cell of higher voltage, charges acquire en-
ergy which is turned to the generation of an electron-hole pair with small probability.
Via these ’impact ionization’ events, the charges are amplified as much as thousand
times when reaching the readout electronics. Unfortunately, this process also amplifies
thermally generated electrons as well, increasing the noise level. To prevent this,
cooling is crucial for EMCCDs, which increases the cost of the device and could lead
to problems due to condensation. As a result of the amplification of the optical signals,
the readout noise in EMCCDs has a lower significance compared to CCDs. However,
the stochastic nature of electron multiplication introduces uncertainties in the number
of generated electrons. This effect is expressed as a multiplicative term increasing
the noise from statistical uncertainties of the generated photoelectrons (shot noise)
and dark counts, often denoted as excess noise factor. In contrast with single channel
PMTs, EMCCDs are 2D devices acquiring images in one go, although their conversion




Figure 1.9: Basic structure of an EMCCD sensor.
Silicon photodiodes
Increased sensitivity can be achieved with silicon photodiodes as well through multi-
plication of charge carriers. In avalanche photodiodes (APDs) where the reverse bias
is close to the breakdown voltage, the high electric field across the device accelerates
electrons and holes, causing them to generate more and more charge carriers through
impact ionization. The resulting avalanche of charge carriers is proportional to the in-
cident light activity and easy to detect. These devices have excellent timing character-
istics due to the fast buildup of the avalanche current. The avalanche process amplifies
the noise (thermally generated carriers) as well. With additional amplifiers, avalanche
currents caused by single photons could be sensed, providing single-photon sensitivity
of the APD. The additional amplification, however, increases the timing uncertainty of
photon detection and noise of the APD.
When the bias voltage is above the APD’s breakdown voltage, the APD stays in an
unstable state for a limited amount of time and does not conduct current. When a
photon is absorbed during this time, the generated avalanche current has virtually
an infinite gain, and the output of the APD can be sensed easily without further
amplification (Fig. 1.10). The presence of the output signal is regarded as a digital
event signalling the detection of a single photon. This mode of operation is called
Geiger-mode, and APDs used in this mode are called single-photon avalanche diodes
(SPADs). The strong avalanche current can damage the SPAD and hence needs to
be quenched. Passive quenching mechanisms use a ballast resistor in series with
the diode to reduce the bias voltage over the SPAD upon an avalanche breakdown.
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Figure 1.10: Basic operation of single-photon avalanche diodes (Vb - breakdown
voltage, Ve - excess bias voltage).
Active quenching circuits can reduce the bias voltage upon sensing an avalanche
breakdown, and recharge the device thereafter. The result is a shorter reset time than
passive solutions at the price of increased complexity. High sensitivity and fast timing
capabilities of SPADs in big arrays come at trade-offs between several parameters of
the sensor. CMOS SPADs are the main enabling technology in this thesis and more
detailed description of SPAD parameters is given in Chapter 3, where two sensors
Ra-I and Ra-II are introduced and evaluated.
Superconducting detectors
In superconducting detectors the absorption of photons is generally sensed by detect-
ing changes in conductivity. Superconducting detectors are particularly attractive to
capture photons of infrared (IR) wavelengths, where most semiconductor devices are
restricted in efficiency. Examples of single-photon sensitive, superconducting detect-
ors include superconducting tunnel junctions (STJs) (Peacock et al., 1996), transition-
edge sensors (TESs) (Irwin and Hilton, 2005), kinetic inductance detectors (KIDs)
(Day et al., 2003), and superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs)
(Gol’tsman et al., 2001), which offer the highest performance of all.
An SNSPD is a wire made of a sheet of superconducting material (traditionally niobium
nitride - NbN) of few nm thickness and few hundred nm width. The wire is cooled
down below its critical temperature to a few K and biased with a current just below
its critical current (Fig. 1.11i). When a photon of sufficient energy is absorbed in
the material it causes a nonequilibrium perturbation creating a ’hot spot’ and a local
temperature above the critical temperature (Fig. 1.11)ii). As the resistive hot spot
increases in size it expels the bias current to the sidewalks of the wire (Fig. 1.11iii).
When the increased density of the supercurrent exceeds the critical threshold, the
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Figure 1.11: Detection cycle of a superconducting nanowire single-photon detector.
Figure from Natarajan et al. (2012).
device becomes entirely resistive (Fig. 1.11 iv and v), forcing the bias current to a
shunt circuit of lower resistance where a voltage pulse is measured. At the same
time, as the current density in the device decreases, the resistive barrier cools off and
the detector returns to the initial superconducting state (Fig. 1.11 vi). SNSPDs offer
high detection efficiency (>90 %), sub hertz dark count rate, low timing uncertainty
(~150 ps), and short deadtime (~40 ns) (Marsili et al., 2013). For the definition of these
measures refer to Chapter 3. The main drawback of superconducting sensors is the
need for extreme cooling making the detector costly and raising mobility issues.
Quanta image sensors
A reasonably new concept in light detection is represented by quanta image sensors
(QISs) (Fossum, 2011; Ma et al., 2017). Instead of collecting and integrating the
charges in the sensing elements such as in CCD and APS designs, QIS devices aim
to detect only one (or few) photons at each of its nanoscale sensing elements, or ’jots’,
with high quantum efficiency. In a QIS concept, millions of single photon sensitive jots
are read out at high frame rates, providing single-bit planes (where each jot is either
’on’ or ’off’). Spatial and temporal aggregation of bit planes promote a wide range
of digital image processing methods, such as object tracking, motion compensation,
wavefront correction, more complex high dynamic range imaging methods and arbit-
rary spatio-temporal convolution of QIS bits.
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1.3 Time-resolved light detection
Most light detection methods rely on measuring intensities and the only timing element
relates to speed of detection. Time-resolved detection consists of high speed detectors
coupled with picosecond timing electronics. The timing electronics is key and one only
needs to observe the computers and laptops around to realize the unit of time for a
4 GHz processor is 250 ps. However, techniques for ps timing have existed for long
time. Since the early 90s (20th century) efforts by companies such as Becker and
Hickl Gmbh introduced PC plug-in boards (ISA and PCI) with single channel timing
capability down to ps, costing between £10,000 and £20,000. PMTs from Hamamatsu
were biased for single-photon counting and wired to timing circuitry. The count rate
was ~1 million counts per second, but in practice the real samples would be expected
to be weaker in intensity, since maximum count rate would saturate the detection.
Other companies joined in, PicoQuant Gmbh, and currently we have a rich ecosystem
of time-resolved detectors and timing circuitry with easy-to-use software and off-the-
shelf performance to dive into studying fast and even ultra-fast phenomena in physics
and chemistry.
It should be mentioned that time-resolved detection can be performed in several ways
and we will discuss two: time-domain and frequency modulated. Time-domain meth-
ods usually rely on single-photon detection and timing circuitry, however other methods
also exist. ICCDs mentioned above also work in time domain, but here the intensifier is
switched on and off in 100s of ps allowing for fast detection of phenomena across a 2D
CCD sensor. Therefore, the timing is provided by intensifier switching (or time-gating)
rather than timing electronics. The temporal changes of light intensity are revealed
through applying a series of different time-windows with the intensifier. Streak cameras
record the temporal evolution of light by transforming the temporal intensity variations
to a spatial intensity profile. This is achieved by deflecting photoelectrons from the
device’s photocathode as they pass a pair of electrodes with a time-dependent voltage
applied. The swept supply voltage causes a time-dependent deflection and differ-
ent angles of the photoelectrons entering the camera’s detector (typically MCPs and
CCDs). The sub-picosecond timing of streak cameras is exceptional, but the number
of channels (e.g. for spectral detection) is limited, and they have a considerable cost
and size.
Throughout this thesis we focus on time-domain methods and time-correlated single-
photon counting (TCSPC) in particular (see chapter 2 for more details on TCSPC)
which requires timing electronics down to 10s of ps. A general schematic depicting the
main components of our approach is shown in Fig. 1.12.
Frequency modulated methods are not covered in this thesis experimentally, but a
brief mention is needed. Here, a modulated light source is used, and the emission
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Figure 1.12: Schematic of a time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) system
applying a pulsed light source, a single-photon detector, TCSPC electronics and
accessory optics. The key feature of CMOS SPAD line sensors is the integrated
TCSPC functionality on several hundreds of channels for spectral detection. Figure
is based on the image of a fluorescence microscope from PicoQuant (PicoQuant).
intensity modulation is analysed as a characteristic response to the excitation mod-
ulation frequency. The attraction of these methods is that they do not require single-
photon sensitivity and allow us to use modulated sources and detectors which are
readily available. In fact, it should be noted that first time-resolved studies historically
were frequency modulated (early and mid 20th century) (Berezin and Achilefu, 2010;
Gaviola, 1927). As an example, fluorescence emission shows a phase-lag and a
change of modulation depth (peak to peak of amplitude) compared to the excitation,
due to the average time spent in the excited state. From these values the apparent
lifetime of the fluorescence decay can be easily calculated. Multi-exponential and more
complex decays require the measurement of the frequency response to a wide range
of excitation modulation frequencies. The modulation frequency needs to be around
the reciprocal of the expected lifetime, typically meaning 2 to 200 MHz. Laser diodes
and light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are favourable for this purpose. Observing lifetimes
below ns requires GHz modulation, demanding high end light sources. Modulation
of both the light sources and detectors at slightly different frequencies provides a
detected signal with low frequency, but still maintaining the phase offset and change of
modulation depth characteristic to the sample. The signal is digitized, and changes in
phenomena and the underlying timing are inferred via Fourier transform methods. The
benefit is that no perfect sinusoidal modulation is required (even a pulsed source can
be applied), while the noise of the measured data is decreased. The main challenges
of frequency domain methods are the direct observation of multiple lifetime compon-
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ents (e.g. in video rate FLIM), and the complexity of background signal correction
(Lakowicz, 2006, chapter 5).
1.4 Enabling technologies
The factors making this study possible consisted of state-of-art sensors, pulsed light
sources and intermediate optics. Each of these technologies is undergoing rapid de-
velopment. While this thesis focuses on exploiting latest optoelectronics circuits, one
should always remember that without lasers, and pulsed lasers in particular, many of
the biomedical optics techniques would not be possible.
1.4.1 Massively parallel time-resolved CMOS SPAD based sensors
Compact devices capable of massively parallel, time-resolved detection of light are
enabled through SPAD based sensors manufactured with standard CMOS techno-
logy. Recent improvements in this field made it possible to produce light sensors with
several hundred channels, each processing photons with high detection efficiency and
tens of picoseconds timing resolution. CMOS technology has the additional benefit of
allowing further functionality to be realized on the same device, which allows more
complex processing of the information on the detected light levels, forming complex
light detection systems on a single silicon chip. Such devices have potential of high
impact with regard to spectroscopic techniques, especially in low light scenarios. The
low cost of these CMOS SPAD sensors in mass production, the complex functionality
and high performance while maintaining small size result in SPAD sensors penetrating
other fields as well, where traditionally different technologies have been used for light
detection.
1.4.2 Light sources
Lasers are by far the main enabling technology in time-resolved studies. Laser diodes
in particular are affordable and intensity switching allows for pulsing down to 50 ps
as sold by many suppliers (Edinburgh Instruments, Horiba, Becker and Hickl, and
PicoQuant). LEDs are harder to pulse due to their switching characteristics, but 200 ps
pulsed LEDs are readily available. More expensive sources include supercontinuum
(SC) lasers which are broadband in emission, pulsed and can be coupled into single
mode fibres, which is key for applications such as low-coherence interferometry, as
will be further explained in later chapters. SC lasers are, in many ways, an ideal
pulsed laser with the main disadvantage being that they are expensive (£40,000 or
more with cheapest low-intensity units ~£10,000) and class 4 in terms of laser safety.
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Therefore, they are mostly used in high-end microscopy and scientific instrumentation,
even though they could have more widespread appeal.
1.5 Research aims
CMOS SPAD line sensors are very attractive for many low light level and photon count-
ing applications. While their applicability is still challenging for many optical techniques,
SPAD sensors have been designed with tailored detector properties to accommodate
the requirements of advanced biophotonics applications. With a versatile sensor of
high performance, different optical techniques could be combined in a multimodal
system, providing diverse information. Such optical systems with off-the-shelf opto-
electronics can lead to affordable and improved biomedical tools. The aim of this
thesis is to explore and demonstrate the applicability of CMOS SPAD line sensors
with spectral photon counting and massively parallel timing capability in fluorescence
spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy and spectral reflectometry. For this, two SPAD
line sensors are to be deployed, Ra-I and Ra-II, which were designed in the CMOS
Sensors and Systems Group at the University of Edinburgh, led by Professor Robert
Henderson.
The specific aims are the following:
• Characterise the Ra CMOS SPAD line sensors, with particular focus on timing
characteristics.
• Build a fully functioning system for time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy and
Raman spectroscopy with Ra-I, including optoelectronics and software.
• Demonstrate the high photon processing capability of Ra-I in time-resolved fluor-
escence spectroscopy, and evaluate the efficiency of the system with respect to
the acquisition speed of time-resolved and spectral fluorescence data with given
spectral and temporal accuracy.
• Demonstrate the benefits of time-resolved capability in Raman spectroscopy.
• Build an electro-optical system for spectral-domain optical coherence tomography
(OCT) with Ra-II, including hardware and software.
• Analyse and characterise SPAD detectors and the effect of detector parameters
on OCT performance.
• Demonstrate the combination of time-resolved single-photon counting and low-
coherence interferometry for advancing spectral detection of scattered light, and




The rest of the thesis is divided as follows.
Chapter 2: Introduction to Spectroscopic Techniques in Biomedicine
This chapter introduces three particular spectroscopic applications, namely fluores-
cence spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy and OCT. This work studies how time-
resolved SPAD arrays can be deployed in these three techniques to make improve-
ments on the state-of-the-art. While the first two techniques are based on spectral
detection of light, the third one, optical coherence tomography is slightly different in
this regard. In OCT, different methods exist for recording interference signals from the
sample of interest, based on time-domain or spectral detection. This thesis focuses
on spectral-domain (SD) OCT, where a spectrometer setup can be deployed using a
linear sensor array.
For each of the three techniques the working principles are discussed, crucial compon-
ents and related requirements are identified, and applications using these techniques
are introduced. The chapter also introduces the additional computational requirements
and data processing to produce the desired information from the measurement data.
Chapter 3: Characterisation of CMOS SPAD Line Sensors
In this chapter, the characterisation methods of CMOS SPAD sensors are described.
Two CMOS SPAD based line sensors are characterised: Ra-I and Ra-II, which were
used in this work. The sensors are assessed regarding crucial parameters affecting
their application, such as the noise level, timing of photons and detection uncertainty
and means of temporal discrimination of optical signals. The methods for character-
isation and respective results are discussed in details.
Chapter 4: Time-resolved Spectroscopy with Ra-I
This chapter focuses on advancing time-resolved fluorescence and Raman spectro-
scopy using the first generation of CMOS SPAD line sensor designed in our group
(Ra-I) with massively parallel timing capabilities. The hardware, firmware and software
surrounding the Ra-I sensor all contribute to high efficiency of time-stamping photons,
high data-rate and ease of use for end users, these are thoroughly described. In time-
resolved fluorescence spectroscopy, three example applications are demonstrated:
measuring the kinetics of the spectral fluorescence signal of chlorophyll in an intact
leaf, measuring the dynamic fluorescence response of a biosensor probe, and meas-
uring the steady state fluorescence spectrum of excised mouse lung tissue. These
examples are to illustrate the applicability of the system for fast acquisition of spectrally
and temporally resolved fluorescence data. Additionally, initial results are shown for
improved detection of Raman spectra using the time-gating feature of the Ra-I sensor.
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Chapter 5: Spectral-Domain Optical Coherence Tomography with Ra-I and Ra-II
This chapter investigates the feasibility of OCT imaging with CMOS SPAD arrays. For
the first time, spectral single-photon counting is demonstrated in an SD OCT setup,
using pulsed illumination and SPAD line sensors. The effect of the sensor parameters
of Ra-II on OCT is analysed through simulations and measurements. The benefits and
drawbacks are identified and discussed in comparison with a commercially available
CMOS camera.
Chapter 6: Time-resolved Spectral-Domain Optical Coherence Tomography
The main advantage of SPAD technology, massively parallel timing of photons is
introduced as a novel detection concept when combined with low-coherence inter-
ferometry. The proposed technique and related requirements are described on a con-
ceptual basis, with indications of potential applications. A proof of concept study is
presented using the proposed combined detection technique to remove reflection
artefacts in SD OCT.
Chapter 7: Summary and Conclusion
Finally, the results are summarized. Crucial characteristics of SPAD line arrays are
discussed, focusing on properties where CMOS SPAD sensor designs need improved
performance in the presented applications. We conclude by looking into future applic-






The detection and analysis of light signals is an indispensable tool in biomedicine. As
mentioned previously, most of what we know in biology comes from optical instruments
such as microscopes. Light can be absorbed, scattered, reflected or polarized to
mention a few mechanisms. On the other hand, light needs to be generated or emitted
either at the light source or from the sample itself (as is the case with fluorescence).
This thesis focuses on three different time-resolved spectroscopic techniques analys-
ing light emanating from tissue or biomedical samples. The first one, fluorescence
spectroscopy is based on emission of light as a result of (pulsed) laser excitation
(Lakowicz, 2006). In Raman spectroscopy, the characteristic scattering of the incident
light on molecules of interest is considered (McCreery, 2000). The third technique,
optical coherence tomography (OCT), is used to reveal micrometre resolution images
of structures of scattering media such as biological tissues, utilizing the backscattered
light from the sample (Drexler and Fujimoto, 2015). The common feature of all three
techniques is that they require the measurement of spectral light intensities. Through-
out the thesis, instrumentation and experiments are discussed where recording the
temporal evolution of the spectral intensities at several hundreds of channels with pico
and nanosecond resolution offers improvements on the techniques, overcoming asso-
ciated challenges and offering novel approaches. To that end, the reader is introduced
to these techniques from both steady-state and time-resolved perspectives.
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2.1 Fluorescence spectroscopy
Fluorescence spectroscopy is one of the most ubiquitously applied spectroscopic tech-
niques, used across biochemistry, biophysics and medical sciences. From the first
reported observation of a vivid blue luminescence of quinine in 1845 by Frederik
William Herschel when exposed to sunlight, fluorescence spectroscopy has expanded
enormously to become a routinely used technique. Today, fluorescence spectroscopy
is utilized in medical diagnostics, cellular and molecular imaging, detection of single
molecules, measuring the size and shape of proteins and recording their conforma-
tional changes, to name only a few applications. Pulsed light sources and advanced
sensors can be used to characterise the fast fluorescence decay after excitation (life-
times of most fluorophores used in fluorescence microscopy are 0.5 to 5 ns). This
leads to a rich set of results from single molecule fluorescence studies (Moerner and
Fromm, 2003) and protein folding (Michalet et al., 2006) to tissue auto-fluorescence in
medicine (Marcu, 2012). In this section, the basic principles of fluorescence spectro-
scopy are introduced. Time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) as an efficient
technique for time-resolved spectroscopy is described, in consideration with the ad-
vancement that massively parallelised time-resolved single-photon avalanche diodes
(SPADs) offer. Finally, the data processing challenges of time-resolved spectroscopy
are discussed along with proposed solutions.
2.1.1 Introduction
Fluorescence
When fluorescent materials absorb light of a certain wavelength their atoms are ex-
cited and gain energy. Some of the absorbed energy is lost as heat, almost instantly.
The remaining surplus energy is rapidly re-emitted as light of a longer wavelength
(different colour) during relaxation of the excited atoms.
As discussed in chapter 1, electrons can be excited and promoted to higher energy
orbitals by photon absorption. Fluorescence is a luminous phenomenon, which hap-
pens when an excited electron of a molecule returns to its ground state. During the
‘downward’ transition to ground state, a photon is emitted with an energy matching
the energy difference of the two states. The term fluorescence is used when the
excited electron occupies a singlet state, meaning that it has opposite spin state than
its pair electron on the ground state. The average time spent in the excited state in this
case is typically in the nanosecond range. There are also several other radiationless
processes modifying the energy of the electrons, and various excited states, such as
vibrational and triplet states. The electronic states and molecular processes causing
transitions between them are best described on a Jablonski diagram (Fig. 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: A typical Jablonski diagram depicting ground (thick horizontal lines) and
higher vibrational states (thin horizontal lines) for singlet electronic states S0, S1 and
S2, and triplet electronic state T1. Radiative transitions, involving photon absorption
and emission, are shown with straight vertical lines. Non-radiative transitions, including
internal conversion, vibrational relaxation and intersystem crossing, are shown with
curly arrows.
When excited, the electron often ends up in a higher vibrational state. Some of the ab-
sorbed energy is turned to lengthening and shortening bonds, widening and squeez-
ing bond angles, or lost in collisions and as heat. Due to the vibrational relaxation
and other reactions, such as energy transfer and solvent-effects, fluorescence photon
emission usually takes place from the lowest vibrational level of the excited electronic
state. When returning to the ground electronic state (S0 in Fig. 2.1), the electron
usually returns to en excited vibrational level first, and then reaches the ground level
after vibrational relaxation. Such losses between excitation end emission causes the
emitted fluorescence photons having a longer wavelength as the excitation, known
as Stokes shift. In most cases, especially when there are many vibrational levels and
the excited electronic states are close so that their vibrational levels overlap, the rapid
relaxation after excitation occurs over several electronic states (internal conversion).
The result is that photon emission happens almost exclusively from the ground level of
S1 (Fig. 2.1) and consequently the emission spectrum is independent of the excitation,
this is known as Kasha’s rule (del Valle and Catalán, 2019).
During internal conversion, the excited electron may undergo spin conversion as well
(especially in the case of heavy atoms). This process is called intersystem crossing,
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and the system ends up in a triplet state (T1 in Fig. 2.1). According to the Pauli exclu-
sion principle, two electrons can only occupy the same orbital if they have opposite
spin states. Consequently, the transition to the ground state from a triplet state is
forbidden, and the electron is trapped in this intermediate state between the excited
and ground states. The electron eventually drops back to the ground state with a rate
several orders of magnitude lower than that of fluorescence. The average time spent
in this state is much longer accordingly, typically meaning micro- and milliseconds,
but up to several minutes in some cases. Photon emission from the triplet state is
called phosphorescence. As the triplet state is lower in energy than the singlet state,
phosphorescence emission has a longer wavelength.
Fluorescence emission has a characteristic spectrum depending on the chemical struc-
ture of the material under study and its solvent. Due to spectral broadness of fluor-
escence emission (and presence of many molecules fluorescing), it is often hard to
disentangle which exact molecule is emitting the fluorescence, and therefore chemical
fingerprinting is usually left to techniques such as Raman (McCreery, 2000, chapter 1
and 2) or infrared spectroscopy (Movasaghi et al., 2008). However, when the sample
is labelled specifically such as in smartprobes (Mills et al., 2016), the specificity of de-
tection rises fundamentally. As with other spectroscopies, the emission and absorption
spectra are expressed in function of wavelengths (nm) or wavenumbers ( 1cm ).
Lifetime
Another characteristic feature of fluorescence is its lifetime. Relaxation of an excited
electron and the emission of a fluorescence photon is a random process. However, a
population of excited fluorophore species can be described quantitatively on a mac-
roscopic level. If no continuous excitation is provided (i.e. using a short light pulse for
excitation), the excited fluorophore population will eventually decay away. The speed
of the depopulation process depends on the decay rate constant, which expresses
the average number of transitions from the excited state to the ground state, projected
to a single molecule and unit time (therefore having the unit of 1s ). In the simplest
case, an excited electron either releases a fluorescence photon (emissive or radiative
decay), or loses the absorbed energy as heat (non-radiative decay). Both of these
processes contribute to the depopulation of the excited state and the total decay rate
(equation 2.1, where kr, knr and k are the radiative, non-radiative and total decay rates,
respectively). As a result, the excited population follows an exponential decrease in
intensity with time. The exponential decay is characterized by the lifetime (τ ), which is
the reciprocal of the total decay rate and expresses the average time that a single
electron spends in the excited state (equation 2.2) (Berezin and Achilefu, 2010).
It should be pointed out, that when multiple fluorophores are present in a sample
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under study, the excited population shows a multiexponential decay, and the measured
lifetime is a weighted sum of the lifetimes of all contributing fluorophores. Also, the
decay of the excited population may not be exponential at all in an inhomogeneous
molecular environment and when the decay rates are not constant.
The rate of radiative and non-radiative relaxation processes also determine the effi-
ciency of fluorescence emission. This is expressed by the quantum yield (Q), which is
the ratio of the emissive decay rate and the total decay rate (equation 2.3). Equival-
ently, quantum yield can be defined as the ratio of the number of emitted photons and
absorbed photons.









Measuring the lifetime has several benefits over steady-state measurements. The
lifetime is an intrinsic property of fluorophores and as such, it does not depend on
the intensity of fluorescence or the excitation, therefore it is not corrupted by low
fluorescence signal levels or low fluorophore concentration. On the other hand, lifetime
(especially the non-radiative decay rate) is sensitive to the internal structure of fluoro-
phores and the environment of molecules such as temperature, pH and the presence
of fluorescence quenchers. Changes of the fluorescence lifetime reveal molecular
interactions, fluorophore-solvent reactions, conformational changes and Förster res-
onance energy transfer (FRET) (Jares-Erijman and Jovin, 2003). FRET takes place
when two molecules are close in space, and the fluorescence emission spectrum of
one (donor) overlaps with the absorption spectrum of the other (acceptor). Energy
transferred from the donor to acceptor and the associated change in lifetime provide
means to measure microscopic distances and the spatial distribution of donor and ac-
ceptor molecules. Lifetime measurements are also favourable to distinguish between
labels with overlapping emission spectra in biomedical imaging.
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2.1.2 Time-resolved fluorescence measurements
As suggested by the importance of fluorescence lifetime, time-resolved fluorescence
measurements have major benefits. On the other hand, time-resolved measurement
techniques are inherently more complex to implement. Fluorescent lifetimes are usu-
ally in the nanosecond or sub-nanosecond range. Measuring such short time intervals
demands sophisticated and expensive instruments, advanced light sources and high-
speed detectors in particular. Time-resolved detection can be classified to time-domain
and frequency-domain measurements. The latter one is briefly mentioned in the pre-
vious chapter, but not discussed in details as part of this thesis. A detailed description
of frequency-domain (FD) fluorometry is given by Lakowicz (2006, chapter 5).
Time-domain (TD) techniques aim to derive the fluorescence lifetime from the recor-
ded temporal change of fluorescent emission intensity. Since this is proportional to the
excited population, the lifetime can be approximated from the slope of the measured
intensity decay (Fig. 2.2). For time-domain measurements a pulsed light source is used
to excite the sample. The ideal excitation pulse is a Dirac delta function (a pulse with
zero width but finite integral). In practice, the pulse width is reasonably shorter than the
expected lifetime. Typical light sources with ps and fs pulse widths and MHz and GHz
repetition rates are mode-locked lasers, supercontinuum lasers, solid-state pulsed
laser diodes and light-emitting diodes (LEDs). Following excitation, the emitted fluores-
cence intensity is recorded against time. The ideal detector turns all incident photons
to electric signals instantly, and it is ready for photon detection any time. In reality,
detectors such as photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), microchannel plates (MCPs) and
photo diodes all have finite detection efficiencies, timing uncertainties and deadtimes.
The fluorescence lifetime is estimated from the measured decay curve. Usually, the
recorded curve is distorted by the finite excitation pulse width and timing uncertainties
introduced by optics and the detector. Robust algorithms take the detrimental effect
of these instrumental factors into consideration. This requires the measurement of
the instrument response function (IRF), which estimates the response of the whole
measurement apparatus to a hypothetical sample with zero lifetime. The processing
steps for retrieving the lifetime is described in detail in the following sections.
Several different methods have been proposed for measuring the temporal profile of
fluorescence emission intensity. The most intuitive method is the direct measurement
of the decay in time with a fast detector (Marcu et al., 2014, chapter 4). In pulse
sampling measurements, the time-dependent output of the detector is sampled with
a fast digitizer or a high-end oscilloscope. The achievable timing resolution in these
measurements is limited by the sampling speed. Furthermore, inherently low optical
signals impose difficulties in direct measurements. Therefore, the direct measure-
ments usually require low repetition rate, but high peak power lasers such as CO2
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Figure 2.2: Time-domain measurement of fluorescence lifetime. A light pulse excites
the fluorophore which emits photons with decreasing intensity according to the decay
of the excited molecule population. Provided a single exponential decay, the lifetime
(τ ) is given by the slope (− 1τ ).
lasers (Marcu, 2012) which, in turn, generate enough signal for direct sampling. How-
ever, an excessive amount of energy of the incident light can cause photochemical
destruction of the molecules in the sample. The consequence of this effect, called
photobleaching, is a reduced fluorescence emission from the sample.
Gated acquisition of the emission signal can also be applied to record the wave-
form through several emission cycles (Marcu et al., 2014, chapter 8; Becker, 2005,
chapter 2). In this technique, a time-gate narrower than the emission decay is applied
upon detection. The gate is scanned over the decay, and a different part of the decay
is measured at each emission cycle. Gating can be achieved electronically with image
intensifiers, and gated photon counters. In the former case, gating is achieved by
modulating the voltage applied to the intensifier (see section 1.2.2). Depending on its
direction, the voltage either accelerates photoelectrons towards the phosphor screen,
or prevents their propagation further in the device. In the case of gated photon coun-
ters, a single-photon sensitive detector is used with a counter, where counting of the
photon pulses is only enabled for certain time periods. The counter enabling electronic
pulses (gate pulses) are often triggered synchronously with a pulsed light source, with
delay generators controlling the gate pulse width and position in time (Becker, 2005,
chapter 2). Optical gating is performed with the use of nonlinear photonic crystals.
These materials exhibit a nonlinear response to incident light, that allows the use of
an optical gating signal to change the refringence of the material (optical shuttering),
or shifting the wavelength of an incident light beam when overlapping spatially and
temporally with the gating beam (upconversion) (Xu and Knutson, 2008). These meth-
ods provide high gating resolution but infer complex and expensive instrumentation.
Gated measurements are particularly useful when the detector is limited in speed
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or bandwidth for direct time-resolved measurements. The counting efficiency, on the
other hand, is lower than that of a direct measurement. The counting efficiency is
increased when multiple gates are used at different timepoints, at the expense of
complexity and cost. The main limitation of this method is the number of applicable
gates and the width of each gate compromising the temporal resolution. In both cases,
the overall uncertainty of detection is increased with the jitter of the gate.
Detectors operating in single-photon counting (SPC) are used with multichannel scalers
in other systems (Becker, 2005, chapter 2). These devices perform a fast sweep
of memory locations synchronously to a reference signal (excitation), and sort the
detected photons to the memory locations accordingly. The achievable time-resolution
of these solutions is around 1 ns, which is still not sufficient for fluorescence measure-
ments of short lifetimes. TCSPC offers the highest flexibility and lowest noise (Alfano
and Ockman, 1968). This thesis mainly focuses on TCSPC for time-resolved meas-
urement of fluorescence decays.
2.1.3 Time-correlated single-photon counting
TCSPC is a technique widely applied in photonics, solid-state physics and nuclear
physics (Becker, 2005, chapter 5) for recording the timing of discrete events with
respect to periodic excitation. For example, in the case of fluorescence the arrival time
of single fluorescence photons is recorded with respect to the excitation pulse that
generated the fluorescence emission. When measuring picosecond or nanosecond
events, one needs to resort to high resolution timing circuits with core time interval
measured ideally much lower than the event sampled (i.e. 50 ps time resolutions to
measure 2 ns fluorescence decay). The working principle is best described by the
following. The timing circuits are started when an excitation pulse is produced. The
emission signal in response is not measured directly, instead the signal intensity is
maintained such that a maximum of one emission photon is detected. For strong
fluorescence emission, this may require attenuation of the signal. Upon detection of
this photon, the timing circuit is stopped, and the measured time-of-arrival is noted
(Fig. 2.3a,b). The timing circuit is reset and the timing measurement is repeated with
each excitation pulse. Subsequent measurements of arrival times are used to create
a histogram where the number of occurrences of each possible arrival time (based on
the timing resolution) is registered. Under certain conditions regarding the emission
count rate, the number of different arrival times (i.e the histogram) follows the emission
intensity profile (Fig. 2.3c).
In practice, the reference event starting the time measurement (START) is provided
by the sync signal of the pulsed light source (or given as the output of a separate
detector sensing the excitation pulses). In TCSPC, the count rates are relatively low.
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Figure 2.3: In time-correlated single-photon counting the sample is excited with a
short light pulse, and photons of the fluorescence emission are detected (a). The
arrival time of single emission photons is recorded with respect to a reference event,
provided by the excitation pulses (b). Subsequent measurements of photon arrivals are
collected in a histogram. Provided a low count rate of emission photons, the generated
histogram follows the true shape of the optical waveform of fluorescence emission (c).
In reversed START-STOP mode the timing circuits are started by the emission photons
and stopped by a delayed excitation pulse, so there is no need for resetting the timers
when no photon is detected in the laser cycle (d).
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Consequently, the timing circuits need frequent resetting with no detected photons
stopping them in most excitation cycles. This was particularly problematic with time-
to-analogue converter (TAC) with long reset times, decreasing the duty cycle of the
timing circuits and requiring low repetition rate of the excitation. As a solution, recent
TCSPC instruments all apply a ’STOP-START’ or reversed ’START-STOP’ operation. In
this operation mode, photon detection embodies the START event (instead of stopping
the timing). The timing circuits are stopped by a delayed (or a subsequent) sync pulse.
As a consequence, the recorded histograms are flipped along the time axis (Fig. 2.3d).
Delay of the sync signal shifts the entire histogram along the time axis. While, in
theory, this does not change the shape of the measured signal, there are a few points
worth mentioning. Timing in time-to-digital converters (TDCs) is often carried out by a
periodically changing electrical signal. The jitter of each repeated timing stage adds
up and can be significant if the timing circuit is running for a long time. Therefore,
the delay in the sync signal should be carefully aligned so that the timing circuit runs
for short times. The spacing of the electrical sync pulses (and the optical emission
pulses) is set by the repetition rate of the laser, and therefore it is assumed that the
temporal distance between pulses is constant. Still, non-corresponding excitation and
emission pulses might be less correlated (i.e. when the timing is stopped by a different
reference event than the one initiated the emission that started the timing). The result
is a higher uncertainty of timing when the signal path of the optical (emission event) or
the electrical (reference event) signals is significantly longer.
TCSPC requires short excitation pulses. The first light sources were dye lasers, argon
ion and Ti:sapphire lasers with ps and fs pulses. The appearance of simple and cost-
effective sources, solid state laser diodes and LEDs, has had a major contribution
to the accessibility and spread of TCSPC systems. These sources are available at a
wide range of wavelengths in the visible and near infrared (NIR) range, they can be
pulsed at variable repetition rates (GHz for laser diodes and 10s of MHz for LEDs),
and provide short pulses (ps for laser diodes and ns for LEDs). The detector needs to
have single-photon sensitivity. While the speed of conversion from photons to electric
signals is often an important parameter, long conversion times (e.g. with PMTs) are
not limiting, since they only add a delay to the timing of photons. The uncertainty of
the detection time (transit time spread or jitter) is crucial, however. Timing uncertainties
are introduced by various effects, depending on the sensor technology. As an example,
with SPADs, the detection time depends on statistical fluctuations of the location where
charge carriers are generated within the device and their diffusion to the depleted
region, but also on the spread of the avalanche current. In the case of PMTs, the
sources of jitter include the location and size of the illuminated region of the pho-
tocathode, the location of electron emission on the electrodes, the initial velocity of the
emitted electrons and fluctuations in the electron trajectories. The traditional devices
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of choice have been PMTs and MCPs with high gain and low timing jitter. SPADs offer
similar jitters (tens of ps) as MCPs at a lower cost and compact construction. PMTs
and MCPs are analogue devices. Sensing the onset of the analogue detector output
increases the complexity of the TCSPC electronics chain and the timing uncertainty of
detection. Photon detection on SPAD sensors is a digital event, which can be directly
processed with integrated timing circuits.
When the photon count rate is low, several detector channels could be used with
a single timing circuit for multidimensional TCSPC (Becker, 2005, chapter 3). This
allows the measurement of several decays at different locations at the same time, or
time-resolved spectral fluorescence measurements. While streak cameras are costly
and complex detectors, they allow the detection of spectral fluorescence decays at
several 10s of channels with picosecond time resolution (10 ps in practice). The ad-
ditional benefit is that they are not limited to low light levels associated with TCSPC
operation. Multidimensional TCSPC is possible with PMT arrays and position sens-
itive PMTs with compact TCSPC electronics on Peripheral Component Interconnect
(PCI) cards. These solutions are limited to 16 channels. Complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) technology allows system on chip (SOC) solutions with sev-
eral hundred individual TCSPC channels with SPAD sensors integrated on a single
chip.
Counting loss, pile-up and saturation
Light levels in TCSPC are required to be low due to the deadtime of TCSPC elec-
tronics. The timing circuits are unable to detect further photons for at least several
10s of nanoseconds after detection of a photon. If multiple photons arrive in a single
excitation cycle, only the first one is detected (in most TCSPC systems). This leads
to lost photons (counting loss), and over several cycles to an over-representation of
early photons and distortions of the recorded histograms consequently. The distortion
of the measured intensity decay is minor when the detected count rate is up to 10 %
of the excitation repetition rate (i.e. 1 emission photon in every 10 excitation cycles).
Even if the count rate is limited so that there is a high probability of receiving only
one photon per emission cycle (maintaining the <10 % rule), no photons should arrive
during the deadtime of the device either. A practical limit is expressed by the ’useful
count rate’, which is 50 % of the reciprocal of the deadtime. Limitations regarding the
excitation pulse rate should be considered as well. The pulses should not be closer
than ~4 times the fluorescence lifetime in order to avoid re-excitation of the decay.
Correction methods have been proposed to reduce the effects of deadtime and pile-up,
based on processing of the measured data (Becker, 2005, section 7.9) using statistical
assumptions. The most efficient method to prevent pile-up and increase the counting
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capability is to use a multiplexed timing system with several channels (Arlt et al., 2013).
When several timing channels are used, the length of the exposure time becomes
important as well. The exposure time does not affect the recorded temporal profiles,
however it may distort the information measured across the channels. Let us consider
a spectral TCSPC system, where fluorescent decays at different wavelengths of the
emission spectrum are measured at different channels. To build decay histograms, the
sample is repeatedly excited according to the TCSPC operation principles. In practice,
the detector measures the emission signal over a certain exposure time covering many
excitation cycles. At the end of the exposure time, the measured photon arrival time is
provided by the timing circuits at each channel (if at least one photon is detected on the
channel). Let us further assume that the emission signal is attenuated such that only a
single photon is detected for many excitation pulses (>10), to avoid early photon pile-
up. If the exposure time is long enough, no matter how low probability the detection
of a single-photon has, one photon will be detected sooner or later on all channels. In
this case, the number of photons in the histograms of each channel will be the same,
independently of the different spectral intensities falling to each spectral channel. In
other words, the steady state intensity calculated from TCSPC data has a maximum
value set by the number of exposure cycles used for building the TCSPC histograms.
Consequently, for exposure times too long, the integral of the of the spectral channels
along time would look like as a clipped steady state spectral intensity. To avoid such
saturation of a channel, the exposure time needs to be set so that the average number
of photons detected during exposure time (<Nphoton>) is proportional to the intensity
of the emission signal on that channel. That is, the number of excitation pulses (L)
per exposure time needs to be lower than the reciprocal of the highest count rate (R),
expressed in number of photons per excitation pulses (see Fig. 2.4). Alternative timing
solutions were reported to record multiple photon arrivals in a single laser excitation
cycle (Dutton et al., 2014; Erdogan et al., 2017; Al Abbas et al., 2018).
<Nphoton>=
{
RL : L < 1R
1 : L ≥ 1R
2.1.4 Processing and analysis
Weighted nonlinear least squares
The lifetime (or lifetimes) needs to be derived from the measured time profile of the
fluorescence decay. This is most often done by weighted nonlinear least squares (LS)
fitting. Generally, the task of the fitting is to find the parameters (p = [p1, p2, ..., pNp ])
of a parametric mathematical model (f(x,p), e.g. an exponential decay with p = τ
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Figure 2.4: The number of photons detected in an exposure cycle is limited to 1 in
time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC). Theoretically, the intensity (number
of counts) in a TCSPC experiment is linear with the true intensity, if the exposure time
is short enough. < Nphoton >: expected number of photons per exposure cycle, R:
expected number of photons per laser cycle (e.g. 0.1), L: number of laser cycles per
exposure cycle.
lifetime) for which the model function is ’closest’ to the data points of the measure-
ment ((x1, y1),(x2, y2),...,(xNx , yNx), Nx ≥ Np, e.g. measured intensity yi of the decay
at timepoints xi). The ’closeness’ of the model with a certain set of parameters is
quantitatively measured by the weighted summed square of residuals (ri), called the

















Weighting of squared differences between the measured data and the prediction is
required, since the observed decay values (in function of time) are not equally reli-
able. This is because the light levels (number of photons) have Poisson statistic, and
the variance of each observation is equal to the measured intensity. Weighting with
the measured light intensity (i.e. the variance of the observation) provides that each
intensity measurement has equal contribution to the goodness of the fit. Starting with
an initial set of parameters, minimum χ2 is searched for iteratively using optimization
algorithms, such as the Gauss–Newton method, the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm
and the Nelder–Mead method. Since the χ2 value depends on the number of meas-
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urement points (Nx), often the reduced χ2R value is applied (equation 2.5). For a
perfect fit, χ2R is equal to 1. Different techniques have been proposed to evaluate the
uncertainty of the derived parameters and associated confidence intervals (Becker,
2005, section 4.9 and 4.10). Nonetheless, a visual confirmation of the residuals often
reveals if the residuals are not randomly distributed, but show systematic errors. In
these cases, a more complex model may be required, even though increasing the
complexity of fitting. Resolving multiexponential decays is generally challenging as the
amplitude and lifetime parameters of the exponential components are highly correl-
ated. In practice, there is a limit with respect to the measurement noise above which
components with similar lifetimes cannot be distinguished (van den Bos and Swarte,
1993). For this reason, measurements of multiexponential decays require high signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR).
Other analysis methods
Least squares regression assumes that the observations are normally distributed.
With low photon counts of the decay, the measurement values are more accurately
described with Poisson statistic. In this case, more accurate estimation of the lifetime
is possible with maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) (Tellinghuisen and Wilkerson
Jr., 1993). Here, the lifetime (or lifetimes) is an unknown parameter of a statistical
model, in which each observation of the fluorescence intensity at different timepoints
is affected by Poisson noise. MLE estimates the lifetime parameter(s) of this model,
for which the observed data is most probable. Several other methods exist for the
retrieval of the characteristic timing information of the fluorescence decay, which are
less frequently applied. The centre of mass technique, for example, is less demanding
computationally and therefore faster than fitting routines. However, it is also less ac-
curate (Li et al., 2010). This method can be sufficient when simply a differentiation
between known fluorophores is required instead of accurate resolving of complex
decays. Lifetime estimation can be improved through corrections with the IRF and the
use of lookup tables (Krstajić et al., 2015; Poland et al., 2016). The applied method
also depends on the mode of data acquisition. As an example, the decay might be
undersampled when time-gated detection is used with low number of gates. With the
a priori information of the decay shape, a few number of time-gates are sufficient for
lifetime determination using the rapid lifetime determination (RLD) method, e.g. two
gates for a single exponential decay, or four gates for a double exponential. RLD is
inferior to fitting algorithms with respect to accuracy (30-40% worse precision com-
pared to weighted least squares calculation with 512 measurement points (Ballew and
Demas, 1989)), and it is unsuitable for resolving complex decays. However, for simple
single and double exponential decays its simplicity allows substantially faster lifetime
estimation (Sharman et al., 1999).
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Correction of the instrument response function
The contribution of time spread in the system (instrument response function or IRF)
needs to be taken into account when processing the measured data. The IRF can be
thought of as the impulse response function of the measurement system (response
to a Dirac delta function, i.e. infinitely short pulse). The total IRF of a TCSPC sys-
tem (IRF (t) in equation 2.6) is the convolution of the time response of the light
source (u(t)) and the timing accuracy of the electro-optics (IRFo(t)) and the detector
(IRFd(t)). Timing resolution of the system is usually described as the full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of the IRF. To measure the total IRF, scattering solutions
are used as a sample illuminated at the expected wavelength of the fluorescence
emission under study. The fluorescence signals (x(t) in equation 2.7) are convolved
with the IRF (’physically’) when measured with the system (y(t)), therefore the applied
decay model is convolved with the measured IRF (numerically) before fitted to the
measured data during its analysis. Equation 2.8 describes how one would define the
model (f(t, τ)) assuming a single exponential decay, from which the lifetime value (τ )
is to be estimated by fitting the model to the measured data (y(t)) (e.g. as described in
equation 2.4). Owing to this reconvolution step, it is possible to measure decays with
lifetimes shorter than the IRF (chapter 2 of (Becker, 2005)).
IRF (t) = u(t) ∗ IRFo(t) ∗ IRFd(t) (2.6)
y(t) = x(t) ∗ IRF (t) (2.7)
f(t, τ) = Ie
−t
τ ∗ IRF (t) (2.8)
2.2 Raman spectroscopy
2.2.1 Introduction
Raman spectroscopy is a technique to study vibrational and rotational modes of mo-
lecules in a sample (a general introduction is given for example by Atkins et al. (2013,
chapter 19)). Since these properties are very specific to the molecules in question
and their environment, Raman spectroscopy has become a versatile tool for chemical
analysis and identification of elements. The technique is based on the detection of
light from a high intensity source inelastically scattered on the molecules of study.
When the sample is illuminated, the majority of scattered light undergoes Rayleigh
scattering. This means an elastic collision of photons with the sample molecules,
where the momentum and the kinetic energy of the system is preserved. The Rayleigh
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scattered photons do not lose kinetic energy, and their wavelength stays the same as
the excitation wavelength. One out of 106–108 photons suffers inelastic collision, that is
Raman scatter, and its kinetic energy changes. In a simple explanation, this is because
the molecules can vibrate in different ways, depending on their orientation, bonds and
the mass of their atoms. Each mode of vibration is associated with a specific frequency
and energy, accordingly. The energy of the incident photons changes when they pro-
mote the molecule to a vibrational mode of higher or lower energy. The wavelength
of these photons changes respectively. The phenomenon can be described using
virtual energy levels (Fig. 2.5). In response to the incident light, the electrons do not
move to a higher electronic state, but a virtual one. In the case of Rayleigh scattering,
they return to the original vibrational level and the energy of the scattered light is not
altered. In some cases the electrons return to a higher vibrational state than the one
they originated from. Part of the energy of the scattered photons is taken away and
turned into molecular rotations and vibrations. The case is called a Stokes shift, and
the wavelength of the scattered light shifts according to the energy difference of the
vibrational states. In other cases, when the electrons are on a higher vibrational level,
they may return to a lower vibrational level upon interaction with a photon, increasing
the energy of the scattered photon. The scattered light has a lower wavelength in this
case than the excitation, and the case is called an anti-Stokes shift.
Figure 2.5: Energy-level diagram of Rayleigh scattering, Stokes and anti-Stokes
Raman scattering. S0 is the ground electric state where the molecule can exist at
different vibrational states (V0, V1, ...)
The intensity of scattered light is usually plotted against the shift relative to the excita-










where λinc and λscatter are the wavelengths of the incident light and scattered light,
and ∆ν̃ is the shift expressed in wavenumbers. Since both Stokes and anti-Stokes
scatter appear at the characteristic vibrational energy levels, intensity peak positions
are symmetrical to the excitation in the spectral intensity plots (Fig. 2.6). However,
anti-Stokes scattered light has much lower intensity, as the majority of molecules are
at the lowest vibrational level when excited. For this reason, most Raman techniques
study the Stokes scatter only. Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS)
(Evans and Xie, 2008) exploits anti-Stokes Raman scattering, but it is not widely
applied in medicine for now. Raman spectroscopy is favourable as it is purely based on
interaction with light at powers that are non-destructive, it is non-contact and requires
no sample preparation. However, the technique has its own drawbacks as well. For
example, high SNR spectra often require acquisition lengths of many seconds, as the
photon budget in Raman is inherently lower than in fluorescence. Research efforts are
therefore focusing on accelerating Raman spectroscopy acquisition.
Figure 2.6: The intensity of scattered light in function of its wavenumber. The high
peak in the middle (not fitting into the plot) belongs to Rayleigh scattered light, with
νinc wavenumber. The Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman peaks appear symmetrically at
characteristic wavenumbers belonging to the vibrational levels (νvib,1, νvib,2, ...)
2.2.2 Light sources and detectors
The main challenge in Raman spectroscopy is the detection of the weak Raman signal.
In spontaneous Raman scattering the amount of Raman scattered photons is directly
proportional to the excitation power. To this end, an excitation source with high power
is needed. Unfortunately, this increases the amount of Rayleigh scattered light as well.
Intense Rayleigh scattered light can easily damage the detector, but even at a tolerable
level it does not contain any information. To remove Rayleigh scattered light, optical
filters can be used, such as notch filters and bandpass filters. The linewidth of the
light source is also essential. The Raman scattered light is shifted from the excitation
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wavelength according to the vibrational and rotational energy levels. It follows from
this working principle, that a large linewidth of excitation results in wide Raman peaks
as well. When the small amount of Raman scattered photons are extended over a
wider range of wavelengths, the Raman peaks spread and decrease and may fade into
the noisy background. For the same reason, a high spectral resolution of the optical
setup is also required. High power, monochromatic lasers are typical light sources
of Raman instruments. The wavelength of the laser also affects the measurements in
several ways. The most important effect to consider from this respect is the wavelength
dependence of the efficiency of Raman scattering, which is inversely proportional to
the fourth power of the excitation wavelength.
Systems applying lasers of lower wavelengths are therefore more efficient. However,
in these cases, the energy of photons is comparable to the energy difference of elec-
tronic sates, and the induced fluorescence often overwhelms the weak Raman signal.
Low intensity of Raman scattering requires high sensitivity, low noise detectors as
well. Traditional detectors have been PMTs in Raman measurements. Measuring the
spectrum of Raman scattering with single channel PMTs is time-consuming, therefore
most systems apply spectral detection using charge-coupled device (CCD) and CMOS
detectors. SPADs have been introduced to Raman recently, with the capability of time-
resolved detection. Focusing the time of detection to the Raman peak only, and not
recording the background noise outside the narrow time window increases the SNR
of the measurements, which leads to easier detection of weak Raman peaks, and
speeding up Raman measurements.
2.2.3 Advanced Raman techniques
Numerous variants have been proposed to overcome the limitations of Raman spec-
troscopy. Many of these techniques are focusing on increasing the amount of Ra-
man scattering. In stimulated Raman spectroscopy (SRS) (Kukura et al., 2007) an
increased incident electric field is provided by pulsed illumination. The Raman intens-
ity is increased through a non-linear process, but the increase is limited to certain
vibrational modes only. Resonance Raman spectroscopy (RRS) (Efremov et al., 2008)
aims to enhance the Raman scattering through resonance effects arising when the ex-
citation wavelength coincides with the electronic transitions of the studied molecules.
This approach is limited to certain materials, and usually requires wavelength tunable
lasers. The induced fluorescence further limits the applicability. Surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (SERS) (Stiles et al., 2008) and tip-enhanced Raman spec-
troscopy (TERS) (Schmid et al., 2013) also build on enhancement of the Raman
signal through non-linear effects, although the enhancement is often specific to certain
vibrational transitions. The resulted spectra often needs careful analysis and hence
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the industrial use of these techniques is limited. In CARS (Tolles et al., 1977) the anti-
Stokes scattering is amplified through coherence. Other techniques are focusing on
the reduction of fluorescence emission which hinders the visibility of Raman scattered
light (Wei et al., 2015). Shifted-excitation Raman difference spectroscopy (SERDS)
(Shreve et al., 2005) builds on the fact that in most cases the fluorescence emission is
independent of the excitation wavelength over a certain range. In contrast, the Raman
shift is always relative to the excitation. Two spectra are recorded with slightly different
excitation wavelengths. Then, the purified Raman spectrum is reconstructed from the
difference spectrum in which the fluorescence contribution is minimised. Time-gated
Raman spectroscopy builds on separating the Raman signal and the fluorescence
in time. Raman scatter is virtually instantaneous with the incident light, while fluor-
escence excitation is followed by vibrational relaxation first, then the emission has
a decay with ns timeconstant. To maintain sharp Raman peaks in time and good
separation of signals, a pulsed laser with short pulses is required. The detector is
a time-resolved detector with high timing resolution and low jitter.
2.3 Optical coherence tomography
2.3.1 Introduction
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an optical imaging technique providing high-
resolution, sub-surface, cross-sectional images of scattering media, such as biological
tissues. Compared with other techniques, the resolution and penetration depth of
OCT fit between confocal microscopy and ultrasound imaging. Confocal microscopy
provides excellent submicron resolution, but a limited depth penetration of a few hun-
dred microns. Ultrasound offers tens of centimetres of penetration, but the achievable
resolution is just below a millimetre (Szabo, 2014). The resolution of OCT images is
in the micrometre range, with a penetration depth of a few millimetres. Structures and
surfaces along the depth (axial direction) are uncovered by measuring the magnitude
and echo time delay of light of a source backreflected and backscattered from the
sample. In OCT terms, this is called an A-scan. Two and three-dimensional images (B-
scans) are generated by scanning the light beam in a transversal direction (Fig. 2.7).
OCT allows live imaging in vivo in situ. In contrast to histopathology, which is time
consuming and requires the removal and processing of tissue, OCT offers non-contact,
noninvasive (or minimally invasive) optical biopsy. The features in an OCT image
show up due to different optical scattering properties of structures in the sample,
and therefore the samples do not require contrast agents, staining or other type of
preparation. Internal body and intravascular imaging is allowed by integration with
catheters, endoscopes and needles (Yaqoob et al., 2006; Bezerra et al., 2009). OCT
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is used across a wide range of medical fields including ophthalmology, dermatology,
cardiology and in vivo in situ optical biopsy of internal organ systems (Fujimoto et al.,
2000).
Figure 2.7: Image formation in optical coherence tomography. Backscattered intensity
versus depth is measured on an A-scan (left), based on the echo time delay of
light. Subsequent measurements at different transverse scanning positions reveal the
structures along a cross-sectional plane. Figure from Fujimoto et al. (2000).
Time-domain optical coherence tomography
OCT technique is similar to ultrasound, which measures the echo time delay of sound
waves reflected from structures of the studied medium. However, in OCT the inform-
ation is carried by optical signals. For sufficient penetration to the tissue, the incident
light is in the NIR region. Direct measurement of the echo time (time-of-flight (TOF)
measurement) for micrometre resolution images would require time-resolved light de-
tection with femtosecond resolution. Instead, low-coherence interferometry is applied.
For this, broadband light is used for illumination. The light is split in a Michelson-
interferometer, part of it is directed into the sample of interest, using one arm of the
interferometer (sample arm, see Fig. 2.8a,c,d). The other part is backreflected from a
mirror in the other arm of the interferometer (reference arm). Light backreflected and
backscattered from surfaces and structures of the sample is superimposed in the inter-
ferometer with light of the reference arm. Due to the short temporal coherence of light,
interference only takes effect if the path difference between the sample and reference
arms is within the coherence length. In time-domain optical coherence tomography
(TD OCT, Fig. 2.8a) the interference intensity is measured on a single point detector
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while the reference arm mirror is scanned along the depth range (Huang et al., 1991).
The amount of interference detected at a certain reference mirror position depends
on the backscattered intensity from a region of the sample, that has a depth matching
the reference arm path length. The envelope of the measured signal, as the mirror is
scanned, reveals the reflectivity profile along the depth (Fig. 2.8b).
Fourier-domain optical coherence tomography
In Fourier-domain optical coherence tomography (FD OCT) (de Boer et al., 2017) the
backreflected or backscattered light is collected from all depth levels of the sample
at the same time. Instead of measuring the interference intensity while the reference
mirror is scanned, the spectrum of the interference signal is measured with a fixed
reference mirror. The depth profile is revealed from the spectrum of the interferogram,
relying on the Fourier-transform relation of a signal’s autocorrelation function and
its spectral power density. The spectral interference can be measured by spectral
detection, using a broadband light source and the interference signal dispersed onto a
detector array (spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD OCT), Fig. 2.8c).
In this case, the interference spectrum is retrieved from the detector array in a single
measurement (Fercher et al., 1995). Alternatively, single channel detection is used
with a narrow linewidth of light swept across the spectrum (Chinn et al., 1997) (swept-
source optical coherence tomography (SS OCT), Fig. 2.8d). With a swept source
instrument, the spectrum is measured as the detected signal intensity in function of
time.
In both cases, each structure along the sample causes a sinusoidal intensity mod-
ulation (fringes) of the interference spectrum. The periodicity of the modulation is
inversely related to the path difference between the respective structure in the sample
and the reference mirror. The sum of these fringes with different modulation period-
icities is what is seen on the measured interference spectrum (Fig. 2.8e top). Fourier
analysis is applied to untangle components of the modulation with different period-
icities, and to resolve reflections/structures at different depths, i.e. the depth profile
(Fig. 2.8e bottom). The main advantage of FD OCT systems over time-domain optical
coherence tomography (TD OCT) is a higher SNR, which scales with the number of
spectral channels (de Boer et al., 2003; Leitgeb et al., 2003; Choma et al., 2003). In
FD OCT, no mechanical scanning of the reference arm is required. Instead, the axial
scan rate is either set by the line rate of the detector array (SD OCT) or the sweep rate
of the source (SS OCT). FD OCT provides high acquisition speed, enabling video-rate
volumetric imaging and reduced motion artefacts.
It is not straightforward to recognise how TD OCT and FD OCT provide the same
depth information. A detailed mathematical proof is given, for example, by Drexler
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Figure 2.8: Optical coherence tomography (OCT) system working in the time-domain
(a). Light from a broadband source with short coherence length allows coherence
gating of the optical signal backscattered from the sample. The axial profile of the
sample is uncovered from the envelope of the measured signal (b) while the reference
arm path of a Michelson interferometer is scanned. The axial resolution ∆z is given
by the coherence length. In spectral-domain OCT, light of a broadband source is used
and the combined signal from the two arms is dispersed in a spectrometer setup (c). In
swept-source OCT the incident light is swept across a wide range of wavelengths, and
each wavelength of the interference signal is separately detected (d). In both cases
the axial profile is recovered by Fourier analysis of the spectrum formed by the fixed
length reference arm and the sample (e). The coherence length (and hence the axial
resolution) is ruled by the bandwidth of the spectrum (∆k).
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and Fujimoto (2015, chapter 5). Nonetheless, the connection between the two can
be intuitively understood relying on the Wiener-Khinchin theorem. Low-coherence in-
terferometry reveals the cross-correlation between the sample and reference arm
electric fields. The Wiener-Khinchin theorem states that under certain circumstances






The inverse Fourier transform of the measured power spectral density (S(f)) is, there-
fore, equivalent to the autocorrelation of the signal at the interferometer output (Rii(τ)).
The interferometer output is the sum of the reference and sample arm electric fields.
Indeed, this involves the autocorrelation of the reference field (a Dirac delta function),
the autocorrelation of the sample field (usually negligible with a much stronger refer-
ence arm signal), and the cross-correlation between the fields of the reference and
sample arms (see Fig. 2.10).
A slightly inaccurate but more picturesque description can be given by considering
the following. The source provides broadband light, from which each wavelength shall
be considered individually. Consider a simple reflection from the sample, with a path
length different than that of the reference arm. Light of a certain wavelength travels
different path lengths in the two arms, therefore, after reflection, the two beams arrive
back to the beamsplitter with different phases. For a certain wavelength component,
the path difference might cause matching phases, and the intensity of this component
is increased through constructive interference. A slightly longer wavelength component
shall have slightly mismatched phase difference over the same path difference, and
a somewhat lower increase in intensity accordingly. For longer and longer wavelength
components, at some point the phase difference over the path difference will be integer
multiple of 180°, and the component will suffer destructive interference. Consequently,
the intensity of interference spectrum will show a sinusoidal modulation. It is also clear
from this picture why a longer path difference causes higher frequency of spectral
intensity modulation. For this, consider two slightly different wavelengths, and the
interference in the beamsplitter in both cases. The phase difference over a certain
path difference in the two cases will be different but close, if the path length difference
is short. The phase difference builds up when the path difference is long, and will be
further away for components with similar wavelengths. The effect is that at long path
differences the modulation of the interference spectrum changes more abruptly, i.e.
with higher frequency.
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2.3.2 Axial resolution, transversal resolution and depth of focus
The axial resolution (∆z) is generally defined as half of the coherence length (lc)
(Fercher, 1996). The latter is the FWHM of the source signal’s autocorrelation function,
also known as the coherence function (Goodman, 2000, chapter 5). Given a Gaussian-
shaped source spectrum with λ0 centre wavelength and ∆λ FWHM bandwidth, the










Based on this equation, the axial resolution in function of the bandwidth around certain
centre wavelengths is depicted in Fig. 2.9.
Figure 2.9: The achievable axial resolution in function of the source bandwidth at
different centre wavelengths. Figure from Leitgeb and Baumann (2018).
In OCT, the axial resolution is independent from the lateral (transversal) resolution.
While the former is determined by the coherence length of the source, the latter is
governed by the sample arm optics and the focusing lens. The sample arm optics with
fibre optic delivery is usually modelled as a confocal microscope with infinitesimally
small pinhole aperture (Gu et al., 1991). With a Gaussian spatial intensity profile of
the illumination, the focused spot has a Gaussian intensity profile as well (Lexer et al.,
1999). The transversal resolution is either described by the width of the Gaussian
shaped intensity at 1/e2 height (∆x1/e2 in equation 2.12) (Leitgeb et al., 2006), or as
FWHM (∆xFWHM in equation 2.13) (Woolliams et al., 2010).
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Here λ is the (centre) wavelength, d is the width of the collimated beam falling to the
focusing lens, f and NA are the focal length and numerical aperture of the focusing
lens. Therefore, lenses with high numerical aperture (NA) are advantageous for fine
transversal resolution. On the other hand, they negatively affect the depth of field
where the probe beam is focused, often referred to as axial field of view (FOV) or
depth of focus (DOF). A commonly used definition of the DOF in confocal microscopy
is the FWHM of the detected intensity in function of the position of a planar reflector
along the optical axis (equation 2.14) (Drexler and Fujimoto, 2015, chapter 2). With a
small-angle approximation, this definition approaches a simpler expression (Sheppard,
1988), where the DOF is defined by the confocal parameter b, which is twice the
Rayleigh length (equation 2.15) (Fujimoto et al., 2000). In the case of Gaussian
beams, the Rayleigh length (zR) denotes the distance along the propagation of the
beam at which the cross section of the beam is twice of that at the point of focus (i.e.









In typical OCT applications, the focusing lens is of low NA, so that the DOF is longer
than the coherence length. Consequently, the DOF does not affect the axial resolution,
but limits the transversal resolution.
More accurate estimation of the axial and transversal resolution can be performed
using resolution test artefacts and approximation of the system’s location dependent
point spread function (PSF) (Tomlins et al., 2011). This method not only accounts for
the effect of aberrations of the optical components and non-Gaussian source spec-
tra, but also improves the resolution through deconvolution with the PSF (Woolliams
et al., 2010). It should be pointed out, that resolution is usually analysed using linearly
scaled intensity values. Since OCT images are displayed over a logarithmic scale,
substantially different intensity values are moved ’closer’ to each other. Thus, the
separation of two features that are to be resolved with the same fraction of intensity dip
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between them (with respect to the peak intensity) requires a larger distance between
the features (Woolliams and Tomlins, 2011). The multiplicative factor increasing the
resolution in the logarithmic domain also depends on the dynamic range of the image
(defined in chapter 5).
2.3.3 Light sources and detectors
Properties of the light source are particularly important in OCT. The centre wavelength
and the bandwidth determines the achievable axial resolution (see Fig. 2.9). The
centre wavelength needs to be in the NIR for sufficient penetration of light into tissue.
At wavelengths closer to the visible range, much of the light is absorbed by melanin
and haemoglobin in the tissue. Close to 2 µm, water becomes a dominant absorber.
Increasing the centre wavelength of light decreases scattering in most biological tis-
sues and allows deeper penetration, but compromises the depth resolution (Sharma
et al., 2008; Kodach et al., 2010).
High power, broadband light with tens of nanometres bandwidth in the NIR range is
available through relatively inexpensive superluminescent diode (SLD) sources (Drexler
and Fujimoto, 2015, chapter 10). High performance lasers with femtosecond pulses
and extremely broadband light (hundreds of nanometres bandwidth), and photonic
crystal fibres are used for ultrahigh resolution (1–2 µm) imaging (Drexler et al., 2015).
The widespread industrial application of such sources is limited, due to the complexity
and high cost inferred by the light source. Supercontinuum laser sources have been
used more and more frequently, owing to their extremely wide spectral range in the
visible and NIR region (Labruyère et al., 2012). Early SS OCT systems applied lasers
with semiconductor amplifiers and tunable filters (Huber et al., 2005). The introduction
of Fourier-domain mode locking (FDML) (Huber et al., 2006) and tunable vertical-cavity
surface emitting lasers (VECSELs) (Chang-Hasnain, 2000) has brought significant
advancements in imaging speed and imaging range for SS OCT systems.
The traditional sensors in OCT have been CCD and CMOS detectors. The behaviour
of these sensors in OCT is well understood and documented in literature. Mohan
et al. (2008) demonstrated SPC detection in TD OCT systems using superconducting
single-photon detectors (SSPDs) and SPADs. The large bandwidth and smooth spec-
tral response of SSPDs were shown to increase the axial resolution, while SPC was
shown to increase sensitivity, enabling nearly shot-noise-limited performance even
with weak light sources. Muller and Fraser (2009) demonstrated time-gated detection
of the optical signal for OCT images with improved contrast. Their optical system did
not utilise special detectors, but did require the use of a nonlinear optical crystal and
a high-end ultrafast laser. SPAD line sensors offer time-resolved detection with no
readout noise. No study has focused on manipulation of the detection of scattered
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light, based on its time-of-flight in an OCT setup, using time-resolved single-photon
detection. This capability of the Ra sensors lead to ideas which are explored in Chapter
6.
2.3.4 Limitations of spectral-domain optical coherence tomography
SD OCT is highly advantageous compared to TD OCT. However, the spectral detection
of SD OCT infers several artefacts which are not present in time-domain systems. This
thesis places great emphasis on SD OCT, therefore its main limitations are presented.
Mirror artefact
The Fourier transform is Hermitian symmetric. In standard FD OCT, the depth profile
is calculated as the magnitude of the inverse Fourier transform of the real-valued
interference spectrum. Due to the Hermitian symmetry, the result is a signal that is
symmetrical to zero position, which is set by the reference arm path length (Fig. 2.10).
In effect, FD OCT images are folded around zero depth when features of the sample
cross the reference path length. Mirror artefacts impose challenges when automatic
segmentation and clinical diagnosis is to be made based on the tomography images
(Ho et al., 2010). The problem is not only that standard FD OCT cannot differentiate
between positive and negative path differences, but also that the number of sampling
points of the depth profile is half of the number of the interference spectrum sampling
points, compromising the depth resolution.
Sampling effect
In SD OCT, the interference signal is recorded at discrete optical wavelengths (and fre-
quencies), determined by the pixels of the detector array. Since the interference spec-
trum is sampled, its transform, the depth profile is also sampled at discrete depths.
The sampling interval in the resolved depth profile depends on the detected spectral
range. For this, consider a linearly spaced sampling of the interferogram in the k-
domain (optical frequencies) on M pixels, with an interval of δsk. The number of pixels
determines the total detected spectral range ∆k = M · δsk, which in turn determines
the sampling interval in z-domain (resolved depth) according to δsz = 2π∆k . Note, that
the distance between sampling points in the real depth profile (δsẑ) is half of this, due





The total depth ±ẑmax in the ẑ-domain ’seen’ by the sensor is set by the number of
pixels (M ), as described by equation 2.17.
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of a sample arrangement (top) and the respective signal,
calculated through Fourier transformation of the interference spectrum (bottom). The
sample arrangement consists of two Dirac-delta reflectors at positions zS1 and zS2
along the depth of the sample (zS), and a reference mirror at position zR. The Fourier
transform of the interference spectrum reveals the autocorrelation of the combined
sample and reference arm signals. This involves the cross-correlation between the
signals of the reference arm and the sample arm reflectors, at depths belonging to
their path differences. The factor 2 in the reflector positions is a consequence of round-
travel of light in the optical setup. The A-scan also shows the autocorrelation of the
reference signal (DC term) and the autocorrelation of the sample signal around zero
depth. Mirror image of the A-scan is due to Fourier-transformation of a real-valued
spectrum measurement. Figure from Drexler and Fujimoto (2015).






Plus or minus signs of the total depth (±ẑmax) belong to positive and negative spatial
frequencies in the discrete Fourier transform of the real-valued interference spectrum,
i.e. negative and positive path length differences with respect to the reference arm path
length. Reflections from negative and positive path differences cannot be distinguished
when real-valued spectra are detected, as discussed above.
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Sensitivity falloff
The optics for dispersing the interference signal and the sensor detecting its spectrum
have imperfections, negatively affecting the derived reflectivity profile. The effect is
a depth dependent decrease in intensity, referred to as sensitivity falloff. The finite
spectral resolution introduced by the spectrometer optics is usually modelled by a
narrow Gaussian function (Häusler and Lindner, 1998) with a FWHM of δrk, written as
R(k) = exp
[





The ideal spectral response (I(k)) is convolved with the finite resolution of the spectro-
graph (I(k) ∗ R(k)), and thus the optical signal falling to the sensor can be described
as the real depth profile (I(ẑ)) multiplied by a Gaussian decay (see equation 2.18).
The effect of finite spectral resolution can be measured through recording a series of
interference spectra with different time delays (path differences) (Dorrer et al., 2000).
The recorded interference spectrum is also affected by the sensor pixels, as these
have a rectangular aperture. The effect can be described as a convolution with a
rectangular function (Leitgeb et al., 2003). The sampling and the detector footprint
together is written as a multiplication with a sinc squared function in the ẑ-domain
(Yun et al., 2003). The detected spectrum affected by the finite spectral resolution of
both the spectrometer optics and the sensor is given in the ẑ-domain (Id(ẑ)) as






· sinc2(ẑ · δsk) (2.18)
with the pixel width δsk, and FWHM optical spectral resolution δrk.
2.3.5 Data processing
To retrieve the depth profile from the measured spectral interferogram, several pro-
cessing steps have to be carried out, including the inverse Fourier transformation.
Firstly, background subtraction is performed on the recorded spectra. The background
line is measured by the reference arm enabled only, and subtracted from each inter-
ference spectrum recorded during imaging. The differential measurement rejects the
fixed pattern noise of the light source and the detector, and transforms the dark noise
of the detector to have a distribution with zero mean. Background subtraction removes
the DC component of the measured data before Fourier transformation, and hence
removes the corresponding peak from the A-scans located at zero depth.
Fourier transformation connects physical distances (z-space) and wavenumbers (k-
space). To perform transformation on the sampled spectrum, the fast Fourier trans-
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form (FFT) is usually applied, which requires an equidistant sampling. In most sys-
tems, the diffraction gratings and sensors provide approximately even sampling in
wavelengths, therefore the recorded spectra have to be resampled before FFT calcula-
tion. Effectively, this is done by defining the new sampling points based on the relation
of wavelengths and wavenumbers (k = 2πλ ). The interference intensity is estimated
over these points using the recorded interference spectrum and spline interpolation.
Additionally, the amount of dispersion of light in the two arms is often different, due to
travelling through different materials (e.g. tissue). Dispersion can be balanced prior to
the inverse Fourier transformation by means of hardware (Hitzenberger et al., 1999),
or software (Wojtkowski et al., 2004).
The intensity of backreflected and backscattered light versus depth is calculated from
the complex-valued Fourier transformed data. For this, the absolute value of the Four-
ier transform is squared. With Hermitian symmetric transforms, half of the transformed
data is discarded, being redundant (mirror artefact). In the final step, the transformed
data is rescaled to a logarithmic scale (decibels), since the calculated values range
over several magnitudes.
2.4 Conclusion
Three spectroscopic techniques have been described: fluorescence, Raman and OCT.
This thesis analyses each via deployment of CMOS SPADs for massively parallelised
time-resolved studies. For fluorescence, it is the fast fluorescence decays that can
be measured spectrally (Krstajić et al., 2015; Kufcsák et al., 2017). In Raman, time-
resolved features of detectors allow for separation of fluorescence and Raman signals
(Ehrlich et al., 2017b; Kekkonen et al., 2018) opening the possibility of either increasing
the SNR of Raman spectra detected or increasing the speed of acquisition. Lastly, this
thesis introduces the first ever implementation of time-resolved SD OCT using CMOS
SPADs. The combination of interferometry, single photon counting and time-resolved
electronics opens up new possibilities, as described in Chapter 5 and 6. The unifying
themes in this thesis are the time-resolved approach and its implementation via CMOS
SPADs. The last chapter, Chapter 7, with its conclusion and appendices gives a good
overview of the way forward and future experiments.
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Chapter 3
Characterisation of CMOS SPAD
Line Sensors
An ideal sensor operating in photon counting mode detects every single photon hitting
the sensor, and registers only the incident photons, only once. Real devices, however,
have limitations regarding the range of photon energies they can detect and a finite
probability of detection. Also, an output signal of the device does not necessarily
account for a detected photon, as multiple counts can be registered for a single event
or outputs can be generated even in the absence of incident photons. Therefore,
the sensor’s performance has to be evaluated and various parameters of it have to
be measured before deploying it in any application. In this thesis two complement-
ary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD) line
sensors were used, Ra-I and its successor, Ra-II. Both of these sensors were designed
by Dr. Ahmet Erdogan and Dr. Richard Walker at the CMOS Sensors and Systems
Group of the University of Edinburgh. Ra-I and Ra-II were developed as part of the
Proteus project (http://proteus.ac.uk), primarily targeting time-resolved fluores-
cence spectroscopy. In chapter 4, Ra-I was deployed, as the first available sensor.
Ra-II became ready for use after the characterisation and application of Ra-I (including
firmware and software work). Following studies (described in chapters 5 and 6) used
the improved, Ra-II sensor. In this chapter, frequently used measures are discussed
first to describe CMOS SPAD sensors. Following this, the methods for measuring the
most important parameters of the Ra-I and Ra-II sensors are presented, such as
noise, sensitivity and timing performance, and the respective results are discussed.
General characterisation of Ra-II was carried out by Dr. Ahmet Erdogan. Some of
these characterisation results are also presented in this chapter, and acknowledged
appropriately.
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3.1 Figures of merit
Different fields and companies use a variety of different measures to express the
effectiveness of a sensor and the goodness of its characteristics such as noise level
or the weakest and strongest detectable signals. Terms like sensitivity or efficiency are
often confusing and not directly comparable when used for different sensor techno-
logies. This section aims to describe and define the measures which are most often
used when evaluating SPAD based sensors. Most of these measures are determined
at the design level, while some of them are accessible for the end user to tune, by
carefully setting the operating conditions and parameters of the sensor and its SPADs
(e.g. bias voltage). These parameters often favour a certain property while infer an
undesired condition regarding another property of photon detection. Therefore, it is
even more important to have an insight on the characteristics of SPAD sensors and
how they are affected by sensor parameters.
3.1.1 Detection characteristics
Photon detection probability, photon detection efficiency and fill factor
Photon detection probability (PDP) is a measure of the sensor’s sensitivity to incident
photons impinging on the active area of the sensor. PDP can be expressed as the
product of two terms, the probability of charge carrier generation by an incident photon
(quantum efficiency (QE)), and the probability of a photo-generated carrier inducing an
avalanche breakdown (Fishburn, 2012).
PDP = QE · Pavalanche
Photon detection efficiency (PDE) is usually used to describe sensitivity, also taking
into account the restricted sensitive area of the sensor. Limitation on the sensitive
area is caused by the SPAD structure, and ancillary circuitry on the silicon surface for
operating the SPADs (e.g. timing and readout electronics). PDE can be expressed as
the product of PDP and the fill factor (FF) of the sensor, where FF is the ratio of the
area sensitive to light and the total area (Charbon, 2014).
PDE = PDP · FF
PDP and PDE are functions of the wavelength of the incident light and also depend
on the bias voltage of the SPADs. Typical PDP values are in the range of 20–40 %
to visible light (Charbon, 2014), with reports on peak PDP over 40 % (Webster et al.,
2012a; Veerappan and Charbon, 2015), achieved with optimized SPAD structures.
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Increased sensitivity through increased FF has also been demonstrated using back-
side illumination (BSI) and applying 3D stacking processes (Pavia et al., 2015; Abbas
et al., 2016). With a given FF, more efficient photon collection can be achieved with
microlens arrays placed over the sensor (Pavia et al., 2014; Gyongy et al., 2018).
Dark count rate
The main noise contributor of a CMOS SPAD sensor is the noise associated with dark
counts. Dark counts are avalanche breakdowns caused by charge carriers reach-
ing an excited state through non-photonic interactions, such as thermal generation,
background radiation and tunnelling. The avalanche breakdowns due to these charge
carriers manifest as photon detections, even when the sensor is not exposed to light
(hence the name dark counts). The rate of dark counts limits the smallest detectable
optical signal, which is of particular importance in low light level scenarios. Dark count
rate (DCR) describes the average number of dark counts in a given time interval, most
often expressed in units of counts per second (CPS) or hertz (Hz).
DCR depends on many factors such as the size and shape of the SPADs or the
manufacturing process of the sensor (Xu et al., 2017). DCR also changes with the bias
voltage of a SPAD, since increasing bias voltages increase the electric field across
the device and the probability of an avalanche breakdown. Several methods have
been advised in order to mitigate DCR of a sensor after design and manufacturing.
A common technique to reduce the contribution of thermally generated carriers to
DCR is to cool down the sensor (Rech et al., 2004; Villa et al., 2012; Buttafava et al.,
2014; Gyongy et al., 2016a). Turning off detection elements of high DCR could also
be beneficial (Finlayson et al., 2018). Time-resolved sensors have the capability of
limiting the detection in time to a region when a signal of interest is expected (Nissinen
et al., 2011; Gyongy et al., 2016a). Post processing algorithms are also widely applied
to reduce noise (Li et al., 2009; Maruyama and Charbon, 2011; Gariepy et al., 2015;
Gyongy et al., 2016b).
Deadtime
Following the buildup of an avalanche breakdown, the avalanche current has to be
quenched and the SPAD restored to a sensitive state so it is ready again for photon de-
tection. Quenching is performed by lowering the bias voltage across the device, which
is followed by recharging the SPAD (Fig. 3.1). The duration of quenching (quenching
time) and recharging (reset time) during which the SPAD is incapable of detecting light
is referred to as deadtime, and it is usually in the range of 10–100 ns (Bronzi et al.,
2016). Deadtime restricts the number of photons that can be detected during a certain
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time interval, and hence limits the detection bandwidth and the light level (or incoming
photon rate) that can be detected without saturation of the detector.
Figure 3.1: Quenching and recharging. Figure from Charbon et al. (2006)
The length of the deadtime greatly depends on the quenching method (Gallivanoni
et al., 2010). In the simplest form, quenching and recharging is carried out passively
by connecting a ballast resistor in series with the SPAD. The avalanche current causes
a voltage drop over the resistor, which decreases the voltage over the SPAD and
suppresses the breakdown current. As the current is quenched, the voltage over
the SPAD increases again to its original value, making the SPAD sensitive again.
Passive quenching has the drawbacks of typically long and not well defined deadtimes,
however it is simple and favours FF. In active quenching circuits, the onset of the
avalanche is sensed through a low impedance, followed by active modulation of the
bias voltage using fast switches. While this technique infers more complex design and
additional circuitry lowering the FF, it provides shorter deadtimes and a higher flexib-
ility of quenching. Spatial and temporal compression techniques (Braga et al., 2014)
rely on the fact that the counting electronics can be shared by neighbouring detection
elements where the probability of simultaneous photon detection is low. Multiple SPAD
outputs connected together by this way overcome the problem of insensitivity during
deadtime of a single SPAD, and increases the level at which the sensor saturates.
Afterpulsing and crosstalk
Afterpulsing refers to the phenomenon when multiple output pulses are registered
after the avalanche breakdown, generated by a photon detection. Afterpulses are
generally explained as avalanche breakdowns, caused by the release of a charge
carrier trapped in the semiconductor structure from a previous avalanche (Cova et al.,
1991). The quenching circuit (Ziarkash et al., 2018) and photon detection at the end
of the deadtime (twilight photons) can also be responsible for unwanted re-triggering
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of the device (Polyakov and Migdall, 2007). When exploring the temporal distribution
of photon arrivals, afterpulsing introduces an appearance of time correlation between
otherwise uncorrelated incident photons. This time correlation can be used to measure
the tendency of a device for afterpulsing, which is expressed quantitatively by the
afterpulsing probability (Para, 2015). The presence of these spurious pulses not only
distorts the measurement of incident photons, but also increases the time during which
the device is incapable of detection, limiting the count rate that the sensor is capable of
detecting. Afterpulsing probability sharply increases with the bias voltage (Stipčević,
2009), and incoming photon count rate (Ware et al., 2007) due to higher probability of
detecting twilight photons. Afterpulsing probability also increases with lower temperat-
ures, as the time-constant of releasing trapped carriers increases above the deadtime
of the device. Design considerations can limit afterpulsing probability by optimizing the
quenching circuit and deadtime (Bronzi et al., 2013). Time-gated operation of SPADs
has also been shown to reduce the afterpulsing probability (Palubiak et al., 2015).
Crosstalk is a similar effect to afterpulsing in the meaning that it describes spurious,
non-photonic output pulses of the device, induced by previous photon detections. How-
ever, in the case of crosstalk the false counts appear on neighbouring SPADs to the
one detecting a true event. The origin of crosstalk could be electric, due to capacitive
coupling between neighbouring devices. The cause of crosstalk could also be op-
tical, when photons from secondary emission are absorbed and induce an avalanche
breakdown. Photons of secondary emission are generated during the relaxation and
recombination of charge carriers from a previous avalanche process. The active region
of SPADs is surrounded by a guard ring. The primary aim of the guard ring is to
prevent premature edge breakdown of the device (breakdown due to the excessively
high electrical field at the edges of the junction and implant boundaries). However, the
guard ring also plays an important role in isolating neighbouring SPADs and preventing
crosstalk (Xu et al., 2014). Crosstalk depends not only on the wavelength and intensity
of the incident light, but also on structural and geometrical properties of the sensor
such as the guard ring, distance between SPADs, and thickness of the wafer, and
hence can be tackled during the design phase of the sensor (Rech et al., 2008;
Ficorella et al., 2016).
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3.1.2 Timing characteristics
Timing jitter and instrument response function
The timing jitter of a SPAD refers to the variation of the time elapsed between the
absorption of a photon and detecting the leading edge of its corresponding SPAD
output signal. Various factors affecting jitter include intrinsic properties of the device
and the ancillary circuits detecting the avalanche breakdown. Intrinsic contributions
to jitter are present at several stages of the avalanche buildup: at charge carrier
generation (e.g. statistical fluctuations of the position of charge carrier generation and
the time of their diffusion to the depleted region), or at the avalanche multiplication
(e.g. vertical spread of the avalanche) (Spinelli and Lacaita, 1997). Most factors of
jitter are, therefore, determined at the design stage. The jitter from an end user point
of view can be optimized by selecting the right bias voltage. The jitter decreases with
increasing bias voltages, as the increased electrical field across the device leads to
faster buildup of the avalanche current. Jitter is usually expressed in function of the
wavelength of incident photons, and its typical values range from few times ten to
hundreds of picoseconds (Bronzi et al., 2016).
Jitter limits the timing performance of the sensor, however in many sensing and ima-
ging applications the whole system’s timing uncertainty is of importance instead of
that of a single detection device. In these cases, the overall timing variation of the
system has to be measured, for which the instrument response function (IRF) is a
more accurate term to be used. Beyond SPAD jitter, the IRF includes contributions
from the surrounding circuitry of SPADs and the whole optical setup. Major sources
of timing uncertainties on sensor level involve an accumulated jitter when a pixel
consists of several SPADs connected together, and uncertainties of the timing circuits
(time-to-digital converters (TDCs), time-to-analogue converters (TACs)). In the optical
setup, the most important factors to consider are variations related to light pulses
of the light source (e.g. variations in pulse width and period), and its corresponding
electrical sync signal. Accurate estimation of the IRF can be carried out by using a
highly scattering material as a sample (Lakowicz, 2006, Section 4.3). In many cases,
especially where the timing uncertainties of the optical setup and the light source are
negligible compared to the detector jitter, the jitter of the detector is measured only, but




One key aspect of time-resolved applications is how accurately the arrival time of
incident photons can be measured. Often in the case of SPAD based detectors (and
with the Ra sensors in particular) detection of photons and retrieving information
on their time of arrival are carried out in different steps. Namely, an electric pulse
generated upon the avalanche breakdown (detection) is compared to an electric pulse
belonging to a reference event, typically the sync signal of the pulsed light source
(timing). Since timing is detached from photon detection in this sense, it is relevant
to assess the precision that the timing circuits provide. Several different methods
have been proposed for the comparison of two events (e.g. sync pulse and photon
detection), and estimating the time interval between them with high accuracy (Kalisz,
2004). When analysing timing instruments which provide measurement results as
digital data (TDCs), the most important parameters are the resolution of timing, (the
smallest time difference that is expressed as a single digital unit), and the uniformity
of conversion from time to digital data. For the latter, performance measures of data
converters are used, such as integral nonlinearity (INL) and differential nonlinearity
(DNL). Typical resolution of integrated TDCs is in the range of tens and hundreds of
picoseconds (Palubiak and Deen, 2014). Less then 10 ps resolution was achieved with
TDCs realised on a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) (Menninga et al., 2012).
Delay resolution
In timing instruments, it is also often desired to add a variable delay to electrical signals
(such as a sync signal from the light source). Independently from the applied method
and the underlying structure of the delay system, one could generally think of this as a
digital-to-time converter, where similar measures can be characterised as with TDCs,
such as resolution, INL and DNL.
3.2 Ra sensors
3.2.1 Ra-I
The Ra-I sensor has two rows of 256 pixels. Both rows of pixels are formed of 4-4
SPADs in a column. The SPADs of one row are designed to have peak efficiency at
the blue end of the visible spectrum (hence denoted as ’blue SPADs’ and ’blue pixels’).
The structure of SPADs in the other row of pixels is targeted to have high detection
efficiency for photons at the red end of the visible spectrum and near infrared (NIR)
wavelengths (’red SPADs’ and ’red pixels’). Each red and blue pixel pair is connected
to a TDC. The TDCs are independent from each other and provide massively parallel
timestamping of photons. The sensor can work in three different operation modes.
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Single-photon counting In single-photon counting (SPC) mode, each pixel is con-
nected to an asynchronous counter of 27 bit depth. These counters are built up of 27
cascaded circuits with two states (flip-flops). A pulse of photon absorption changes
the state of the first flip-flop, the output of which is used to initiate switching of the
second flip-flop, and so on. With each photon, the pulse information ripples through the
connected flip-flops (hence often called a ripple counter), to switch the whole structure
to a different state, which can, therefore, count a total of 227-1 photons. The counters
can be enabled/disabled for gated photon counting by a time-gate signal of user
defined width and position. The bias voltage of SPADs is not modulated during gating,
only the counters are masked, i.e. the SPADs are not turned off, but the counters are
disabled for a certain time period, therefore the pulses from photon absorption are
not counted. This method will be denoted as time-masking throughout this work, as
opposed to time-gating which refers to turning the SPADs on/off. The user can set the
time period when the counters are disabled/enabled with respect to an external trigger
signal (e.g. from the pulsed laser of the optical system). The trigger pulse is delayed
in two instances, one is used to enable the counters, and the other is used to disable
them again. This way, the two delayed pulses define the rising and falling edges of
the time-mask, and so the temporal position of the mask in which photons are to be
counted. Delaying the pulses in time is carried out by sending the signal through a
line of units, each causing a short time-lag (delay elements). The total delay applied
to the pulses is set by selecting the number of delay elements they shall pass through.
This is achieved by 128:1 multiplexers, selecting which of their 128 input should be
connected to their output, based on how they are controlled (see Fig. 3.2). Separate
multiplexers are used for defining the amount of delay elements for the rising and
falling edges, hence these two delays can be defined independently. The rising and
falling edges of the mask are routed for each of the 256 pixels by tree shaped wire
structures (clock trees). This is to maintain that the pulses travel the same distance to
each pixel, therefore the same additional delay adds to them due to propagation time,
and that the mask is applied at the same time across the line of pixels.
Time-correlated single-photon counting In time-correlated single-photon counting (TC-
SPC) mode of the sensor, the first photon detection in an exposure cycle starts the
time-to-digital converter of the pixel. The TDC is based on a gated ring oscillator
(Richardson et al., 2009). In general, a ring oscillator produces an oscillation between
two voltages with a specific frequency, by inverting a logical one value to logical zero
and then to a logical one again, and so on, in an endless loop. This oscillation is used
for timing of events.
In practice, the TDCs of the Ra sensors employ a slightly different ring oscillator
structure (Fig. 3.3). Here, 4 inverter elements are connected with the last one tied to
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Figure 3.2: Delay generator architecture of Ra-I. A trigger pulse (IN) is delayed as
passing through multiple delay elements (delay line), each causing a time-lag. Delay
for the edges of the time-mask are set by 128:1 multiplexers. Depending on how they
are controlled (through DELAY CODE), the multiplexers connect one of their inputs
to their output, and hence set the amount of delay the trigger pulse shall go through
before reaching the clock trees. The clock trees provide equal wire lengths to all pixels,
so that the propagation time is the same for all signals, and the mask position is the
same for all pixels.
the first, forming a loop. A consequence of this structure is that the ring oscillator has
8 different phases (or states). After start (with the START signal, provided at photon
absorption), the ring oscillator iterates through the 8 phases, continuously. A ripple
counter is increased with each loop. The ring oscillator is stopped by a STOP signal
(usually provided by the laser sync output, as described in the previous chapter). At
this point, the value of the counter gives a rough description of the time between
the photon detection and the STOP signal. The state of the ring oscillator within the
current loop can be determined with a coder unit, for fine timing information. In Ra-I,
only the value of the counter is used for timing, and the remaining number of phases
(not adding up for a turn of the counter) are neglected. Therefore, the TDC resolution
is slightly lower than it would be with the state of the ring oscillator. However, due to
the coarse resolution of the TDC, it is also possible to measure longer time periods
(and analyse phosphorescence lifetimes in the µs and ms range). At the end of the
exposure cycle, each pixel’s counter value is latched to registers, waiting for readout.
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Figure 3.3: Simplified architecture of the TDCs of the Ra sensors. A logical block
controls starting, stopping and resetting the ring oscillator. The ring oscillator increases
a counter at each loop of 8 phases, providing a coarse timestamp. Finer timing
information is provided by coding the phase of the ring oscillator when it was stopped.
’Centre of mass’ mode The third operation mode is the ’centre of mass’ mode (CMM),
providing the average photon arrival time. In this mode of the sensor, up to one photon
per laser pulse can be processed, providing higher photon processing rates than raw
TCSPC. The first photon detected in a laser cycle (between two STOP pulses) starts
the TDC, while the following STOP pulse freezes it, but does not reset it. As a result,
the 27 bit counter sums the photon arrival times. A separate 16 bit counter counts the
detected photon occurrences. At the end of an exposure cycle, the two numbers are
divided off-chip and provide the centre of mass of photon arrival times. In most cases,
when detecting exponential decays (e.g. in fluorescence spectroscopy), the centre of
mass of photon arrival times is slightly different than the lifetime of the decay. Still,
these two are correlated, and decays with different lifetimes have different centre of
mass values as well. Since the centre of mass is almost instantly given by the sensor
(as opposed to the more complex task of decay lifetime estimation), this operation
mode is highly beneficial when the lifetime is of secondary importance and one only
wants to differentiate between decays with different lifetimes. Both TCSPC and CMM
can be operated in conjunction with the above described counter masking scheme.
The schematic architecture of a Ra-I pixel is depicted in figure 3.4. Each pixel receives
the delayed pulses for the temporal mask edges (P1 and P2) and for stopping the TDC
(PSTOP). A dedicated block (MASK LOGIC) takes care of masking the lines on which
the pulses of photon absorption travel towards the counters, for the period defined by
the time mask. 4 blue and 4 red SPADs are connected together with an OR gate, so
that a photon absorption in any of the 4 SPADs is propagated further on the same
line. A data path selector (multiplexer, controlled by the SPAD SELECT signal) selects
which set of SPADs (red or blue) shall be used. If SPC mode is selected (by the
SPC SELECT signal), the pulses of photon absorption are connected to the 27 bit
counter, increasing it with each detected photon. In TCSPC and CMM modes, the
photon pulses are sending the START signal to a block, which also receives the STOP
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signal and controls the timing process (TDC LOGIC). This involves controlling of the
ring oscillator and counting of photons on the 16 bit counter, in CMM mode. In the
time-resolved modes (TCSPC and CMM), the ring oscillator is connected to the 27 bit
counter, and increases it with every loop. In Ra-I, the state of the ring oscillator is not
used for the timestamps. The additional write (WR) and reset (RST) signals take care
of writing the counter values to data storage units (LATCH) and resetting the internal
units of the architecture, respectively. The information provided by the counters of the
pixels are summarised in Table 3.1, with the benefit and drawback of each mode
highlighted.
Figure 3.4: Pixel architecture of Ra-I, depicting the most important blocks and control
signals used to apply temporal masking (MASK LOGIC block with signals P1 and P2),
to select the set of four blue or red SPADs to be used (SPAD SELECT), to control the
timing (TDC LOGIC block using the START signal by photon absorption and the STOP
signal by the external PSTOP signal), and to increase the counters either at photon
absorptions (in single-photon counting mode) or with each loop of the ring oscillator
(in time-resolved mode, controlled by SPC SELECT).
For interfacing the Ra sensors, a custom printed circuit board (PCB) was designed
by Dr. Ahmet Erdogan. This PCB also carries an extension board with an FPGA and
USB2 connection. A firmware was written using the Verilog language, to control the
sensor, read data from it (values of the 27 and 16 bit counters) and send the data to a
host computer. The PCB and firmware are described in detail in the next chapter.
SPC TCSPC CMM
27 bit counter N t1 Σi ti
16 bit counter 1 N
Benefit
High Temporal Efficiency between
efficiency information SPC and TCSPC
Drawback
No temporal Low Crude temporal
information efficiency information only
Table 3.1: Summary of different modes of Ra-I, showing the values of the counters and
the benefits/drawbacks of each mode. Efficiency is defined as the maximum number of
photons that can be processed during an exposure. N - number of photons, ti - arrival
time of photon i.
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3.2.2 Ra-II
The design of Ra-II predates the characterisation and application of Ra-I, however it
was intended to improve on many properties of Ra-I. These improvements include:
fixing of design flaws of Ra-I, increasing the number of SPAD columns from 256
to 1024 and the number of SPADs per pixel from 4 to 8, increasing the number of
timing circuits (TDCs) from 256 to 512 and increasing the TDC resolution. Additionally,
new features were introduced, such as dividing/combining SPAD columns, double
time-mask and time-gating feature (through switching the SPADs on/off), and on-chip
histogram generation. On-chip histogram generation provides much higher photon
processing efficiency than TCSPC, and yet records the entire time profile of optical
phenomena, not just an average arrival time.
Ra-II has 1024× 8 red and the same amount of blue SPADs, in two rows. 8 SPADs
of a column are connected in an OR fashion. Each SPAD has its own enabling signal
allowing to turn off SPADs with high DCR. Similarly to Ra-I, the Ra-II sensor can also
work both in SPC, and time-resolved photon counting modes. There are two separate
20 bit photon counters for every two SPAD columns (counter A and B in Fig. 3.5)
to assist SPC. When the two neighbouring columns are connected, photons falling
to a 2× 8 SPAD sized pixel are counted on both counters. To facilitate applications
requiring higher spectral resolution, i.e. more pixels, the left and right columns of
SPADs can be independently used, forming 1024 pixels, each owning a single column
of 8 SPADs. In this case, each column is connected to one of the two counters.
Ra-II also provides means for gated/masked photon counting. Ring oscillator based
delay generators are used to define 4 delayed pulses (with respect to a trigger event).
These delay generators work similarly as the TDCs, except that in this case the re-
quired delay is preloaded, and the output pulse is generated when the timing structure
has been running for the required time (Fig. 3.6). The four delayed pulses (P1 to
P4) can be used to define two time masks (Fig. 3.7a), each masking one of the
counters (left and right column counters in Fig. 3.5). In a different configuration, time-
gating can be performed by lowering the bias voltage of the blue SPADs, and hence
turning the SPAD entirely off. In this case, two of the four delay channels are used to
define the time period for enabling blue SPADs. To allow time for the SPADs to turn
on completely without breaking down due to photon impingement, a quench period
is defined, using a third delay channel. Photons are detected only while the SPADs
are enabled, but no quenching is carried out (Fig. 3.7b). Time-gated photon counting
(i.e. turning the SPADs off) can be used with additional two time-masks (i.e. disabling
photon counting), but the rising edge of the two time-masks has to match in this case,
due to the limited number of available delay channels. Fig. 3.7 shows the use of the
four delayed pulses (P1-P4) to define time-gates and/or time-masks.
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Figure 3.5: Architect enabling different pixel size configurations on Ra-II. The left and
the right column of SPAD are both connected together through OR gates. The two
columns are connected to separate counters (left column to counter A, right column
to counter B) when the first input of the data selectors (multiplexers) is used. In this
case the two columns work as separate pixels. The two columns are also connected
together with an OR gate in the middle. If the second input of the multiplexers is
selected, both counters are connected to this node, where the columns are joint. Two
separate time-masks can be used at the same time in this case.
Figure 3.6: Ring oscillator based delay generator of Ra-II. Coarse bits of the required
delay are used to load a counter. At each loop of the ring oscillator, the counter
is decreased. Fine bits of the delay specifies at which phase of the ring oscillator
the counter shall be stepped. This is achieved by connecting one of the internal
nodes of the oscillator to the counter input, through a multiplexer (MUX). Finishing
the countdown is marked when the counter crosses zero, at which point the output
pulse is generated.
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Figure 3.7: Time-gate and time-masks are defined by four delayed pulses (P1 to P4),
generated by ring oscillator based, on-chip delay generators. Two independent time-
masks can be used (a), or time-gating with additional masking (b).
Time-resolved photon detection is underpinned by 512 high resolution TDCs, using
ring oscillators. TDCs are started upon the detection of photons and stopped when
receiving a STOP signal (usually the sync signal from the light source), according to
the stop-start operation principle. The 16 bit output of each TDC is built up from 3 bits,
given by decoding the state of ring oscillators, and 13 bits coarse timing from a ripple
counter, incremented at a certain state of the ring oscillator. The output of the TDCs
can be used in two different ways, with respect to different time-resolved modes of
the sensor. In TCSPC mode, the raw TDC timestamps are ’manually’ latched to the
sensor output, and the TDCs are reset at the end of an exposure cycle. Effectively,
this is carried out by signals, controlled by the custom firmware running on the FPGA.
To overcome the photon conversion-rate limitations usually associated with TCSPC
operation, a different approach is also implemented on the Ra-II sensor, providing
TCSPC histograms on-chip. In the on-chip histogram mode, several counters of the
sensor are associated with histogram bins. One could deploy either a maximum of 16
counters, each with 20 bit depth, or up to 32 counters of 10 bit depth in each pixel,
depending on the application requirements. TDCs in this mode are reset after every
STOP pulse, and hence the photon conversion rate can go as high as the repetition
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rate of the light source. The value of a pixel’s TDC is used to address counters (time
bins) within the pixel. When an incident photon is detected, it is registered on the
counter which is enabled at the time of arrival. By selecting which TDC bits are used
for enabling the counters (histogram bins), this approach provides a zooming capab-
ility over the histogram. Consequently, this approach offers a trade-off between time
resolution of the bin and the total time interval, over which photons can be registered
into the histogram. Both TCSPC and on-chip histogram modes can be further time-
masked, by using the counter masking scheme (masking). Temporal sectioning in
these modes can also be achieved by simply selecting certain time-bins of interest
from the recorded histograms (windowing). Details of the architecture of Ra-II and
related block diagrams are provided by Erdogan et al. (2019).
3.3 Methods for characterising the Ra sensors
The Ra-I sensor was characterised for DCR, IRF, TDC and delay line resolution.
Deadtime, PDE and afterpulsing measurements were not carried out, either because
of the complexity of measurements (as in the case of the PDE), or because of being of
secondary importance. Given a valid detector model with the deadtime as parameter
(see equations 5.11 and 5.12 in chapter 5), the deadtime can be estimated by
fitting the model to measurements of the detected count rate in function of the incident
count rate. Such measurement of the deadtime was not needed in the studies of this
thesis, for the following reasons. As discussed, in TCSPC mode the average number
of incident photons in an exposure cycle is less than one, therefore the deadtime
is not a concern (provided that it is lower than the reciprocal of the repetition rate).
Spurious pulses (dark counts) could be more frequent than the repetition rate, but
since pixels of the Ra sensors are built up of multiple SPADs, the pixels stay sensitive
even when one of their SPADs is inactive (due to a dark count). Also, this thesis
targets time-resolved applications, in which a pulsed laser is used. As demonstrated
in chapter 5, the Ra sensors cannot detect more than one photon per laser pulse
on a pixel (even in SPC mode). Consequently, the deadtime of SPADs does not limit
the achievable count rate, provided that it is lower than the laser period. No limitation
was observed with the applied laser repetition rates (20 MHz in most cases, but up to
50 MHz for the Raman experiments in chapter 4), suggesting a pixel deadtime shorter
than 20 ns. The PDE of Ra-I was not measured due to the complexity of accurate
PDE measurements. It is expected, however, that it would match the values previously
reported with the same/similar SPAD structures (Richardson et al., 2011; Webster
et al., 2012b). Based on these SPAD structures, afterpulsing of the SPADs of Ra-
I is expected to be negligible (Webster et al., 2012b). Crosstalk was not measured
quantitatively either, although tests were carried out providing qualitative assessment
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of this phenomenon when using the red SPADs of Ra-I (which were designed for high
efficiency at red and NIR wavelengths).
With the Ra-II sensor, characterisation of DCR, IRF, TDC resolution and masked/g-
ated operation were carried out in this thesis. Some of these measurements were
performed using modified versions of already existing program code and routines.
For these, the author is thankful, especially for Dr. Ahmet Erdogan. Additional res-
ults of PDE and delay resolution measurements are also presented below. These
measurements were carried out by Dr. Ahmet Erdogan (Erdogan et al., 2019), using
a different sensor chip from the same batch, relying on a measurement system at ST
Microelectronics, Edinburgh.
3.3.1 Dark count rate
Ra-I
To measure DCR on Ra-I, the sensor was switched to SPC mode but no additional
light source was used. Instead, the sensor and the PCB holding it were wrapped in
several layers of blackout fabric (BK5, Thorlabs Ltd, UK) at room temperature, in a
dark room with black walls and all electronic devices, except a PC, turned off. All light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) on the PCB were either turned off or covered with blackout
masking tape (T743, Thorlabs Ltd, UK). The exposure time was 1 ms, set through
the sensor controlling firmware. 1000 lines of data (i.e. measured photon counts on
each pixel of the line) were saved on the PC, to which the sensor was connected.
The screen of the computer was turned off during the acquisition of the data. The
1000 lines of photon counts were summed on the computer (using Matlab 2017b,
MathWorks Inc, USA), to represent the dark count rate per pixel in CPS unit. With the
given experimental conditions, sources of dark count noise other than the sensor are
considered to be negligible. Several DCR measurements were taken while a range of
different bias voltages was applied to the SPADs through the firmware, starting from
the breakdown voltage in steps of 250 ms. DCR measurements were carried out for
both red and blue pixels.
Ra-II
The DCR of Ra-II was measured in a similar fashion as with Ra-I, except that DCR was
measured for each SPAD instead of for each pixel. This was carried out by enabling
one SPAD per pixel at a time, which is not possible with Ra-I. DCR measurements were
carried out at different bias voltages starting from the breakdown voltage in steps of
500 mV. The exposure time was 500 ms in each case, and the acquired counts were
divided by the exposure time on the host computer (using Matlab), to get DCR values
expressed in CPS.
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3.3.2 Instrument response function
Ra-I
For the IRF measurements (Fig. 3.8), a supercontinuum laser (WhiteLase micro, Fianium
Ltd, UK) of 20 MHz repetition rate was used as a light source, filtered to a single
wavelength of 2.5 nm bandwidth by a tuneable filter unit (Laser Line Tunable Filter,
Fianium Ltd, UK). The average optical power varies with the selected wavelength,
at 520 nm it was measured to be roughly 20 µW, using a power meter (PM100D
with S130C, Thorlabs Ltd, UK). Free space collimated output of the filter unit was
coupled to a fibre patch of 600 µm core diameter and 0.39 NA (numerical aperture)
(M29L01, Thorlabs Ltd, UK) with a focusing lens of 50 mm focal length (AC254-050-A-
ML, Thorlabs Ltd, UK). The light exiting the fibre patch was attenuated by 6 orders of
magnitude with a neutral density (ND) filter (NE60A-B, Thorlabs Ltd, UK), in order to
avoid early photon pile-up and distortions of the measurement. Measurements in SPC
mode showed that the rate of detected photons from the attenuated laser light was
less than 1 % of the laser repetition rate. The sensor was switched to TCSPC mode,
and a total of 102 400 lines of TCSPC data (1024 lines in 100 iterations) were recorded
for each wavelength, as the filter iterated through a range of wavelengths. Each line
of TCSPC data, i.e. the arrival time of the first photon at each pixel, was acquired with
an exposure time of 100 µs, set through the firmware. The acquired timestamps were
built up to histograms on the host computer, for each pixel and wavelength individually.
The jitter time profiles given by the histograms were further analysed using Matlab.
For this, the timepoints of the time profiles were determined first, using the measured
TDC resolution of each pixel (see below). After that, half of the peak intensity was
determined on each time profile. In most cases the exact half-maximum intensity
values are not detected in any timepoint (due to the quantised nature of the time
axis). Therefore, the estimated timepoints, where half of the maximum intensity would
be detected, were determined using linear interpolation between the intensity values
of the two closest timepoints. The estimated timepoints with half-maximum intensity
were used for full width at half maximum (FWHM) characterisation of the jitter time
profiles.
The temporal shape of the incident laser pulses was not measured. In fact, the de-
scribed method cannot separate the timing uncertainty of the sensor and the temporal
shape of the laser pulse. Since the expected pulse length is in the picosecond range,
while the sensor timing jitter is a few hundred of picoseconds, the effect of the finite
laser pulse width on the IRF (and any potential jitter caused by the ND filter) is not
significant. Furthermore, the measured IRF values can be used to describe timing
uncertainties in any application, where the same light source and detector are used,
and no additional timing jitter is expected from the optical components.
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Figure 3.8: Arrangement for measuring the instrument response function of Ra-I. LLTF
- Laser Line Tunable Filter, ND - neutral density
Ra-II
In preparation of using the Ra-II sensor for a specific application, the IRF was meas-
ured in a bigger optical setup including a fibre coupler based interferometer and a
spectrometer, deploying Ra-II. Details of this optical system are specified in sec-
tion 5.4.1. Filtered light of 38 nm FWHM around 850 nm centre wavelength from the
Fianium supercontinuum laser was dispersed on the 512 pixels of the sensor. The
power entering the interferometer was 950 µW, measured with a power meter (PM100D
with S130C, Thorlabs Ltd, UK). The light in the spectrometer was attenuated by an
ND filter (NE20A-B, Thorlabs Ltd, UK). In the case of the blue SPADs, histograms of
photon arrival times were generated with the on-chip histogram mode of the sensor,
using 32 histogram bins. The histogram bin width was measured in a separate exper-
iment (TDC resolution measurement, see below). The IRF peak was positioned over
the time-range covered by the histogram bins, by delaying the laser sync signal (STOP
signal of the TDCs), using an analogue delay box (DB64, Stanford Research Systems,
Inc., USA). 1 line of histogram data was acquired with an exposure time of 1 ms.
The histogram mode with variable bin width but fixed number of bins offers a trade-
off between the timing accuracy and the length of the analysed time-interval. In order
to capture the long tail of the response of red SPADs with high timing resolution, red
SPAD IRF was measured in raw TCSPC mode. External delay was applied to the
STOP signal (laser sync) in order to shift the laser peak to low timestamps and avoid
broadening of the IRF due to jitter of the TDCs. A higher attenuation of the incident
light was required in this case (NE60A-B, Thorlabs Ltd, UK), in order to avoid early
photon pile-up. The applied exposure time was 100 µs and 100 000 TCSPC lines were
recorded. Timestamp histograms were built on the computer (using Matlab).
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For both sets of data, the FWHM of the peak on the histograms was calculated. The
estimated timepoints belonging to half of the peak maximum were determined by using
interpolation between the closes timepoints, as discussed in a previous paragraph.
3.3.3 Time-to-digital converters
Ra-I
In the time-resolved modes of Ra-I, the timespan between a photon absorption pulse
and the STOP pulse is measured by stepping the respective counter with a certain time
period, set by the ring oscillators (see Fig. 3.4). In order to turn these digital timestamp
codes to real time information, the time period at which the counter is stepped has to
be known. This period is also the shortest time that the TDC can measure, and there-
fore referred to as the TDC resolution. The resolution of the TDCs can be estimated
by analysing the differences of the digital timestamps in time-resolved measurements
of events with a known time difference.
For measuring the TDC resolution, a pulsed laser (44 ps pulse width, 403 nm laser
head, PLP10 laser driver, Hamamatsu Photonics K. K., Japan) was used as a light
source (Fig. 3.9). The lens of the laser head was intentionally misaligned, so that the
diverging beam covered the entire sensor. The sync signal of the laser was connected
to the sensor through a digital delay generator (DDG) (DDG645, Stanford Research
Systems, Inc., USA). The sensor was used in TCSPC mode to measure the time
between absorption of photons of the laser light and the sync pulses. Using the TCSPC
mode required that the intensity of the laser is set to a low value on the driver (providing
an average power of 120 nW for the whole beam, of which only a fraction was falling
to the sensor), so that the detected photon count rate was lower than 1 % of the laser
repetition rate. This was confirmed with measurements in SPC mode. For each pixel,
histograms of photon arrival times were generated in a similar way as in the IRF
measurements, from 1500 lines of TCSPC data, each taken with an exposure time
of 100 µs. At each pixel, the time bin with the peak of the histogram (i.e. the most
frequently occurred timestamp) was used as the measured value of the time between
photon absorptions and the respective laser sync pulses, given by the pixel’s TDC. The
real time between these two is not known, and therefore cannot be used to map the
digital timestamp code to real time. Instead, an additional delay of 15 µs was added to
the sync pulses, using the DDG. The added delay increased the time between photon
absorptions and the respective sync pulses, with a known amount. Another set of
histograms were generated from measurements with the same parameters (regarding
the exposure time and number of TCSPC lines), but with the additional delay. The
bin with the highest intensity (most frequent timestamp) was noted again, for each
pixel. TDC resolution of a pixel was defined as the known delay of 15 µs divided by the
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difference of peak bins (timestamp difference) in the two, delayed and non-delayed
cases.
The described method for TDC resolution measurement limits the attainable accuracy,
due to the finite number of timestamp bins between the peak bins of the delayed
and non-delayed histograms. To put it in another way, the added delay is not always
integer multiple of the TDC resolution, whereas the time difference of the most frequent
timestamps inevitably is. In the worst case, the added time delay is almost as long as
the difference of N + 1 timestamps would be, but only causes a timestamp difference
of N on the histograms. The above defined TDC resolution in this case will be N+1N ,
which has an error of 1N with respect to the true TDC resolution. The 15 µs delay was
chosen to be long enough to span over several thousands of time-bins, in order to
minimise this quantisation effect. Accordingly, the repetition rate of the laser was set
to be a low value of 50 kHz, in order to avoid ’wrap around’ of the delayed peak on
the histograms. At this repetition rate, and even lower detected count rate (required by
TCSPC), the red SPADs had to be used with much lower DCR, so that the measured
signal did not fade in noise. It should be noted as well, that any constant delay caused
by optical components or the detector is cancelled out in the measurement, owing to
the differential nature of the measurement. Timing uncertainties and variations in the
recorded timestamps are not a concern either, provided that a sufficient number of
arrival times are considered for the histogram, so that the most frequent timestamp
can be selected with high certainty.
Figure 3.9: Arrangement for measuring the time-to-digital converter resolution of Ra-I.
DDG - digital delay generator
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Ra-II
The TDC resolution of Ra-II was measured in raw TCSPC mode of the sensor. Simil-
arly to the IRF measurements, filtered light of the supercontinuum laser (38 nm band-
width around 850 nm centre wavelength, and 950 µW power) was shone onto the
sensor. The light was attenuated to provide an adequate photon count rate for TC-
SPC operation (avoiding pile-up), using an ND filter (NE60A-B, Thorlabs Ltd, UK).
Measurements in SPC mode confirmed, that the incident count rate was less than 5 %
of the laser repetition rate. The 20 MHz sync output of the laser was connected to the
sensor through the DB64 analogue delay box, as STOP signal for the TDCs. TCSPC
histograms were built from several lines, acquired in two cases. In the first case, the
external delay was set so that the peak of the laser pulse on the histograms appeared
at low TDC values. In the next case, an additional delay of 43 ns was applied to the
STOP signal, shifting the histogram peak to high TDC codes. In each case, 50 000
TCSPC lines were acquired with 300 µs exposure time for each. Histograms were built
from the recorded timestamps for each pixel, on the host computer. The known delay
between the two cases was divided by the difference between the bins with highest
population in the histograms to estimate the resolution of each TDC.
3.3.4 Photon detection efficiency
Ra-II
PDE measurements were carried by Dr. Ahmet Erdogan on a separate Ra-II chip
(Erdogan et al., 2019). The wavelength was changed from 350 to 1050 nm in 10 nm
steps. To rule out the effect of crosstalk in the results, one SPAD was enabled per
pixel at a given time. The ratio of the number of detected and incident photons was
calculated for each SPAD. While the first one is simply the output of the sensor, the
latter one can be calculated using the known optical power falling onto the device. PDE
was calculated as the average of these ratios over the SPADs.
3.3.5 Time-mask, time-gate and delay resolution
Ra-I
Time-masking feature of Ra-I can be used to restrict counting of photons to a narrow
temporal region. This is particularly useful when the signal of interest arrives at a
certain time interval (with respect to the light pulses of the source), while high back-
ground noise, which is uncorrelated with the light source hinders the detection of the
weak signal. In theory, this is also possible by using a short exposure time which
is started right at the arrival of the signal of interest. However, such short exposures
repeatedly started at specific timepoints is challenging. With a time-gate or time-mask,
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set at the right timepoint (with respect to the source pulses), the narrow time region
can be measured multiple times throughout a long exposure. The amount of noise
excluded depends on the width of the applied time-mask. Therefore, the resolution
of the position and width of the time-mask is an important parameter when evaluating
the efficiency of a masking scenario. To that end, the masking performance was tested
both in the TCSPC and SPC modes of Ra-I. In light of the discussion about the how
the timepoint of the mask edges are defined (see Fig. 3.2), the masking performance
can be linked to the resolution of the delay line, and the measurement of the delay of
a single delay element.
Time-correlated single-photon counting The aim of these measurements is to es-
timate the resolution of the delay line and the shortest applicable time-mask, using
TCSPC mode of the sensor. First, flat TCSPC histograms are generated from equally
frequent photon arrival times. Applying various delays to the rising falling edges of
the time-mask (Fig. 3.10a) restricts the recording of photon arrivals to a limited time
region, and results in windowing the flat time profiles (Fig. 3.10b). The mask resolution
is to be estimated by measuring the width of the windows.
In these measurements the sync output of the PLP10 laser driver was connected
to the sensor to provide STOP signal for the TDCs and sync signal for time-mask
generation, however no laser head was attached to the driver. To maintain a low
level of light uncorrelated to the sync pulses, a filament desk lamp was placed far
from the sensor. Measurements in SPC mode were carried out to confirm that the
rate of photon detection was less than 1 % of the 1 MHz repetition rate of the sync
pulses, to avoid the over=representation of early photons (pile-up, see section 2.1.3)
and counting loss. The position of the rising and falling edges of the time-mask (with
respect to the sync signal) were generated using the on-chip delay line of the sensor
(Fig. 3.10a). Histograms of photon arrivals were generated from 200 000 TCSPC lines,
each recorded with an exposure time of 50 µs. Several histograms were collected,
while different positions of the time-mask were set by selecting the number of delay
steps for the mask edges. ’On’ windows (where photon processing is only enabled for
a short period) were generated using 10 delay steps for the rising edge and 11 delay
steps for the falling edge, then 20 delay steps for the rising edge and 21 delay steps
for the falling edge, and so on. These settings of the mask edges result in time-masks
with a width of 1 delay step, but at different positions along time. After that, several ’off’
windows were used as well (in which photon processing is enabled any time but within
the window). ’Off’ windows were set to have 1 delay step width as well, at different
locations, i.e. 10 delay steps for falling edge and 11 delay steps for rising edge, and so
on. The FWHM of the windows were evaluated as described before, using interpolation
to find the approximate timepoints where the window height is half of its maximum.
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Figure 3.10: Defining the width and position of a time-mask, by delaying a trigger
signal separately for the rising and falling edges of the mask (a). The trigger pulse is
stepped through a range of delay elements on the delay line. Multiplexer units select
the amount of delay by connecting one of the nodes between delay steps to their
output. The delayed pulses travel to a dedicated unit, in which a time window is formed
by blocking the SPAD pulses that are outside the mask period (b).
Single-photon counting In SPC mode (Fig. 3.11), a short time-mask window with a
width of 1 delay step was set. The blue pixels of sensor were illuminated with pulsed
laser light, using the PLP10 driver and the 483 nm laser head. The power of the
optical signal was measured to be 70 µW, which was further attenuated by an ND
filter (NE40A-A, Thorlabs Ltd, UK). The laser was externally triggered by a 5 MHz
signal, generated by the DG645 delay generator. The delay generator also provided
the STOP signal for TDCs by delaying the 5 MHz trigger signal at a separate channel.
Changing the delay between the two channels results in changing the position of the
time-mask relative to the laser pulse. 500 lines of 100 µs exposure time were recorded
in SPC mode and the total photon count (sum of the 500 lines) was calculated at each
delay between the two trigger signals. Scanning through a range of delays between
the channels in 5 ps steps allowed to move the time-mask across the laser pulse.
Figure 3.11: Measurement arrangement to reveal the time mask profile in single
photon counting mode, by sweeping a laser pulse in the mask window with a delay
generator. DDG - digital delay generator
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Ra-II
Time-mask Time-masking feature of the Ra-II sensor was tested with both types of
pixels, in the same optical setup as with the previous characterisation measurements
of Ra-II. Various positions and widths of the two time-masks were tested, by delaying
the rising end falling edges of the masks through the four delay channels of the sensor.
The time profile of each time mask was measured by sweeping the mask position with
respect to the timepoint of the laser pulses, as described before. The applied light
source was the filtered Fianium supercontinuum (38 nm FWHM around 850 nm centre
wavelength, and 950 µW power attenuated with an ND filter (NE20A-B, Thorlabs Ltd,
UK). A 5 MHz trigger signal was used to initiate delay generation, which was provided
to the sensor by pre-scaling the 20 MHz sync output of the Fianium supercontinuum
laser, using the DDG645 delay generator. Pre-scaling of the signal was required by
the DDG, as it can only handle repetition rates below 10 MHz. When the trigger signal
is pre-scaled with respect to the optical signal, several optical pulses hit the sensor
in the trigger period (Fig. 3.12). However, photons are only detected when an optical
pulse reaches the sensor in the ’on’ region of the time-mask. Assuming that the mask
is not too wide to detect two or more laser pulses in the trigger period, sweeping the
mask position (trigger signal) with respect to the timepoint of laser pulses results in the
convolution of a laser pulse and the time-mask. The number of measured photons in
function of the delay from the DDG gives the time-profile of the ’on’ mask. ’Off’ masks
cannot be profiled this way, since several optical pulses are detected by the sensor in
the trigger period, independently of the mask position. This expected behaviour of the
’off’ time-masks were confirmed through measurements as well (not shown).
With each time-mask setting on the sensor, the DDG iterated through a number of
delays in 5 ps steps, effectively sweeping the time-mask across the light pulses. At
each position, 50 lines were acquired in SPC mode, with 100 µs exposure time. The 50
lines were summed on the computer, and for each pixel the photon counts were plotted
in function of the applied delay of the mask position to reveal the mask profile. FWHM
of the mask profiles were calculated, using interpolation, as previously described.
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Figure 3.12: Relative positions of optical and electrical pulses when profiling ’on’ time-
masks and time-gates.
Time-gate The time-gating feature with blue SPADs was analysed in the same fash-
ion as the ’on’ time masks, but in this case the sensor was configured to use a time-
gate instead of a time-mask. Various gate sizes and positions were tested by applying
the appropriate delay to the gate edges.
Delay resolution
Characterisation of the delay generator on a separate Ra-II sensor was performed by
Dr. Ahmet Erdogan. A sync signal, starting delay generation, and the output of a delay
channel of the sensor were connected to a high resolution oscilloscope (WaveRunner
640Zi, Teledyne LeCroy, USA). Increasing delay codes were applied to the sensor,
and the generated delay was determined by the oscilloscope, by measuring the time
difference between pulses of the two channels. Details of the methods used for the
measurement is given by Erdogan et al. (2019).
3.3.6 Crosstalk
Ra-I
To test if the pixels of Ra-I are prone to crosstalk, an optical system was used built by
Ehrlich et al. (2017a). The optical arrangement consisted of a Fianium supercontinuum
laser, filtered with an LLTF filter unit (Fig. 3.13). The selected wavelength from the filter
unit was 500 nm, coupled in to a fibre patch, which was connected to a spectrograph.
The spectrograph employed a spherical mirror for collimating the input beam, a dif-
fraction grating and another spherical mirror to focus the beam to a Ra-I sensor. The
spectrograph did not play a crucial role in the crosstalk experiments. The focused spot
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was centred at pixel 127 of the line. The diameter of the spot was estimated to be
around 100 µm, based on the number of pixels covered by the spot and the known
pixel pitch. The bias voltage was set close to the breakdown voltage of the SPADs,
and increased in steps of 20 mV. At each bias voltage, 20 lines were recorded with an
exposure time of 100 µs in SPC mode, then the laser was shuttered and another 20
lines were recorded. Each set of 20 lines was summed on a computer. SPC lines from
the measurements with shuttered laser were subtracted from the respective lines with
the laser on, to account for background subtraction. Peaks on the resulting lines were
characterised by calculating their FWHM. For this, the points where the half maximum
would be reached were estimated by linear interpolation between intensity values of
pixels close the half maximum. The experiment was repeated at different wavelengths.
The measurements were carried out together with Katjana Ehrlich, using a different
Ra-I sensor than the one used in all the other characterisation measurements.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Dark count rate
Ra-I
DCR of both red and blue pixels is shown in Fig. 3.14, at different bias voltages. The
pixels along the x axis are sorted to show the DCR of pixels in an increasing order.
The pixel with mean DCR yields around 1000 dark counts per second at 20.46 V bias
voltage in the case of the red pixels, and 74 400 dark counts per second at 14.92 V bias
voltage in the case of the blue pixels. Both voltages correspond to a bias voltage that
exceeds the breakdown voltage of SPADs with 1.2 V (excess bias voltage). Median
DCR in function of the excess bias voltage is shown in Fig. 3.15. Measured values are
marked with squares, and the dotted line shows an exponential fit to the measured
median DCR values (note the logarithmic scale), suggesting an exponential increase
of DCR with bias voltage.
Figure 3.13: Optical setup used for characterising crosstalk of the Ra-I pixels.
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Figure 3.14: Dark count rate of blue (a) and red pixels (b) at different bias voltages
(Kufcsák et al., 2017).
Figure 3.15: Median dark count rate versus excess bias voltage for blue (top) and red
pixels (bottom) of Ra-I. Dashed lines are exponential fits to the data.
Ra-II
DCR of all blue SPADs at different bias voltages is shown in Fig. 3.16a. SPADs on
the x axis are sorted according to their DCR. Median DCR of blue SPADs at 1.2 V
excess bias voltage is 2230 CPS. On the Ra-II board, there are two types of red
SPADs designed. Red SPADs of the bottom 4 rows utilize shallow trench isolation
(STI) for isolating neighbouring SPADs. DCR of the top (without STI) and bottom red
SPADs (with STI) is shown in Fig. 3.16b,c. SPADs without STI have a lower breakdown
voltage, but at the same bias voltage level their DCRs is matching that of SPADs under
STI, as seen in Fig. 3.17. Median DCR at 1.2 V excess bias voltage was measured to
be 7.87 CPS for red SPADs without STI, and 8.07 CPS for red SPADs under STI.
Median DCR in function of the excess bias voltage is shown in Fig. 3.17. The dashed
lines on the logarithmic plots show a good fit, matching the expectations of an expo-
nentially increasing DCR with the bias voltage.
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Figure 3.16: Dark count rate of the blue (a) and the red SPADs (without shallow trench
isolation (STI) (b) and with STI (c)) of Ra-II at different bias voltages.
Figure 3.17: Median dark count rate versus excess bias voltage for blue (top) and red
SPADs (bottom) of Ra-II. Dashed lines are exponential fits to the data.
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3.4.2 Instrument response function
Ra-I
The IRF to laser light excitation of 600 nm wavelength is shown in Fig. 3.18 for both a
red and a blue pixel (pixel 100). The red pixel yields an IRF width of 0.62 ns, whereas
the IRF width of the blue pixel is 0.57 ns, both measured as FWHM. Wavelength
dependency of the IRF is shown in Fig. 3.18 for blue (c) and red pixels (d), at 4 selected
wavelengths (480 nm, 520 nm, 640 nm and 770 nm). The distribution of the IRF width
across the pixels is shown using box plots.
Figure 3.18: Instrument response function (IRF) to 600 nm wavelength laser excitation
of a randomly chosen blue (a) and red pixel (b) (pixel 100 of the line). Blue pixels
have a higher constant background due to higher dark count rate, but also a more
accurate temporal response. The distribution of the IRF width across pixels is shown
for blue (c) and red pixels (d), expressed as full width at half maximum. At each box,
the central mark indicates the median value, the edges of the box indicate the 25 and
75 percentiles, the whiskers extend to the highest and lowest data points which are
not outliers, and the ’+’ marks show outliers. Four different wavelengths of excitation
were used: 480 nm, 520 nm, 640 nm and 770 nm. Revised from (Kufcsák et al., 2017).
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Ra-II
The IRF to 850 nm wavelength light for a blue and a red pixel is shown in Fig. 3.19. In
order to directly compare the behaviour of the two types of pixels, the IRF of the blue
pixel (acquired in histogram mode) was padded with zeros so that the two curves have
the same x axis in Fig. 3.19. IRF of the red SPADs are heavily affected by a long tail.
Figure 3.19: Sample instrument response function to 850 nm wavelength excitation
through a complex optical setup, using a blue (a) and a red (b) pixel.
The IRF width of each pixel is depicted in Fig. 3.20 for red and blue pixels. The
IRF with the blue pixels has a mean FWHM of 249 ps, with a standard deviation of
43.3 ps. When the red SPADs were used, three pixels/TDCs were failing to provide
timestamps correlated to the STOP signal, resulting in excessively high FWHM of IRF
values. Excluding these pixels, the mean FWHM is 303 ps, with a standard deviation
of 42.1 ps.
Figure 3.20: Full width at half maximum of the instrument response function with blue
(a) and red (b) pixels of Ra-II. Laser light of 37 nm bandwidth centred at 850 nm was





The measured resolution of each pixel’s TDC is shown in Fig. 3.21. The mean TDC
resolution across all channels is 426 ps, with a standard deviation of 2.6 ps.
Figure 3.21: Resolution of time-to-digital converter (TDC) at each pixel of Ra-I. Mean
TDC resolution is 426 ps (Kufcsák et al., 2017).
Ra-II
Resolution of the 512 TDCs of Ra-II is depicted in Fig. 3.22. TDCs of three pixels did
not function properly in the experiment. These pixels were left out from the plot. The
mean resolution of the rest of TDCs was measured to be 50.4 ps, with a standard
deviation of 0.5 ps.
Figure 3.22: Resolution of the 512 time-to-digital converters on Ra-II. The mean time-
to-digital converter resolution is 50.4 ns.
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3.4.4 Photon detection efficiency
Ra-II
PDE for blue SPADs peaks at 480 nm with a value of 17 %, while the peak of the PDE
for red SPADs is 7 % at 620 nm (Erdogan et al., 2019), both measured at 1 V excess
bias voltage (Fig. 3.23).
Figure 3.23: Photon detection efficiency of blue and red SPADs in function of
wavelength, at 1 V excess bias voltage. Figure from Erdogan et al. (2019)
3.4.5 Time-mask, time-gate and delay resolution
Ra-I
Time-correlated single-photon counting The effect of ’on’ (a) and ’off’ masks (b) on
TCSPC histograms at a representative pixel (pixel 100) is shown in Fig. 3.24. The
width of the masked regions was measured when 10 delay steps were applied to the
rising edge and 11 delay steps were applied to the falling edge of the time-mask. The
average FWHM of the time window across pixels measures to be 1.44 ns in the case
of the ’on’ mask, and 1.56 ns for the ’off’ mask.
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Figure 3.24: Time-masking time-correlated single-photon counting histograms of am-
bient light reveals the shape and size of the time window, and allows the measurement
of the time mask resolution. Different positions of the mask is set by delaying its edges
using the sensor’s on-chip delay line. For the 10 step delay case, the average full width
at half maximum across pixels was measured to be 1.44 ns for the ’on’ mask region
(a), and 1.56 ns for the ’off’ mask region (b) (Kufcsák et al., 2017).
Single-photon counting The number of detected photons in function of the delay
between the time-mask and the laser pulse is depicted in Fig. 3.25. FWHM of the
peak was measured to be 1.95 ns.
Figure 3.25: Sweeping the time point of the laser pulse and the position of the time-
mask with respect to each other allows to reveal the shape of the mask window. The
benefit of this method is that it provides much higher resolution of the window shape
(compared to the measurement in TCSPC), however it shows a convolution of the time
window and the laser pulse time profile. Here, an ’on’ mask of 1 delay step width was
swept with respect to the timepoint of the laser peak, using an external delay generator
(Kufcsák et al., 2017).
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Ra-II
Time-mask Testing the time-masking features of the sensor revealed limitations when
performing masked photon counting. Profiling was carried out with several time-windows
of different positions and widths, for both of the two time-masks. The results showed
that no stable masking can be performed when the difference between the rising and
falling edges of the window is less then 13–15 delay codes (roughly 600–800 ps).
Another limitation is related to the observation that the time masks tend to be more
stable (with respect to width and counts outside the window) when the delay codes
of the window edges are above 20–30. While, in general, a higher delay code infers
higher accumulated jitter of the delay, due to the high resolution of delay step size
(~50–60 ps) this is no major limitation.
Typical mask profiles with narrow widths (15 delay codes) are shown in Fig. 3.26 using
a blue (a) and a red (b) pixel. The delay codes for the rising (P3) and falling (P4) edges
were 23 and 38. Measured FWHM of the recorded windows suggests a time-mask
resolution of 40–44 ps. The generated mean delay (and hence the window width) has
some variation depending on the delay code, as indicated by Fig. 3.28(b).
Time-gate When it comes to time-gating, minimal time differences have to be main-
tained regarding the closeness of the edges of the SPAD enable signal (P3-P4 in
Fig. 3.7), and the time between the rising edge of the SPAD enable (P3) and the falling
edge of the quench signal (P1) for steady gating operation. Gate characterisation
results show that the minimum delay code difference between turning the SPADs on
(P3) and turning quenching off (P1) has to be around 280 codes, while the edges of
the SPAD enabling period (P3-P4) has to be at least 290 codes apart. The minimal
width of the gate window with such settings was measured to be around 7.8 ns on
pixels at the edges of the sensor and 4.8 ns in the middle, both measured as FWHM.
More uniform gate window across the pixels is achieved with slightly longer delaying
of the gate edges. Figure 3.27 shows the gate window profile of a single pixel, with 20
and 450 delay codes for the rising and falling edges of the SPAD enabling signal, 400
and 450 delay codes for the falling and rising edges of the quench signal.
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Figure 3.26: Time-mask profiles of Ra-II using blue (a) and red (b) SPADs (randomly
selected pixel). The rising and falling edges were delayed with 23 and 38 steps with
respect to the laser sync pulse, suggesting a delay resolution of 40 ps when measured
with the blue SPADs, and 43.8 ns when measured with the red SPADs. The masks
were profiled by sweeping a delay between the laser pulses and the trigger signal
generating the time-masks.
Figure 3.27: Time-gate window profile on pixel 256 of Ra-II, when the rising and falling
edges of the SPAD enabling signal have a delay of 20 and 450 codes, respectively.
Lowering the QUENCH signal was delayed with 400 codes, with respect to the laser
sync signal, and the QUENCH signal was restored again with a delay of 450 codes.
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Delay resolution Figure 3.28a shows the mean of the measured delay between delayed
pulses and their trigger pulses, when a certain delay code is used. The error of the
generated delay depicted in Fig. 3.28b is defined as the difference between the mean
of the measured delays, and a linear fit to the measured values, describing the linearity
of delay generation. The resolution of the delay generator (defined as the delay for 1
least significant bit (LSB) of the delay code) is measured to be 62.81 ps, based on the
slope of the linear fit (Erdogan et al., 2019).
Figure 3.28: Mean measured delay versus delay code and linear fit to the measure-
ments (a). Error is defined as the difference between the mean delay values and the
linear fit (b). Figure from Erdogan et al. (2019).
Crosstalk
Widening of the laser peak due to more and more neighbouring SPADs breaking down
with increasing bias voltages is evident when using the red SPADs. Fig. 3.29 shows the
background subtracted SPC lines of the laser spot of 500 nm wavelength, at different
bias voltages. In Fig. 3.30, the increase of the laser spot size is calculated as the
FWHM of the peak, scaled to the spot size at the lowest bias voltage.
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Figure 3.29: Photon counts acquired using the blue (a) and red pixels (b) at several
bias voltages, when a focused laser beam of 500 nm wavelength is centred at pixel
127 of the Ra-I line sensor.
Figure 3.30: Increase of the detected laser spot size in function of the bias voltage for
blue (a) and red pixels (b), for several different wavelengths of excitation.
3.5 Discussion
Ra-II was aimed to provide an improved performance with respect to Ra-I. How-
ever, its design was not driven by the characterisation results of Ra-I, since these
measurements were only taken when the design of Ra-II was already finished. Still,
performance of Ra-II indeed proved to be superior in almost all aspects. Measured
characteristics of the Ra sensors are summarised in table 3.2. The first and obvious
difference between the two sensors is the number of SPAD columns along the line
(Ra-I - 256, Ra-II - 1024). More pixels mean a higher spatial resolution, which means
a higher spectral resolution in spectral applications (and higher depth seen by the
sensor in optical coherence tomography (OCT), see Chapter 5). More pixels, however,
means a higher data size belonging to a line. This does not necessarily mean a lower
frame rate, in fact, the higher number of output pads on Ra-II allows a higher data rate.
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The price for this is a more complex physical connection between sensor and external
circuits (on the PCB), and a more complex data pipeline from sensor to computer.
Ra-I Ra-II
Number of SPAD columns 256 1024
Number of SPADs per column 4 8
Median DCR 74 400 (blue) 2230 (blue)
@1.2Veb [CPS] 1000 (red) 8.07 (red)
Mean FWHM of IRF [ps]
627 (blue, @480 nm) 249 (blue, @850 nm)
747 (red, @640 nm) 303 (red, @850nm)
Number of TDCs 256 512
Mean TDC resolution [ps] 426 50.4
Peak PDE [%]
17 (blue, @480 nm)
7 (red, @620 nm)
On-chip data compression CMM Histogram mode
Table 3.2: Summary of the measured characteristics of the Ra sensors.
The number of SPADs per pixel is also higher on Ra-II (8 SPADs per pixel with
1024 pixels, or 16 SPADs per pixel with 512 pixels) compared to Ra-I (4 SPADs per
pixel). The multiplexed pixel structure (i.e. several SPADs in OR connection) could
increase the sensitivity of the pixel (turning an optical input to higher number of de-
tected counts), and reduced pixel deadtime. On the other hand, it increases the DCR
noise of the pixel. For a direct DCR comparison of the Ra-I and Ra-II sensors, we
have to take into account that with Ra-I the DCR of each pixel with 4 SPADs was
measured, whereas with Ra-II we have a DCR value per SPAD. Furthermore, the
SPAD sizes differ on the two sensors. We may assume, that the probability for two
SPADs of a pixel to fire at the same time is negligible, and approximate the median
DCR of Ra-I SPADs as being one quarter of the median DCR of its pixels. Blue SPADs
on Ra-II have a pitch of 11.890 µm, and a FF of 49.31 %. Ra-I blue SPADs have a
pitch of 23.87 µm with 50.5 % FF. While the area of blue SPADs on Ra-I is 4.1 times
bigger than on Ra-II, their estimated median DCR is 8.34 times higher than the median
DCR of Ra-II SPADs. When comparing the DCR distribution of the two sensors across
SPADs/pixels (Fig. 3.14a and Fig. 3.16a), we could further notice that Ra-II has much
more uniform DCR distribution. However, the percentage of high DCR elements with
Ra-II is somewhat higher than in the case of Ra-I. Ra-II red SPADs have a pitch of
13.69 µm and 14.54 % FF. The ratio of median red SPAD DCRs of the two sensors is
9.27, while the area of SPADs has a ratio of 31.25. Red SPADs of Ra-II are also more
uniform regarding their DCR, compared to Ra-I. The distribution of DCR and, therefore,
the shape of the curves in Fig. 3.14 and 3.16 depend on the applied manufacturing
technology. The exact reasons, however, often not known or available for the SPAD
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designers relying on a certain manufacturing technology and/or fabrication plant. The
fact that Ra-II SPADs have lower DCR (even lower than suggested by their size),
and that they are more uniform show a better noise performance of Ra-II, with both
type of SPADs. The most probable reasons for this are the optimised design and
manufacturing process. DCR noise can be even further reduced on Ra-II by turning
off high DCR SPADs individually, although this may introduce a different type of noise
in spectral measurements (Finlayson et al., 2018).
The higher DCR of blue SPADs can be easily spotted in the IRF measurements of
Ra-I as a higher background level, compared to the histogram taken with the red
SPADs. The shape of the IRF is also quite distinct in the two cases. The IRF of
red pixels has a much longer exponential tail, also known as ’diffusion tail’. This is
due to the SPAD structure designed for enhanced detection of longer wavelength
of photons. Photons absorption further away from the depleted region of the red
SPADs generate charge carriers which diffuse randomly. These carriers can cause
an avalanche if they reach the depleted region, but the time of the diffusion adds delay
to the detection of the absorbed photon. Interpreting the IRF widths of Ra-I at different
wavelengths (Fig. 3.18) is quite challenging, as the IRF measurements do not follow
normal distribution over the pixels. Generally, it can be stated, that red SPADs yield a
higher IRF width (due to the diffusion tail). If also considering the detection efficiency
of the two types of SPADs at different wavelengths, e.g. by relying on Fig. 3.23, and
assuming that the PDE values of Ra-I are similar, it can be seen that the range of
IRF FWHM values (including outliers) increase at wavelengths where the efficiency
of SPADs is lower. Ra-II pixels display a much narrower IRF, even though the two
cases should not be directly compared, since they were measured in an entirely
different optical arrangement. In fact, comparing the IRF measurement results of Ra-II
with published measurements by Erdogan et al. (2019), we see that the published
IRF widths are noticeably lower, indicating a significant jitter contribution from the
optical setup in our case. A long IRF limits the accuracy of depth in time-of-flight
measurements. It should be pointed out, that even with perfectly sharp laser pulses
and no jitter of the applied optics, IRF measurements performed in TCSPC mode (or
histogram mode, with Ra-II) inherently include the jitter of the timing circuits, not just
that of the SPADs. Nevertheless, the IRF variation across the line is much lower with
Ra-II than with Ra-I, although, uniformity of pixels should not be judged based on the
results, as different pixels received different wavelengths of light in this measurement.
Three red pixels yielded excessively high IRF width on Ra-II (Fig. 3.20). These pixels
have faulty TDCs, so there was no peak in their respective time profiles. The FWHM
of these time profiles is consequently meaningless.
As discussed, the demonstrated technique to estimate the TDC resolution is subject
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to quantisation effects and errors. Owing to the high TDC resolution of Ra-II, delaying
a signal causes a high difference in timestamps, even if the delay is relatively short.
Therefore the TDC resolution measurement of Ra-II did not require long delays and
a low repetition rate of the source. TDC resolution of Ra-II is about 8 times higher
than that of Ra-I. Indeed, on Ra-I only the ripple counters of the TDC circuits are
used (incremented after a full loop of 8 phases of the ring oscillators). In contrast,
in Ra-II the 3 fine TDC bits are derived from decoding the state of the ring oscillator
with respect to its phase when stopped. The achievable depth resolution of time-of-
flight measurements is directly related to the TDC resolution. Also, the measurement
of short temporal phenomena (such as the fluorescence lifetime of indigenous fluoro-
phores) is impossible, if the LSB of the timestamp (TDC resolution) is longer than that.
On the other hand, when measuring long events (e.g. phosphorescence decays), the
timestamp counters may overflow with a fast timing circuit. In these cases a TDC with
low resolution is more beneficial. The variation of TDC resolution across the pixels
is also superior on Ra-II, with a standard deviation of 0.5 ps compared to 2.6 ps with
Ra-I.
PDE measurement results confirm the intended difference in detection efficiency of
the two types of SPADs (red and blue). An important feature to notice is the presence
of fringes on the top of the PDE curves. This is believed to be caused by the etalon-
ing phenomenon, in which interference occurs when light is reflected from surfaces
along the vertical device structure (e.g. metallic wires). The interference depends
on the distances between reflecting surfaces and the wavelength of the reflected
light. Wavelength and distance dependent constructive and destructive interference
appears as fringes along the spectrum. Etaloning affects the spectral content of the
measurements, and has to be taken into account when accurate information is re-
quired on the measured spectral light intensities. PDE of the two devices cannot be
compared, since no PDE measurements were carried out with Ra-I. However, PDE
of Ra-I is expected to be similar to what was published before with similar structures
(Richardson et al., 2011; Webster et al., 2012b).
The time-mask resolution of Ra-I was measured with two different techniques. Meas-
uring the time profile of the window using ambient light and masked TCSPC has the
benefit of revealing the true shape of the window. This is because time differences
between the absorption of photons and their detection time is irrelevant, the time-mask
simply cuts the flat TCSPC histogram according to its ’on’ region. The downside of the
technique (especially with Ra-I) is that its accuracy (sampling of the time profile) is
set by the TDC resolution. Measurements in SPC mode with a shifted laser pulse
can have a much higher accuracy of the profile (with respect to the timepoints in
which it is measured), but what it really measures is a shape that is affected both
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by the true window profile and the profile of the laser pulses. The reason for this is the
following. In some cases, when charge carriers have a long diffusion time, triggering
of the avalanche happens somewhat later than the absorbance of a photon. As a
result, photon counts could be registered inside the specified time-window, even for
optical pulses outside the time-window, resulting in a shape of time-windows as seen
in Fig. 3.25. Another approach to explain the same phenomenon is to consider that
the method follows the definition of a convolution (cross-correlation, more specifically),
not showing the true time-profile of the time-window. This is the reason why the two
methods resulted in slightly different values when measuring the time-mask window
width of Ra-I. The measurements in TCSPC mode revealed an important effect, when
long delays are used for the mask edges. As the mask edge delay is longer and
longer, the accumulated jitter of the delay steps causes a broadening of the ’on’ mask
(Fig. 3.24a). Similarly, the accuracy of the ’off’ mask edges reduces with increasing
delays, hence the region where photons are not detected narrows (Fig. 3.24b). This
could be avoided by using short on-chip delays, and shifting the mask to the desired
position by applying a stable external delay on the TDC STOP signal.
Ra-II has a minimal window width that is half of that with Ra-I, and the step resolution
of mask positions is 28 times higher. This is understandable, given the different delay
structure (ring oscillator based). The reason why even shorter masks are not always
stable is believed to be related with minimum time intervals, which have to be main-
tained for the propagation of signals within the timing structure. A higher resolution of
the mask width allows narrower time-regions to limit the detection onto. This could lead
to more efficient background rejection (e.g. in time-resolved Raman spectroscopy) or
more flexible temporal restriction of unwanted signals (such as reflections in OCT, see
Chapter 6). The window profile, when measured in SPC mode, is quite different for
Ra-I and Ra-II. This could mean a different shape of the time-masks in the two cases,
with Ra-II having a faster rise, and therefore more accurate edge. However, the applied
light sources were different in the two cases, and this also affects the measured shape.
It should be pointed out, that histogram mode of Ra-II would maintain a reasonably
high sampling of the mask profile, while not being affected by any pulse and its shape
(since using ambient light). The different shape of the mask profiles measured with
the two types of SPADs on Ra-II is, again, a result of the diffusion tail of red SPADs.
The shortest time-gate window of Ra-II is considerably longer than its shortest time-
mask window. The benefit of gating is that photons are completely undetected in the
off region of the time-gate, and hence strong bursts of light cannot saturate the sensor
during this time.
The delay generator resolution measurements show a systematic deviation from a
linear conversion from digital delay code to real time delay (Fig. 3.28b). Why the exact
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reason for this is not known, it is suspected that it is related to the ring oscillator
structure, in which the delay after a full loop is probably slightly different than the
delay between phases within the loop. This should be no limitation, provided that the
behaviour is consistent. However, no jitter measurement of the delay generator was
carried out.
Finally, the crosstalk measurements clearly show a spread of SPAD activity across the
neighbouring pixels with increasing bias voltage, when the red SPADs are used. This
behaviour is a result of the deep structure of the red SPADs (Webster et al., 2012b).
The results do not reveal whether the source of crosstalk is optical or electrical, but







Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) single-photon avalanche diode
(SPAD) based sensors are attractive in life sciences when low light levels are to be
detected and time-resolved analysis is needed. SPAD sensors offer timing with tens
of picoseconds resolution on several hundred parallel channels. They are also com-
pact and robust against saturating optical signals (in contrast to photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs), where high optical powers can easily damage the sensor). SPAD line arrays
lend themselves naturally to spectroscopic applications, and have been demonstrated
in various techniques, such as time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy (TRFS) (Po-
pleteeva et al., 2015; Krstajić et al., 2015; Ehrlich et al., 2017a; Kufcsák et al., 2017;
Erdogan et al., 2019), time-resolved Raman spectroscopy (Li and Deen, 2014; Ehrlich
et al., 2018; Nissinen et al., 2018), cavity ring-down spectroscopy (Kiwanuka et al.,
2012), near-infrared optical tomography (Pavia et al., 2015) and laser-induced break-
down spectroscopy (Maruyama et al., 2014).
In this chapter, massively parallel time-resolved single-photon detection is demon-
strated with the Ra-I sensor, which was the first available line sensor designed in
our group. First, the instrument is described including the software, hardware and the
sensor. The performance of the system is demonstrated in three applications: meas-
uring the fluorescence kinetics of chlorophyll a in an intact leaf both in the time and
spectral domains, measuring the fluorescence kinetics of a thrombin biosensor probe,
and measuring the autofluorescence of excised murine lung tissue. As an indication of
the system’s applicability in time-resolved Raman spectroscopy, it is shown how time-
resolved detection can be used to suppress noise when measuring Raman spectra.
The above applications and the related results were published (Kufcsák et al., 2017).
The sensor system, including hardware and software, has been applied in further
studies of Ehrlich et al. (2017a,b, 2018), which are described at the end of the chapter.
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4.1.1 Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy with Ra-I
The measurement of fluorescence intensities is a crucial procedure of many applica-
tions in chemistry, biology and medicine (Valeur and Brochon, 2001). It is also known,
that fluorescence lifetimes are characteristic for fluorophores and their environment
(Lakowicz, 2006, chpater 1). The measurement of spectrally and temporally resolved
fluorescence is beneficial for maximising information. Several instruments have been
reported, where steady-state emission spectra and the time-resolved fluorescence
signal of a single spectral channel can be acquired simultaneously (Ervin et al., 2000;
Pitts and Mycek, 2001; Pfefer et al., 2003). The time-resolved fluorescence decay, in
these cases, is detected by a sensor with fast response and short deadtime (typically
microchannel plate (MCP) PMTs, or avalanche photodiodes). The time dependent
electric output signal of the sensor is recorded using a digitiser or a digital oscilloscope
of high sampling rate (Yankelevich et al., 2014). Time-resolved data collection with
pulse sampling at multiple wavelengths was achieved by means of a scanning mono-
chromator and sequential decay measurements of several wavelengths (Marcu et al.,
1999; Maarek et al., 2000; Fang et al., 2004; Butte et al., 2010). A different approach
applied dichroic mirrors and fibre patches of different lengths in order to separate
emission pulses of different spectral bands in time. Fluorescence emission decays of
3 (Sun et al., 2008, 2011) or 4 different spectral channels (Xie et al., 2012; Bec et al.,
2014; Yankelevich et al., 2014) were detected using a gated MCP PMT, followed by
sampling on a high-speed digital oscilloscope. This chapter focuses on building on the
multichannel time-to-digital converter (TDC) structure of Ra-I, for massively parallel
timing of fluorescence photons and the retrieval of spectral fluorescence lifetimes.
Efficient photon processing and sufficiently fast acquisition of fluorescence signals
allows to observe how the fluorescence lifetimes change dynamically. Changes in
fluorescent lifetimes due to resonance energy transfer and quenching can be used
to study interactions with fluorescent probes, chemical reaction mechanisms and con-
formational changes in molecules, such as protein folding (Suhling et al., 2015). There-
fore, much attention has been paid on the construction of time-resolved fluorescence
instrumentation to detect rapid changes in fluorescent lifetimes. Such systems perform
’double kinetic’ experiments (Ishay et al., 2012), where fluorescent decays (kinetics of
probe fluorescence on picosecond and nanosecond timescale) are recorded at time
points during the process of interest (kinetics of the chemical reaction on microsecond
and millisecond timescale), as depicted in Fig. 4.1. Pulse sampling techniques are
capable of rapid measurement of fluorescent decays, typically averaging several emis-
sion pulses for high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). As a result, a high sampling rate of the
observed reaction kinetic is possible, and a few number of sample reactions required to
measure the transients, favouring sample preparation. However, this capability comes
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at trade-offs. The response time of the detector and the sampling rate of the digitiser
draw limitations on the observable lifetimes and the temporal resolution of the meas-
ured decay. The light source should provide short and strong pulses with energies in
the order of 10 or 100 µJ. The high-end, high sampling rate digitising oscilloscopes
and the amount of the associated data compromises multichannel detection (Ervin
et al., 2000). In the case of wavelength scanning techniques over many wavelengths,
the limiting factor is the increasingly long acquisition time.
Figure 4.1: In double kinetics experiments the recorded data represents fluorescence
along two timescales. Fluorescence decays with pico- or nanosecond resolution on
one axis display the lifetime of fluorescence, while changes of the fluorescence lifetime
and intensity are depicted on the second axis with micro- or millisecond resolution, as
the chemical reaction progresses.
The benefit of the massively parallel timing capability of SPAD sensors, such as Ra-I,
is that they detect the timing information at several hundreds of channels at the same
time. The timing information in this case is not revealed by direct measurement of
the decays (as in the pulse sampling technique), but through time-correlated single-
photon counting (TCSPC). TCSPC is a widely used technique for fluorescent lifetime
measurements in the time domain, providing exceptional temporal resolution (Lakow-
icz, 2006, chapter 4; Becker, 2015). Double kinetic measurements applying TCSPC
were reported with millisecond sampling of protein folding reaction kinetics, using
stopped-flow measurements (Beechem, 1997). To achieve sufficiently high SNR of the
picosecond/nanosecond fluorescence decays, the reaction had to be initiated several
hundred times. Histograms were built up from consistent time slices of the repeated
reactions. Flow measurements with microfluidic mixers provided a sufficiently high
number of photon detections, while maintaining a high sampling rate of the reaction
kinetics (Kathuria and Bilsel, 2015). In this case, the sampling interval of the reaction
time is governed by the spatial distances along the microfluidic channel. The number
of collected photons and hence the quality of the decays are controlled by the dwell
time over a single position.
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TCSPC offers higher temporal resolution of the recorded fluorescence decays, com-
pared to the pulse sampling method (Ervin et al., 2000). However, TCSPC operation
and the deadtime of the detector impose limitations with respect to the number of
photons that can be processed. TCSPC also requires that the detected photon count
rate is kept below a few percent of that belonging to the pulsed light source (Becker,
2005, section 7.9). Photon pile-up usually does not restrict photon-starved scenarios,
but adds to uncertainty when bursts of fluorescence take place. In extreme situations,
strong optical signals may need to be attenuated to avoid distortion of the measured
temporal profile, thus increasing the measurement time. Multichannel TDC architec-
tures are advantageous in this regard as well. Distributing the photon flux over several
TCSPC channels can overcome this limitation by recognising multiphoton events on
separate detection elements (Becker, 2005, chapter 3). TCSPC measurement of fluor-
escent lifetimes on the nanosecond timescale requires fast detector responses, for
which PMTs have been used traditionally. The size of these detectors and the related
timing instruments, however, prevents large array formats.
Massively parallelised CMOS SPAD arrays with several hundreds of pixels and per-
pixel timing circuits offer highly efficient photon sorting capabilities with high timing
precision. In recent years, several of such SPAD sensor arrays have been repor-
ted, targeting fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) applications (Gersbach
et al., 2010; Veerappan et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011; Pancheri et al., 2013; Krstajic
et al., 2015; Poland et al., 2015), fluorescence spectroscopy (Krstajić et al., 2015;
Ehrlich et al., 2017a; Kufcsák et al., 2017), and spectral FLIM (Popleteeva et al., 2015;
Erdogan et al., 2019). Our intention has been to show how time-resolved SPAD line
arrays with several pixels and high line rate can advance applications in fluorescence
spectroscopy, by measuring rapid changes and transients in spectral fluorescence
intensities and lifetimes (Fig. 4.2). Measurement of fluorescence kinetics both in
the wavelength and time domains has apparent advantages in the studies of Förster
resonance energy transfer (FRET), reaction kinetics or protein folding dynamics, to
name a few.
Wavelength scanning pulse sampling techniques are associated with rapid extraction
of temporal information. The spectral information is retrieved over a longer measure-
ment period. In contrast, the proposed method offers simultaneous spectral detection
on hundreds of channels. Accordingly, it is the acquisition of temporal fluorescence
information that is collected over a longer period of time. This approach offers greater
flexibility in data acquisition. If fast sampling of the reaction kinetics is demanded, the
detected counts in the spectral decays can be increased by binning several pixels
along the spectrum or several time-bins in time. If high spectral resolution is required,
one can use longer periods over which TCSPC data is recorded. The result is high
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Figure 4.2: Measuring transients of spectral fluorescence intensity and lifetime. A fast
photodiode can be used to detect changes in fluorescence intensity with millisecond
and microsecond sampling (I). Compact spectrometers can be applied to measure
changes in spectral intensity (II). Fast and efficient recording of photon arrivals on
several pixels of our SPAD line sensor enables the acquisition of spectrally and
temporally resolved fluorescence over a single transient, with millisecond sampling
(III). The data from spectral time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) is used
to build histograms of spectral decays (TRFS datacubes (Kufcsák et al., 2017)
or wavelength-time matrices (Lloyd et al., 2010)). The approach offers a trade-off
between spectral resolution and photons per decay. Several pixels can be binned
and longer TCSPC periods can be used for more counts per decay and increased
accuracy of the lifetimes. These determine the spectral and temporal resolution of
sampling, respectively. Figure from Kufcsák et al. (2017).
SNR decays at each pixel at the expense of the sampling interval used for tracking
the observed reaction. The ’centre of mass’ mode (CMM) provides even more efficient
photon collection, and hence shorter acquisition times of temporal information, while
maintaining high spectral resolution.
In many situations, repeated initiation of the reaction under study is not possible
(e.g. studying in vivo enzyme kinetics). Our intention is to demonstrate a system,
in which highly efficient photon time-stamping allows us to measure the spectrally
and temporally resolved fluorescence data over a ’single shot’ of the studied reaction.
In addition to the high number of timing channels on Ra-I, this also requires a high
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line rate of the sensor and comprehensive engineering of firmware and software.
In the following sections, the Ra-I sensor system is described and its performance
showcased in four applications. The aim with these example applications, on one hand,
is to demonstrate the versatility of the proposed system, rather than focusing on the
samples and using the results to analyse them. On the other hand, the results of the
measurements are to be used to assess the system’s capabilities, giving insight to the
minimum sampling rates (both in time and wavelength) to still resolve the decays, and
the extent to which trade-offs can favour timing or spectral aspects.
Fluorescence kinetics of chlorophyll a
Chlorophyll a exhibits a characteristic fluorescent transient kinetic (known as the Kautsky-
effect) upon the induction of photosynthesis, as dark-adapted photosynthetic organ-
isms are exposed to light (Maxwell and Johnson, 2000; Kalaji et al., 2014). The effect
typically displays a fast rise (within a second) in fluorescence intensity from zero to
maximum level, followed by a slow relaxation (over several minutes). The Kautsky ef-
fect is connected to a variety of processes of photosynthesis and offers a non-invasive
method to study many aspects of photosynthesis, the photosynthetic performance and
ecophysiology of plants (Maxwell and Johnson, 2000; Stirbet and Govindjee, 2011).
As such, the apparatus capable of spectrally and temporally resolving fluorescence
kinetics over a single transient is of high importance in this field.
The study of chlorophyll fluorescence of leaves was chosen, since it is a typical case
where repeating the reaction is problematic (the characteristic fluorescence is ob-
served only after the leaves have adapted to darkness, which can take from 15 minutes
to an hour (Stirbet and Govindjee, 2011)). Furthermore, upon excitation, fluorescence
intensity shows a rapid increase over a second, requiring high sampling rate of the
temporal evolution of the fluorescence signal. Commercial instruments provide tens
of microseconds of resolution, but only measure the intensity of chlorophyll a fluores-
cence (Stirbet and Govindjee, 2011).
Fluorescence kinetics of a thrombin FRET probe
Förster or fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) has been widely applied
in biological disciplines to analyse molecular structures, cellular dynamics and live
imaging of cellular processes, to name but a few (Lakowicz, 2006, chapter 13). Optical
imaging probes are often based on FRET systems as well (Mills et al., 2016). The ap-
plication of fluorescing probes for in vivo diagnosis of lung diseases is a primary object-
ive of the Proteus project (https://proteus.ac.uk/). The presence of bacteria inside
the lung can be assessed through static detection of fluorescence from the associated
probes. Additionally, measuring the dynamics of spectral fluorescence lifetimes offers
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a tool for better understanding the underlying molecular structural changes, aiding the
design of such probes.
For a practical demonstration of this, a FRET probe could be used, where the struc-
tural changes are studied through observation of dynamic fluorescence quenching.
Changes in the fluorescence signals of these probes are expected to develop over
several seconds. The low constraints on temporal sampling allows to record decays
with high accuracy and over many spectral channels. Here, a custom probe for throm-
bin detection was used, readily available within the project, even though not producing
complex fluorescence signatures.
Auto-fluorescence of excised murine lung tissue
Efficient photon collection and fast data acquisition is key for double kinetic experi-
ments, as well as for confocal scanning microscopy. Frequent recordings of spectrally
and temporally resolved fluorescence data could be done over spatial points (instead
of timepoints). Therefore, a potential application for our time-resolved line sensor is
confocal spectral FLIM, where spectrally and temporally-resolved data cubes can be
recorded at each pixel of the FLIM frames. Such application is also related to the aims
of the Proteus project, as it could provide in vivo, in situ medical diagnosis or a guiding
platform for therapeutic interventional radiology. FLIM with reasonable frame rate is,
however, challenging when using with TCSPC, especially if multiple wavelengths are
to be detected (Yaseen et al., 2013). The CMM offers rapid acquisition of temporal
information. Assuming a measured photon arrival time for every laser pulse, and that
the CMM value is accurate using 200 photons, the centre of mass of arrival times
can be calculated in 10 µs at a single channel, with a laser repetition rate of 20 MHz.
The task here is to investigate feasibility of video-rate spectral FLIM with Ra-I, and the
necessary trade-offs between spectral resolution, size and rate of FLIM frames.
With such future applications in mind, the Ra-I sensor was tested to observe the
fluorescence signal of tissue samples. In these experiments no spectral fluorescence
lifetime transients are expected, still a similar acquisition protocol was followed as in
the double kinetic experiments, to mimic the operation of a confocal scanning sys-
tem (without the actual laser beam scanners). The sample was murine lung tissue
prepared on microscope slides by Philip Emanuel.
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4.1.2 Time-resolved Raman spectroscopy with Ra-I
Raman spectroscopy is a technique widely used for non-destructive analysis of the
chemical composition and structure of materials. The technique is based on the de-
tection of inelastically scattered light, shifted from the excitation wavelength according
to the vibrational and rotational energy of the molecules in the sample (Ferraro, John
R., Nakamato, Kazuo Brown, 2003). A major challenge in detecting the weak Raman
signal is suppressing the several orders of magnitude stronger fluorescence, induced
by the excitation light. Time-gating has been considered as one of the most powerful
techniques to suppress the fluorescence background (Wei et al., 2015). Time-gating
in Raman spectroscopy utilises the fact that the Raman signal and the fluorescence
background have different temporal behaviours. While the former occurs instantan-
eously with the laser peak, the latter one decays with its characteristic lifetime value
(Fig. 4.3a). In addition, time-gating reduces the noise of the sensor in the recorded
data. The information from time-gated Raman measurements of tissue can be used
to complement fluorescence techniques. Such multi-modal system is of interest for
medical diagnosis (e.g. in the Proteus project), for which time-resolved SPAD line
sensors are convenient.
Figure 4.3: Illustration of the signal time profiles in Raman measurements (a). The
amount of fluorescence reduction when time-gating on the Raman peak is estimated
using the ratio of the total decay integral over the laser cycle period and the integral
within the window. I0 - initial fluorescence intensity, τ - lifetime, Tg - gate width, Tp laser
period.
To estimate the effect of the time-gate width on noise and fluorescence suppression,
we consider the Raman to noise and Raman to fluorescence ratios, with and without
gating (equations 4.1). These ratios are defined with the integrals of the detected
signals (R, F and N referring to Raman, fluorescence and noise, respectively, and the
additional ’g’ referring to the gated cases), which could be interpreted either by detec-
ted number of photons, or total energy measured in a laser cycle. The total detected
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noise is the dark count rate (DCR) multiplied by the observation window width, that is
the laser cycle Tp with no gating, and the gate width Tg with gating (equations 4.2).
For the fluorescence signals, a single exponential decay model is used, with no timing
jitter. The rise time of the fluorescence is also neglected (being in the femtosecond
range), so that a narrow time window allows the detection of the Raman pulse, while
rejecting the majority of the fluorescence decay (Figure 4.3b). The total fluorescence
signals (without and with gating) are described with the respective integrals of the
single exponential decay (equations 4.3, where I0 is the initial fluorescence intensity,
Tg is the gate width, and the approximation can be made if the laser cycle Tp is
considerably longer than the lifetime τ ). Since the noise is uniformly distributed in
time, the Raman to noise ratio improvement is simply the ratio of the laser cycle width
and the gate width (equation 4.4). The improvement on the Raman to fluorescence
ratio equals to the ratio of the integrals of the total fluorescence decay and the time-
gated decay (equation 4.5). From this, in the case of a fluorescence lifetime (τ ) of
4 ns, a hundred fold improvement would require a gate width (Tg) of ~40 ps. Given the
time-mask resolution of Ra-I, the improvement on the Raman to fluorescence ratio is
expected to be moderate, also given the fact that the shortest applicable gate width is







































The application of Raman spectroscopy with Ra-I was not studied in detail, but a proof
of concept experiment was performed to demonstrate the effect of time-gating on the
Raman to noise ratio, indicating the potential of time-resolved Raman using SPAD
line sensors with high time-gate resolution. The sample used in this experiment was
toluene, providing a strong Raman signal.
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 The optical system
The optical system consists of two main blocks, an epi-fluorescence arrangement and
a custom spectrograph (Krstajić et al., 2012; Kufcsák et al., 2017) using a volume
phase holographic (VPH) grating and the Ra-I sensor (Fig. 4.4).
In the epi-fluorescence setup, the sample is excited along the same optical path,
through the objective lens, as the one used for collection of the emitted light from
the sample. This needs specific filters and a dichroic beamsplitter to be used, depend-
ing on the wavelengths of the excitation and the expected fluorescence (or Raman)
signal. The dichroic beamsplitter allows to direct the excitation light to the sample,
through the objective. When light from the sample arrives at the dichroic, it filters it by
directing back-reflected excitation light towards the source, and letting light of longer
wavelengths (e.g. fluorescent and Raman-scattered light) towards the sensor. The lens
was a x10 microscope objective (RMS10X, Thorlabs Ltd, UK), while different dichroic
mirrors and filters were used in different experiments. A summary of the configuration
for each experiment is given in Table 4.1.
The epi-fluorescence setup is connected to the spectrograph through a fibre patch.
Fibre patches of 0.22 numerical aperture (NA) and different core diameters were used
in different experiments, depending on the required spectral resolution and optical
signal strength. The spectrograph consists of a collimating lens (e.g. of 50mm fo-
cal length (AC254-050-A-ML, Thorlabs Ltd, UK), a VPH grating (600 linesmm at 600 nm,
Wasatch Photonics, USA) and a focusing lens (e.g. of 75 mm focal length (AC508-075-
A-ML, Thorlabs Ltd, UK)). The above configuration gives a spectral range of 200 nm
on the 256 pixels of the Ra-I sensor, however, the collimating and focusing lenses
can be changed freely to adapt to the required spectral range and resolution. The
required spectral range of each sample was determined by measuring its emitted
spectrum with a commercial spectrometer (USB2000, Ocean Optics), connected to
the output of the epi-fluorescence setup. The lenses of the spectrometer setup were
chosen accordingly, to provide a similar spectral range falling onto the line sensor.
Wavelength calibration of the spectrometer setup, i.e. mapping the pixels to their
detected wavelengths, was carried out by pointing the fibre patch towards a fluor-
escent lamp, and detect its spectrum on Ra-I. Known characteristic peaks of the lamp
spectrum were used to estimate the detected wavelength at each pixel, assuming an
even sampling of wavelengths over the pixels. Closely spaced peaks of the spectrum
(which could still be resolved) gave indication of the spectral resolution. Resolution
measured with this technique was at least 2.5 nm. Wavelength mapping could also
be performed with laser light of different wavelengths (e.g. using a supercontinuum
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laser with a tunable filter, such as the one described below). The efficiency of the
spectrograph was measured to be 68 % at 520 nm. For this, a supercontinuum laser
(WhiteLaseMicro, NKT Photonics-Fianium, UK) with a tunable filter (LLTF Contrast,
NKT Photonics, UK) was used as a source. The optical power was measured at the
input of the spectrograph and after its focusing lens with a power meter (PM100D with
an S130C photodiode sensor, Thorlabs Ltd, UK).
Chlorophyll a Thrombin probe Lung tissue Toluene
fluorescence fluorescence fluorescence Raman
Focusing lens
75 100 50 50focal length [mm]
Collimating lens
50 50 30 30focal length [mm]
Spectral
200 130 180 180range [nm]
Fibre patch core
50 105 105 50diameter [µm]
Laser
Hamamatsu Hamamatsu Fianium SC Hamamatsu
402 nm 483 nm <700 nm 483 nm
Power on
0.4 0.27 1900 0.68sample [µW]
Dichroic Semrock Chroma Chroma Chroma
mirror FF414 (custom) (custom) (custom)
Table 4.1: Summary of the optical configurations used in different experiments. SC -
supercontinuum
Figure 4.4: The optical system for time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy consisting
of an epi-fluorescence setup and a spectrograph. Revised from Kufcsák et al. (2017,
Fig. 5).
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4.2.2 The Ra-I sensor unit
Printed circuit board
For interfacing with the Ra-I (and Ra-II) sensor, a custom printed circuit board (PCB)
was designed by Dr. Ahmet Erdogan, based on a previous PCB design of Dr. David
Tyndall (Fig. 4.5). The most important blocks of the PCB are digital-to-analogue con-
verters (DACs), memory modules, a pulse converter circuit, an extension board socket,
and several test pins for evaluation of the sensor and PCB. The PCB further allows a
high degree of reconfigurability through different jumper configurations.
The extension board socket is used to mount a field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
integration module to the PCB. These modules comprise an FPGA for fully customis-
able hardware designs, to communicate with the sensor and perform data processing
(this custom hardware is denoted as firmware throughout the thesis). The extension
board used for the experiments reported in this chapter was a XEM3050 integration
module (Opal Kelly, USA), encompassing a Spartan-3 FPGA (Xilinx Inc, USA). The
extension board provides data connection towards a host computer through a USB
link, and related low level software libraries and FPGA modules for fast prototyping.
The connection towards the PC in the case of the XEM3050 board is a USB2 link.
Figure 4.5: The printed circuit board (PCB) interfacing with the Ra-I sensor, designed
by Dr. Ahmet Erdogan. The PCB incorporates and extension board with a Spartan-
3 field-programmable gate array for fully custom hardware designs controlling the
sensor.
The PCB supports synchronized operation between the sensor and the light source.
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Depending on the required configuration, the firmware on the FPGA (and the connec-
ted sensor) can either act as a slave or a master. This is supported by electric outputs
and inputs on the PCB for sync signals. For the latter case, the output sync signal can
be generated by the firmware. In a slave mode of operation an external sync signal
can be connected to the board. A pulse converter circuit, including a bus translator
and an inverter unit, allows to accept different signalling protocols, such as the ones
used with nuclear instrument modules (NIMs) or transistor-transistor logic (TTL).
Several different voltages required by the SPAD sensor (for the SPADs and TDC
modules) can either be provided from external sources or generated on the PCB, using
the DACs. The digital codes for voltage generation are received from the firmware
module. Supplementary memory modules allow to generate two independent and
custom waveforms, using dedicated DACs on the PCB. These custom signals can be
used to drive galvanometer scanners, synchronized to the sensor or the light source.
Loading the waveform to the memory modules and addressing them are carried out
by the firmware.
Firmware
A custom hardware was realised on the FPGA directly communicating with the sensor,
based on previous designs used in the research group, and written using the Verilog
language. Specifically, the firmware of a previous line sensor was used as a base,
designed by Dr. Nikola Krstajić. This firmware was extended and modified for using
with Ra-I, with the data pipeline almost entirely re-written. The primary function of this
hardware is to provide seamless control of the sensor for the user, through software
calls from the host computer. Hence, this control hardware is referred to as firmware
throughout the thesis. The firmware provides data transmission from the sensor to
the host computer and performs basic data manipulation tasks. Figure 4.6 depicts the
main modules of the firmware architecture. Several modules and preconfigured logic
functions (intellectual property (IP) blocks or IP cores) are provided by the software de-
velopment kit (SDK), supplied by the manufacturer of the extension board (FrontPanel
SDK, Opal Kelly, USA), these are shown with blue colour.
Parameters of the firmware are passed from the front end software through the Opal
Kelly host interface, and are available in the firmware as wire end points. These
include parameters for the sensor operation, DAC codes for the required voltages and
parameters determining the dynamics of data transfer. Several trigger signals from the
host computer are also used, e.g. for loading firmware parameters into their respective
registers and to reset sub-modules. Signals, directly controlling the sensor (such as
resetting photon counters, latching the counter values to pixel outputs, addressing
pixels and read their data) are handled by the sensor interface module. The same
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Figure 4.6: Block diagram of the sensor controlling firmware. The firmware forms a
layer between the sensor and the front-end software, and takes care of generating the
sensor controlling signals and data transmission. DAC - digital-to-analogue converter,
PCB - printed circuit board, FPGA - field-programmable gate array, FIFO - first in first
out, OK - Opal Kelly, DCM - digital clock manager, PLL - phase-locked loop, FW -
firmware, API - application programming interface
module accepts data from the sensor and passes it on to the data pipeline module,
synchronously to the sensor control, pixel by pixel. Two finite-state machines (FSMs)
in the sensor interface module control the exposure times, and the data readouts from
the sensor. As the state-machines can work independently, the user has the option
of either performing subsequent or overlapping exposure and read cycles (Fig. 4.7).
While the latter case eliminates the overhead of readout between exposure cycles and
hence increases the achievable line rate, it demands a minimum exposure time that
should not be shorter than the time that reading a line requires.
Figure 4.7: Two modes of data readout are offered by the firmware. Subsequent ex-
posures and readouts (a) have no limitations on the exposure times, while overlapping
exposures and readouts (b) allow higher line rates.
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The data pipeline provides data transmission between the sensor and the host com-
puter. The data pipeline comprises a first in first out (FIFO) buffer to bridge the strict
timing of the sensor and the asynchronous transfer of the USB port. The state ma-
chines of the sensor interface continuously try to write data to the FIFO buffer while
running. On the read side of the buffer, the user can change data transmission dynam-
ics by setting a buffer level at which reading is enabled from FIFO to computer, through
a pipe IP block. As a result of the described data transmission method, the sensor data
gets lost if reading from the front-end software is not fast enough (i.e. when the FIFO
buffer gets full). Since different modules along the data path have to use clock signals
of different rates, several clock signals are generated, using a digital clock manager
(DCM) IP block. The DCM receives an input clock signal of 32 MHz from a phase-
locked loop (PLL) on the Opal Kelly extension board. The clock domains along the
data path and the data bus widths between blocks are shown in Fig. 4.8. The highest
line-rate between the sensor and the computer was measured to be 19 000 liness , which
was limited by the USB2 link (Kufcsák et al., 2017).
Two options support the restoration of lines on the host computer from the stream of
raw pixel data. In the first method, the data of the first pixel of each line is marked with
a bit pattern. Alternatively, a header can be placed into the data stream just before
the data of the first pixel of lines. This header has the same data size as that of a
single pixel, and contains three 16 bit coordinates. The coordinates are generated by
a separate firmware module, using external electric signals connected to the PCB.
These coordinates can be used to assign the recorded lines to three coordinates of a
scanning system (e.g. x, y, z spatial coordinates of the field of view, or pixel, line and
frame data points of frame-based videos).
Figure 4.8: Data path from the sensor to the front-end software through the firmware,
depicting domains of different clock rates. To bridge the strict timing of the sensor and
the asynchronous USB connection a first in first out (FIFO) buffer is used.
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Software application
A custom software (sPYctrometer) was written using the Python language (version 2.7,
http://www.python.org) and the Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007) and NumPy (Oliphant,
2015) packages, providing comprehensive functionality to interact with the Ra-I sensor,
the firmware and the PCB. This program is realised in an object-oriented fashion,
building on the Opal Kelly FrontPanel library which implements low level routines. The
software allows the user to build scripts with efficient functions, performing various
tasks with the sensor system, and to design custom software for specific measurement
purposes.
Figure 4.9: Graphical interface for controlling the Ra-I sensor with its firmware and
printed circuit board. The software provides access for various parameters of the
hardware and firmware system through widgets, and/or user defined scripts through
an embedded Python shell. Furthermore, it offers live plotting of the acquired data,
and various saving options of the raw and processed data.
A graphical user interface (GUI) is also provided for the end users, utilising the wxPy-
thon toolkit (https://wxpython.org/), the Python version of the open source wxWid-
get cross-platform GUI library (http://www.wxwidgets.org/). The aim of the GUI is
to provide a general interface and easy access to the sensor for researchers at various
fields, with potential prototyping and low-volume production of the sensor platform in
mind. The GUI allows control of the sensor and its peripheries in a straightforward and
uncomplicated manner by hiding fine details, and offers various options for plotting the
sensor data. To support experiments, it allows automatic saving of the acquired data
and logging all activity performed. The GUI incorporates an interactive Python shell as
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well, to offer access to the whole platform and to support specific user requirements.
The interface performs data acquisition, computational and graphical tasks (e.g. build-
ing histograms and plotting) on a single thread, that is, sequentially. In most cases,
when relatively short exposures are used and computationally lightweight tasks are
performed, the sequential execution do not limit the user experience. Planned future
improvements include multithreaded computation. The GUI and software was used
extensively in studies by Ehrlich et al. (2017a,b, 2018).
4.2.3 Fluorescence kinetics of chlorophyll a
To observe the kinetics of chlorophyll fluorescence as the photosynthesis process is
initiated, an intact leaf of Viburnum rhytidophyllum was used (picked in December
2016, Edinburgh UK) and placed to the focal point of the objective lens. The leaf was
dark adapted by being kept in a closed box at room temperature for at least an hour
before starting the experiment. A pulsed laser (PLP10, Hamamatsu, Japan) of 402 nm
wavelength and 20 MHz repetition rate provided excitation of fluorescence. The beam
was collimated using the lens of the laser head, and directed to the centre of the
dichroic mirror. The measured average power falling onto the leaf was 0.4 mW, which
relates to 20 pJ pulse energy and 370.4 mW peak power, given the 20 MHz repetition
rate, the pulse length of 54 ps, and using the approximation of square shaped pulses.
The fluorescence signal and the excitation pulses were separated using a dichroic
filter with an edge wavelength of 414 nm (FF414-DI01-25X36, Semrock, USA). The
epi-fluorescence setup and the spectrograph were connected with a fibre patch of
50 µm core diameter (M14L01, Thorlabs Ltd, UK). The detected spectral range on the
line sensor was 200 nm, provided by the 50 mm collimating lens and 75 mm focusing
lens in the spectrometer setup.
Temporal information of fluorescence on each of the pixels of the Ra-I sensor was
acquired both in TCSPC and the CMM. These two modes were used in separate ex-
periments, although the sensor system allows changing of the working modes during
the same experiment, i.e. one could use the CMM for fast sampling of lifetime changes
during the rapid rise of chlorophyll fluorescence and then switch to TCSPC to record
more detailed decay curves, but with lower sampling of the reaction kinetics during the
slow fall. The timepoint of each spectrum is determined as well, with respect to the
start of the experiment.
In the experiment performed in TCSPC mode, an exposure time of 8.3 µs was ap-
plied, followed by a sensor readout of 42.9 µs (subsequent exposures and readouts,
Fig. 4.7a). The number of detected photons at each pixel was less then 5 % of the
number of excitation laser pulses, in order to avoid distortions along the time axis
(photon pile-up). Also, the number of detected counts per pixel was less then 50 % of
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the number of lines, in order to avoid distortions along the spectral axis (counting loss).
1000 subsequent lines were used to build TRFS cubes, covering an overall exposure
time of 8.3 ms over a timespan of about 51.2 ms. The timepoint of the TRFS cubes
was defined by the mean timepoint of the lines involved in the cubes. Gaps of few
milliseconds between TRFS cubes were introduced by memory management on the
host computer. Lifetimes from the TCSPC decay curves were recovered by convolving
single exponential decay models with the previously recorded instrument response
function (IRF) curves, and fitting to the data using non-linear least square fit routines,
based on the DecayFit software (Krstajić et al., 2015; Preus, 2014).
Experiments using the CMM were carried out with an exposure time of 83.3 µs, with
overlapping exposures and readouts (Fig. 4.7b). The photon count and integrated
timestamp data from the sensor (see section 3.2.1) and the derived centre of mass
values were further processed to provide lifetime estimates. Detailed description of the
processing steps can be found in Appendix B.
A time-mask of 31.7 ns was used in each of the experiments to increase the SNR of
the measured data. This was performed using the counter masking feature of Ra-I
(see section 3.2.1) with the edges of the mask signal positioned around the expected
photon arrivals (i.e. over the decays). Data acquisition scripts using the sensor con-
trolling functions were customized to suit the dynamics of chlorophyll fluorescence and
its fast initial rise and slow fall in intensity. The data acquisition protocol is described in
detail in Appendix A.
Intensity information was extracted from TCSPC data by considering only the fact of
photon arrivals, without their timing information. For each intensity data point, 1000
consecutive TCSPC lines were binned to reduce statistical uncertainties from low
counts, and the data of all sensor pixels were summed. The respective timepoint
of each data point was defined as the average timepoint of the 1000 lines used for
the data point. Even though this method has significantly lower efficiency compared to
single-photon counting (SPC) mode of operation (see section 3.2.1), it allows to collect
the intensity profile along with timing information in a single TCSPC experiment. If only
the intensity changes are of interest with even higher sampling rates, one would need
to use SPC mode with short exposure times.
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4.2.4 Fluorescence kinetics of a thrombin FRET probe
In this experiment, fluorescence kinetics of a custom designed FRET biosensor were
studied. This biosensor is a probe for detecting thrombin, an enzyme that takes part in
blood coagulation. The FRET molecule pairs of the biosensor are 5-carboxyfluorescein
(FAM) at one end of the biosensor and methyl red (MR) on the other one, quenching
the fluorescence of FAM (Fig. 4.10). Upon induction of thrombin, the substrate of the
probe is cleaved and FRET is eliminated, increasing FAM fluorescence. The thrombin
FRET biosensor is a patented probe (Bradley et al., 2016) designed by Professor
Mark Bradley, Dr. Sunay Vijaykumar Chankeshwara and Dr. Alicia Megia-Fernandez.
The solution for the fluorescence kinetics experiment was prepared by Dr. Emma
Scholefield.
Figure 4.10: Structural changes of the probe molecule causes a change in fluor-
escence. When the peptide sequence of the biosensor is cleaved by thrombin, 5-
carboxyfluorescein (FAM) and methyl red (MR) are separated and FRET is eliminated,
leading to an increased fluorescence signal from FAM. Figure from Kufcsák et al.
(2017).
In the studies with the FRET probe, the same Hamamatsu laser source provided
excitation as in the leaf studies, but with a laser diode head emitting at 483 nm. The
average power from the laser falling to the sample was 0.27 mW, which equals to
225 mW peak power and 13.5 pJ pulse energy (with a repetition rate of 20 MHz, 60 ps
pulse length, approximated with a rectangular pulse shape). The filters in the optical
setup (excitation, emission and dichroic filters) were changed to a custom three colour
filterset (Chroma, USA) to match the excitation wavelength. The laser light exiting the
objective lens was focused into a 5 mm× 5 mm microcuvette, containing the biosensor
in solution.
The biosensor was dissolved in a matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) buffer (10 mmol
dm3
CaCl2, 6.1 g Tris-HCl, 8.6 g NaCl per litre, pH 7.5) to a concentration of 5 µmol
dm3
. Approx-
imately 8 s after the start of data acquisition, thrombin (T9326-150UN, Sigma Aldrich,
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UK) was added to the solution using a pipette, at a concentration of 5 unitml . The final
volume of the solution with thrombin in the cuvette was around 300 µl. For control ex-
periments, a thrombin inhibitor, Anti-thrombin III (AT3, Sigma Aldrich, UK) was added
to the solution at a final concentration of 0.4 µmol
dm3
, prior to enzyme activation.
A time-mask of 31.7 ns was used for increased SNR. Data was acquired in a similar
fashion as in the leaf studies. 1000 TCSPC lines with 8.3 µs exposure time were used
to build TRFS cubes, covering 8.3 ms exposure time over 51.25 ms due to readout
cycles between exposures, and a few milliseconds between TRFS cubes introduced by
the host computer. Care was taken with respect to the detected light intensity to avoid
early photon pile-up and counting loss. More details of data acquisition is provided in
Appendix A.
The covered spectral range on the line sensor was 130 nm, given by a collimating lens
of 50 mm focal length and a focusing lens of 100 mm focal length. Etaloning fringes
(see section 3.4.4) were observed on the acquired TRFS cubes, which were removed
by post-processing the data. For this, TRFS cubes were summed along the time axis
to retrieve the spectral fluorescence intensity. The etaloning fringe frequency was iden-
tified from the power spectrum of the spectral fluorescence intensity. This frequency
was used as the bandstop frequency of an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter used
to filter the data. Filtering the data corrects for changes in the intensity caused by
etaloning, however, timing can be affected by etaloning as well. The structures within
the sensor, which cause reflections and eventually etaloning fringes, increase the path
of the photons before detection. Since the distance between these structures is in the
micrometer range, the extra delay added to the photon arrival times is considered to be
negligible, considering the TDC resolution of Ra-I. The added delay due to etaloning,
and even more importantly the variation of the added delay might be important with
sensors having a higher time resolution. Since the effect is considered to be minimal
with Ra-I, single exponential fits were calculated on the original, non-filtered dataset in
a similar fashion as in the chlorophyll fluorescence studies.
4.2.5 Auto-fluorescence of excised murine lung tissue
The excitation light for the lung slides was provided by the supercontinuum laser.
Components above 700 nm of the laser output were filtered out, resulting in an average
power of 1.9 mW falling onto the specimen. In order to receive sufficient amount of
fluorescence light on the detector from the sample, the epi-fluorescence and spec-
trometer setups were connected using a multimode fibre patch of 105 µm (M15L01,
Thorlabs Ltd, UK) at the expense of optical spectral resolution. Regarding temporal
resolution, the jitter contribution of the fibre is expected to be insignificant compared to
that of the detector, and was not taken into account. With sensors of higher time resol-
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ution, the timing variation caused by optical components would need to be addressed.
The collimating and focusing lenses in the spectrometer were of 30 mm and 50 mm
respectively, producing a spectral range of 180 nm on the detector. The filterset used
to separate excitation and emission light was the same custom three colour filterset
that was used in the experiments with the FRET probe.
Lung tissue of euthanized mice was embedded in paraffin wax using a standard
protocol and sectioned on a microtome at 5 µm thickness. After this, the slides were
immersed in xylene, 100 %, 95 %, 80 %, 70 % EtOH and dH2O in that order. In order
to mimic fluorescent probes emitting in red that are to be detected in the spectral
FLIM images, 10 µL of red Inspeck beads 1 % (I-7224, Thermofisher Scientific, USA)
were inserted into the sections. The slides were then mounted under a coverslip
in water soluble mountant (ProLong Gold, ThermoFisher). In this experiment, the
primary aim was to demonstrate the performance of the line sensor, with respect to
measuring spectral fluorescence lifetimes for potential spectral FLIM application. The
actual lifetime values derived from the measured information are less relevant, in this
sense. For this reason, the mountant substance and the coverslip were not tested
separately to see if they produce any fluorescence signals, affecting the measured
lifetimes. Certainly, this would need to be involved in the analysis pipeline of any
commercial or scientific application.
Frames were collected in TCSPC and the CMM as well (not shown). In TCSPC mode,
an exposure time of 8.3 µs was used (followed by readout). The light level was suffi-
ciently low to avoid pile-up and counting loss during TCSPC operation. A time-mask of
14.4 ns was used to increase SNR of the measurements. Etaloning was observed on
the spectra as with the FRET probe, which was removed in a similar fashion as before,
using a digital bandstop IIR filter.
4.2.6 Time-resolved Raman spectroscopy with Ra-I
Raman studies typically require narrow bandwidth laser sources so that the weak
Raman-scattered light is confined to a narrow spectral region, for sufficient SNR.
In our studies, we used the Hamamatsu driver with 483 nm laser diode head. This
light source has a linewidth of 7 nm, which imposes limitations in observing typical
Raman signals of biological samples. Still, it is sufficient for demonstrating the sensor
performance if a strong Raman-scatterer specimen is used. Low-resolution Raman
spectroscopy (LRRS) offers simple and cost effective systems when spectral resolu-
tion requirements are more relaxed (Clarke et al., 1999). The sample used in the time-
gated Raman studies was toluene in a 10 mm cuvette. The Raman shift of interest
belonging to the sample is 3056 1cm , which produces a Raman signal at ~567 nm for
the given excitation wavelength. The repetition rate of the laser was 50 MHz, providing
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an illumination of 0.68 mW on the sample. A fibre patch of 50 µm core diameter was
used to connect the epi-fluorescence and the spectrometer setups. The focal length
of the collimating and focusing lenses of the spectrometer was 30 mm and 50 mm,
respectively. The spectral range detected by a single pixel was 0.7 nm. An exposure
time of 5 s was used in SPC mode, first without time-masking, then with an ’on’ time-
mask of 5.6 ns positioned around the time of detecting the laser pulse.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Fluorescence kinetics of chlorophyll a
Photon counts extracted from TCSPC measurements are plotted against the measure-
ment time in Fig. 4.11a. The fast intensity rise took less than 200 ms with the intensity
fall over a minute.
Time-resolved spectral cubes at 0.03 s (Fig. 4.11b) during the fast rise, and at 2.04 s
(Fig. 4.11c) and 120.04 s (Fig. 4.11d) through the slow fall are shown in Fig. 4.11. The
two peaks on the spectra roughly coincide with reports on chlorophyll fluorescence
(Franck et al., 2005). A minor increase in spectral lifetimes can be observed between
the first two of the displayed TRFS cubes, belonging to the fast rise of the Kautsky-
effect. A distinct decrease of intensity and lifetime can be seen between the second
two, corresponding to the slow fall. The evolution of time-resolved spectra during
the fast rise and slow fall is visualised in supplementary videos of the chlorophyll
fluorescence study (Kufcsák et al., 2017).
Decays on a single pixel extracted from the TRFS data are depicted in Fig. 4.12,
at several timepoints during the fast rise (Fig. 4.12a) and the slow fall (Fig. 4.12b).
Single exponential decay fits confirm the slight lifetime increase during the fast rise
(Fig. 4.12c). Decay fits at timepoints during the slow fall reveal an obvious lifetime
decrease, indicating fluorescence quenching (Fig. 4.12d).
Finer sampling of the reaction kinetics and less noisy decays during the fast rise
are achieved by sacrificing spectral resolution and squeezing TCSPC lines along
the spectral axis. Figure 4.13a shows decay curves at several timepoints during the
fast rise, each constructed from 150 TCSPC lines with pixels 30 to 175 binned. The
remaining pixels at the two sides of the spectrum were discarded as not containing
any signal.
Even finer sampling of spectral lifetime dynamics is enabled by the CMM, which provides
more efficient photon collection. CMM lifetime estimates of two bands around the
680 nm and 740 nm peaks are depicted in Fig. 4.14, for the first 40 ms of the chlorophyll
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Figure 4.11: Fluorescence intensity transient of chlorophyll a over 120 s, extracted
from time-correlated single-photon counting measurements (a). Time-resolved spectra
at 0.03 s (b), 2.04 s (c) and 120.04 s (d) of the chlorophyll fluorescence transient.
The time-resolved plots reveal more information than just the intensity, in this case a
change in fluorescence lifetime. The spectral information is also available, showcasing
the system’s capability of providing a rich dataset for analysing reactions. The time
axis was defined using the average TDC resolution of pixels. Spectral bands of 7.7 nm
bandwidth were formed by binning every 10 pixel. The spectral content is limited to the
band 660 to 770 nm in the plots as no fluorescence was detected outside this band.
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Figure 4.12: Fluorescence decays on a single pixel of 0.77 nm bandwidth during the
Kautsky-effect. The decays are extracted from time-resolved spectral histograms of
photon arrival times. Decays at 685 nm during the fast rise (a) were taken from a
histogram covering an exposure time of 8.3 ms over 51.25 ms. Single exponential fits
at 26.275 ms and 130.188 ms timepoints (c) confirm a lifetime increase during the fast
rise of chlorophyll fluorescence. The sampling frequency of the reaction during the
slow fall is less critical. More accurate decays at 683.5 nm are obtained during the
slow fall (b), from arrival times recorded for an overall exposure time of 25 ms over
153.75 ms. The fitted single exponentials at 2.125 s and 110.357 s timepoints show




Figure 4.13: Fluorescence decays during the fast rise of chlorophyll fluorescence (a).
The decays were built from 150 TCSPC lines of photon arrivals (covering a total
of 1.3 ms exposure time over 7.7 ms), binned along the spectrum. Binning all pixels
enables finer sampling of the fluorescent transient with less noisy decays, at the
expense of spectral information. Single exponential decay fits are calculated for the
decays at 3.818 ms and 43.332 ms timepoints (b). Revised from Kufcsák et al. (2017,
Fig. 12).
fluorescence transient. Merging several CMM lines together provides more accurate
lifetime estimates, at the expense of the sampling rate of the transient. Similarly,
binning several spectral channels also provides better lifetime estimates, but reduces
the spectral resolution.
Figure 4.14: Centre of mass of the fluorescence decays over the first 40 ms of the
Kautsky-effect, captured using the ’centre of mass’ mode of the Ra-I sensor. A high
sampling rate of the lifetime dynamics and high spectral resolution is provided when
the decay’s centre of mass is accumulated over a timespan of 166.6 µs and a spectral
range of 0.77 nm (a single pixel) (a). Smoother transients and more accurate estimates
of the mean photon arrival is achieved over a timespan of 1.67 ms and a spectral range
of 23.1 nm (30 pixels) (b). Figure from Kufcsák et al. (2017).
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4.3.2 Fluorescence kinetics of a thrombin FRET probe
Fluorescence intensity extracted from the TRFS cubes is plotted against the reaction
time in Fig. 4.15. The intensity rise at around 1 s is when the laser was turned on. The
dip in intensity around 8 s, when the enzyme was pipetted, is considered to be caused
by movement of the fluid in the cuvette.
Figure 4.15: Fluorescence kinetics of a Förster resonance energy transfer biosensor
for thrombin. Fluorescence intensity starts to rise at 8 s of the experiment when
thrombin was added to the solution containing the probe in a cuvette. Intensity
values are retrieved from time-correlated single-photon counting measurements. The
sampling interval of the reaction was 54 ms in the first 50 s, and 150 ms thereafter.
Figure from Kufcsák et al. (2017).
A TRFS data cube at 130 s with 1.06 nm resolution is shown in Fig. 4.16. Fluores-
cence decays, before and after the enzyme activation at 2 s and 130 s, with their
respective single exponential fits are depicted in Fig. 4.17. The decays were extracted
from single TRFS cubes and 20 pixels binned, resulting in a bandwidth of 10.6 nm.
The minute difference in lifetimes before and after the injection of thrombin suggests
that unquenched FAM fluorescence dominates the background fluorescence of the
solution.
4.3.3 Auto-fluorescence of excised murine lung tissue
A sample TRFS cube of excised lung tissue is depicted in Fig. 4.18. The temporally
and spectrally resolved data was generated using 5000 subsequent TCSPC lines, cov-
ering a time-span of 257.48 ms, and binning 10 neighbouring pixels (omitting the first 6
pixels of the array), providing a bandwidth of 7.03 nm per spectral channel. Etaloning
fringes were removed by digital filtering of the data, for demonstration purposes. A
broadband spectrum is visible at 15 ns on the time axis. While this does not affect the
measurements and lifetime estimation, it requires further investigation.
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Figure 4.16: Spectral decays at 130 s of the fluorescent transient of a thrombin
biosensor. The decays were built from photon arrivals measured over an exposure
time of 8.3 ms. The spectral resolution is 1.06 nm (2 pixels). Etaloning fringes were
removed using a digital filter. The spectral range is limited to 520 to 590 nm in the plot.
Figure from Kufcsák et al. (2017).
Figure 4.17: Fluorescence decays of a Förster resonance energy transfer based
thrombin probe. Decays and related single exponential fits are shown for timepoints
before (2 s) and after (130 s) the thrombin enzyme activation. Both decays were built
from photon arrivals recorded over 51.25 ms and a spectral bandwidth of 10.6 nm (20
pixels). Revised from Kufcsák et al. (2017, Fig. 16).
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Figure 4.19a shows decays at 524 nm and 609 nm and their single exponential fits
and lifetime estimates, 3.36 ns and 2.12 ns respectively. Shorter lifetimes in the red
band (Fig. 4.19b, top curve) are due to the added Inspeck beads, however the high χ2
values (Fig. 4.19b, bottom curve) suggest an inaccurate model fitted to the data.
Figure 4.18: Spectral fluorescence decays of excised lung tissue. The decays are
built from photon arrivals collected over a spectral band of 7.03 nm (10 pixels) and a
timespan of 257.48 ms. No transient of autofluorescence was observed over 50 s of the
experiment, as expected. The average time-to-digital converter resolution of 426.8 ps
was used to define the time axis. Revised from Kufcsák et al. (2017, Fig. 17).
Figure 4.19: Fluorescence decays of excised lung tissue at 524 nm (from green band)
and 697 nm (from red band) with 7.03 nm bandwidth (a). Lifetimes in the red band are
shorter due to Inspeck beads inserted into the slides with lung tissue (b). Revised from
Kufcsák et al. (2017, Fig. 18).
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4.3.4 Time-resolved Raman spectroscopy with Ra-I
Time-masking performance of Ra-I for time-gated Raman spectroscopy is depicted
in Fig. 4.20, showing the Raman spectrum of toluene with and without timegating.
As expected, the Raman peak at 3056 1cm is quite broad due to the linewidth of the
laser (~250 1cm ). As discussed above, the linewidth of the Raman peak does not affect
the masking performance. The two curves show a decrease in both the Raman peak
and the background noise from DCR. While the latter is an evident consequence of
time-masking, the former is an undesirable effect.
Figure 4.20: Raman spectrum of toluene without time-mask (blue) and with a time-
mask of 5.6 ns. The incident optical power on the sample was 0.68 mW and the
exposure time was 5 s. Figure from Kufcsák et al. (2017).
Quantitative assessment of DCR noise reduction is carried out by calculating the
standard deviation of measured intensity values over the range of 2000 to 2500 1cm ,
defined as noise. Background suppression is defined as the ratio of the calculated
noise values in the non-time-masked and time-masked cases. The estimated back-
ground suppression resulted in 3.6, in agreement with the expected value of 3.57,
given by the ratio of the laser cycle (20 ns) and the time-gate period (5.6 ns).
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4.4 Discussion
The Ra-I sensor and the described optical arrangement, including firmware and soft-
ware have been demonstrated in several applications as a versatile tool for fluores-
cence spectroscopy. Our aim was to show that the proposed system is capable of
acquiring spectrally and temporally resolved fluorescence data, repeatedly, in short
intervals. Two examples where this capability is required are live tracking of spectrally
and temporally resolved fluorescence signals from chemical reactions, and spectral
FLIM. With respect to the former one, this capability is particularly useful when repeat-
ing the reaction under study several times is not feasible, and in point-of-care testing.
Video-rate spectral FLIM is advantageous for in vivo, in situ medical diagnosis. The
two main factors underpinning fast sampling (either temporally or spatially) are the
highly efficient processing of photon arrival times, and the high line rate of the sensor.
High photon sorting capability, on one hand, roots from reduced deadtime. Multiple
SPADs in a pixel are capable of photon detection even during deadtime of a single
SPAD, allowing more events and bursts of photons to be resolved. Time-resolved
detection benefits from the multiplexed pixel architecture as well. Provided a consider-
ably shorter TDC conversion time than SPAD deadtime, multiple events can be timed
on a pixel during deadtime of a single SPAD. A direct consequence is that the laser
cycle can be shorter than the deadtime of a SPAD, allowing higher repetition rates
and shorter acquisition times while still maintaining sufficient information for decay
fits and lifetime estimation. Most importantly, architectures with several SPADs are
capable of detecting count rates well beyond the 1 % pile-up limit, without distortions
of the derived lifetimes (Arlt et al., 2013). On the other hand, the multichannel timing
architecture further increases the efficiency of photon processing. Assuming that each
pixel receives the same amount of light from the sample fluorescence, the maximum
number of photons from the sample that can be processed without TCSPC pile-up
scales with the number of channels.
The maximum line rate of the described system is 19 000 liness from sensor to computer,
which was the highest reported line rate for a CMOS SPAD line sensor at the time
of its publication (Kufcsák et al., 2017). In comparison, this is 27 times higher than
the 700 liness line rate of the predecessor line sensor of Ra-I. This improvement was
enabled by a modified PCB (with a wider data bus from sensor to FPGA, designed by
Dr. Ahmet Erdogan), and the firmware, described in this chapter. The current line rate
is limited by the USB2 connection. In theory, the line rate can be increased with more
densely packed information, i.e. concatenating the 47 bit pixel data without padding
zeros (see Fig. A.2 in Appendix A). However, this would likely increase the time of
processing as it requires intensive bit manipulation of the recorded data. Alternative
communication protocols (e.g. gigabit Ethernet) are also to be considered.
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4.4.1 Performance in fluorescence spectroscopy
The performance of the optical system with the Ra-I line sensor was demonstrated
through three applications in fluorescence spectroscopy. The experiments were chosen
to illustrate the versatility of the system, but also to reveal the maximum performance
when emphasis is put on either the spectral or the temporal information. By spec-
tral binning, the measurement time window can be shortened for high sampling rate
(spatially for FLIM, or temporally for double kinetics). Similarly, one can sacrifice the
sampling rate for accurate decays over a wide spectral range. In fact, the system has
an inherent flexibility, since the data acquisition is independent of the above choices.
Spectral and temporal binning of the measured photon arrival times can be adjusted
freely during the analysis of the measured data, with respect to the requirements at
different phases of the reaction.
While focusing on speeding up the lifetime measurements either through spectral
binning or using less number of photon arrivals, it is essential to consider the minimum
amount of information to be collected for accurate lifetime estimates. The requirements
for acceptable accuracy (with respect to the variance of the lifetime estimate) can be
given as the minimum number of photons (or photon arrival times) to be recorded (Köll-
ner and Wolfrum, 1992). Using the single exponential model (Köllner and Wolfrum,
1992, equation 16) with a lifetime of 3 ns and an observation window of 15.2 ns with
38 time bins (each with 400 ps width), we need to capture at least 120 photons for no
more than 10 % error in the estimated lifetime. This calculation is only valid, though, if
the applied model is correct (e.g. single exponential distribution with Poisson noise),
and the right, unbiased and efficient parameter estimation method is used, such as the
weighted least squares or maximum likelihood estimation. A single exponential decay
in itself may not be the best model to describe the detected signal, which often has a
considerable background and is affected by the sensor jitter. Indeed, for some of the
measurements presented in this chapter a more appropriate model would be required.
Nonetheless, the above number suggests that the applied acquisition protocol did not
limit the attainable accuracy of lifetimes (e.g. the number of photons in the histograms
in Fig. 4.13 were above 8000). The accuracy of the CMM can be assessed similarly.
For a single exponential decay with no jitter or background, the average arrival time
estimates the decay lifetime. Sticking with the single exponential model, the variance
of the estimation given by a single photon arrival time can be calculated, again, as
given by Köllner and Wolfrum (1992) in equation 16. The variance of the sample
mean (provided by the CMM) drops to its fraction by N, with N photons, just as
with lifetime estimation through decay fitting. Therefore, using the same number of
photons, the CMM provides the same accuracy as lifetime estimation through fitting
single exponential models to the TCSPC histograms. However, photons are collected
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much faster using the CMM, and hence the same accuracy is reached with shorter
acquisition times. Using the CMM becomes challenging with more complex signals.
While background and jitter can be corrected for, lifetimes of multiexponential decays
cannot be retrieved from the mean photon arrival time. Even in these cases, the CMM
value can be used to assess the changes in the temporal profile of optical signals.
As an example of efficient photon collection, decays of chlorophyll fluorescence were
observed, during the fast rise of the Kautsky-effect, in a single transient. Previously,
this required periodic stimulation (Becker et al., 2014). Commercial instruments provide
tens of microseconds timing resolution for measuring the intensity of chlorophyll fluor-
escence (Stirbet and Govindjee, 2011). In contrast, per pixel histograms were collected
in 50 ms with Ra-I (Fig. 4.12a,c). This is much lower sampling resolution, but here we
have the lifetime at several wavelengths, not just the intensity. With no spectral inform-
ation, lifetime values could be measured with roughly 8 ms sampling (Fig. 4.13). As
mentioned before, more than 8000 photon arrival times were used in these histograms,
suggesting that reasonably accurate decays could still be resolved with a sampling
time of a few hundred microseconds (assuming an accurate lifetime estimation with a
few hundred photons). At a similar sampling rate (166 µs), the average arrival times (in
CMM mode) could be recorded for each of the pixels, preserving spectral information
(Fig. 4.14a). At the pixel with the peak of the spectrum (680 nm), the average number
of photon arrivals recorded with each CMM line was 800. Assuming that the CMM is
accurate using only the third or quarter of this number, we may estimate the fastest
data acquisition to be ~50 µs. Sampling the reaction with this time period is reasonably
close to what commercial instruments achieve, but in addition, it provides spectral
lifetime information, which is not available with those detectors. It should be noted
though, that at such short periods the pixels, where the spectral intensity is lower,
may not receive enough photons for accurate CMM values. The system with Ra-I is
flexible with respect to data processing, the observation window (the time period over
which photon arrivals are considered) can be different at each pixel. Accordingly, the
sampling rate at these pixels (detecting a lower optical intensity) can be lowered, so
that the CMM (or lifetime) estimates are more accurate.
For tracking the thrombin probe activation kinetics, the high sampling rate required by
the leaf chlorophyll study is unnecessary. This is especially true, since the spectral
content consists of fluorescence of a single fluorophore. Still, resolving complex expo-
nentials over multiple wavelengths with hundreds of milliseconds sampling time period
would require high performance of photon processing, for which the proposed sensor
system with Ra-I would be highly advantageous.
In the experiments with the lung tissue, decays of spectral bands covering 10 pixels
were recorded in 250 ms. If we only use two colours (bands) over the entire detec-
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ted spectrum, and assume that in this case the acquisition time drops to 20 ms, a
128× 128 image frame would still take 5 minutes to acquire, and the acquisition of
an image of 256× 256 pixels would take 20 minutes. This is far from state-of-the-art
spectral FLIM frame rates (e.g. 8 s per frame of 256× 256 pixels, with 64 spectral
channels, (Popleteeva et al., 2015)). Experiments in the CMM mode showed that
~1000 counts were processed for a 50 nm bandwidth over 10 µs. Assuming a correct
lifetime estimate from 200 detected photons, it is expected that lifetimes with the same
spectral bandwidth can be acquired in 2 µs, which is significant in laser scanning
confocal systems. The same data rate in a confocal FLIM system equals to about
8 frames per second with frames of 256× 256 pixels, and 5 spectral channels. The
same frame size with 64 spectral channels would only require 2 to 3 s to acquire.
Furthermore, the calculated numbers are based on experiments with 5 µm thick slices
of lung tissue, whereas in vivo tissue is likely to produce even stronger fluorescence.
4.4.2 Performance in Raman spectroscopy
The Raman experiment showed, that time-masking/time-gating can reduce the noise
of the measurement, even though in this experiment the visibility of the Raman peak
was not compromised by noise. The amount of noise reduction matches the expecta-
tions. However, a drop in the Raman peak intensity was also observed, and therefore
the Raman-to-noise improvement is probably less than the noise reduction. Reduction
of the Raman peak intensity is most likely to be caused by the long diffusion tail of
the red SPADs (see Fig. 3.18) overlapping with the ’off’ region of the time-mask. The
overlap, furthermore, could be caused by a finite rise time of the gate. To confirm this,
time-resolved measurements would need to be performed, where the entire time trace
is recorded. This is possible in the TCSPC mode of Ra-I, which, however, has a low
photon processing efficiency. It should be noted, that the reason for using time-masked
SPC was to maintain efficient photon collection and a reasonably short exposure time.
Background suppression of Raman spectra using Ra-I and TCSPC is demonstrated
by Ehrlich et al. (2017b).
Alternative techniques offer much higher gating accuracy, but have other limitations
(Arzhantsev and Maroncelli, 2005). As an example, one could gate the scattered beam
through a Kerr gate, and measure the Raman spectrum on a charge-coupled device
(CCD) array. While this technique has undoubtedly higher gate resolution and potential
for time-gated Raman, direct measurement of fluorescence transient kinetics might be
challenging with it, limiting its applicability in multi-modal systems. For spectrally and
time resolved fluorescence, the short optical gate (often below a picosecond) can be
delayed with various amounts with respect to the excitation laser pulses to sample the
fluorescence responses. One of the related challenges is sampling the tail of the decay
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(where the fluorescence intensity is low) with high accuracy in a short gate window.
If one wants to perform ’one shot’ double kinetic measurements, it is also crucial to
perform a high number of gated measurements with different delays (for sufficient
sampling of the decays), while keeping up with the reaction kinetic. The repetition rate
of the laser and the delay unit may constrain this requirement. The laser also needs to
provide high energy pulses (for operating the Kerr gate), which raises safety issues in
a clinical environment.
4.4.3 Limitations
The flexibility of processing, where the number of counts is increased either through
spectral or temporal binning, has limitations. When two fluorophores are observed
over the spectrum with different lifetimes, binning the respective photon arrivals would
provide and ’average’ lifetime. In these cases, fitting a single exponential model to
the binned decay may result in a high χ2 value, hence the decay fitting routine needs
to be equipped with the right model. Several other properties of the sensor system
infer challenges and limitations, namely time resolution of the TDCs (0.43 ns) and the
time-gate/time-mask (1.44 ns), jitter (often > 1 ns) and etaloning.
TDCs of the Ra-I sensor enable the measurement of both fluorescence and the sub-
stantially longer phosphorescence decays, given the 27 bits of TDC code with 426 ps
resolution (resulting in a total timespan of 57.2 ms). This resolution, however, limits
the obtainable lifetimes which are below a ns for biomolecules. High jitter values are
also often problematic, especially with time-resolved Raman spectroscopy. The aim
here is to separate the fluorescence background from the Raman spectra. Since the
spectrum of these two overlap, optical filtering methods cannot differentiate between
them. The different temporal response of fluorescence and Raman signals allows their
separation in time. However, if the timing accuracy is low, the detector won’t be able
to tell them apart. Ra-II, a more recent, improved version of the Ra-I sensor yields a
TDC bin resolution of ~50 ps and jitter below 200 ps (Erdogan et al., 2019).
The time-gate/time-mask resolution of 1.44 ns is not a major limitation with respect to
the position of the gate edge. If one wants to use a time-gate/time-mask closer than
1.44 ns to the signal’s time region of interest, an external delay (with higher resolution)
is required to be applied to the laser sync signal. However, the gate/mask width cannot
be altered to have finer steps and this might limit applications where only a narrow time
region of the optical signal is required.
Etaloning fringes required post-processing of the data for accurate intensity meas-
urements. As discussed, the additional delay added to the photon arrival times due
to etaloning, and variations in timing are not considered to be relevant, given the
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time resolution of Ra-I. The effect is probably more prominent with even more ac-
curate time-resolved sensors, in which case it needs to be characterised. Etaloning
is frequently observed with frontside illumination (FSI) sensors with many parallel
layers of different refractive index. Backside illumination (BSI) sensors are usually less
prone to such effect, although reflections between the front and back surfaces could
lead to interference fringes, typically in the near infrared (NIR) region (Waeny, 2014).
Other techniques to reduce etaloning include calibration of the detector response to a
known excitation, using anti-reflection coating, and special manufacturing processes
to reduce the wiring stack above the sensitive area of the sensor or to reduce the
amount of parallel surfaces of the sensor structure (IS-Instruments, 2017; Andor).
Since no etaloning was observed in the chlorophyll kinetics experiments, it is also
possible that the observed fringes were induced by the cover slide and the cuvette,
this needs, however, further investigation.
Performance of the entire platform can be increased by improving the firmware and
software as well. In particular, more efficient photon sorting would be possible with a
higher duty cycle of exposure during data acquisition (that is, faster readout). The data
rate from sensor to FPGA is affected by the clock rate of the sensor interface module
of the firmware. Experiments with clock rates higher than 12 MHz introduced corrupted
data from pixels at one side of the sensor. This is likely due to the propagation time
of certain control signals across the sensor chip, which sets the upper limit of the
clock frequency of the module. Further investigations would be needed to identify the
ideal pulse widths and timings between the limiting control signals in order to further
increase the data rate from sensor to FPGA. The occurrence of gaps in the data
acquisition (see Appendix A) depend on the host computer’s performance. A bigger
FIFO buffer is likely to prevent these gaps when the computer cannot keep up with
the data transfer. While the current firmware architecture has no major performance
limitations, a standard bus architecture is to be considered in the future for easier
development.
On the software side, no limitation on data transfer was observed caused by soft-
ware when simply acquiring and plotting data (including building of TCSPC histo-
grams). Plans for future improvement involve to investigate options for live processing
of the data, e.g. on-the-fly lifetime calculation and plotting. A potential software solution
for this in a python environment is the cython programming language and compiler
(Behnel et al., 2011) which supports the use of fast and efficient C types and functions
compiled in an interpreted Python environment.
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4.4.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, the described system applying a CMOS SPAD line sensor offers unique
capabilities for spectrally and temporally resolved fluorescence measurements with
sub-millisecond sampling rate. Efficient photon processing enabled by massively par-
allelised TDCs offers fast sampling of luminescence, which can be applied either
for tracking changes of spectral fluorescence lifetimes in rapid transients or confocal
spectral FLIM. Higher gating performance would allow efficient background rejection in
Raman measurements, and eventually multi-model diagnostic tools. The sensor and
its surrounding arrangement including firmware and software have paved the path for
many studies already (Ehrlich et al., 2017a,b, 2018). The platform is intended to be de-
ployed in further studies of quenching and photobleaching of tissue autofluorescence
and bacterial probes, and FLIM for bioimaging.
4.5 Further research using the Ra-I sensor unit
The Ra-I sensor platform has been deployed in other studies in time-resolved fluores-
cence and Raman spectroscopy.
The Ra-I sensor and software with GUI was used with an early version of the PCB
and firmware in a fibre optic based spectroscopic instrument (Ehrlich et al., 2017a).
This work demonstrates the benefits of time-resolved fluorescence detection over
steady-state measurements, and pH sensing capabilities through fluorescence lifetime
measurements. The main limitations of the results presented in this study are the
low line rate (700 liness ) of sensor and long acquisition times of the measurement data
(10 min for 1 s measurement). Current performance of the sensor system exhibits a
27-fold improvement in line rate and live plotting of the acquired data showcasing the
advanced firmware and software and upgraded PCB.
The sensor with improved firmware and software was utilised in an optical fibre based
sensing instrument for endoscopy (Ehrlich et al., 2017b, 2018) using surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (SERS). Functionalised gold nanoshells coated with a molecular
probe were deposited on the distal end of the optical fibre. SERS signal from the
probe was acquired with Ra-I to measure pH in the local environment of the probe and
the fibre tip. Time-resolved detection was used to uncover the SERS signal from the
fluorescence background of the probe environment (e.g. tissue autofluorescence) and
the intrinsic Raman signal and fluorescence background of the fibre. Spectral TCSPC
histograms were post-processed by selecting the time interval of SERS detection and
subtracting the fibre background and DCR of the sensor. The proposed method was
shown to provide a 19-fold improvement in SNR of the SERS signal with a total
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exposure time of 10 s and an average excitation power of 0.8 mW, resulting in a
precision of ±0.07 pH unit in pH measurements. The same SNR improvement was
achieved for measuring the intrinsic Raman signals of cyclohexane and toluene with





Coherence Tomography with Ra-I
and Ra-II
5.1 Introduction
Spectral-domain (SD) optical coherence tomography (OCT) is firmly embedded in-
dustrially and clinically, especially in eye care (Swanson and Fujimoto, 2017). Since
the inception of spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD OCT) in 2002
by Wojtkowski et al. (2002), complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) and
charge-coupled device (CCD) based sensors have been used to capture the spec-
tral low-coherence interferometry signatures. The present work investigates the ap-
plication of photon counting sensor arrays in low-coherence and spectral interfero-
metry. This chapter studies the influence of single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD)
line sensors and pulsed illumination on OCT, and presents the imaging performance
based on core characterisation. First, the following measures are described to evaluate
the performance of OCT systems: sensitivity, dynamic range and saturation, imaging
depth, and linearity. After this, important SPAD sensor parameters affecting these
measures are analysed. The analysis involves detailed simulations and measurements
with the Ra-II sensor. Sections below and the following chapter aim to build a frame-
work for improving SPAD sensors for interferometry and OCT in particular.
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5.2 Optical coherence tomography performance measures
The aim is to evaluate SPAD technology in OCT and compare it with other sensor
technologies by analysing how changing the sensor parameters affects OCT perform-
ance. Performance can be measured by qualitative and quantitative assessment of
images acquired which, in turn, can be linked to clinical requirements. In OCT, several
measures are used to characterize the system performance, from which the following
ones are considered.
5.2.1 Sensitivity
Sensitivity refers to the smallest signal detectable by the OCT system, which relates
to the faintest structure along the depth that can still be resolved in the images. This
smallest detectable signal can be quantitatively described by its power, which is equal
to the process noise variance, i.e. where the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is equal to 1.
In OCT, sensitivity and SNR are often used interchangeably and usually expressed
as the power of a perfect reflection (Pperfect reflector) compared to a minimally detected
signal power (Pfaintest signal), expressed on a logarithmic scale in decibel units (see
equation 5.1). In this chapter, the emphasis is placed on how the SPAD line sensor
and its various configurations affect sensitivity of the OCT setup. However, it should
be pointed out that the measured sensitivity is also affected by other parameters and
components of the setup, as well as the applied technique and tools to measure it








5.2.2 Dynamic range and saturation
Dynamic range (DR), while seemingly similar to sensitivity, is distinct in OCT context. It
is used to describe the ratio of the highest and lowest detectable signal powers within
a single acquisition (Psaturation and Pfaintest signal respectively in equation 5.2). Dynamic
range is usually lower than the SNR of the system, mostly because limitations of the
sensor with respect to the highest signal it can detect without saturation/overloading. In
many cases, the limited dynamic range is not a problem, since reflections from tissue
are several orders of magnitude lower than that of a perfect reflection. If, however, the
detector saturates due to strong reflections, the originally sinusoidal fringe modulation
will be clipped and distorted. This introduces harmonics appearing in the Fourier
counterpart, and results in the detected structures repeated in the images (Raele
et al., 2014). Due to the finite saturation level, there is a trade-off between dynamic
range and OCT sensitivity. High sensitivity (and low noise) of the sensor allows to pick
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up weak signals and faint reflections from the sample, leading to high sensitivity of
the OCT system. However, large input signals will saturate the sensor, due to the high









The depth observable in an OCT image is affected by several parameters. First of all,
certain wavelengths of light will scatter more (in tissue) than others. When scattering
is significant, the amount of optical power backscattered from a certain depth might be
too low for detection. Therefore, the excitation wavelength is of paramount importance
(Jacques, 2013). Other limitations are also introduced by the optical properties of the
OCT system. The numerical aperture (NA) of the focusing lens in the sample arm
defines not just the transverse resolution, but the depth of field as well where the
probe beam is focused (depth of focus (DOF), see section 2.3.2). In SD OCT the
sensor introduces significant limitations as well regarding the observable depth range.
5.2.4 Linearity
In SD OCT, the signal of interest (i.e. the amount of backreflection and backscattering
in function of depth) is not measured on a single detection element (as opposed to
fluorescence intensity, as an example). Instead, the signal is carried in the spectrum,
which needs several detection elements to be used in the measurement. This requires
that the detected counts reflect the different intensities falling to the pixels across the
spectrum. Non-linear response to the incident optical power leads to distortions in
the detected fringe modulation, affecting the measured depth profile (Palchetti et al.,
2002). In extreme cases this leads to the appearance of harmonics in the inverse
Fourier transform, resulting in repeated, overlapping features in the B-scans (Raele
et al., 2014).
In the following sections SPAD sensor parameters are analysed through simulations
and measurements, with respect to their influence on the above OCT performance
measures.
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5.3 SPAD sensor parameters
5.3.1 Exposure time
The exposure time affects both the detected signal quality and the frame rate. For
the former, we consider the exposure time dependence of the SNR. SNR in OCT
is usually defined as the average squared signal over the noise variance (Kalkman,
2017; de Boer et al., 2017) (see equation 5.3). The most important contributors to
the overall noise are the noise of the source (relative intensity noise), noise of the
detector (e.g. thermal noise) and shot noise (Sorin and Baney, 1992; Kuo et al., 2013).
Shot noise originates from quantum mechanical fluctuations, and sets a quantum limit
on the accuracy when measuring optical powers. Assuming that the power from the
reference arm is much larger than that from the sample, an optimal reference arm
power can be found, where shot noise dominates the overall noise. Another often
applied technique to reduce the intensity noise of the source is balanced detection
(Kuo et al., 2013). In this differential measurement technique, the difference of the
interference signal and the source signal is recorded. In our system with a SPAD
sensor, we assume two factors affecting the noise, shot noise of the detected optical
signal and dark count noise of the SPADs. Assuming a detected signal with a mean
of N counts, the mean squared signal is N2. Shot noise is modelled with a Poisson
process. The noise variance (σ2shot noise) from statistical fluctuations of the detected
counts, is the same as the expected value of the detected counts (N ), given by
the Poisson distribution. Similarly, the dark count distribution is also assumed to be
Poissonian, and the dark count noise is described with the variance of dark counts
(σ2DCR), which equals the mean of the recorded dark counts (NDCR). Both the mean
detected counts and mean dark counts scale linearly with the exposure time. From
this, it follows that the achievable SNR is proportional to the exposure time (equation
5.3). Therefore, there is a trade-off between high frame rate and high SNR. Another
limitation on the optimal exposure time in SD OCT is related to loss in signal power due
to fringe washout. In this effect, the varying path length (due to motion of the sample
and vibrations in the system) causes phase drifts of the fringes. Long integration of the
drifting fringes causes a decrease in modulation depth, and consequently a decrease
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5.3.2 Bias voltage
The bias voltage of SPADs has to be greater then their breakdown voltage for Geiger-
mode operation (see section 1.2.2). The breakdown voltage depends on the SPAD
structure, the CMOS technology used and the doping profile. In general, breakdown
voltages for a 130 nm CMOS process are in the range of 10 to 20 V (Bronzi et al.,
2016). Deep sub-micron CMOS technologies (such as the one used with the Ra
sensors (Pellegrini and Rae, 2017)) offer high gate density, short SPAD deadtime and
highly integrated systems on a single chip.
As discussed in chapter 3, increasing the bias voltage increases the sensitivity of
SPADs to incoming light, and consequently the count rate. An increased count rate is
expected to result in a higher signal to shot noise ratio (just as an increased exposure
time), however the increasing dark count rate (DCR) has to be considered as well. If
DCR scales more than linearly with the bias voltage, at high bias voltages it might be-
come dominant over shot noise, worsening the achievable SNR. Furthermore, strong
optical signals may saturate the detector when a high bias voltage is applied.
5.3.3 Quench voltage
SPADs of the Ra sensors are passively quenched (Cova et al., 1996). Quenching time
of the Ra-II blue SPADs can be tuned by setting the on-state drain-to-source resistance
of the metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) transistor at the anode of the SPADs (MQ in
Fig. 5.1). This is influenced by the gate-source voltage (Vquench), which can take values
from a range allowed by the technology (0.8 to 3.3 V (Pellegrini and Rae, 2017)). Count
rates detected by a passively quenched SPAD can be accurately described with a
hybrid model (Lee and Gardner, 2000), for which a paralysable radiation detector
model (William R. Leo, 1994, section 5.7)) with a given τd deadtime gives a good
approximation (Eisele et al., 2011). According to this model, the detected count rate
(m) in function of the incident count rate (n) can be expressed as:
m(n) = n e−n τd (5.4)





Shorter deadtimes allow more photons to be processed on a single SPAD, affecting
the dynamic range of the OCT system. Increased afterpulsing probability, as a result
of fast quenching, has to be considered on the other hand.
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Figure 5.1: Simplified schematic of the blue SPADs of Ra-II. When the SPAD is biased
over its breakdown voltage an incident photon triggers an avalanche breakdown. The
onset of the avalanche current is sensed on a Schmitt trigger, producing a digital pulse.
The quench voltage sets the drain-source resistance of MQ, affecting the quenching
time and effectively the deadtime. When the SPAD is not enabled, the voltage over the
SPAD junction is reduced below its breakdown voltage via Vexcess bias.
5.3.4 Number of pixels
As discussed in section 2.3.4, the spectral range ∆k covered by the detector array
determines the sampling interval δsẑ of the depth along the sample (see equation
5.6). It was also seen, that the depth of field is limited by the number of pixels (M )












Often the number of pixels can be altered, while detecting the same spectral range.
This is the case with the Ra-II sensor, where 1024 or 512 pixels can be formed of
all SPADs (see section 3.2.2), or when pixel binning is applied on a CCD/CMOS
pixel array. Since the detected spectral range (∆k) does not change in these cases,
neither does the sampling interval in ẑ-domain (δsẑ). With more pixels, however, the
sampling interval of the spectrum (δsk) gets shorter, leading to an increase in the total
depth in ẑ-domain (ẑmax) that is ’seen’ by the sensor (recall equation 5.7). The depth
increase is obvious when thinking of how denser sampling (i.e. smaller pixels) can
sample higher frequency fringe modulations (i.e. higher path differences between the
arms). Indeed, the achievable depth range is essentially the folding ’frequency’ defined
by the closeness of sampling points, which in turn is set by the pixel size.
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To recognize this, let us consider a discrete sampling system in general. Half of the
sampling rate is called the Nyquist frequency, also known as the folding frequency
of the sampling system. Signal amplitudes in the respective Fourier space are sym-
metrical around the folding frequency. Folding is a consequence of aliasing. Any si-
nusoidal signal component with a frequency higher then the Nyquist frequency is
undersampled. These components have a lower-frequency alias, which produces the
same samples in the sampling system. In our sampling system the closeness of
sampling points is determined by the pixel size. The density of these sampling points is
denoted as spatial frequency, in order not to confuse it with frequencies of the optical
signal. The corresponding folding frequency (or Nyquist frequency) is the observable
depth range. When an optical signal origins from deeper than the depth range, the
corresponding fringes on the spectrum have a modulation frequency that is higher
than half of the spatial frequency of sampling. Due to undersampling, aliasing occurs
and these fringe modulations are misinterpreted in the depth profile as originating from
depths shorter then the depth range.
It follows from the above, that there is a trade-off between the achievable depth range
and the axial sampling resolution. The trade-off is set by the number of pixels and the
spectrometer optics, determining the dispersion of the optical signal.
The number of pixels affects not just the imaging depth, but the sensitivity and the
dynamic range as well. When an optical spectrum with a certain power of illumination
is detected on more pixels, each pixel receives a lower optical signal, i.e. fewer counts.
Doubling the number of pixels halves the counts per pixel. Halving the count rate per
pixel leads to a drop of 3 dB in the signal to noise ratio. DCR of the pixels, on the other
hand, is also lower, since a configuration with more pixels is accompanied with fewer
number of SPADs per pixel (e.g. switching from 512 to 1024 pixels in Ra-II). Finally,
since the saturation level is also dependent on the number of pixels, the dynamic range
of the system is affected as well.
5.3.5 Number of SPADs per pixel
The pixels of SPAD based sensors are often formed of several SPADs connected
together (Mandai and Charbon, 2012). For example, several SPADs can be connected
through an ’OR’ gate (Gnecchi et al., 2016), as in the case of the Ra sensors. This
technique has multiple benefits. By sharing resources amongst SPADs, such as coun-
ters and timing blocks, a significant improve in fill factor (FF) can be achieved. Also,
a multiplexed pixel is capable of capturing photons even in the reset phase of one of
its SPADs. However, subsequent photon detections at different SPADs of a pixel is
only possible, if the pulse width of the SPADs is shorter than their deadtime, so that
multiple SPAD pulses do not overlap on the ’OR’-ed node. To that end, the width of
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SPAD output pulses is shortened first (Braga et al., 2011) using monostable circuits
(Fig. 5.2). The peak count rate (mpeak) in this case is determined by the pulse width
(Tp) of the monostable circuit (see equation 5.8).
Figure 5.2: The architecture of the monostable circuits of Ra-II for shortening the
SPAD pulses. The VBP voltage (0 to 0.7 V) controls the current of the monostable
circuit and sets the width of the output pulse (300 ps to 2.6 ns) (Erdogan et al., 2019).
This technique increases the peak count rate and therefore the dynamic range. Due
to higher count rates the signal to shot noise ratio is also increased. Unfortunately, the
overall SNR is compromised by an increased DCR, as the dark counts of each SPAD
are summed as well when ’OR’-ing the SPADs (equation 5.9). Another drawback in
time-resolved applications is that the photon timing uncertainty (jitter) increases with









The aim is to assess how the SNR in an OCT setup changes with the number of
SPADs per pixel. Let us assume a spectrum detected with interferometric fringes
on top, caused by a single reflector sample. Let us further assume, that the mean
background spectrum and mean DCR are eliminated from the measurement by means
of background subtraction. The SNR is calculated as the signal power (signal intensity
squared) divided by the noise power (equation 5.10). The signal intensity (Isignal) is
considered with respect to the amplitude belonging to the reflector on the A-scan.
This is directly related to the zero centred interferometric fringes on the background
subtracted spectrum. To estimate the expected value of the signal, time averaging is
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used (marked by 〈〉). Let us assume, that the only important noise contribution comes
from the statistical fluctuations of the dark counts and the signal counts. The statistical
fluctuations are taken into account by the variance of the dark counts (σ2DCR) and the







Each of these terms is affected by the number of SPADs per pixel. For example, let
us consider the signal in the numerator of the SNR expression. The amplitude on
the A-scan belonging to the reflector is proportional to the modulation depth of the
respective fringes. The modulation depth increases with the sensitivity of the pixel,
which is higher when there are more SPADs in the pixel. Sensitivity in this sense
expresses the amount of processed counts in function of the incident counts on the
pixel. This is depicted in Fig. 5.3a. Fringes of the incident optical signal (depicted
as a sinusoidal curve in function of wavenumbers in the bottom right quadrant) have
a higher depth of modulation after detection (red curve in the top left quadrant) when
detected with higher sensitivity, i.e. a steeper transfer curve from incident to processed
counts (red line in top right quadrant), as opposed to a lower sensitivity case (blue line).
Deriving a closed form expression for the SNR in function of the number of SPADs
per pixel is not straightforward. This is especially true when the beam profile has
a Gaussian shape along the pixel height (Fig. 5.3b and Fig. 5.8). Instead, a model
of uniform illumination is used to assess how the mean signal power and the noise
variances change as a function of the number of SPADs per pixel.
Let n denote the incident count rate on a single SPAD with a deadtime of τd. The
detected count rate of the SPAD in function of the incident count rate is expressed in
equation 5.11, using a paralysable detector model. Equation 5.12 expresses the detec-
ted count rate of a pixel where M SPADs are active, based on equation 5 of Gnecchi
et al. (2016). Equation 5.12 can be understood by applying the paralysable detector
model to the pixel of multiple SPADs. The input count rate of the multiplexed pixel is
the sum of the detected count rates on each SPAD (i.e. M times the detected count
rate of a single SPAD). Pulses from the SPADs cannot be differentiated if overlapping
in time, therefore the ’deadtime’ of the detector model is replaced by the pulse width of
SPADs (Tp), which is shorter than the SPAD deadtime, owing to the pulse shortening
circuits. We use the expression of the pixel count rate (equation 5.12) to estimate how
the signal power changes with the number of SPADs. More specifically, we aim to find
the derivative of the pixel count rate with respect to the incident count rate (i.e. the
steepness of the pixel transfer curve), as we have discussed that the signal amplitude
in the resolved depth profile is proportional to this (recall Fig. 5.3a). Substituting the
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Figure 5.3: The modulation depth of the detected fringes is affected by the slope of
the pixel transfer curve (i.e. its sensitivity) which, in turn, depends on the number of
SPADs per pixel (a). The dark count rate of a pixel is not related to the modulation
depth, but also increases with more SPADs in the pixel. In the case of a beam with
Gaussian spatial profile, the amount of signal received is different for each SPAD (b).
SPAD count rate (equation 5.11) in the expression of the pixel count rate (equation
5.12), and calculating the derivative of the pixel count rate (mpixel(n,M)) with respect
to the incident count rate (n) result in equation 5.13. We see that the expression
depends on M , the number of SPADs per pixel.
mSPAD(n) = ne
−nτd (5.11)
mpixel(n,M) = M mSPAD(n) e
−M mSPAD(n) Tp (5.12)
d mpixel(n,M)
dn
= Me−nτde−M mSPAD(n) Tp(1− nτd)(1−M mSPAD(n) Tp) (5.13)
DCRpixel = M ·DCRSPAD (5.14)
It is worth considering how the the pixel count rate and the sensitiveness (steepness
of the detected count rate in function of incident count rate, i.e. equation 5.13) change
with the number of SPADs, when the incident count rate is low. When the incident count
rate is much lower than the reciprocal of the deadtime (n << 1τd ), the exponential term
in equation 5.11 can be ignored. The incident count rate, in this case, is also much
lower than the reciprocal of the pulse width (n << 1Tp ), since the pulse width is shorter
than the deadtime. Therefore, the exponential term of equation 5.12 is also ignored,
and the pixel count rate is approximated as M times the SPAD count rate. Continuing
with the low incident count rate assumption (n << 1τd <
1
Tp
), in the expression of 5.13
both the exponential terms and the last two terms in parenthesis can be approximated
as 1. Hence, the derivative of the pixel count rate is approximated to beM (the number
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of active SPADs in the pixel).
Lastly, the pixel DCR in function of the number of SPADs per pixel is analysed. The
assumption is that each SPAD yields Poisson distributed dark counts around the same
median DCR. The pixel DCR is therefore M times the SPAD DCR (equation 5.14).
Summarizing the above results, the signal power is proportional to the steepness of
the pixel transfer curve (number of detected counts versus incident counts) squared
(equation 5.15). With the approximation of low incident count rates (much lower than
the reciprocal of the SPAD deadtime), this is approximated with the second power
of the number of active SPADs per pixel (M2). The amount of shot noise equals the
expected number of detected photons, which is given by the pixel count rate multiplied
by the exposure time (Texp) (equation 5.16). The pixel count rate is closely proportional
to the number of SPADs per pixel (M ), given the low incident count rate approximation,
as discussed above. Similarly, DCR noise (i.e. the dark count variance) equals the
expected number of dark counts, which is calculated as the DCR of the pixel multiplied
by the exposure time (equation 5.17). Pixel DCR, and therefore the DCR variance is
also approximated to be proportional to the number of active SPADs (M ). The final
result is that the SNR of the OCT system is proportional to the number active SPADs





σ2shot noise = mpixel(n,M) · Texp ∝M (5.16)










The above approximation is valid up to incident count rates close to the reciprocal
of the SPAD deadtime (see also section 5.5.5). Count rates above this should be
avoided anyway, due to saturation and linearity issues. These are discussed in a later
section. The other extreme, where the approximations start to fail is when the number
of SPADs per pixel (M ) is approaching the reciprocal of the SPAD count rate times
the SPAD pulse width ( 1mSPAD Tp ). Practically, this would mean several hundreds of
SPADs per pixel, and therefore it is safe to ignore this case as well. The main limitation
of the derived result on the SNR is the assumption of a uniform illumination. In a
more realistic scenario the incident beam has a Gaussian spatial profile (Fig. 5.3b).
In this case, as we activate more and more SPADs of the pixel, the detected count
rate increases with the integral of the Gaussian profile (following the sigmoid shape
of the Gaussian error function (Andrews, 1997, chapter 3.2)), which after a while, is
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lower than a linear increase. In such situation the SNR shall increase initially, when
turning on the first few SPADs. However, it is expected that the SNR drops when
further increasing the number of active SPADs, as DCR noise increases more heavily,
overcoming the diminishing benefits of increased count rate.
SPAD based sensors have been applied in a wide range of application in biophotonics
(Bruschini et al., 2019). The benefits of these sensors have not been fully exploited in
OCT yet, even though single-photon counting and a SPAD sensor were demonstrated
in a time-domain OCT system providing improved sensitivity (Mohan et al., 2008).
The aim is to introduce SPAD sensors, for the first time, in spectral-domain OCT. In
particular, the timing aspects of SPADs is addressed, and potential applications com-
bining time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) and spectral interferometry.
As an example, time-gating was shown to increase the contrast and the depth of field
in OCT (Muller and Fraser, 2009). These ideas are introduced in the next chapter.
In preparation for this, the primary aim of this chapter is to investigate the feasibility
of SPAD line sensor based SD OCT, to reveal the influence of sensor parameters
on OCT performance and to identify the related challenges through simulations and
measurements.
5.4 Methods
5.4.1 The optical coherence tomography system
The OCT system consists of a broadband light source, a fibre coupler based Michelson-
interferometer, and a custom built spectrometer with a sensor connected to a computer
for spectral detection of light (Fig. 5.4). In order to evaluate the performance of SPAD
sensors for OCT and compare them to the commercially available sensors, the Ra-I
and Ra-II SPAD line sensors and a commercial CMOS imager were all tested in the
OCT system. Different light sources were also cross compared for OCT, a continuous
wave superluminescent diode (SLD) and a pulsed laser source. While the former
is suitable for interferometry using photon counting, time-resolved detection, where
SPADs are pre-eminent, requires a pulsed source.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of the system used for the evaluation of CMOS SPAD sensors
in OCT applications.
Light sources
The light source in an OCT system has fundamental influence on the imaging per-
formance. Due to high scattering of light in tissue, the illumination has to be in the
near infrared (NIR) regime. A large bandwidth is also essential, as in low-coherence
interferometry the bandwidth of the source is inversely proportional to the achievable
axial (depth) resolution. By definition, the axial resolution δz is the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the axial point spread function (PSF). This is expressed in
equation 5.19, where the source is approximated with a Gaussian shape with λ0 centre
wavelength and ∆λ FWHM bandwidth (Swanson et al., 1992). This equation shows
how the axial PSF changes with the bandwidth of the source. When characterising
real systems, the assumptions behind equation 5.19 are often too idealistic, resulting
in inaccurate resolution estimates. Methods for accurate measurement of the PSF and







In the studies for evaluating SPAD performance in OCT, two different light sources
were applied and compared. The first one was a source most commonly used for OCT,
the SLD with continuous illumination. The second one was a pulsed laser. These light
sources provided similar powers and spectral ranges in the experiments.
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Superluminescent diode In one case the light source was an SLD (EBS8000 Broad-
band Light Source, Exalos AG, Switzerland). The spectrum of the source was meas-
ured by a commercial spectrometer (Flame, Ocean Optics, USA, Fig. 5.5). Since this
spectrometer is only calibrated for the measured wavelengths and not for the spectral
light intensities, the measured shape of spectra may differ from their true shape. This
makes the estimation of FWHM (the width of the curve at 3 dB points) difficult. As an
example, the spectrum depicted in Fig. 5.5 has an FWHM value of 52.76 nm, due to
the high peak at around 850 nm. The actual spread of the curve is around 114 nm, and
the centre wavelength is at 802 nm. As mentioned above, accurate estimation of the
axial resolution would require the use of resolution test targets.
Figure 5.5: Spectrum of the filtered output of the superluminescent diode.
The light was directly coupled into the fibre coupler using the FC/APC output con-
nector of the SLD. The optical power exiting the fibre coupler was measured with a
photodiode (S130C with PM100D power meter, Thorlabs Ltd, UK) to be 960 µW at
each arm of the interferometer.
Supercontinuum laser One of the main advantages of SPAD based sensors is the
capability of time-resolved photon detection with high resolution. To evaluate potential
benefits of time-resolved detection in OCT (see chapter 6), a pulsed laser source
is required which has a reasonably broad spectral band as well. To that end, a su-
percontinuum laser was used (WhiteLaseMicro, NKT Photonics-Fianium, UK) with
a repetition rate of 20 MHz. The output spectrum of the supercontinuum laser runs
from 400 to 2000 nm. This is considerably wider than what is required by the OCT
application. Therefore, the spectrum of the laser was restrained by a set of optical
filters (FESH0900, FEL0700, FB850-40, Thorlabs Ltd, UK, Fig. 5.6a,c). Even though
certain infrared (IR) wavelengths are passed through the filters (Fig. 5.6b), these were
confined by the enclosure of the laser and the filter system. No IR light through the
fibre coupler was detected either.
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Figure 5.6: Transmission of the optical filters used to reduce the bandwidth of a super-
continuum laser for spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (a). Transmission
data is obtained from the manufacturer’s website. Transmission of the combined filters
(b) has some leakage of infrared (IR) content. This does not introduce any safety
hazard, as the laser source and the filters were enclosed and no IR content delivered
by the fibre coupler was detected either. For additional safety, IR filtering goggles were
used throughout the experiments. The three filters were stacked in a lens tube with
the supercontinuum output collimator (c). The output spectrum was confirmed using a
commercial spectrometer (d).
The filtered spectrum has a bandwidth of ~38 nm (FWHM) centred at 850 nm (Fig. 5.6d),
which was measured using the Ocean Optics spectrometer. A rough estimate of the
free-space axial resolution with equation 5.19 is 8.4 µm. The filtered light was coupled
into the fibre coupler using an objective lens (10X Nikon Achromatic Finite Conjugate
Objective). The optical power exiting the fibre coupler was measured to be 950 µW at
each arm of the interferometer.
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Interferometer
The light from the source is directed to the sample and reference arms of the inter-
ferometer with a ratio of 50:50, using a 5 µm core single mode fibre coupler (FC850-
40-50-APC, Thorlabs Ltd, UK). The light exiting the fibre coupler is collimated with
fixed focus collimating packages (F280APC-850, Thorlabs Ltd, UK) in both arms of
the interferometer.
In the sample arm the collimated beam is diverted with a galvanometric scanner
(6210h, Cambridge Technology, USA) in order to perform transversal scanning along
the surface of the sample of interest. The beam is focused to a confined spot on the
sample by a 30 mm focal length objective (AC254-030-A-ML, Thorlabs Ltd, UK). The
focused spot size (δx) is estimated to be 8.1 µm (see equation 5.20, where NA is the
numerical aperture of the objective lens and λ0 is the centre wavelength of the source,
(Drexler and Fujimoto, 2015, chapter 2)).The size of this focused spot determines the
lateral (transversal) imaging resolution. This theoretical resolution may not be accurate
in real applications. The accurate lateral resolution needs to be determined through
measurements, just as in the case of the axial resolution. Furthermore, the resolution
needs to refer to the capability of resolving two points in the OCT image, close to each
other. Equation 5.20 assumes that the intensity values of the two points are linearly
scaled, whereas the OCT images are logarithmically scaled. Therefore, resolution is
best evaluated when it is based on the OCT images, using test targets (Tomlins et al.,
2011).
In most experiments, where different parameters of the sensors were analysed, a
mirror was used as a sample. Since no scanning was required in these tests, the
scanner was set to a fixed position. In other experiments imaging was required, and
the galvanometric scanner was used to move the focused spot along the surface of
the sample. The scanner was controlled using electric signals generated by the digital-
to-analogue converters (DACs) on the SPAD sensors’ printed circuit board (PCB).
Interference fringes with high modulation depth requires that the two arms of the
interferometer provide similar optical powers. For this reason, neutral density (ND)
filters are placed in the reference arm to attenuate the light to a level similar to that of
the sample arm. In order to minimise dispersion effects (and the deterioration of the
spectral fringes) the reference arm objective matches the sample arm objective.






For measuring the interference spectrum, a custom spectrometer is built based on the
work of Krstajić et al. (2012). Backreflected and backscattered light of the two arms is
combined in the interferometer. The combined light from the fibre coupler enters the
spectrometer, where it is collimated by a lens. The focal length of the collimating lens
is determined by the required NA to collect all the light exiting the fibre tip. For this,
an achromatic doublet of 50 mm focal length was used (AC254-050-B-ML, Thorlabs
Ltd, UK). The collimated light is dispersed by a volume phase holographic (VPH)
transmission grating (1200 linesmm at 840 nm, Wasatch Photonics, USA). A second lens
is used to focus the collimated and dispersed light onto the detector plain. Longer
focal lengths allow more space for the diverging spectral components to spread out.
Therefore the spectral range falling on the line sensor decreases. The ratio of the
focal lengths of the focusing and collimating lenses, on the other hand, determines the
magnification of the two lens system, and hence the spot size of a single wavelength
on the detector. With this in mind, the focusing lens was either an achromatic doublet of
75 mm (AC508-075-B-ML, Thorlabs Ltd, UK) or 150 mm (AC254-150-B-ML, Thorlabs
Ltd, UK) focal length, depending on which sensor was used. The overall efficiency
of the spectrometer setup was measured to be 85 %. This was assessed using a
commercial power meter (PM100D with S130C, Thorlabs Ltd, UK). The power of the
optical signal was measured at entering the spectrometer, and in focus of its focusing
lens.
Sensors
The two SPAD line sensors, Ra-I and Ra-II, were tested in the OCT setup. Several
parameters of Ra-II (such as sensitivity, number of SPADs, number of pixels, exposure
time and operating voltages) and their effects were evaluated and analysed. In order
to cross-compare the efficiency of SPAD sensors with that of traditional sensors used
in OCT, a third sensor, which was available in our group, was also tested in the setup.
This sensor was a commercial CMOS imager (GS3-U3-41C6NIR-C, FLIR Systems,
Inc. - Point Grey Research, Inc., USA) with 2048× 2048 pixels of 5.5 µm pitch.
Firmware, software
The firmware described in 4.2.2 was slightly modified for the initial tests with the Ra-I
SPAD line sensor. The design was adapted to a Spartan 6 field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) (Xilinx Inc, USA) on an XEM6310 FPGA integration module (Opal Kelly,
USA), and extended to control the galvanometric scanner. For this, an intellectual
property (IP) memory block was synthesized and loaded with a range of increasing
digital codes. The digital codes are passed to a DAC module on the PCB, and the
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generated analogue voltage is connected to the scanner. The firmware performs a
user defined number of exposure cycles, and controls the scanner by addressing
subsequent memory entries along with each exposure. By selecting the number of
exposures (A-scans) and the step size between memory addresses, the user has
full control over the transversal scanning range and resolution. In most experiments
300 scanning steps and a step size of 8 µm were used. In order to minimise the
lag between OCT images, the firmware performs bi-directional scanning. The python
based software and graphical user interface (GUI) for Ra-I were also extended to
process the raw data and plot the OCT images. The achieved frame rate was 2–3
frames per second with 300 scan positions per OCT image frame, which was limited
by the exposure time of the A-scans for sufficient SNR.
Firmware of the Ra-II sensor (including the scanning feature) was implemented by
Dr. Ahmet Erdogan. Custom matlab scripts were written to read, process and plot the
acquired data. The scanner was controlled by the Ra-II firmware and PCB when the
CMOS imager was used. In these cases, the Ra-II firmware started the OCT imaging
by controlling the scanner. In addition, a synchronous trigger signal was sent to the
CMOS imager as well. The trigger signal initiated the acquisition of A-scans on the
imager at each scanning position.
5.4.2 Data processing
In order to retrieve the depth profile of the sample of interest, several steps of data
manipulation have to be carried out (Fig. 5.7). Each recorded interference spectrum
is transformed to a single A-scan, which represents the amount of backscattering and
backreflection along the depth at a single transversal scanning point. Several A-scans,
one at each scanning point, produce a two dimensional image of the depth structure
along the scanning line.
Transformation of spectral lines to A-scans was performed based on the methods
described in section 2.3.5. In the first step, a background line was subtracted from
the acquired interference spectra. The background subtraction removes the DC com-
ponent of the fringes and the respective reflection at zero depth on the A-scans.
In addition, it serves as a noise reduction step, removing fix pattern noise of the
detector. The average background line for background subtraction was calculated
from 300 lines, using the reference arm only. The background subtracted data was
resampled using cubic spline interpolation. The new sampling points were defined
with equidistant spacing between the reciprocal of the wavelengths at the edges of the
detected spectrum. After resampling and before the FFT, further filtering was carried
out by means of applying a Hann window on the data. This step is performed to
prevent spectral leakage, a signal processing artefact. When the measured interfer-
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ence spectrum does not diminish to zero at the edges of the detector, the spectral
’window’ cuts the edges of the real spectrum. The Fourier transform of the windowed
spectrum introduces spurious signal content, and effectively the appearance of false
reflections in the depth profile. The aim of a window function is to smooth the edges
of the windowed spectrum, and therefore to suppress the spurious reflections. The
Hann window was chosen for sufficient stopband rejection, however numerous other
window functions exist with their own benefits and drawbacks (Prabhu, 2014, Chapter
5). Fourier transformation was performed by fast Fourier transform (FFT), after which
the squared magnitude of the signal was calculated. Finally, the logarithm of the data
was taken in order to compress the values covering several orders of magnitude. As
an additional step, deconvolution with the optical system’s PSF can be carried out to
increase the sensitivity of the OCT system (Woolliams et al., 2010). In this chapter, the
emphasis was put on revealing the effect of SPAD parameters on OCT performance
and finding the best set of parameters. For this reason and due to the complexity of
the PSF measurements, no deconvolution was performed. All processing steps were
carried out using Matlab (MathWorks Inc, USA), version 2018a. A short script with a
set of processing commands can be found in Appendix D.
Figure 5.7: Data processing chain in the spectral-domain optical coherence tomo-
graphy system.
5.4.3 Simulations
Monte Carlo simulations were performed using Matlab (MathWorks Inc, USA, Release
2018a), to evaluate the detected count rate of pixels, depending on parameters such
as deadtime, SPAD output pulse width, and number of SPADs per pixel. The simula-
tions allowed to analyse both pulsed and continuous illuminations. Furthermore, SNR
values were evaluated based on these count rate simulations. For this, the output of
1024 pixels were simulated for a given optical input with an interferometric spectrum.
The simulated spectra were processed using the described data processing methods.
The purpose of the simulations is not necessarily to provide accurate estimates of
count rates and SNR values, but to reveal the typical behaviour when changing sensor
parameters.
In the simulations, the spatial profile of illumination can be set either to be uniform, or
Gaussian shaped with variable centre position and width along the pixel height. The
power of the beam is adjusted by setting the total number of photons that are gener-
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ated for a user defined exposure time. 8 detection elements (SPADs) are considered in
a pixel and can be turned on or off, individually. The mean number of photons falling to
a certain SPAD is determined by the fraction of the optical beam covered by the SPAD.
The number of incident photons on each SPAD is generated as Poisson distributed
random numbers with these mean values. After this, an arrival time is generated for
each photon. Assuming a constant optical power from a continuous light source, the
detection time of a single photon from this source has a uniform distribution (over
all possible detection times). Therefore, when simulating a continuous source, arrival
times of incident photons are generated with a uniform distribution in time. We can
evaluate the number of such uniformly distributed photons, detected within a certain
time interval. The detection during the time interval describes a binomial process,
where the probability of selection is the ratio of the time interval and the total simulated
timespan. The number of photons detected within the time interval follows a binomial
distribution in this case. For many generated arrival times, and short time intervals
(therefore a low probability for a photon to be measured within the time interval), the
number of collected photons can be approximated with Poisson distribution, just as
we would expect from shot noise. For simulating pulsed sources, the repetition rate
can be varied, but a constant mean number of photons per laser pulse is generated.
Photon arrival times are simulated with normal distribution around laser pulses. Dark
counts are generated with a uniform distribution, based on real DCR measurements
of the red/blue pixels of Ra-II.
After generating all photon arrival times, certain photons are discarded if arriving in
the inactive period of a SPAD, which is determined by the user defined deadtime. The
inactive period of the SPADs is prolonged with each photon that arrives during this
period, according to a paralysable detector model. SPAD output pulses (start and end
times of perfect square waves) are calculated for the remaining photons, according
to the SPAD pulse width set by the user. Pulses from active SPADs are summed
in an OR fashion. FF and finite detection efficiency of the simulated pixel were not
taken into consideration. These can be added to the simulation by means of a simple
multiplication factor to the expected number of incident photons. Further details of the
simulations can be found in Appendix C.
When simulating the effects of deadtime on the achievable count rate, an exposure
time of 100 µs and a SPAD pulse width of 300 ps were used. The simulation was set
to use continuous illumination, with a Gaussian beam profile of 23 µm FWHM, centred
in the middle of the pixel along its height. All 8 SPADs were set to be active. Arbitrarily
chosen optical powers were used with respect to the number of simulated photons.
The deadtime was scanned from 30 to 50 ns in 0.5 ns steps in consequent simulations
with each optical power.
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In a separate set of simulations, it was analysed how the number of active SPADs affect
the detected count rate. The DCR parameter of the simulations was set according
to the measured DCR or red SPADs. First, a uniform illumination model was used,
both from a continuous and a pulsed source. Further simulation parameters consisted
of an exposure time of 100 µs, a deadtime of 36 ns, and a SPAD pulse width of
300 ps. In the case of the pulsed source, the simulated repetition rate was 20 MHz.
The distribution of the generated photon arrival times was centred at the laser pulses,
with a standard deviation of 100 ps. The same parameters, but with a Gaussian beam
profile were used to generate the output of 1024 pixels. The incident signal was given
by simulations of interferometric fringes, caused by a single reflector. The aim of these
simulations was to estimate how the SNR changes in a realistic OCT scenario, in
function of the number of active SPADs per pixel. First, SPADs in the middle of the
pixel were used only, receiving most of the Gaussian beam, then increasingly more
and more SPADs were enabled, towards the top and the bottom of the column of
SPADs in the pixel.
Lastly, the effect of shortened SPAD pulse width was simulated, both with continuous
and pulsed illumination. For this, the same parameters were used as described above,
except for the pulse width scanned over a range of 0.2 to 2.6 ns.
5.4.4 Spectrometer alignment
After the simulations, measurements were carried out with Ra-II in the optical setup,
using different SPAD configurations and parameters to evaluate their effect on the OCT
performance. A crucial step in all the measurements (described below) was to make
sure that the optical setup is well aligned. Care was taken to ensure that the sensor is
in the focal plane of the focusing lens, and that the sensor and the dispersed optical
beam are parallel to each other. For this, spectral lines were recorded with a single line
of SPADs enabled at a time. A 512× 8 pixel image of the incident beam profile was
built after iterating through all 8 lines of SPADs, so that each pixel of the image shows
the amount of photons that a pair of SPAD receives (Fig. 5.8a). A Gaussian curve was
fitted on the measured beam profile at the centre of the sensor (i.e. pixel 256). The
height of the incident beam profile was defined as FWHM of the fit, using the known
size of pixels (Fig. 5.8b). The focal point of the spectrometer setup was found where
the recorded beam height was minimal (~23 µm).
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Figure 5.8: Image of the beam profile formed by using each of the 8 lines of SPADs
of the Ra-II pixels separately (a). The beam height is defined as the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of a Gaussian fit on pixel 256 (b).
5.4.5 Sensitivity and exposure time
Sensitivity of the OCT system was measured with Ra-II, configured to use 512 pixels,
first with all 16 red, then with all 16 blue SPADs enabled. The bias voltage was
26 500 mV for red and 15 050 mV for blue SPADs. In these experiments a continu-
ous illumination was used, provided by the Exalos SLD. A mirror was placed in the
sample arm, at a slight path difference with respect to the reference arm mirror. The
galvanometer scanner was fixed at the centre position. The optical signals reflected
from the sample and reference arm mirrors were attenuated with ND filters (NE40A-B,
Thorlabs Ltd, UK).
Several A-scans were recorded while different exposure times were used on Ra-II. The
aim of these measurements was to determine the exposure time dependence of the
SNR. The exposure time was increased gradually in small steps. With each exposure
time 300 lines from the reference arm were acquired and averaged for background
subtraction. After this, 300 lines were also acquired with both arms enabled. The lines
were transformed to A-scans according to previously described data processing steps.
The mirror reflection appears on the A-scans as a single peak. Sensitivity of the system
was measured as the height of this peak (signal), compared to the highest point of the
base level (noise), plus the attenuation provided by the ND filter of the sample arm.
The accurate attenuation of the ND filter was measured prior to the experiment. This
was carried out using a power meter, by measuring the power level of the excitation
light before and after the filter. The measured SNR values at each exposure time were
averaged over the 300 acquired lines to reduce the uncertainty of the measurement.
To compare all three sensors, Ra-II was replaced in the spectrometer setup first with
Ra-I and then the PointGrey camera, and sensitivity of the OCT setup was measured
again, with an exposure time of 1 ms. With Ra-I, the blue SPADs were used. In the case
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of the PointGrey camera, 10 pixels along the height of the pixel array were summed
to form spectral lines. First, 2048 pixels of the camera were used along its width, then
the sensitivity was measured with 2× 2 binning as well. The A-scans were calculated
from the spectra, and the sensitivity was calculated from them as described above.
5.4.6 Bias voltage
The effect of increased bias voltage was tested in a similar fashion, using the blue
SPADs of Ra-II. No ND filters were installed in any of the interferometer arms, but
the interference signal was attenuated in the spectrometer to avoid saturation of the
sensor. According to this, the measured SNR describes the intensity of the attenuated
mirror reflection, and not the sensitivity of the OCT system. Still, changes in this SNR
value reflect how the sensitivity of the whole system varies with the bias voltage. A
fixed exposure time of 100 µs and a quench voltage of 3000 mV were used while
varying the bias voltage.
5.4.7 Quench voltage
To test the effect of SPAD deadtime on the achievable count rate, the bias voltage
of Ra-II was fixed at a level of 15 050 mV (250mV excess bias), and the quench
voltage was varied. The measurements were performed several times, each time with
a different amount of attenuation in the spectrometer and hence a different optical
power falling onto the sensor. The power levels were chosen arbitrarily. In these meas-
urements only the reference arm was enabled.
5.4.8 Number of pixels
The detected spectra of a non-saturating signal were compared when 512 or 1024
pixels of Ra-II are used. A variable ND filter (NDC-50C-4M, Thorlabs Ltd., UK) was
placed in the reference arm, which set the optical power falling to the sensor to 100 nW.
A bias voltage of 15 050 mV (250 mV excess bias) for blue SPADs, a quench voltage
of 3000 mV, and an exposure time of 450 µs were used in this experiment. The sample
arm was blocked.
5.4.9 Number of SPADs per pixel
The effect of the number of SPADs per pixel was also tested in different configurations
with respect to the number of pixels (512 or 1024), SPAD types (red or blue) and light
sources (pulsed and continuous). In each sets of measurements, first, only the SPAD
line in the middle of the sensor was used, then more and more lines of SPADs were
enabled towards the edges of the pixel columns (see Fig. 5.8). The detected count
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rates and SNR values were measured in all configurations. The power of the interfer-
ence signal falling to the detector was set by the variable ND filter in the spectrometer.
The bias voltage was 15 050 mV when the blue SPADs were tested, and 26 500 mV in
the case of the red SPADs. SNR values of reflections were calculated with background
subtraction and averaging, as discussed above.
5.4.10 Pulse shortener circuits
Tests with varying voltages of the pulse shortener circuit (VBP) were performed with
saturating optical powers, using the reference arm only. The light source was the
Exalos SLD, but for confirmation of the expected behaviour the measurement was
repeated with the Fianium supercontinuum as well.
5.4.11 Pulsed illumination
In order to demonstrate how the repetition rate affects the count rate, the sync output
of the Fianium supercontinuum laser was connected to a digital delay generator (DDG)
(DDG645, Stanford Research Systems, Inc., USA). One of the output channels of the
delay generator was used for triggering time-mask generation on the Ra-II sensor. The
rate of the time-mask trigger was altered by the DDG645 unit, by scaling down the rate
of the laser sync signal (see Fig. 3.12). With different pre-scale factors, it is possible
to set the time-mask trigger rate to any integer fraction of the laser trigger rate. The
width of the time-mask was set to cover a single laser period of the supercontinuum
laser (50 ns). Masked photon counting was performed on the sensor, using the same
exposure time with each different mask trigger rate. Owing to the time-mask, the
number of detected optical pulses was ensured to match the number of time-mask
trigger pulses during the exposure time.
5.4.12 OCT imaging
OCT images of a fingertip were acquired with all three sensors (Ra-I, Ra-II, PointGrey
camera) in the described optical system. The applied light source was the supercon-
tinuum laser in each case. Both with Ra-I and Ra-II, the blue SPADs were used. In case
of the PointGrey camera, 10 pixels along the height were summed to from an A-scan.
The applied exposure times were 2 ms for Ra-I and 1 ms for Ra-II and the PointGrey
camera. The scanning range with Ra-I was 2.4 mm and 2.6 mm with Ra-II, both with
300 scanning points. The frame rate of the PointGrey camera is limited to 1 frame per
10 ms. With this camera frame rate, the OCT B-scan frame rate of large images (many
scanning points) would be rather low. To overcome this problem the scan range was





5.5.1 Sensitivity and exposure time
Figure 5.9 shows the measured OCT sensitivity with the red SPADs of Ra-II, linearly
increasing with the exposure time (blue curve), in agreement with the predicted beha-
viour (see equation 5.3). The achieved sensitivity values are plotted on a logarithmic
scale as well, which is most often used in OCT (red curve). Sensitivity with 1 ms long
exposure times was measured to be 86 dB with the red and 87 dB with the blue SPADs.
Figure 5.9: Exposure time dependence of sensitivity, plotted both on a linear scale
(blue curve) and in dB units (red curve). Sensitivity increases linearly with exposure
time (logarithmically in dB units), offering a trade-off between sensitivity and frame
rate.
The measured sensitivity with the blue SPADs of Ra-I was slightly above 80 dB. The
sensitivity with the PointGrey camera is 15 dB higher than with Ra-II without binning,
and 20 dB higher with 2× 2 binning.
5.5.2 Bias Voltage
Figure 5.10a depicts the total number of detected counts from the reference arm
versus the bias voltage, measured with Ra-II. The increase in the number of counts
is evident as the bias voltage increases. The measured SNR of the interferometric
spectrum (both arms enabled) in function of the bias voltage is, however, almost
constant above the breakdown voltage (Fig. 5.10b). A closer look reveals an ever slight
SNR increase at the beginning, and a minor decrease above a certain voltage (inset in
Fig. 5.10b). A negligible SNR increase was observed with the red SPADs as well with
no decline (not shown). The lack of the minor decline is considered to be caused by
the lower DCR of red SPADs. When using the pulsed source, the increase of counts
with bias voltage was less intense, and the decline of SNR was slightly stronger with
both SPADs (not shown). The reason for this is that with a pulsed source, there is
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an upper detection limit of one photon per laser pulse. These results suggest, that
even though increasing count rates should be accompanied with increasing sensitivity
at higher bias voltages, the increase in DCR prevents benefiting from this, especially
when the count rate increase is minor compared to DCR.
Figure 5.10: The total count rate detected with blue SPADs of Ra-II starts increasing
linearly with the bias voltage, above the breakdown voltage (~14 800 mV) (a). The
measured signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) cannot benefit from the higher count rate, due
to increasing dark count rate (b). The inset figure suggests that the DCR increase is
even higher than the increase of detected counts.
5.5.3 Quench voltage
According to the simulations, when the incident count rate is high (saturating), then the
detected count rate increases with shorter and shorter deadtime (yellow and purple
curves in Fig. 5.11a). Varying the deadtime has no effect if the count rate is sufficiently
low (with respect to the saturation level) (blue and red curves in Fig. 5.11a).
Measurements with different quench voltages show similar results. With low incident
count rates (when the detection is not deadtime limited), changing the quench voltage
does not affect the number of detected photons (blue and red curves, Fig. 5.11b).
In the case of saturating optical powers, an increased quench voltage increases the
number of detected counts, and the level of saturation (yellow and purple curves in
Fig. 5.11b). This increase stops when the corresponding deadtime reaches the recip-
rocal of the saturating count rate, or when the deadtime cannot be shortened further
by increasing the quench voltage (due to limitations of the applied electronic circuit).
Note, that one of the reasons why the shape of the simulated and measured curves
are different is because the simulated results are plotted in function of deadtime, and
the measurement results are plotted in function of the quench voltage.
Increasing the quench voltage has no effect with pulsed light sources at a repetition
rate lower than the saturation count rate (i.e shorter deadtime than laser pulse period).
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Figure 5.11: Detected counts on a single pixel in 100 µs, based on Monte Carlo
simulations of photon arrivals (a). The simulations involved different scenarios with
respect to the deadtime of SPADs, and the number of incident photons (optical power).
Measurement of the detected number of counts on the entire sensor in function of the
quench voltage, with several different optical powers applied (b). Note, that the counts
are expressed in function of different parameters in the two plots (deadtime in the
simulations and quench voltage in the experiments).
5.5.4 Number of pixels
The measured spectrum from the reference arm when the incident power is set to
100 nW is plotted in Fig. 5.12, when 512 or 1024 pixels are used. For direct compar-
ison, the two curves are plotted on top of each other, using different x-axes. The plot
confirms that the number of detected counts are approximately halved when twice the
number of pixels are used. In a separate measurement with strong optical powers, it
was also confirmed that doubling the number of pixels allows twice the optical power
to be processed without saturation.
Figure 5.12: Detection of an optical signal with 512 or 1024 pixels of Ra-II.
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5.5.5 Number of SPADs per pixel
The simulated count rate in function of the number of SPADs per pixel is shown in
Fig. 5.13a for a continuous, and Fig. 5.13b for a pulsed source. In both cases, the
simulated pixel was uniformly illuminated, and its DCR was set according to the real
DCR of red SPADs. In both cases, the detected count rate starts increasing linearly
with the incident count rate. With a continuous source (Fig. 5.13a), the curves depict
the typical behaviour of SPADs. The SPAD pulses with finite width start to overlap at a
high number of incident photons. Photons with overlapping pulses are detected as one
count. The more frequently this happens (increasing with the incident photon flux), the
further the transfer curve will be from a linear response. Eventually, the incident count
rate becomes so high, that multiple photons hit a single SPAD during its deadtime. At
these circumstances the SPADs cannot be reinstated to the active state, preventing
detection and counting of the photons.
Figure 5.13: Detected counts versus incident counts of a pixel based on simulations
for a continuous (a) and a pulsed (b) light source. The curves show a typical behaviour
of paralysable detectors with a continuous source (a). When a pulsed source is used
(b) the count rate is limited by the repetition rate, allowing a maximum of one photon
detection per laser pulse, independently of the number of detection elements.
The case with a pulsed source (Fig. 5.13b) is slightly different. Here, the detected
count rate increases, as long as the expected number of photons per laser pulse is
less than one, in average. Statistically, the number of photons detected throughout
many laser pulses (i.e. over the exposure time) reflects the strength of the incident
signal. As the incident power increases, after a certain point the average number of
photons per laser pulse will be more than one, and so multiple photons will hit the
pixel from a single laser pulse. Since the photons of the sharp light pulse reach the
pixel roughly at the same time, their respective SPAD pulses overlap. As a result, the
maximum number of detected photons is equal to the number of laser pulses in the
exposure time. The simulations also show how the number of detected counts for a
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given optical input increases with more and more SPADs enabled. On a linear scale,
this would be represented in different rise of the curves (that is, different sensitivity
of the pixel). On a log-log scale, this is revealed by the offset between the curves.
In Fig. 5.13, the transfer curves belonging to exponentially increasing SPAD numbers
are equidistantly spaced on the log scale. This suggests, that on a linear scale the
increase in the rise of the curves would be linear with the number of SPADs, therefore
the detector sensitivity linearly increases with the number of SPADs per pixel (at low
incident count rates).
Simulated and measured SNR values in function of the number of SPADs per pixel
are plotted in Fig. 5.14a and b, respectively. The beam profile in the simulations was
set to be Gaussian shaped, similar to that determined from real measurements. Both
simulations and measurements were performed with all four combinations of blue/red
pixels, and continuous/pulsed sources. Red/blue pixels in simulation context means
that the simulated DCR was based on the real DCR of either the red or the blue SPADs
of Ra-II. The plotted results are limited to the combinations of blue pixels with a pulsed
source, and red pixels with a continuous one. The behaviour of the two types of SPADs
is seemingly different, however no significant difference was observed between the
light sources when used with the same type of SPADs, neither in simulations, nor in
measurements. SNR with blue SPADs gets worse after an initial rise, as the number
of detection elements per pixel increases. The initial rise comes from an increased
incident count rate, which has a diminishing effect as the tail of the beam profile
vanishes (refer to Fig. 5.3b). The DCR noise keeps increasing, and adds −3 dB to
the SNR with each doubling of SPADs. In the case of the red SPADs, the DCR is
low enough not to cause a significant deterioration, and the SNR flattens. Simulations
(Fig. 5.14a) and measurements (Fig. 5.14b) both reveal the same trend with the two
types of SPADs, even though the actual SNR values are different between simulation
and measurements.
The measurements reveal a slightly different behaviour when the sensor is configured
to use 512 or 1024 pixels. Independently of the types of SPADs and the light sources,
the achieved SNR is slightly higher in 1024 pixel mode, when only a few SPADs per
pixel are used. However, as there are more and more SPADs enabled, the SNR of the
1024 pixel mode drops below that of the 512 mode.
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Figure 5.14: Simulated signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in function of the number of
detection elements per pixel, using pulsed illumination and the blue SPADs, or
continuous illumination and the red SPADs (a). Measured SNR in similar scenarios,
both when a 512 pixel or a 1024 pixel configuration is used (b). The standard deviation
of the simulated SNR was less than 0.5 dB in each case, whereas it was less than 1 dB
in the case of the measurements. Note, that a detection element means two SPADs in
512 pixel mode, and a single SPAD in 1024 pixel mode.
5.5.6 Pulse shortener circuits
Simulated results of shortening the SPAD pulses and measurements with increasing
the monostable voltages (VBP) are shown in Fig. 5.15a and b, respectively. The simu-
lated results are plotted against the reciprocal of the pulse width, so that simulation and
measurement results can be compared. In both cases the photon counts are scaled
to what is achieved with the longest pulses (highest VBP voltages). The results show,
that with saturating optical signals, shortening the SPAD pulses increases the number
of detected photons and the saturation level. Above a certain VBP voltage (~0.9 V)
the monostable circuit does not affect the pulses. Below this value, pulses gets shorter
with decreasing VBP. The count rate increase stops when the pulses are short enough
so all absorbed photons can be resolved, or at the limits of the pulse shortening circuit.
5.5.7 Pulsed illumination
The results in Fig. 5.16 confirms that higher repetition rates of the source infer higher
count rates, which indicates a higher sensitivity that can be achieved. Indeed, one
could think of continuous illumination as pulsed illumination with infinite repetition rate.
The upper limit of count rates in either case is imposed by the deadtime of the SPADs.
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Figure 5.15: Simulated (a) and measured (b) number of counts in function of the SPAD
pulse width, with continuous and pulsed illumination (a,b). Mismatch in the increase
of detected counts between simulation and measurement is most probably caused
by inaccurate simulation parameters. When the SPAD pulses are wide, a high power
of illumination (either coming from a continuous (c) or pulsed source (d)) saturates
the detector, and the detected counts on the pixel cannot increase above a maximum
number (purple lines). The same power of illumination can be detected with short
SPAD pulses (yellow lines), showing that the saturation level increases in this case.
Figure 5.16: The number of detected counts as a function of the repetition rate of the
pulsed light source.
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5.5.8 OCT imaging
OCT images of a fingertip taken with the three sensors are depicted in Fig. 5.17 (Ra-I,
Ra-II and the PointGrey camera on a, b and c, respectively), scaled to matching sizes
of the field of view. The first obvious difference between the three images is the depth
of field, which is related to the number of pixels in each case (Ra-I - 256 pixels, Ra-II
- 1024 pixels, PointGrey - 2048 pixels). Images with Ra-II and the PointGrey camera
both show a large depth with no features, since the back-scattered light from these
depths is too weak and dispersed for detection (to put it in another way, the correlation
between light from this depth and the source is below the noise limit). Nonetheless,
the entire image depth is presented here, to demonstrate how the depth depends on
the sampling of the spectrum (i.e. the number of pixels). Adjusting the depth region
of interest over the pixels of the B-scan can be achieved by changing the width of the
detected spectrum (and therefore the axial sampling interval, see equation 2.16).
Vertical lines in the Ra-II image are caused by occasional reading of erroneous lines
from the sensor, caused by a bug in the Opal Kelly software library. It should also
be pointed out, that while having a fingertip as a test target is convenient, for the
comparison of different configurations a steady, standard test target would be more
appropriate.
5.6 Discussion and conclusions
5.6.1 Sensitivity
The measured sensitivity of Ra-II (87 dB) is slightly higher than that of Ra-I (80 dB),
both measured with an exposure time of 1 ms. The most probable reason for this
is the higher number of SPADs per pixels, and improved SPAD design. Even so,
the sensitivity with Ra-II is reasonably lower than that with the PointGrey camera.
The quantum efficiency (probability of turning photons to electrons) is similar with
CCD, CMOS photodiode and CMOS SPAD technologies, however, SPAD sensors
have a low FF, and consequently low photon detection efficiency (PDE). The sensitivity
differences are noticeable in the OCT images as well. The image with Ra-I is inferior
to the other two, even with twice the exposure time. Ra-II yields a much better quality
image. Still, the most details along the depth can be seen with the PointGrey camera.
Sensitivity can be increased through longer acquisition of the information embedded
in the interference spectrum. However, long exposure times can be disadvantageous
due to fringe washout. No such deterioration of the signal was observed using 1 ms
exposure time with the Ra-II sensor. Still, such acquisition time provides a significantly
lower line rate than that of recent spectral-domain OCT systems with up to million
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Figure 5.17: Optical coherence tomography images of a fingertip taken with different
sensors. Ra-I, using the blue SPADs, and 2 ms exposure time per line (a). Ra-II, using
1024 pixels and blue SPADs with an exposure time of 1 ms (b). The Point Grey camera
with 1 ms exposure time (c). The light source was the supercontinuum laser in each
case.
frames per second (Barrick et al., 2016). High frame rate is key in video-rate OCT
imaging, particularly with three dimensional volumetric images. In order to maintain
good signal at short exposures, the detector needs to have high sensitivity of photon
detection at the source wavelength.
SPAD sensor parameters were analysed using the Ra-II sensor to achieve the best
possible sensitivity. While increased count rates are achieved in many cases, these
are only beneficial if not superseded by a similarly increased noise. Red SPADs were
designed to be more efficient for the detection of NIR photons. Even though having a
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higher photon detection probability (PDP), the active area of the red SPADs on the Ra-
II sensor is about 2.6 times smaller than that of the blue SPADs, leading to similar PDE
of the two types of pixels (see Fig. 3.23). Red SPADs are also superior with respect to
the DCR noise they yield. Nevertheless, the measured sensitivity was similar with the
two types of SPADs (86 dB and 87 dB for red and blue, respectively). No qualitative
difference could be seen in OCT images either, taken with the two types of SPADs.
These can be found in Appendix E, where a number of OCT images are collected,
acquired in different configurations and scenarios with respect to the sensor and the
light sources.
Ra-II allows different pixel configurations, either having 512 pixels of 2× 8 SPADs,
or 1024 pixels with 8 SPADs in a column. The different modes affect the spectral
sampling, and consequently the axial range of the OCT images, as discussed in
section 5.3.4. This is clearly demonstrated in the OCT images in Fig. 5.17, where
the same spectrum is detected with devices having more and more pixels. It was also
shown, that the number of detected counts are also different when detecting a certain
optical power with 512 or 1024 pixels (Fig. 5.12). When considering the expected
SNR in the two cases, the detected count rate and DCR both need to be considered.
The assumption is that in 512 pixel mode, the detected number of counts is two times
higher, and therefore signal to shot noise ratio is higher as well. DCR noise in 512 pixel
mode also doubles, which cancels out the SNR improvement. The measured SNR in
512 or 1024 pixel modes are, however, slightly different. This may be explained by the
following. Let us assume a certain optical input from a continuous source, falling on a
column of 8 SPADs. If the optical signal is not too strong, the majority of the incident
counts can be detected by the SPADs, without missing too many photon arrivals
because of arriving too close to each other. If we now consider that two columns
of 8 SPADs are joint (this is the 512 pixel mode), the OR gate where the SPADs are
combined need to process photons that arrive two times more frequently (in average).
Consequently, the number of missed photons (due to arriving too close to each other)
increases. Therefore, depending on the incident optical intensity as well, the 1024 pixel
mode detects a slightly higher number of photons, and achieve a slightly higher SNR.
The effect of the number of SPADs per pixel on the SNR was studied through simu-
lations and measurements. The trends observed in simulated and measured results
are similar, even though the simulated SNR values are consistently lower than the
measured ones (Fig. 5.14). The most probable reason for this is inaccurate parameters
applied in the simulations. A notable difference is that no initial SNR increase was
observed in the measurements with red SPADs. This is believed to be caused by the
two different types of red SPADs, and that the level of bias voltage was not sufficient
to exceed the breakdown voltage of both types. The general observation from the
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results is that it is advantageous to deploy more and more SPADs for higher SNR,
provided that they all receive a reasonable fraction of the optical signal (that is, their
contribution to the signal power is higher than it is to noise variance). As an example,
using two SPADs instead of one increases the SNR, but enabling too many high DCR
blue SPADs (at the edges of the pixel, with minimal detected signal from a Gaussian
beam) decreases the SNR, as shown in Fig. 5.14. Influenced by this finding, further
experiments were carried out with the continuous light source, where a cylindrical lens
was placed in front of the sensor. The lens was used to stretch the focused beam along
the height of the pixel, providing a more relaxed count rate on the middle of the pixels
and covering more SPADs by the optical signal. According to the results (not shown),
a slight increase in the count rate and the sensitivity of the system is achievable. The
drawback, however, is that even though the cylindrical lens is expected to modify the
beam only along one axis (along the pixel height), the photons are somewhat diffused
along the other optical axis as well (i.e. along the spectrum), limiting the spectral
resolution. This leads to a lower visibility of high frequency fringe modulation, and
a significant drop of sensitivity for signals from deeper regions of the sample. For this
reason, the method for stretching the optical beam to cover more SPADs of the pixel
was not investigated further.
As mentioned, a sensor configuration with 1024 pixels is expected to have a slightly
higher SNR than that with only 512 pixels. This is indeed the case, when only a few
number of SPADs per pixel are enabled (see the difference between narrow and wide
bars in Fig. 5.14b). However, as more and more lines of SPADs are activated, the SNR
in the 1024 pixel mode drops below that of the 512 pixel mode (six and eight detection
elements in Fig. 5.14b). This behaviour was observed in the measurements with both
types of SPADs and light sources. It is believed, that the phenomenon is caused by
DCR variation over the pixels. The expected value of per pixel DCR is more uniform
in the 512 pixel mode, where DCR of the pixel is ’averaged’ over a higher number of
SPADs. Presumably, per pixel DCR variation adds broadband noise to the respective
A-scans. In 1024 pixel mode, this additional noise is somewhat higher and slowly wins
over the benefit of increased signal to shot noise ratio. This theory requires further
analysis, e.g. by measuring the power spectral density (PSD) or the serial correlation
of DCR over the pixels. The variance of DCR across the pixels in 512 and 1024 modes
could also imply if either mode is detrimental in this regard.
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5.6.2 Saturation and harmonics
The saturation level of a SPAD is decided by its deadtime. In the case of pixels with
multiple SPADs, the limiting factor becomes the SPAD pulse width (Gnecchi et al.,
2016). This behaviour is independent from the exposure time. With all blue SPADs
enabled, the optical power from the Exalos source was about 1.5 µW when Ra-II
saturated.
The signal saturation in SPADs is clipping the interferometric fringes detected which,
in turn, introduces harmonics in the Fourier transformed data (Raele et al., 2014). It
is not just clipping that is problematic, but strong optical signals close to saturation
as well. Close to the saturation level of a single SPAD, several incident photons are
missed, due to increasingly more time spent in an inactive state of the device. This
introduces a deviation from a linear response, which increases with the incident count
rate. Simulations confirmed, that when a continuous source is used, a multiplexed pixel
with several SPADs increases the level of saturation. This can be seen in Fig. 5.13a,
where the maximum of the transfer curves increases with the number of SPADs. This
is only true, if the same optical power is dispersed over more and more pixels. In
contrast, when forming 512 or 1024 pixels to receive the same spectrum, there are
more photons missed due to counting loss with 512 pixels (which detect twice the
optical power than pixels in the 1024 mode), even though they have twice the number
of SPADs, as discussed already. In this regard, lower optical powers are preferred.
It should be emphasised, that this phenomenon is a property of SPAD devices. In
general, OCT requires strong illumination for shot noise limited operation. To benefit
from strong incident light, SPAD detectors need to be able to process many photons
with linear response. This is especially true, when the illumination is not uniform. In
these cases, even if the optical power is tolerable in general (which we can see from
the fact that the detected count rate increases with further increasing of the optical
power), SPADs of the pixel receiving most of the incident light start to saturate, and
therefore the increase of the detected counts in not linear with the power increase. A
non-linear SPAD and pixel response introduce the same harmonics in the transformed
data as when clipping the fringes. During the experiments, harmonics started to be
noticeable when the incident count rate was above than 10 percent of the saturation
count rate. Harmonics were often observed with the Ra-I sensor, which had a low
saturation level due to the lower number of SPADs per pixel. Repeated structures in
the OCT images due to sensor saturation are depicted in Fig. E.2 of Appendix E.
Simulations and measurements showed that shorter SPAD pulse widths increase the
count rate. This behaviour is predictable with a continuous source (Fig. 5.15c). When
the pulsed source is used, SPADs of a pixel are expected to fire at the same time.
Hence, no increase is expected in the detected counts when changing VBP. However,
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a slight increase of the detected counts is observed with the pulsed source as well
(Fig. 5.15d). This could happen if the laser pulse duration is longer than the generated
SPAD outputs. While simulation and measurement results are seemingly similar, it has
to be pointed out that the actual measurements showed a higher increase of detected
counts, especially in the case of continuous illumination. This is most likely due to
inaccurate simulation parameters.
No hard clipping is observed with the red pixels, even for strong, saturating signals.
This is believed to be caused by crosstalk between red SPADs (shown in section
3.4.5) and potentially increased afterpulsing. For example, the detected count rates
with a pulsed source and red SPADs can increase well above the laser repetition
rate (even though the maximum count rate should be equal to the laser repetition
rate). The number of extra counts (not directly caused by incoming photons but from
previous and neighbouring avalanche breakdowns) increases with the optical power.
This effect could be beneficial from a spectral interferometry point of view, since it
increases the modulation depth of the interferometric fringes, just as if the detector
had internal amplification. However, the extra counts from crosstalk and afterpulsing do
not scale linearly with the incident optical power, and hence they introduce harmonics
in the Fourier domain, and cause repeated depth profiles, accordingly. Another likely
drawback is the loss of spectral resolution. Nonetheless, appropriate evaluation of the
idea requires further considerations and thorough testing.
In the case of CCD and CMOS cameras, the saturation depends on the well depth.
Essentially, this sets an upper limit on the integral of the detected signal. As a result,
short exposure times can tolerate stronger optical signals, but long exposures might
saturate the device even at lower optical powers. The PointGrey camera, which was
tested against the Ra sensors, saturates when the optical power is about 2 to 2.5 µW
from the Exalos light source, at 50 µs exposure time. At an exposure time of 1 ms,
this value is only around 100 nW. When 2× 2 pixel binning is applied for increased
sensitivity, this value drops to its quarter. Therefore, it is beneficial for strong optical
signals to use short exposure times. On the other hand, when the exposure time is
short, faint optical signals (e.g. backscattering from deep regions of tissue) integrate a
low charge only, limiting the sensitivity of the system. This is the same type of trade-off
as the one discussed with the sensitivity versus saturation level of SPAD sensors. With
respect to harmonics, the major limiting factor with the PointGrey camera was not a
non-linear pixel response, but the fact that spectral lines were formed of several lines
of the pixel array summed. The detected counts are non-linear to the incident counts
when a single line of pixels in the middle of the optical beam is in saturation.
To tackle strong optical signals without non-linearity and saturation artefacts, SPAD
based detectors need to have a short deadtime. While saturation levels are obviously
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worse for SPAD sensors compared to more common photodiode structures, it is very
likely that future SPAD devices will be more integrated and will approach or improve
on saturation levels.
5.6.3 Continuous and pulsed illumination
Time-resolved detection usually requires pulsed illumination. Modulation is also used
in frequency domain fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM), but this is less
accurate than TCSPC. One of the drawbacks of pulsed illumination is that photon
emission is confined in a short time interval, therefore the light pulses have high peak
powers. This may be problematic in medical applications where the applicable average
excitation power is often limited by safety considerations.
For CCDs and CMOS cameras the temporal distribution of photon arrivals is not
relevant. For SPAD based pixels, however, pulsed sources introduce limitations. Even
when several SPADs are used to form a pixel, the pixel cannot detect more than one
photon of each short laser pulse. Consequently, the highest number of detected counts
is defined by the number of laser pulses during the exposure time. The peak count rate
(and the saturation level), therefore, is limited by the light source repetition rate. Since
the peak count rate is lower than that with a continuous source, the OCT system is
more prone to saturation and harmonics when a pulsed source is used and SPAD
detectors.
It was shown, that the count rate can be increased slightly above the source repetition
rate if the SPAD pulses are sufficiently compressed. Significant count rate increase
can only be achieved by increasing the repetition rate of the pulsed source.
5.6.4 Conclusion
While recent advancements of SPAD sensors are enabling new applications, several
properties of SPAD sensors still need improvement. The main limitations are sensitivity
in the NIR regime and the ability to resolve strong optical signals. There are no funda-
mental stumbling blocks in having low noise and efficient CMOS SPAD sensors. Bursts
of photons could be detected by adding more SPADs per pixel with shorter pulse
widths. Multiple SPADs in a column but with individual counters could enable the de-
tection of multiple photons per laser pulse. Sensitivity can be tackled by stacking them
in 3D. No prior work has focused on time-resolved single-photon detection in OCT and
the aim throughout this chapter has been to showcase the strengths CMOS SPAD
sensors in interferometry. The next chapter discusses the combination of temporally
and spectrally resolved detection with SPAD sensors, focusing on novel applications






There has been a growing interest in detectors with high sensitivity and low noise, es-
pecially in optical applications where photon budgets are low. Complementary metal-
oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD) based sensors
have been successfully deployed to face these challenges in an ever growing range
of applications, especially where strict timing of photons is required. In optical co-
herence tomography (OCT) systems the detected optical signals from backreflection
and backscattering are typically strong, not requiring single-photon resolving cap-
ability. The traditional detectors in these systems have been charge-coupled device
(CCD) and CMOS based sensors. Noise of the sensor negatively affect the OCT
performance. Shot noise limited operation in OCT has been achieved with balanced
detection techniques. Single-photon counting was introduced to OCT by deploying
superconducting single-photon detectors (SSPDs) and SPADs (Mohan et al., 2008).
The avalanche effect in single-photon counting (SPC) removes the readout noise
found in all photodiode based sensors with an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC).
In the previous chapter the applicability of SPAD based line sensors was investigated
in spectral-domain (SD) OCT. The measured sensitivity of the OCT system with Ra-II
was 87 dB with 1 ms exposure time, which is 15 dB lower than that with a commercial
CMOS imager, having a quantum efficiency (QE) of 30 % at 850 nm. Despite the
capability of single-photon counting, SPADs need a higher detection efficiency in the
near infrared (NIR) region (see Fig. 3.23). Handling strong optical signals and bursts
of photons is another challenge for SPAD sensors in OCT. The main advantage of
SPAD based sensors is the unprecedented capability of timestamping photons with
high resolution on hundreds of parallel channels. For each detected photon, time-
correlation can be established with respect to laser pulses or other events, opening
new avenues in studying the backscattered spectra. Therefore, there is untapped
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potential in combining low coherence interferometry with arrays of time-resolved single
photon counters for advanced spectroscopy applications.
6.1.1 Time-resolved spectral-domain optical coherence tomography
This chapter investigates the idea of time-resolved detection of interferometric spec-
tra, focusing on potential applications in SD OCT. Figure 6.1 depicts the concept
of the combined detection scheme. Time-resolved detection at the current state of
SPAD technology is capable of resolving distances of a few millimetres, using pulsed
light sources and time-of-flight measurements of the reflected pulses (Niclass et al.,
2005; Burri et al., 2016). A time-resolution of femtoseconds, in theory, could reveal
micrometre-resolved depths. Currently, differentiation of distances with micrometre
resolution requires interferometric techniques. While providing high depth resolution,
low-coherence interferometry is limited to a total depth of few millimetres. The concept
of our proposed approach is to combine time-resolved detection and spectral low-
coherence interferometry, using CMOS SPAD based sensors in interferometer based
optical arrangements. With a pulsed source, the sensor assigns the interferometric
spectrum of each pulse to coarse depth regions of a few millimetres, based on its time
of arrival.
As an example in Fig. 6.1, a time resolution of 20 ps would provide 3 mm resolution
along the depth (assuming that the optical signal travels with the speed of light in
vacuum). The interferometric spectra are to be used to fine-resolve the coarse depth
regions through the inverse Fourier transform, providing micrometre resolution within
each coarse depth region. In order to construct interferometric spectra at each time-
bin, multiple reflective surfaces are needed along the reference arm. The zero depth of
the fine resolved depth profile in each bin is set out by the reflective surface belonging
to the bin. For this, closely spaced semi-reflective surfaces are to be used (Fig. 6.2).
The proposed technique has potential benefits across multiple applications and is
intended to open up new ways in studying optical phenomena. As an example, SD
OCT systems have a limited imaging depth, due to the Hermitian symmetry property of
the Fourier transform and the finite spectral resolution of the sensor. The interference
spectrum is real-valued, hence its inverse Fourier transform is redundant. Several
studies have focused on improving the imaging depth. One way to double the imaging
depth is to reconstruct the complex representation of the inverse Fourier transform
(full-range complex (FRC) SD OCT). Subsequent phase-shifted measurements of
the interferogram could be performed for this, at the expense of the line-rate and
the imaging speed. Phase shifts can be produced by changing the reference arm
path length. However, systems deploying electro- and acousto-optic modulators and
piezo transducers as phase-shifters (Fercher et al., 1998; Wojtkowski et al., 2002)
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Figure 6.1: Combining time-resolved detection and low coherence interferometry.
Time-resolved detection with ps resolution assigns the detected spectra to depth
regions with mm resolution. Each spectrum along the depth can be resolved then
to a fine depth profile with µm resolution.
Figure 6.2: The construction of interferometric fringes at each time bin can be
achieved, conceptually, by tightly spaced semi-reflective surfaces in the reference arm.
The position of each reflector assigns the zero path difference for each interferometric
spectrum detected in the time bins, and therefore needs to match the depth belonging
to the time bin resolution. Each reference arm reflection interferes with the sample
arm signal from the same depth, forming the spectrum revealing the fine resolved
depth profile in the respective depth region.
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have increased complexity and cost. A more effective phase shift was proposed by
introducing a slight displacement between the probe beam and the pivot axis of the
galvanometer scanner mirror which is used for transversal scanning (Götzinger et al.,
2005; Leitgeb et al., 2007; An and Wang, 2007). The doubled depth range of FRC OCT
systems (Götzinger et al., 2005; Leitgeb et al., 2007; An and Wang, 2007; Baumann
et al., 2007; Jungwirth et al., 2009; An et al., 2010) is still not satisfactory for many
applications. Imaging of even larger depths was achieved with multiple channel con-
figurations (Grajciar et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2009). The drawbacks of these systems
include an increased size, cost and complexity of the optical arrangements. In our
proposed method the imaging depth covered by the sensor can be multiplied by the
number of time bins. With a given bin resolution, the number of bins and therefore
the number of coarse depth regions and the total imaging depth is governed by the
repetition rate of the pulsed light source. The penetration of light into tissue is still
limited by scattering, determining how well the structures below the top surface can
be seen. The depth that is accessible for the sensor, however, is increased and not
limited by sampling of the spectrum. Therefore, a certain thickness of the sample can
be studied (limited by scattering), independently of the position of the top surface along
the total depth seen by the time-resolved sensor (Fig. 6.2).
6.1.2 Time-gated spectral-domain optical coherence tomography
The finite dynamic range of the detector is often problematic in SD OCT. Limited
dynamic range of the sensor reduces the visibility of weak reflections in the presence
of strong scattering interfaces along the depth. This is even more of a problem when
the strong backreflected signal saturates the detector (LaRocca et al., 2011). Different
solutions have been proposed to overcome this problem based on post processing
the acquired data (Huang and Kang, 2012; Lee et al., 2014), automatic control of
the reference signal intensity (Kim et al., 2015), or using a dual-line CCD camera
(Wu et al., 2014). Time-gating unwanted reflections in SD OCT is one example where
the combination of time-resolved detection and interferometry can be advantageous.
Time-resolved detection allows differentiation of multiple reflections along the optical
path, and the removal of the signal of unwanted reflections. In these cases, when a
single depth region of interest is to be recorded only, time-gated photon counting can
be applied instead of recording full time-resolved spectral histograms. In the previously
discussed explanation, time-gating of SD OCT signals can be considered as focusing
the detection of interferometric spectra only to a certain coarse depth region (see the
blue axis and box in Fig. 6.1). Consequently, only a single reference arm reflector
is required, further reducing the complexity of the optical arrangement. To elaborate,
Fig. 6.3a describes how unwanted reflections are filtered out by a time-gate, in a scen-
ario where multiple reflections arise from structures along the optical path. Important
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parameters affecting the efficiency of the gating technique are the instrument response
function (IRF) of the detector, the rise-time and uncertainty of the gate position, and
the distance between the reflectors to be distinguished (Fig. 6.3b).
Figure 6.3: Time-gating can be applied to prevent the detection of unwanted
reflections. The most important parameters determining the efficiency of the gating
method are: the distance between the reflections of interest and the unwanted signal,
the instrument response function, and the steepness and jitter of the gate window (a).
When the reflections are too close to each other, a gate window with finite steepness
either lets a significant amount of light detected from the unwanted reflection (’Gate
1’), or cuts out part of the signal of interest as well (’Gate 3’) (b).
Due to the detection uncertainty expressed by the IRF, the detection of photons from a
single reflector is dispersed in time. The distribution of photons in time, in a continuous
case, is given by their probability density function. Since no detector can measure the
arrival time with infinite accuracy, a discrete approach is used instead. The amount
of photons detected at a certain narrow time region (time point with finite width) can
be modelled using binomial distribution. In the case when the probability for a single
photon to be detected at this time region is low and many photons arrive from the
reflector, the number of photons NIRF (td) detected at a narrow region around time
point td can be approximated using Poisson distribution, as a limit of the binomial
distribution (equation 6.1). It is exactly the parameter of this Poisson distribution (µIRF )
that is estimated for each time point (with finite width) when the IRF is recorded. When
two reflectors are close to each other, some photons from the first reflector might
be detected during the time when photons from the second reflector are expected,
due to the detection uncertainty. The overlapping signals from the two closely spaced
reflectors are embedded in the interferometric fringes and the A-scans, therefore the
final image shows some signal from both of the reflectors. Reflectors closer to each
other than the IRF, therefore, cannot be perfectly distinguished. The expected amount
of overlap can be estimated using the two IRFs.
Another important case to discuss is when a reflector is close to the position of the
time-gate (Fig. 6.3b). Temporal discrimination (either performed by masking the coun-
ters or gating the SPADs) has essentially a binary state. When gating (or masking)
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the detected signal, each photon hitting the sensor is either counted or not, depending
on its time of arrival. The gate profile in function of time is a statistical representation
of the amount of gated photons Ngated(td) at each time point td. With this model in
mind and continuing to use discrete time points, the gate profile describes probability
parameters p(td) of a Bernoulli trial of N(td) photons arriving at td (see equation 6.2).
Gating the tail of an IRF hence becomes a Bernoulli sampling process of the photon
population at td. With no gating, as discussed above, the number of photons at time
point td is Poisson distributed around the expected value µIRF (td), described by the
IRF (recall equation 6.1). It can be shown, that binomial selection of elements of
a population with Poisson distributed size results in a Poisson distributed number of
selected elements. The expected value of the number of selected elements is the
product of the probability parameter of the binomial selection and the expected value
of the original population size (equation 6.3).
NIRF (td) ∼ Poi{µIRF (td)} (6.1)
Ngated(td) ∼ B{p(td), N(td)} (6.2)
Ngated(td)|N(td)=Ngated(td)|NIRF (td) ∼ Poi{p(td) · µIRF (td)} (6.3)
According to the above discussed model, when an optical signal partially overlaps with
the gate, photons at the edge of the gate are accepted on a statistical basis, but with
a large photon population the edge of the gate acts like an attenuator. The amount of
attenuation depends on the profile of the gate edge. Due to this attenuation, closely
spaced reflections may not be separated perfectly by the gate (as opposed to the situ-
ation when the gate has a perfectly sharp edge). This, in itself, is not a major limitation
of the gating technique. To minimise the contribution of an unwanted reflection to the
gated signal, one could, for example, perform subsequent measurements with slightly
shifted gate positions, and reconstruct an estimation of the reflection of interest using
a weighted sum of the gated measurements. Provided a high resolution of the gate
position, analysis of the gate edge uncertainty could also be performed by calculating
the difference of the gated signals acquired with neighbouring positions of the gate.
The challenge arises when gating is considered at each pixel of the spectrum. When
the gate profile is the same at each pixel, a constant attenuation of the entire spec-
trum is provided (Fig. 6.4a). In this case, the intensity of the interference spectrum,
belonging to the feature partially overlapping with the gate, gets weaker, but the shape
of the does not change. Consequently, partially gated features should appear fainter
in the OCT images. In contrast, mismatch of the gate position across the pixels and
different IRFs (see Fig. 6.5) infer a pixel dependent attenuation (Fig. 6.4b), and causes
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distortion of the gated fringes. A-scans of the distorted fringes have an increased noise
level. In summary, the noise level of A-scans increases if the gates and/or IRFs are
different across the pixels.
Figure 6.4: The amount of gated signal is constant across the spectrum if all the
pixels have the same instrument response function (IRF) and there is no mismatch in
the gate positions across the pixels (a). In reality, the IRF varies from pixel to pixel,
and the gate positions are also slightly different at each pixel (b). Consequently, the
amount of gated signal has variations across the spectrum as well, adding spectral
noise to the gated spectrum.
A slightly different approach of temporal sectioning is to record the entire time-profile
of the signals, and focus on a specific time region of interest only. In practice, this
is achieved by recording the time-resolved spectral histograms and selecting certain
time-bins only. This method is denoted as windowing. In this case, we face a similar
problem when the window is overlapping with an optical signal. The problem again is
a pixel dependent IRF and timing. However, in this case it is not the timing of the gate
position that matters but the different timing of photons at each pixel. As an example,
Fig. 6.5 shows the IRFs measured for red SPADs of the Ra-II sensor, using the filtered
light of the supercontinuum light source. The plot illustrates well, that timing is not
uniform across the pixels. Ultimately, timing mismatches across the pixels are caused
by different uncertainties of photon detection (SPADs jitter), non-uniform behaviour of
the time-to-digital converters (TDCs) (and delay lines, in the case of Ra-I) and potential
mismatches in clock trees routing their signals to the pixels.
In the next sections removal of unwanted reflections through time-resolved detection
in an OCT setup is demonstrated. First, simulations are presented to illustrate the
effect of timing mismatch on the noise of the A-scans from gated measurements.
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Figure 6.5: Histogram of the instrument response function (IRF) of the Ra-II red
SPADs showing variations across the pixels in the timing and the IRF shape. The
filtered and attenuated light of the supercontinuum light source was directly pointed at
the sensor for the measurement. An approximated bin resolution of 50 ps per time-bin
was used for plotting.
Following this, time-masking measurements of interference spectra are carried out
both with Ra-I and Ra-II, at various distances between the source of the unwanted
reflection and the sample of interest. The histogram mode of Ra-II was applied for
resolving the entire time-profile of the interference signals. The time bin resolution
and summing of bins were analysed for better understanding of the technique, in
preparation for future studies in which extended depth OCT measurements can be
performed. The chapter closes discussing these results, potential application of the
time-resolved interferometric technique, and associated challenges.
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Timing uniformity
Simulations were carried out to demonstrate how timing variations across the pixels
affect the A-scans calculated from time-gated interference spectra. For this, an inter-
ference spectrum was simulated first (Fig. 6.6a), over 512 spectral points, assuming a
slight path difference between two arms of an interferometer and a perfect Gaussian-
shaped excitation beam. In the next step, it was simulated how the time-resolved line
sensor would detect this interference signal. The interference signal is expected to be
a sharp pulse in time, however the sensor sees it widened, owing to the IRF. Two
spectral IRF histograms were generated. The first one was taken from a real IRF
measurement (Fig. 6.6b), with each pixel’s time-trace scaled to have a unity area. The
second spectral IRF was meant to describe a case when timing is uniform across the
pixels. This was simulated by repeating a single pixel’s IRF from the first (measured)
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histogram for all the pixels of the second (ideal) histogram, to construct a uniform
spectral IRF. Following this, each line of time bins of the two histograms was multiplied
by the original interference spectrum, to express how much of the interference signal
would be detected in the respective time bins. To account for noise, Poisson random
numbers were generated around the values at each pixel and each bin of the two
spectral histograms. This is shown in Fig. 6.6c,d for the real (non-uniform) and the
ideal (uniform) case. A window at 14.5 to 16.5 ns was defined around the peak, and
the lines of time bins within the window were summed, for both histograms. In the last
step, the A-scans from the two summed lines were calculated, using the previously
described processing methods. Details of the simulation of the incident interferometric
spectrum can be found in section C.2 of Appendix C.
Figure 6.6: To analyse the effect of non-uniform timing across the pixels, interference
fringes are simulated first (a). Spectral instrument response function (IRF) histograms
are used to describe the temporal profile of the measured interference signal. The real
timing behaviour of the Ra-II sensor is expressed by a real spectral IRF measurement
(b). The ideal case, with uniform timing, is simulated by using the measured IRF of
a single pixel, for all the pixels of the simulated, ideal case (not shown). Multiplying
the two IRF histograms (at each line of bins) with the interference spectrum gives the
expected number of photons detected at each time bin. Poisson distributed photon
counts were generated at each pixel and bin of the temporally and spectrally resolved
interference signals, both in the real (a) and the ideal (b) cases.
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6.2.2 Time-gated spectral-domain optical coherence tomography
Measurements were carried with both Ra-I and Ra-II to test the removal of reflections
along the beam path using temporal discrimination. In the proof of concept study, the
gating performance was investigated in function of the distance between the signal of
interest and the reflection to be removed. For this, a thin (~220 µm thick) glass slide
was placed in the sample arm, in order to mimic strong, unwanted reflections that
we would want to remove using a temporal gate/mask (Fig. 6.7). Interfering reflections
from the two sides of the glass appears as two horizontal lines in the OCT images (see
Fig. 6.13 to 6.15). The side of the glass slide which is closer to the fibre tip appears
at zero depth in the images. The other side of the glass appears at a depth that is
governed by the thickness of the glass slide. This way the actual position of the glass
slide along the sample arm does not affect the image of the reflections from the slide.
Several measurements were carried out at different positions of the glass slide along
the sample arm. With the Ra-I sensor, the objective lens had a focal length of 30 mm
(AC254-030-A-ML, Thorlabs Ltd, UK). The glass slide was placed between the fibre
coupler and the objective lens. In the case of Ra-II, the focal length of the lens was
50 mm. The glass slide was placed at several positions at both sides of the lens.
As discussed above, one of the key parameters affecting the efficiency of this gating
technique is the uncertainty of the detection timing. This is mostly determined by the
laser pulse width and the sensor IRF. For this reason, the blue SPADs were used,
with shorter IRF tail. Temporal discrimination of unwanted reflections with Ra-I was
performed by enabling/disabling the photon counters of the sensor. The delay lines
on Ra-I, defining the width and the position of the temporal mask, have a resolution
of 1.4 ns. For finer alignment of the mask position, the laser sync signal (triggering
the mask) was delayed through a delay box with 500 ps resolution (DB64, Stanford
Research Systems, USA). The excess bias voltage was 700 mV. For each A-scan an
exposure time of 200 µs was used.
With Ra-II, both masking the photon counters and gating the SPADs through bias
modulation are possible. Experiments for temporal discrimination in SD OCT were
carried out using both techniques. The excess bias voltage was 400 mV, and a single
line of 1 ms exposure was captured for each A-scan. The delay box was used for crude
timing of the laser sync delay. Fine alignment was accomplished using the Ra-II delay
lines of 50 ps.
Two subsequent scans were performed in each measurement, one with no masking
applied, and one with the temporal mask/gate turned on. The previously described




Figure 6.7: Optical arrangement in the two arms of the interferometer. A thin (~220 µm)
glass slide was placed along the sample arm path to mimic strong reflections in the
A-scans, independently from the actual distance of the target sample and the glass
slide. The glass slide was either placed between the objective lens and the sample, or
on the other side of the lens for increased distance from the sample.
6.2.3 Time-resolved spectral-domain optical coherence tomography
Time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) can be applied to record the entire
time-trace of interferometric spectra. Due to the slowness of TCSPC, a stable sample
is needed to reduce motion artefacts. The reasonably wide IRF and low TDC resolution
of Ra-I impose further difficulties in studying the time profile of the interference spectra.
Therefore, histogram mode of Ra-II was used to acquire the full time-resolved spectral
data, with much higher photon count rates (up to the repetition rate of the laser). In
this mode, the TDCs are reset after each laser sync pulse. Photon counters, forming
the time-bins with user defined resolution, are increased with the detected photons
automatically.
Counts versus time and wavelength are recorded for each scanning point (top line of
Fig. 6.8). At this stage, the signal can be manipulated based on its temporal content.
E.g. certain time bins can be selected, related to the depth region of interest, or each
line of bins (belonging to each coarse depth regions) can be processed separately.
Spectral lines, similar to those given by SPC, are retrieved from the lines of bins
selected (middle line of Fig. 6.8). Finally, the spectral lines of the scanning positions
are transformed to A-scans (and the final OCT image), as described previously (bot-
tom image of Fig. 6.8). For the background subtraction step of the processing chain,
spectrally and temporally resolved data cubes were recorded in a similar fashion, but
only with the reference arm enabled. The final OCT image in Fig. 6.8 is from an actual
measurement of a fingertip, using the above described steps. The quality of the image
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is in good agreement with those captured in SPC mode. The additional benefit is that
time-resolved data acquisition offers means for altering the data before generating the
spectral lines, based on the time of arrival.
Figure 6.8: Time-resolved spectral-domain (SD) optical coherence tomography (OCT)
can be applied to show a specific depth region of interest in an OCT image (or B-scan).
For this, time-resolved spectral data is recorded at each scanning points (top line).
The selected bin (or several bins summed) belonging to the depth region of interest
provides the interference spectra at each scanning point (middle line). These spectra
are then processed using standard SD OCT processing steps to generate the B-scan.
In this demonstration each time-resolved spectrum was summed along the entire time
axis, therefore the final image is expected to be the same as in SPC mode.
Histogram mode of the Ra-II sensor allows a zooming capability by selecting the
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resolution of each time-bin (Erdogan et al., 2019). At high bin resolution the reflections
overlap several bins, due to the IRF. Consequently, each bin holds a lower number
of counts. At low bin resolution the time-sectioning is compromised, but the number
of detected counts in each time-bin is increased. An increased number of counts
favours the signal to shot noise ratio. Therefore there is a trade-off between temporal
sectioning capability and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), determined by the bin width,
which in turn is set by the selected histogram mode. The thin glass slide at <10 cm
from a fixed sample was used to analyse different histogram mode settings, and
compare their effect. The sample was a microscope slide, with three layers of paraffin
on it. As discussed above, the interference of the reflections from the two sides of the
thin glass slide appears as lines at fixed depths in the OCT image (Fig. 6.9).
Figure 6.9: OCT image of three layers of paraffin on a microscope slide and a thin
(~220 µm) glass slide at <10 cm distance. Different histogram modes are to be tested
to see if the glass slide reflection can be removed from the image through windowing
the histogram, while maintaining sufficient signal-to-noise ratio.
Various histogram modes were tested with the above described sample configuration.
Spectral lines were formed by summing several bins containing the signal of interest.
In each A-scan, calculated from background subtracted spectral lines, the intensity
belonging to the sample’s top surface was measured against the highest intensity not
belonging to any feature (noise). The calculated SNR values, therefore, express the
dynamic range (DR) of the images. SNR values were averaged over the scanning
points, and the calculation process was repeated with different exposure times from
0.5 to 2.5 ms. The SNR (DR) values achieved in different histogram modes were
compared, along with measurements in SPC mode.
As discussed, at high bin resolutions the detected optical signals from a certain re-
flector may overlap several time-bins (see the plots in the top line of Fig. 6.8). In these
cases, summing several selected bins together increases the number of counts in the
resulting spectral line, and the signal to shot noise ratio. On the other hand, when sev-
eral bins with minimal or no signal are included in the summation, the noise from dark
counts is unnecessarily increased in the A-scans and the final image (Fig. 6.10). The
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effect of the number of selected time-bins on the achievable sensitivity was measured
using two mirrors in the interferometer with a slight path difference. The sample arm
signal was attenuated to a level where only a minor interference signal was detected
by the sensor. The interference signal was recorded using the histogram mode with
the highest, 50.4 ps, bin resolution, which corresponds to a step size of 7.5 mm along
the depth. Spectral lines were generated from the time-resolved data by selecting a
progressively higher number of time-bins around the bin with peak intensity. A-scans
were generated from the background subtracted spectral lines. The peak in each A-
scan belonging to the signal from the mirror was measured against the highest peak
belonging to noise. The measured attenuation of the neutral density (ND) filters was
added to the SNR for the final sensitivity values. The measurement was repeated
several times in order to minimise statistical uncertainties. The exposure time was
1 ms in all cases.
Figure 6.10: Three OCT images of a fingertip acquired in time-resolved (histogram)
mode of Ra-II, demonstrating the effect of the number of time bins selected for
spectral lines. When an optical signal overlaps several time bins, summing multiple
bins increases the number of counts in the extracted spectral lines, which in turn
increases the signal-to-noise ratio of the A-scans. Summing too many bins (with low
signal) however amplifies the noise. The noise is high in the image where 24 time-bins
were summed for the spectral lines (a). The noise is reduced but the signal intensity
is maintained when only 8 bins are selected (b). If only a single time-bin is used, the
low number of counts in the spectral lines compromise the signal-to-noise ratio and
the image quality (c).
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Temporal sectioning experiments using the histogram mode of Ra-II were also per-
formed in a similar scenario as with gating/masking. For convenience, a fingertip was
used as a sample and a thin glass slide at roughly 4 cm distance from the fingertip.
The actual sample (fingertip) in this case is less relevant, since the focus is on the
reflection from the glass slide, which is to be removed through gating.
The selected time-bin resolution was 50.4 ps. 7 bins of the time-resolved data were
summed for spectral lines. These bins included the signal from the fingertip only.
The exposure time was set to 1 ms. The objective lens used had a focal length of
30 mm and the scanning range was 2.5 mm. Given the bin resolution (corresponding to
7.6 mm distance), the applied optics is not expected to effect the temporal sectioning.
For background lines, the same 7 time-bins were summed on the time-resolved data
from the reference arm.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Timing uniformity
The simulation results show a difference of 9.8 dB in the baseline on the A-scans
(calculated as an average of FFT bins 28 to 256) (Fig. 6.11). The reason for an
increased base line (noise level) when the true IRF is used is mismatched windowing,
and therefore varying attenuation of the windowed spectrum at each pixel. In con-
trast, Fig. 6.12 shows the A-scans calculated from a uniformly windowed interference
spectrum, and the spectrum when no windowing is used, but the entire time-trace
is summed. In this case, we see an attenuation of the peak, since the tail of time-
resolved signal is clipped by the window. However, because the window cuts the signal
uniformly, no noise increase is observed.
Figure 6.11: Windowed interference spectra from the simulated time-resolved spectral
histograms (a), and the respective A-scans (b).
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Figure 6.12: The A-scan peak decreases if not the entire signal is collected within the
time-window, but provided that the cutting is uniform across the pixels, the interference
spectrum will not be distorted, adding no noise to the A-scan.
6.3.2 Time-gated spectral-domain optical coherence tomography
Figure 6.13a shows the image of the fingertip with the additional glass slide, taken
with Ra-I in SPC mode without any temporal discrimination. Straight after taking the
non-masked image, another image was acquired with the temporal mask turned on
(Fig. 6.13b). A randomly selected A-scan is shown in Fig. 6.13c without and with
masking applied. The intensity was suppressed by 23.3 dB in the case of the reflection
from one side of the artefactual glass slide (zero depth), and 18.7 dB for the reflection
from the other side (~220 µm depth). The temporal mask position and width have a
low resolution with Ra-I. The mask position resolution is 500 ps, set by the external
delay box, and the mask length resolution is 1.4 ns, set by the delay line resolution of
Ra-I. The timing characteristics and long IRF of the sensor required that the reflection
arises from no shorter distance than 10 cm from the sample.
Ra-II has superior timing characteristics. This allows removal of the glass reflection
using the described masking technique, even when the glass slide is only 3 cm away
from the sample (Fig. 6.14a,b, without and with masking, respectively). Owing to the
short IRF, the signal from the glass slide does not overlap with the signal from the
sample, hence it can be removed entirely. Compared to the case with Ra-I, the OCT
image is noisier when the mask is turned on (Fig. 6.14b). The most probable reason
for this is an overlap between the glass reflection’s IRF tail and the gate, which varies
somewhat from pixel to pixel, and/or a relative mismatch in the gate lengths per pixel,
see Fig. 6.4 and section 6.3.1.
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Figure 6.13: Image of a fingertip and glass slide without (a) and with temporal
discrimination (b). Reduced reflection from the glass slide is shown in a single A-scan
(c). The exposure time was 200 µs. The distance of the glass slide from the fingertip
was 10 cm, but the interfering reflections from the sides of the glass slide (common
path interference) are naturally superimposed on the fingertip depth profile.
Figure 6.14: Ra-II allows complete removal of the glass slide reflection at a distance
of 3 cm from the fingertip using the masking technique. Both the fingertip and the glass
slide are visible in the image with no masking applied (a). With masking, the noise in
the image increases due to per pixel mask variation and clipping of the tail of the glass
reflection (see section 6.3.1 and Fig. 6.4) (b). The exposure time was 1 ms.
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When the distance is even shorter between the reflectors, the signals from the sample
and glass slide are more and more overlapping, due to the IRFs, obstructing com-
plete removal of the glass reflections. Figure 6.15 demonstrates this case, when the
distance between the fingertip and the glass slide was 8 mm. The rising edge of the
mask was set between the glass and fingertip signals, and scanned with the smallest
possible step size (50.4 ps), as shown in Fig. 6.15d. Three particular cases are depic-
ted with 100.8 ps difference in the mask edge position between them (Fig. 6.15a to c).
As seen in the masked images (Fig. 6.15a2,b2 and c2), the glass reflection is getting
fainter as the mask is moving away from the signal of the glass slide. However, as the
mask moves away from the glass reflection, the signal of interest also decreases as a
decreasing fraction of it is covered by the gate.
The Ra-II sensor allows gating of the blue SPADs through modulating their bias voltage.
As discussed in chapter 3, in the case of the gating method, the timing of the gate
edges have more strict requirements compared to the counter masking method. Namely,
a minimum time delay has to be maintained between the rising edge of the SPAD
enable signal and the falling edge of the QUENCH signal (see Fig. 3.7). The advantage
of the gating method compared to masking is that the SPADs are completely turned
off in the ’off’ period, making them insensitive to strong, saturating optical signals.
Therefore, a faint signal of interest can be detected, even in the presence of saturating
reflections. For this, the strong optical signal has to arrive in the time region when the
SPAD is disabled, and the signal of interest has to arrive when the SPAD is enabled
and the QUENCH signal is low (Fig. 6.16a). With the current design of Ra-II, these
time-regions have to be several ns apart. Thus, this gating method is impractical if the
source of the saturating signal is within a few cm vicinity of the structure of interest.
Measurements were performed for gating off glass slide reflections from a few cm
distance of the sample of interest. In these cases the unwanted signal arrived in the
’on’ period of the SPADs, but when the QUENCH signal was still high (Fig. 6.16b). The
signal of interest arrived when the SPADs were still enabled, but the QUENCH signal
was already low. No successful gating could be performed in these cases, indicating
that a saturating signal hitting an enabled SPAD (even if arriving when the SPAD is
quenched) prevents the detection of the signal of interest.
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Figure 6.15: Non-masked/masked image pairs with 100 ps (corresponding to 15 mm)
between the mask positions (a1,a2; b1,b2 and c1,c2). The glass slide from which the
reflection is to be removed is at 8 mm distance from the target. At this distance, the
signals convolved with the instrument response function are overlapping. Depending
on the mask position, either the glass slide reflection is not gated entirely (a2), or the
signal from the fingertip is masked off as well (c2). When the gate cuts either reflection
(signal from the fingertip or the glass slide), the gate position variation across pixels
adds varying amount of noise to each A-scan. The exposure time was 1 ms in each
case.
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Figure 6.16: Timing of the SPAD gating signals of Ra-II. For complete removal of a
reflection, it needs to be several nanoseconds (>2 m) away from the signal of interest
(a). If the distance between the signal of interest and the unwanted reflection is only a
few centimetres, the unwanted reflection arrives to the SPADs while they are enabled
(b).
Time-resolved spectral-domain optical coherence tomography
Unwanted reflections (such as the one from the thin glass slide) can only be removed
from the OCT image if they are well separated from the signal belonging to the sample
(microscope slide). The effect of the time-bin resolutions is shown in Fig. 6.17, for a bin
resolution of 201.6 ps (Fig. 6.17a,c) and 352.8 ps (Fig. 6.17b,d). Respective B-scans
are shown in Fig. 6.17c and Fig. 6.17d.
SNR of the top layer of the paraffin sample is shown in Fig. 6.18, when different
bin resolutions are used. Even though the measured SNR values have statistical
variations, generally they follow the same exposure time dependency as the SNR
in SPC. Two major factors are considered governing the SNR, the amount of signal
detected (with its the respective amount of shot noise) and dark counts. Several bins
were summed in each case to generate the interference spectra. The range of bins to
sum was determined to cover all the bins over which the photon counts were dispersed
due to the IRF. As a result, the number of counts in the interference spectra was the
same in each case. Not considering outliers, the SNR values of different histogram
modes are reasonably close to each other. This indicates that dark noise is also
similar in each case, even though there is a doubling of the bin size in subsequent
histogram modes tested. This is plausible given the dark count rate (DCR) of SPADs
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Figure 6.17: With 201.6 ps per time-bin resolution, the reflections from the microscope
and glass slides are well separated (a), and therefore the unwanted reflection from the
thin glass slide can be easily removed from the B-scan using the described windowing
technique (c). At a lower bin resolution of 352.8 ps, most of the reflection from the thin
glass slide falls to the same time-bin as the signal from the sample (b), and hence
cannot be entirely removed from the B-scan (d).
and the short length of exposure time. Cases marked with circles in Fig. 6.18 could
not distinguish between the signal of interest and the unwanted reflection.
Figure 6.19 shows the measured OCT sensitivity in function of the number of bins
summed for generating spectral lines. Selecting only a few time-bins gives lower counts
in the generated spectral lines, and a lower sensitivity consequently. This is because
the signal of interest extends to several time-bins, since the IRF is wider than a single
time-bin of 50.4 ps. Above 8 bins, the sensitivity does not increase further, since the
additional bins do not contain any signal. We see no significant decrease in sensitivity
either, even though the additional time-bins only include noise. The reasons for this
is twofold. On one hand, the dark count contribution of a single bin (compared to
dark counts in SPC mode) is expected to be minor, since a single time-bin of ~50 ps
covers only 11000 of the 50 ns laser period. On the other hand, DCR noise has minor
contribution on the SNR at this exposure time in the first place, as seen before. Indeed,
the highest sensitivity (86 dB) is similar to that achieved in SPC mode, again indicating
that the contribution of DCR to the overall noise is secondary.
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Figure 6.18: Dynamic range (DR) of optical coherence tomography images in function
of exposure time, acquired in time-resolved mode with varying bin resolution, and
single photon counting. The sample was three layers of paraffin on a microscope slide.
An additional glass slide was placed <10 cm away from the target to test the effect of
bin resolution on temporal-sectioning. DR was calculated as the signal intensity of the
top surface of the sample compared to the highest noise intensity, averaged over the
A-scans. DR of time-resolved detection in function of exposure time generally follows
the trend of DR in single-photon counting mode. Measurements marked with circles
cannot differentiate between the sample and the glass slide because both signals fall
to the same time bin.
Figure 6.19: Sensitivity of the optical coherence tomography system using the
histogram mode of Ra-II with 50.4 ps bin resolution, in function of the number of bins
selected for generating spectral lines. Several bins needs to be summed, since the
instrument response function is wider than a single time-bin. The highest sensitivity
lines up with single-photon counting measurements, and stays constant above 8 time-
bins, indicating that dark count rate has minor effect on sensitivity. The exposure time
was 1 ms. 37 measurements are plotted to show statistical variations.
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Finally, Fig. 6.20 shows the effect of temporal sectioning using windowing, with a
fingertip in focus of the sample arm objective and a glass slide ~4 cm away (directly
placed on the objective lens). Figure 6.20a shows the image acquired in SPC mode,
using 1024 pixels. In Fig. 6.20b the image taken in histogram mode is shown, with the
detection focused on the signal from the fingertip only. Here, only 512 pixels could be
used, explaining the shorter depth of field.
Figure 6.20: Optical coherence tomography image of a fingertip and a glass slide at
a distance of roughly 4 cm (a). The glass reflection is removed by windowing the time-
resolved interference spectra (b). For this, the histogram mode of Ra-II was used with
a bin resolution of 50.4 ps. The exposure time was 1 ms.
6.4 Discussion
In this chapter, a novel detection scheme is proposed combining time-resolved detec-
tion and low-coherence interferometry. The overall approach is illustrated in Fig. 6.1.
Assuming a multiply reflective reference arm along depths d1, d2, ..., etc., spectral
interferometry can be obtained for each separate depth by deploying time-gating or
TCSPC.
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6.4.1 Time-gating and masking
Time-gating or windowing can be used to remove unwanted reflections and overcome
saturation problems. In the presence of strong, saturating reflections, the reference
arm power is adjusted, so that the reflection does not saturate the detector. Con-
sequently, the lower limit of detection, in this case, will not be that set by shot noise
but the finite dynamic range of the detector. Time-gating was shown to be effective in
these scenarios to prevent detection of the strong reflection, so that the reference arm
power can be set to a high level where the detection is shot noise limited, increasing
the contrast of weak reflectors in the OCT images (Muller and Fraser, 2009).
Several tests were performed with the Ra-I and Ra-II line sensors to remove strong
reflections from the OCT images, using time-masking. The timing characteristics of
the Ra-I sensor required that the distance between the reflector to remove and the
sample of interest is no shorter than 10 cm. Non-linear optics, where the primary beam
is gated provide more accurate timing (Muller and Fraser, 2009), but requires high
power lasers and more complex optical systems. Furthermore, optical shuttering only
allows to remove a certain time region, and not complete time-resolved detection of
spectra (see next section). Ra-II already achieves 8 times better timing performance
than Ra-I, allowing the removal of reflections from a few cm distance. The IRF of Ra-II
is also much shorter, still it compromises how well closely spaced structures can be
distinguished. This is also affected by the sharpness of the mask edges. In Fig. 6.15,
the distance between the sample and the unwanted reflection (8 mm), was similar
to the step resolution of the gate along the depth (7.5 mm). The figure shows that a
slightly shifted gate does not change the amount of gated signal abruptly, confirming
that the widened temporal profile of the optical signals (due to IRF) and the finite rise
of the gate edge overlaps, and prevent perfect cut of the unwanted signal.
Short IRF and uniform timing is needed to avoid spectral noise in the measured
interference signal when gating is applied. In Fig. 6.13 no increased noise is observed
when turning the mask on. The most likely reason for this is the low timing resolution.
Due to the low resolution of the mask position in Ra-I, the reflections from the sample
and the glass slide had to be relatively far from each other. At such distance the
reflections were not clipped by the mask considerably. Timing mismatch across the
pixels can also be introduced by inter pixel delay, due to the spectrometer configuration
(slightly different path lengths for different wavelengths). The Ra-II sensor chip has a
width of ~12 mm and the spectrometer’s focusing lens has a focal length of 150 mm.
From this, the path length of the ray hitting the edge of the sensor is about 150.12 mm.
The 0.12 mm path length difference of rays reaching the sensor’s centre and edge
corresponds to 0.4 ps timing difference, which is negligible with respect to the time
resolution of Ra-II. With different optics, sensor size and temporal resolution, this effect
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may need to be considered and potentially corrected for. This could be performed, e.g.
by measuring the entire time-resolved spectra, and applying a specific time window for
each pixel, which would also reduce the spectral noise caused by non-uniform gating.
The main limitation of the results shown is that the temporal discrimination was carried
out through masking the counters, instead of bias modulation of SPADs. While this is
efficient for removing non-saturating signals from the OCT images, imaging is still
not protected against saturating reflections. In order to provide complete insensitivity
against reflecting signals at short distances from the weak reflecting region of interest,
SPAD gating (when the SPADs are completely turned on/off) needs to have better
temporal resolution.
6.4.2 Time-resolved detection
The proposed approach of combining time-resolved detection and low-coherence in-
terferometry has potential for extended depth imaging, beyond ~2–3 mm that is usu-
ally encountered in spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD OCT). While
this technique still needs thorough experimenting and further studies, the histogram
mode of Ra-II was shown to be suitable for time-resolved detection of the interference
spectra, and temporal sectioning of features along the beam path. In histogram mode,
each time bin has a limited depth. Up to 1024 photons can be counted at each bin
when 32 of them are used. The maximum photon count rate in this mode is equal
to the repetition rate of the light source. The limited counter depth requires short
enough exposure times, so that less than 1024 light pulses are accounted during the
exposure. If this is still problematic e.g. with a very high repetition rate light source, the
counters can be extended to 20 bit depth, operating with only 16 time bins (Erdogan
et al., 2019). In the histogram mode, the time-span of the histograms is restricted
by the fixed number of time bins, therefore high bin resolution comes with a short
observable time range, and vice versa. This affects how many coarse depth regions
can be distinguished (ruled by the number of bins), and how wide they are (ruled by
the bin resolution).
In contrast, TCSPC does not trade temporal resolution for the detected time range. The
former is determined by resolution of the TDCs (50 ps), and the latter is set by the cycle
time of the pulsed light source. The drawback of the technique comes at the acquisition
time, given by the fact that TCSPC operation requires low optical powers and has a
1 photon per pixel per exposure time upper limit on detection rate. For quantitative
comparison of the two acquisition methods, let us assume a 20 MHz repetition rate of
the light source and a maximum photon count rate of 1 % of the source repetition rate
at each pixel, for TCSPC operation. Let us further assume an exposure time that is no
longer than 100 pulses of the source (5 µs) in order to prevent TCSPC artefacts (pile-
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up, counting loss). A minimum acquisition time for collecting 1000 photons at a certain
pixel is, therefore, 5 ms in TCSPC mode. The collection efficiency of histogram mode
has a maximum of one photon per laser pulse (Erdogan et al., 2019). With the same
repetition rate (and a higher optical power) the minimum time to collect 1000 photons
is only 50 µs, which is 100 times shorter. TCSPC is not applicable for time-resolved
SD OCT if minor movements of the observed sample are expected (since this would
cause fringe washout), but only on fixed samples.
The execution time of data acquisition, processing and plotting in histogram mode was
measured by profiling the respective software code. The acquisition of a single OCT
image of 300 A-scans, each with 1 ms exposure time was 385.10 ms in average, if
only the raw data was stored. The execution time was 421.33 ms with live processing
of raw data and plotting, indicating that histogram mode is a good candidate for live
acquisition in practical clinical applications, especially with more efficient SPADs and,
therefore, reduced exposure times. The achieved SNR at this rate (85 to 86 dB) is
similar to that in SPC mode.
Short time bins and efficient photon processing are not the only requirements for
efficient temporal sectioning, the detection also needs to have a short timing uncer-
tainty. The effect of the IRF is important for extended depth OCT as well. When a
signal overlaps several bins, it may appear in each of the affected depth regions and
the respective fine-resolved depth profiles. Potentially, this can be mitigated by post
processing the data, however this requires further considerations and detailed study
of the effect.
Shorter jitter values (e.g. as reported by Burri et al. (2016)) are expected to en-
able improved temporal performance in time-resolved spectral interferometry. Other
applications, such as 3D ranging (e.g. LIDAR) are likely to benefit, where surface
shape is of more interest. We also believe that the platform will be useful for studying
highly scattering tissue samples, as improved timing with SPADs will allow millimetre
and sub-millimetre gating precision. Finally, combining common-path interferometry
with time-resolved detection will be useful for both fluorescence and backscattered





Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) single-photon avalanche diode
(SPAD) sensors with high resolution timing circuits are being more and more widely
applied in biophotonics applications. Bruschini et al. (2019) provide a thorough review
of the scientific literature on CMOS SPADs in biophotonics in the last 15 years. In this
thesis, the unique feature of SPAD sensors of spectrally and temporally resolved light
detection on the single-photon level was applied, focusing on improvements in three
techniques in particular. The three techniques: time-resolved fluorescence spectro-
scopy (TRFS), time-gated Raman spectroscopy and spectral-domain optical coher-
ence tomography (SD OCT) are all associated with different light levels and they set
diverse requirements towards an ideal detector. Two CMOS SPAD based linear sensor
arrays with per pixel timing circuits were the key components in the research, the Ra-
I sensor (Krstajić et al., 2015; Kufcsák et al., 2017) and its improved version, Ra-II
(Erdogan et al., 2019).
7.1.1 Fluorescence and Raman spectroscopy
Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy is a well established technique for measur-
ing nanosecond fluorescence decays, using time-correlated single-photon counting
(TCSPC) (Millar, 1996). Single-photon counting detectors, such as photomultiplier
tubes (PMTs) and microchannel plates (MCPs) have been traditionally used for this,
with external timing instrumentation, typically in the form of Peripheral Component
Interconnect (PCI) cards (Becker et al., 2002). The main limitation of this approach
is the low number of detection/timing channels. SPAD arrays offer an unprecedented
capability of massively parallel single-photon detection and timestamping with tens of
picoseconds, on several hundred channels.
In the TRFS studies, a complete platform was built around the Ra-I sensor, including a
pulsed light source, optical arrangement and sensor controlling firmware and software.
The platform offers outstanding photon processing efficiency for live measurement
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of spectrally and temporally resolved fluoresce kinetics, underpinned by multichannel
timing and highly improved line rate (27 times higher than with the previous version
of the sensor), supported by firmware and software. The upper limit of the photon
processing capability was investigated in experiments where fast transients of spectral
fluorescence lifetimes were measured. It was found that changes in fluorescence
decays and lifetimes over nanometre wide spectral bands can be measured with
tens of milliseconds sampling, over a single chemical reaction transient. Alternatively,
millisecond sampling of lifetime changes can be achieved at the expense of spectral
resolution. The sampling interval of spectral lifetime estimates can be reduced to a
few hundred microseconds without measuring the decays, when using the centre-of-
mass mode of Ra-I. The platform has great flexibility when choosing the acquisition
parameters, and offers a trade-off with regards the accuracy of decays, transient
sampling interval and spectral resolution. The system was developed with versatile
functionality, yet easy operation in mind to support other studies and potential clinical
use in the future as well. Functionality of the platform was further demonstrated in
Raman spectroscopy, utilizing the time-gating feature of Ra-I. Time-gating is applied
to reduce the noise of the detector and potentially reject fluorescence contribution from
the sample, hence improving the measured Raman spectra.
7.1.2 Optical coherence tomography
Optical coherence tomography has greatly benefited from the introduction of Fourier-
domain optical coherence tomography (OCT) techniques (de Boer et al., 2017). In
industrial applications the most widely used variant is spectral-domain (SD) OCT,
where the depth profiles are recovered from spectral interference measurements.
The traditional sensors of SD OCT systems have been charge-coupled device (CCD)
based and CMOS photodiode arrays. Single-photon detectors with no readout noise
were applied in a traditional, time-domain system, to achieve increased signal quality
(Mohan et al., 2008). For the first time, this thesis investigates the applicability of
single-photon detection in spectral-domain systems. An SD OCT system was built and
described, with both the Ra-I and Ra-II sensors tested. The parameters of SPAD based
sensors (and those of Ra-II in particular) affecting the OCT imaging performance were
studied, both through theoretical considerations, simulations and measurements. The
results suggest that the most important limitations of the applied line sensor, compared
to published SD OCT systems, are the detection efficiency of near-infrared photons,
and the challenge to tackle strong optical signals saturating the sensor.
Using a pulsed source and the time-resolving capability of Ra-II, a novel detection
scheme is introduced combining low-coherence interferometry and time-resolved de-
tection. The interference spectrum is measured across the pixels of the line sensor,
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with the photons of the spectrum time-stamped. A proof of concept study is presented,
where the proposed detection scheme is applied to remove reflections from along the
depth of the sample in the OCT setup. Removal of reflections from an artefactual glass
slide in 3 cm distance from the sample was demonstrated by time-masking the photon
counters of the sensor. Partial removal of the reflection was possible at sub-centimetre
distances.
7.2 Discussion and conclusion
While SPAD based sensors have exceptional performance in many respects, it needs
pointing out that they are far from being perfect. The performance that competing
sensing technologies offer is often superior with respect to certain detection para-
meters. For example, state-of-the-art streak cameras have higher time-resolution than
integrated time-to-digital converter (TDC) and time-to-analogue converter (TAC) based
circuits in CMOS SPAD sensors. This, of course, comes at the price of bulky and
expensive instrumentation. More importantly, the extent of parallelisation and the num-
ber of timing channels in SPAD sensors is second to none. SPAD designs tailored to
specific applications have been reported in the literature, but it is clear that improved
characteristics require trade-offs to be made. Sticking with the previous example, the
integrated, massively parallel timing capability usually means a limited fill-factor, due
to the ancillary timing circuits on the detector.
Innovative ideas, and emerging new technologies present novel solutions to overcome
limitations and eliminate the need for trade-offs. To overcome the limited fill-factor, and
hence low detection efficiency, various solutions have been proposed, such as using
linear array formats (Krstajić et al., 2015; Kufcsák et al., 2017; Erdogan et al., 2019),
relying on external timing circuits (Burri et al., 2016), or 3D stacking (Abbas et al.,
2016). The aim of studies like this thesis are to feed into new designs, identifying the
limitations and key requirements towards the sensors in real-world applications. In the
case of the applications presented in this thesis, these requirements involve higher
sensitivity for near infrared (NIR) light, more efficient photon counting with pulsed
sources, lower jitter and more uniform timing with higher resolution gating, as dis-
cussed in the respective chapters. It is also important to realize that the improvement
of applications not only builds on novel sensors, but also benefits from other advanced
technologies. These include improved light sources, field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs), and general-purpose graphical processing units (GPGPUs).
The biggest advantage of massively parallel, time-resolved CMOS SPAD sensors in
TCSPC is the ability to overcome pile-up issues, easing the low count-rate require-
ments of TCSPC (Arlt et al., 2013). In the TRFS studies of this thesis, it was not only
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the number of parallel channels that improved photon processing considerably, but the
’centre of mass’ mode (CMM) as well. The CMM offers more efficient photon timing at
the expense of loosing the information of the temporal shape. The ideal solution is a
method that provides high photon processing and timing and yet capable of recording
the full temporal shape of signals, with high resolution. Histogram mode of the Ra-II
sensor serves this purpose (Erdogan et al., 2019). This state-of-the-art timing method
can process up to one photon per laser cycle. Its resolution can be varied from 50 ps to
12.8 ns. The only constraint of this technique is a limited number of photons per time-
bin, and a limited timespan of the histograms, which is inversely proportional to the
bin resolution. With the technological improvements and the significantly increased
performance SPAD sensors have achieved in a decade (Bruschini et al., 2019), it
is expected, that efficient photon processing solutions coupled with high sensitivity
will further advance fast fluorescence techniques, such as spectral double kinetic
measurements or spectral fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM). These
improvements introduce a new challenge, handling and processing huge amounts of
data. The amount of information generated from strong optical signals with efficient
photon counting demands high detector frame rate. Data reduction methods (e.g.
histogram mode instead of TCSPC) have huge relevance too. Applications in clinical
environments often require live information on the measured data (e.g. in interventional
radiology). This requirement puts emphasis not only on the sensor, but also on the
surrounding processing electronics. Advancements in the field of embedded systems,
FPGA and digital signal processor (DSP) technology is likely to have a significant
impact as well.
In other cases when the optical signals are weak (e.g. in Raman spectroscopy and
single molecule localisation microscopy (SMLM)), the emphasis is shifted to low noise
and high sensitivity (high photon detection efficiency (PDE)). An instant benefit of
single-photon counting is the elimination of readout noise. Time-gating and time-resolved
detection also facilitate the reduction of noise from dark counts. The high time-resolution
and high frame rate of SPAD imagers have been exploited to overcome sensitiv-
ity issues and demonstrate SPAD performance similar to that of electron multiplying
charge-coupled device (EMCCD) and scientific CMOS cameras (Gyongy et al., 2016b;
Antolovic et al., 2017).
When it comes to the application of SPAD technology in low-coherence interferometry
and OCT, noise of the detector is not a major concern. The biggest challenges are
detection efficiency in the NIR and saturation. Low detection efficiency of NIR photons
is the primary reason for the relatively low sensitivity of the OCT system with the Ra
sensors, compared to other technologies. For example, the photon detection probabil-
ity (PDP) of Ra-II at 840 nm wavelength is 10 %, while the quantum efficiency (QE) of
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the PointGrey camera (used in chapter 5) at this wavelength is 30 %. Furthermore,
the fill factor (FF) of the pixels (15 % with the red SPADs of Ra-II, and 42 % with
the PointGrey camera) also affects the amount of light collected with the sensor.
SPADs with increased PDE at long wavelengths are subject to active research and
sought for by other techniques as well, such as quantum communication (Zhang et al.,
2015), optical communication (Chitnis and Collins, 2014), diffuse optical tomography
(Puszka et al., 2013), and light detection and ranging (LIDAR) in particular (Takai
et al., 2016), therefore significant improvements are expected in this field. Detection
efficiency can be tackled from two fronts, by increasing the PDP (which is essentially a
similar measure to QE), or by increasing the FF (and therefore the active area) of the
device. For the former, high detection probability, backside illumination (BSI) sensors
and alternative SPAD structures and materials are suggested, such as InGaAs SPADs
(Pellegrini et al., 2006). Sensitivity loss due to low FF in traditional SPAD designs can
be tackled with microlens arrays (Gyongy et al., 2018). A novel technology, 3D stack-
ing, addresses FF by separating the detection and processing of photons (Abbas et al.,
2016). Stacking of multiple tiers offers not only highly improved FF, but also allows
novel SPAD structures to be efficiently combined with well established solutions for the
surrounding circuitry of SPADs (e.g. combining massively parallel TDC structures with
InGaAs SPADs). A similar approach also aims to detach detection from processing and
decrease the complexity of the sensor, opposing to system on chip (SOC) solutions
(Burri et al., 2016). By moving counters and timing circuits to external processing units,
such as reconfigurable FPGAs, the flexibility of the sensing platform increases as well.
This is another example supporting the importance of complementary hardware in
future sensor solutions.
The dilemma of focusing on weak signals (but saturating to strong ones) or adapting
to strong signals (but not being sensitive to weak ones) is inherently present in any
sensing technology. One of the main issues with SPAD sensors in OCT is to deal with
strong optical reflections without saturating the detector. Even though the saturation
level of SPAD based architectures is usually lower than that of CCD and CMOS
cameras, the lower limit of detection, i.e. the noise floor, also proves to be lower in
many cases. The ratio of these two, the dynamic range, is comparable in the case of
many SPAD and CCD/CMOS sensors. The trade-off mentioned at the beginning of the
paragraph can be eased by a high dynamic range sensor. One may think that the low
saturation level of SPAD sensors is not necessarily a problem, provided that the sensor
has low noise as well, and therefore a high dynamic range. If we assume, that the only
noise source of the system is the noise of its sensor, than two different sensors with the
same dynamic range has the same performance. Even though one of the sensors has
a lower saturation level and lower noise, one would only need to attenuate the optical
signals so that it falls within the range between these two. This is certainly not the
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case. SPAD structures often have a high dynamic range (Eisele et al., 2011), but the
low sensitivity (low detection or quantum efficiency) results in weak detector output,
which, in turn, have high uncertainties negatively affecting the achievable signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR). This conclusion further emphasizes the need for high sensitivity
(with regards to PDE) when working with SPAD sensors in reflectormetry and low-
coherence interferometry. SPAD sensors need to have a higher saturation level as
well. Short deadtimes and multiplexed pixels with short SPAD pulses are certainly
beneficial, and alternative solutions have been investigated as well, such as ’XOR’
summation of SPAD pulses (Gnecchi et al., 2016).
When the saturating reflection origins from a confined region of the sample, the straight-
forward solution to the saturation problem is to use time-gating. Removal of saturating
reflection by gating is only useful if SPADs can ignore the incident photons entirely.
This requires gating by SPAD bias modulation. Unfortunately, the time needed for
stable operation around the on/off switches of SPADs did not allow the gating tech-
nique to work at short distances between the region of interest and a strong reflection.
The working principle of TCSPC, in theory, allows the recording of the depth profile
even in the presence of strong reflectors that would saturate the sensor in single-
photon counting (SPC) mode. This is because in TCSPC the detection of photons are
well separated in time, from which the time profile of the signal is built through many
exposure cycles. However, this assumes a low optical signal from the sample, which
may need attenuation if being too strong. At an attenuation where the strong reflector
complies with TCSPC requirements, the weakly scattering sites may not give enough
signal to be detected and distinguished from noise. Furthermore, TCSPC operation is
too slow for imaging non-fixed targets. Masking of photon counters is still possible,
and (non-saturating) reflections could be removed from OCT images at distances
with clinical relevance. The time-resolution of masking is still inferior to optical gating
solutions (Muller and Fraser, 2009), on the other hand, gating the detected signals
with time-resolved SPAD sensors offers higher flexibility at lower complexity. Improve-
ments in the gating performance will eventually allow SPAD technology to improve
low-coherence interferometry through time-gating.
Time-resolved detection of interferometric spectra is enabled by the histogram mode
of the Ra-II sensor. The combination of time-resolved detection and interferometry
opens up new and exciting techniques, for which time-resolved detection of SD OCT
spectra was demonstrated first. Assigning the optical signals to time regions based on
the photons’ time of arrival, on one hand, requires high resolution timing circuits. The
TDCs of Ra-II have a resolution of 50 ps, which relates to a depth of 7.5 mm. This depth
can be potentially shortened with higher resolution timing circuits. Timing circuits used
with SPADs typically have a resolution of a few tens of picoseconds (Bruschini et al.,
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2019), however, resolution of a few picoseconds and even sub-picosecond is possible
(Li et al., 2016). On the other hand, it is equally important that timing uncertainties
are low. The key message from the initial tests was that jitter limits the temporal
sectioning capability, especially when a high SNR is to be maintained. When short
temporal sections are to be taken from the recorded fringes, SNR is decreased by a
limited amount of signal falling to the selected time bin. Furthermore, uncertainties and
mismatch in the spectral timing channels introduces noise. Therefore, uniform timing
across the pixels and short instrument response function (IRF) are required from the
sensor for this technique.
Depth resolved detection of interferometric spectra is promising for extended depth SD
OCT. Parallel acquisition of signals from multiple depths was reported using multiple
beams, focused at slightly shifted depths (Holmes et al., 2008; Standish et al., 2010).
For each beam, the collected signal is combined with its respective reference signal
in one of multiple parallel channels. The interference signal of the channels are then
turned to B-scans. The regions in focus on each B-scan are used to build a compound
image, where the depth of focus is increased (Holmes and Hattersley, 2009). In these
systems, signals of different depths are collected at the same time, but on parallel
channels. The limitation of the system is the practical number of channels. In contrast,
with a time-resolved line sensor a single channel can be used, and signals from differ-
ent depths are separated in time. The limitation in this case is the depth separation,
which is determined by the time resolution of the detector. Focusing the probe beam
in each depth is still a requirement. One of the solutions could be the use of multiple
beams, just as in the above mentioned system, but without the need of multiple fibre
couplers and reference arm channels. In fact, one of the problems related with the
multi-beam system, namely, a limited optical power per beam can be overcome by
separating the excitation pulses in time, using sample arm fibres with slightly different
lengths.
7.3 Outlook
The work presented in this thesis can be followed up in several directions. Straightfor-
ward continuation of the TRFS studies is to deploy the Ra-II sensor in spectral FLIM,
and further improve spectral double kinetic experiments. A TRFS sensing platform
with the Ra-II sensor and state-of-the-art FPGA (potentially with a DSP unit) is a
good candidate for a compact, versatile and cost effective system for fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (FCS), with direct calculation of the autocorrelation function
(Elson and Magde, 1974). Time-resolved Raman spectroscopy is another example
where deploying the Ra-II sensor with its excellent performance is expected to de-
liver outstanding results. Low-coherence interferometry combined with time-resolved
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photon counting can lead to many ideas where coarse distance measurements are to
be fine-resolved (superresolution ranging), or where frequency-domain reflectometry
is to be extended (extended depth OCT). One example application with SPAD sensors
in low-coherence interferometry is time-gated OCT. Time-resolved detection with high
accuracy could advance separation of single and multiple-scattering. These and other
applications will be enabled by increasingly versatile CMOS SPAD arrays that are
lower noise, faster and with higher PDP.
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Data Acquisition Protocol in the
TRFS Studies
This appendix describes details of the data acquisition protocol used in the time-
resolved fluorescence spectroscopy (TRFS) studies of chapter 4.
Data was recorded using non-interruptible software calls provided by the Opal Kelly
library to initiate data transfer from firmware to the host computer. The data acquisition
function was iteratively called to get data into preallocated arrays in the computer’s
memory. The size of the allocated memory was determined by the datasize of a single
pixel (16 + 27 bits of the photon counter and time-to-digital converter (TDC) of each
pixel, padded to 64 bit as depicted in Fig. A.2c), the number of pixels per line (256
pixels · 64 bit data + 64 bit header = 2056 byte), the number of required lines per
iteration and the number of iterations (Fig. A.1). In some cases the host computer
could not read data from the first in first out (FIFO) buffer with sufficient speed causing
a buffer overflow. Data from the sensor is lost until there is sufficient space in the buffer
again, causing missing and incomplete lines (gaps, Fig. A.2a) in the arrays. Gaps in
the data stream were identified by checking if the size of data between markers of
the first pixels (Fig. A.2c) matches the size of a line. For any gaps the incomplete
and corrupted lines (Fig. A.2b) were discarded during processing of the measurement
data.
Accurate timing of the recorded lines was achieved using one of the scanning coordin-
ates in the line header (see description of the firmware in section 4.2.2). Instead of
scanning information, a counter of the firmware was connected to this coordinate in-
creasing with each acquired line. To determine the timepoint of the recorded data with
respect to the start of the experiment, the line counter value was used with the known
timespan of a single line. The timespan of a single line is determined by the firmware’s
data readout method (see Fig. 4.7). With non-overlapping exposures and readouts the
timespan of a line is the sum of the exposure time and approximately 47 µs of readout
time. When the readouts are parallel to exposures there is still an idle cycle of 0.25 µs
between subsequent exposures, due to firmware limitations. Similarly, the timespan
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Figure A.1: The data from each read iteration is saved to rows of a two dimensional
array. The size of a single row is determined by the number of requested lines per
iteration and the size of one line (2056 byte).
of gaps was assessed based on the line counter value of the neighbouring complete
lines and the number of lines between these with their known timespan.
During the data transfer in a single read iteration a few lines were lost introducing a
gap with an average of 0.227 ms after every 248 lines from the sensor, which was a
result of the FIFO buffer being filled-up. It follows from the above that the useful data
with respect to the number of complete lines read from the sensor was somewhat
lower than the number of requested lines. The number of lines lost during a single
read iteration was less then 1 % of the number of requested lines in that iteration,
throughout the whole experiment.
To capture the fast rise of chlorophyll fluorescence with no gaps between reading
iterations, 3500 spectral lines were requested in a single iteration at the beginning of
data acquisition (Fig. A.3a). Experimenting with larger array sizes showed that gaps
of several milliseconds is introduced by the computer during an iteration when having
to work with too many lines. Care had to be taken as well with respect to starting
the laser illumination. If this has happened before recording the data, the beginning
of the fast fluorescence rise would have been missed. Due to the limited size of the
preallocated memory, the laser could not be started much later than initiating the data
transfer either, as this would have lead to missing the end of the fast fluorescence rise.
As a solution, the laser was started with a delayed software command right before
calling the data reading function. 343 lines from the beginning of the recorded data
array were omitted, belonging to the period during which the laser has not yet turned
on.
In the second part of the experiment the acquisition of 1000 lines was initiated in 500
iterations and the recorded data stored in 500 rows of a matrix (Fig. A.3b). Due to
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Figure A.2: Gaps are introduced in the data stream due to dropping of lines when the
first in first out buffer overflows (a). The data stream has missing and corrupted lines
in these cases, which are discarded during processing of the measurement data (b).
The timespan of a gap is calculated using the line counter values in the line header (c)
and the known acquisition time of a single line.
memory management on the host computer each data transfer was followed by an
average gap of 6.4 ms. This gap was calculated using the line counter value of first
line of an iteration and the last line of a previous one. In the third part of the protocol
500 times 1000 lines were acquired in a similar fashion but with an additional idle cycle
in each iteration (Fig. A.3c). This was added by a software ’wait’ call in order to reduce
the data throughput and to accommodate to the more relaxed sampling requirements
when measuring the slow intensity fall. The average gap between the recorded arrays
was 99.1 ms.
Histograms of time-resolved fluorescence decays were built from the acquired time-
correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) lines. The number of TCSPC lines and
number of pixels to bin together in the histograms were selected according to the
sampling rate requirements, as described in chapter 4. Acquisition parameters such
as exposure time, and number of lines recorded in a single block were slightly different
in the TCSPC experiment with the Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) probe,
and lung auto-fluorescence. In the FRET probe fluorescence transient measurement,
an exposure time of 8.3 µs was used followed by readout time. 1000 blocks of 1000
TCSPC lines were read from the sensor with no software delay and an additional 500
blocks of 1000 lines with an additional software delay of 100 ms. In the lung study,
no change of the fluorescence lifetime was expected over time. 15 blocks of 5000
TCSPC lines were read with additional software delay of 0.5 s. In the chlorophyll study
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using ’centre of mass’ mode (CMM) the applied exposure time was 83.3 µs. 5000 lines
were read initially, followed by 400 blocks of 1000 lines with no software delay and
300 blocks with 100 ms software delay. In each case, the gaps introduced by the host
computer were similar as described previously. Processing steps of the CMM data is
described in Appendix B.
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Figure A.3: Diagram of the data acquisition protocol used in the measurement of
chlorophyll fluorescence. A single read iteration of 3500 lines (a) was followed by 500
iterations of 1000 lines with an average of 6.4 ms gaps between iterations (b), and
another 500 iterations of 1000 lines with ~100 ms gaps between iterations (c). The
timescale on the left is wrapped up around iterations for illustration purposes. The
respective data arrays on the right does not depict the idle time of sensor readouts





Correction of the Centre of Mass
of Photon Arrivals for
Fluorescence Lifetime Estimation
The ’centre of mass’ mode (CMM) allows rapid lifetime estimation of fluorescence
decays (Li et al., 2010, 2012). In this mode, the time-to-digital converters (TDCs) of
Ra-I are started by photon arrivals and stopped by the reference pulses of the source,
but not restarted. At the end of an exposure cycle, two values are read out from the
sensor for each pixel. The first is the summed arrival time, given by the TDC of the
pixel as a digital code. The second value is the sum of the photons collected during
the integration time (exposure time), similarly to single-photon counting (SPC). The
centre of mass of photon arrivals at each pixel is calculated on the host computer as
the fraction of the summed arrival time and the number of photons detected. In order
for this value to make sense, further processing is required which is described in this
appendix.
The centre of mass of photon arrivals τcm from a single CMM line can be mathematic-
ally written as






: N(p, Ti) > 0
0 : N(p, Ti) = 0
(B.1)
where τ(n, p, Ti) is the arrival time of the n-th photon collected in the time interval
of (integration time) Ti at pixel p, and N(p, Ti) is the number of photons processed
during the integration time Ti at pixel p. Here, the arrival time τ is actual time, which is
calculated by multiplying the digital code of a TDC with the TDC resolution. In order to
avoid division with zero, we define the centre of mass of photon arrivals as zero when
no photons are detected on a pixel during the exposure. Often a threshold value is
given instead as the number of detected counts below which τCM is defined as zero.
This is to prevent highly inaccurate lifetime estimates due to low photon statistics. For
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simplicity, the notation of the zero case of τCM is omitted hereafter.
In chapter 4, several CMM lines and several pixels along the lines were binned for more
accurate estimates of the centre of mass. Let Tsum,i denote the increased exposure






The centre of mass of photon arrivals during the total interval of Tsum,i at pixel p shall
be written as τCM (p, Tsum,i), which is











Let τCM now define the centre of mass of photon arrivals measured over several CMM
lines (with a total integration interval of Tsum,i) and a set of several pixels (band B).















Note, that in the three cases above we used the same notation τCM for simplicity, even
though the three definitions are different. It is easy to see from the above definitions
that changing the delay of the sync signal (stopping the TDCs) increases the measured
arrival times (τ ) and shifts the centre of mass. Furthermore, the instrument response
function (IRF) convolved with the true decay also shifts the centre of mass. This effect
varies from pixel to pixel and requires correction, especially when the IRF width is
considerable with respect to the decay lifetime. Previous studies suggested to perform
a differential CMM to get a a lifetime estimate τCMdiff , where the centre of mass of the
IRF (τIRF ) is subtracted from that of the measured data (τCM ) (Krstajić et al., 2015;
Poland et al., 2016)
τCMdiff = τCM − τIRF (B.5)
If the IRF is measured involving the same optical path as a decay measurement
from the sample (e.g. from scattering solution), the sync delay of the decay and IRF
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measurements is the same, and therefore cancelled in the differential CMM. Even if
the IRF and the decays are measured with a different delay, the same cancellation
effect can be achieved by shifting the IRF histogram peak to the same bin as the
decay peak (assuming that the time of the fluorophore excitation is negligible). In
this work, cancellation of the delay was performed in a different way. The centre of
mass values of both the decay and the IRF were first normalised to the histogram
peak position, and then subtracted from each other (see equation B.6). In the time-
resolved fluorescence spectroscopy (TRFS) studies of chapter 4, the centre of mass
of the measured decay (τCM ) was acquired in CMM. To get the peak of the decays
(τpeak), the sensor was switched to time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC)
mode during the experiment, and spectral decays histograms were built. The IRF were
measured in a separate set of measurements in TCSPC mode. For more accurate
lifetime estimates an additional lookup table (LUT) can be used, however, this was not
investigated further in this thesis.
τCMdiff = (τpeak − τCM )− (τIRFpeak − τIRF ) (B.6)
Figure B.1: Simulated example of a single exponential decay (red curve) convolved
with the instrument response function (IRF) (blue curve) at a certain pixel. The time
axis is reversed according to the ’stop-start’ timing principle. The peak of the IRF
(τIRFpeak) and the measured decay (τpeak), and the centre of mass of the IRF (τIRF )
are retrieved from TCSPC data. These values are used for correction of the centre of





This appendix contains some of the Matlab (MathWorks) code used for the simulations
in chapter 5, where various parameters of single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD)
detectors were tested with their effect on the achievable count rate and signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR). A major part of these studies was to simulate the output of a
SPAD based pixel. The code for this is given in section C.1. In order to predict how
the SNR of the optical coherence tomography (OCT) system is affected by SPAD
parameters, interferometric spectra from a spectral-domain (SD) OCT setup were
also simulated with respect to the number of photons falling to the sensor. These
simulations were based on equations given by Drexler and Fujimoto (2015, eq. 2.6 in
chapter 2). Simulations of interference spectra was also utilized in chapter 6, where
the effect of mismatched gate positions across the spectrum was studied. Part of this
code is shown in section C.2.
C.1 Simulations of a multiplexed SPAD pixel output
The following code was used to simulate the output of a pixel with several SPADs. In
this simulation it is assumed that the SPAD output pulses are square shaped, and the
’OR’ gate of the pixel is high when any of its inputs is high. The function takes argu-
ments from the user such as the mean number or counts to generate (N_counts2gen)
and the dark count rate (DCR), the exposure time (T_exp), the deadtime of the
SPADs and the length of shortened SPAD pulses (T_dead, Tpulse_ns). Each of the 8
SPADs of the simulated pixel can be enabled individually. Either a continuous source
is simulated (CW ) or a pulsed one, in which case the repetition rate of the source
(repRate) and the jitter of pulses can be defined (sigPulses). Furthermore, the user
can select if a uniform illumination model or a Gaussian beam is to be generated falling
onto the pixel (uniformIllum). In the letter case the centre and width of the beam can
be specified through parameters muBeam and Hbeam.
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function [N_incident, N_processed] = sim_paralyzablePixel(N_counts2gen,
Texp_us,Tdead_ns,Tpulse_ns,muBeam,Hbeam,CW,repRate,sigPulses,plot_flag,
SPADs_EN,DCR,uniformIllum)
% number of SPAD channels on detector (per pixel)
N_SPADs = 8;
% position resolution used for numeric calculations [um]
resH = 1e-4;
% SPAD pitch [um]
Hspad = 11.89;
% Gaussian beam profile across y axis (SPADs)
% sigma of beam, calculated from FWHM
sigBeam = Hbeam./2*sqrt(2*log(2)); % convert from FWHM to sigma
% axis along height
hBeam = 0:resH:N_SPADs*Hspad; % spatial positions along
beam
beamPDF = gaussmf(hBeam,[sigBeam,muBeam]); % define beam profile
beamPDF = beamPDF./sum(beamPDF); % make beam profile to be a
PDF (unity integral)
% array for probability of photon falling to SPAD
% i.e. percentage of element covering the beam
P_photon2SPAD = zeros(1,N_SPADs);
% coordinates belonging to element edges
for n_SPAD = 1: N_SPADs
i_h_low = find(hBeam >= (n_SPAD-1)*Hspad , 1);





% P_photon2SPAD(n_SPAD) = 1/N_SPADs;
% NOTE, we test here the effect when the pixel consists
% a certain number of SPADs





% NOTE the passed variable for the number of counts to generate is real
valued
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% number of photon detections (per element)
N_countsDet = zeros(1,N_SPADs);
% start time end end time of photon detections per element
% NOTE here we overestimate the number of generated photons
% by assuming that all of them can fall to to a specific SPAD
riseTimes = zeros(N_SPADs,N_counts2gen);
fallTimes = zeros(size(riseTimes));
% start time and end time of photon detections on the pixel
riseTimes_joint = zeros(1,N_counts2gen);
fallTimes_joint = zeros(1,N_counts2gen);
% number of processed photons
N_countsProc = 0;
% exposure time [us]
Texp_ns = Texp_us*1e3;
if not(CW)
% laser period [ns]
Tlaser_ns = 1e3/repRate;
% number of laser pulses in interval of exposure time
N_laserPulses = floor(repRate*1e6*Texp_ns*1e-9);
% number of counts to generate per laser pulse
% is number of all counts to generate per number of laser pulses
N_cnts2gen_perLaserPulse = N_counts2gen./N_laserPulses;
end
% number of incident photons
% NOTE this might be slightly different from the specified number of photons




SPADisEN = ( bitand( bin2dec(SPADs_EN),pow2(0:N_SPADs-1) ) > 0) ;
% expected number of dark counts (array with values for each SPAD)
N_dark2gen = DCR.*1e-9*Texp_ns;
% ------------------------------------------------------------------
% generate rising times of element output pulses
%




% pulsed source will have a normal distribution of photons around a well
defined timepoint
for n_SPAD = 1:N_SPADs
% fprintf('generating counts on line %d\n',n_SPAD)
% ---------- if SPAD is selected ----------------
% perform any count generation only when the current SPAD is selected
if SPADisEN(n_SPAD)
% dark counts are uniformly distributed in time





% number of photons to generate to this element
% NOTE shot noise is taken into account by generating a Poisson
random number
N_counts2gen_line = poissrnd(N_counts2gen * P_photon2SPAD(n_SPAD
));
% uniform distribution of photon arrivals
Trise = sort(0 + (Texp_ns-0).*rand(N_counts2gen_line +
N_dark2gen_line,1));
N_incident = N_incident + N_counts2gen_line;
% pulsed source
else
% centre of laser pulses during the specified exposure time
muT = (0:N_laserPulses-1)*Tlaser_ns;
% number of photons per laser pulse to generate at this element
% NOTE this is a mean value
N_cntsPerLaserPulse_SPAD = N_cnts2gen_perLaserPulse *
P_photon2SPAD(n_SPAD);
% number of photons to generate at this element
% is number of photons to generate at each pulse on this line
times number of pulses
% NOTE shot noise is taken into account by generating a poisson
random number
% anecdote
% ideally each individual laser pulse carries photons that have
a number with Poisson distribution,
% however when summing Poisson distributed variables
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% (and multiplying the number of photons per pulse with the
number of pulses is a summation)
% the resulting value of the summed random variable will also
have a Poisson distribution
% with an expected value that's the sum of the individual
expected values
% hence we just saving some computation by only generating a
Poisson random variable at this step
N_counts2gen_line = poissrnd(N_cntsPerLaserPulse_SPAD *
N_laserPulses);
% anecdote
% in order to generate a rising edge to all photons of an
element
% the centre of the laser pulse is used several times




% generate uniformly distributed dark counts
Trise_dark = 0 + (Texp_ns-0).*rand(N_dark2gen_line,1);
% consider dark noise and photons as well
Trise = sort(horzcat(Trise_photons,Trise_dark'));
% increase the number of incident photons
N_incident = N_incident + N_counts2gen_line;
end % if CW
if length(Trise)
% array to store (rising and falling) edges of SPAD pulses (no
shortening)
pulseEdges = zeros(2,length(Trise));
% number of photons detected on this channel
N_det = 0;
% --------get rid of get rid of counts arriving during dead time
----------
% -------------------- but make pulses longer
-----------------------------
% this is known by checking if the rising times are closer than
the specified dead time
% the first photon is surely detected, register in array
pulseEdges(1,1) = Trise(1);








% iterate through all generated rising
if length(Trise)>1
for i_rise = 2:length(Trise)
% if rise time is closer to the previous photon arrival
than dead time
if Trise(i_rise) < (Trise(i_rise-1) + Tdead_ns)
% then dead time is prolonged according to the new
arrival
pulseEdges(2,N_det) = Trise(i_rise) + Tdead_ns;
else
% otherwise the photon is detected with repsect both
to its rise and fall times
N_det = N_det + 1;
pulseEdges(1,N_det) = Trise(i_rise);








% number of registered photons at this line
N_countsDet(n_SPAD) = N_det;





% % do not go beyond exposure time with fall times
% fallTimes(n_SPAD,fallTimes(n_SPAD,1:N_countsDet(n_SPAD))>
Texp_ns) = Texp_ns;
% --------get rid of get rid of counts arriving during dead time
----------
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end % bitand(SPADs_EN,pow2(n_SPAD))
% ---------- if SPAD is selected ----------------
end
%
% generate rising times of SPAD pulses
% ------------------------------------------------------------------
% -------------------------------------------------
% sum up lines
%
% take care of overlapping photon detections
% iterate through all SPADs/lines
for n_SPAD = 1:N_SPADs
% ---------- if SPAD is selected ----------------
% perform any count generation only when the current SPAD is selected
if SPADisEN(n_SPAD)
% if there's no photon detected yet





% number of processed photons
N_countsProc = N_countsDet(n_SPAD);
else % some photons are already detected
% for each photon pulse of the current SPAD
for n_pulse = 1:N_countsDet(n_SPAD)
% position of the pulse edges wrt rising and falling edges
of the combined line
risingBeforeRiseTimes = riseTimes(n_SPAD,n_pulse) <
riseTimes_joint(1:N_countsProc);
risingBeforeFallTimes = riseTimes(n_SPAD,n_pulse) <
fallTimes_joint(1:N_countsProc);
fallingBeforeRiseTimes = fallTimes(n_SPAD,n_pulse) <
riseTimes_joint(1:N_countsProc);
fallingBeforeFallTimes = fallTimes(n_SPAD,n_pulse) <
fallTimes_joint(1:N_countsProc);
% index of the rising and falling edges of the SPAD pulse




















% 1) rising of pulse is between a rising and falling edge on
the combined line
% __________
% combined line: _____| |__________
% ___
% pulse: _________| .....
if idx_rise2rise > idx_rise2fall
% 1A)
% falling of pulse is between the same rising and
falling edges
% __________
% combined line: _____| |__________
% _____
% pulse: _______| |_____________
% if idx_rise2fall == idx_fall2fall
% % the pulse has to be ignored in this case
% end
% 1B)
% falling of pulse is after the falling edge, but
before the next rising edge
% __________
% combined line: _____| |__________
% _____
% pulse: _____________| |_____________
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if idx_fall2rise == idx_fall2fall






% falling of pulse is after the falling edge, and
after the next rising edge
% __________ ______
% combined line: _____| |___| |_______
% ________
% pulse: _____________| |______
if idx_fall2rise > idx_rise2rise








N_countsProc = N_countsProc - 1;
end
% 2) rising of pulse is before a rising on the combined line
% __________
% combined line: _________| |__________
% ___
% pulse: ___| .....
elseif idx_rise2rise == idx_rise2fall
% 2A)
% falling of pulse also happens before the rising edge
on the combined line
% __________
% combined line: _________| |______
% ___
% pulse: ___| |___________________
if idx_rise2rise == idx_fall2rise
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% the pulse has to be registered on the combined line











% falling of pulse happens after the rising edge but
before the falling edge on the combined line
% __________
% combined line: _________| |______
% ___
% pulse: _______| |___________________
if (idx_fall2rise > idx_fall2fall)
% rising edge of pulse on the combined line has to be





% falling of pulse also happens after the rising and
falling edges on the combined line
% __________
% combined line: _________| |______
% ______________
% pulse: _______| |____
% NOTE, this shouldn't happen anyway
% 3) pulse is after all other pulses of the combined line
% elseif
end % cases of different SPAD pulse position
end % iterating through each photon pulse of the current SPAD
end % performing addition of pulses
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end % ---------- if SPAD is selected ----------------
end % iterating through SPADs
% number of processed photons (after ORing SPADs)
N_processed = N_countsProc;
C.2 Simulations of interference spectra in an SD OCT setup
The following code is part of the simulations for generating an interference spectrum
from a spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD OCT) setup. The user can
specify the wavelength range (lambda_low_sim and lambda_high_sim) of the light
source with Gaussian spectrum, the power entering the interferometer (P_spect), the
attenuation at the sample and reference arms (att_R_dB,att_S_dB) and the path
difference (z_diff ), and various sensor parameters such as fill factor (FF ) and photon
detection efficiency (PDE).
% integration time [us]
Texp_us = 100;
% fill factor (approx.)
FF = 0.4;
% photon detection efficiency (approx...)
PDE = 0.1;
% wavelength range
% low wavelength value [nm]
lambda_low_sim = 823;
% high wavelength value [nm]
lambda_high_sim = 887;
% centre wavelength [m]
lambda0 = 850e-9;
%
% power entering interferometer [W]
% NOTE assuming optical setup with 1 efficiency
P_spect = 0.8e-4;
%
% reflectors, attenuation in arms and spectrometer
% NOTE assume single reflector in sample arm
% path difference compared to reference reflector
z_diff = 100e-6;
% distance of reference reflector [m]
zR = 15e-2;




% attenuation at sample arm
att_S_dB = 4;
%
% spectrometer efficiency (based on previous measurements)
nu_spect = 0.8;
%
% ------ consts ---------





% simulate single reflector generated fringes on top of gaussian laser
spectrum
% simulation of sinusoidal fringes is done is frequency space, we then move
to wavelength space




% wavelength array - nm
lambda_arr_nm = lambda_arr.*1e9;
% wave number array - spatial frequency
% k = 2pi/lambda
k = 2*pi./(lambda_arr);
% mean value of gauss shaped source electric field amplitude in wavenumber
[1/m]
source_ampl_mean_k = (k(1)+k(end))/2;
% std deviation of gauss shaped source electric field amplitude in
wavenumber [1/m]
source_ampl_sig_k = (k(1)-k(end))/6;
% energy of photon [J]
Eph = h*c_mps/lambda0;
% exposure time [s]
Texp_s = Texp_us.*1e-6;
% dead time (of a single SPAD) [ns]
Tdead = 36;
% number of photons expected
N_ph = P_spect*Texp_s/Eph*FF*PDE*nu_spect;
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C.2. Simulations of interference spectra in an SD OCT setup
%
S_k = N_ph .* (1/(sqrt(2*source_ampl_sig_k^2*pi))).*gaussmf(k,[
source_ampl_sig_k,source_ampl_mean_k]);
% distance of sample reflector
zS0 = zR-z_diff;
% reflectors, attenuation in arms and spectrometer
%
% electric field reflectivity of reference reflector
% NOTE assume non-complex reflection of 1 (plus attenuation)
rR = 1/(10^(2*att_R_dB/10));
%
% electric field reflectivity of sample reflector
% NOTE assume non-complex reflection of 1 (plus attenuation)
rS0 = 1/(10^(2*att_S_dB/10));
%
% power reflectivity is magnitude squared of electric field reflectivity
% power reflectivity of reference reflector
RR = (abs(rR))^2;
% power reflectivity of sample reflector
RS0 = (abs(rS0))^2;
%
% detected signal on spect








In this appendix a minimal example script is shown used for processing the measured
interference spectra, and generate OCT images (B-scans). The script was composed
from several commands of the Matlab scripts used throughout the OCT studies.
% number of pixels on the sensor
Npix = 1024;
% ...
% settings for FFT
% wavelengths on the edges of the detected spectrum [nm]
lambdaLow = 823;
lambdaHigh = 887;
% number of sampling points along line
noPointsLine = Npix;
% set this value to a power of 2 higher than then
% number of pixels is zero padding is to be carried out
fftSize = Npix;
% wavelength vector [m]
lambdaArray = linspace(lambdaLow,lambdaHigh,noPointsLine).*1e-9;
% wavenumber vector [1/m]
kArray = 1./lambdaArray;




line_corrected = interference_spectrum - bg_spectrum;
% interpolate line to evenly spaced k array
kSpectrum = interp1(kArray,vals,kArrayEvenlySpaced,'spline');







% x axis of the A-scan (lengths)
AscanX = 0.5.*AscanX;
% FFT the spectrum
AscanY = abs(fft(line_filtered,fftSize)).^2;




Selection of Optical Coherence
Tomography Images
E.1 Ra-I
Several images of a fingertip are shown in Fig. E.1, taken with the pulsed light source
and the Ra-I sensor with blue SPADs enabled. The B-scans are of relatively low quality
due to the sensitivity of the sensor.
Repeated structures often appear in the OCT B-scans when the sinusoidal modula-
tions of the recorded interference spectrum are distorted. The repeated structures are
a direct consequence of harmonics appearing on the A-scans. Figure E.2 shows sev-
eral cases where strong reflections from the top layer of a fingertip caused harmonics
with the Ra-I sensor.
E.2 Ra-II
OCT images of a fingertip taken with the Ra-II sensor are shown in Fig. E.3- E.6
when different types of SPADs were activated and different light sources were applied.
No difference can be seen in image quality when cross-comparing the two types of
SPADs. Vertical white lines in some of the images are caused by occasional reading
of faulty frames from the sensor, caused by a bug in the communication layer of the
Opal Kelly library. In a few images, a faint horizontal line is also visible close to zero
depth. This line was observed to appear temporarily during imaging and is believed to
be caused by the light source.
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Selection of Optical Coherence Tomography Images
Figure E.1: OCT images of a fingertip taken with the Ra-I sensor, using the blue
SPADs. Ten lines of the interference spectrum were recorded, and their respective A-
scans averaged, resulting in an overall exposure time of 2 ms per scanning position,
and 0.6 s per B-scan.
Figure E.2: OCT B-scans where the top layer of a fingertip are repeated, due to strong
optical reflections in the detector’s saturation region. The applied sensor was the Ra-I
sensor with blue SPADs activated. The exposure time at each scanning position was
2 ms (averaged from 10 A-scans of 200 µs).
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E.2. Ra-II
Figure E.3: OCT images of a fingertip taken with the Ra-II sensor and the Exalos
superluminescent diode. The sensor was configured to use 1024 pixels along the
spectrum. The applied SPADs were the blue SPADs. The applied exposure time was
1 ms per A-scan.
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Figure E.4: OCT fingertip images captured with Ra-II, using all 1024 pixels and the
red SPADs. The applied light source was the Exalos superluminescent diode and the
exposure time was 1 ms per A-scan.
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E.2. Ra-II
Figure E.5: OCT images of a fingertip using 1024 blue pixels of Ra-II. The applied
light source was the filtered supercontinuum laser, and the applied exposure time was
1 ms per A-scan. The depth of the images is different compared to those with the
Exalos superluminescent diode, due to the slightly different spectral bandwidth of the
two sources.
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Figure E.6: OCT images of a fingertip using the Fianium light source, and red SPADs
of Ra-II. The applied exposure time was 1 ms per A-scan.
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E.3. Point Grey CMOS camera
E.3 Point Grey CMOS camera
In comparison with the Ra sensors, OCT images of a fingertip were also taken with a
commercial complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) camera (Point Grey)
with high efficiency in the near infrared (NIR) range. Figure E.7 shows images with
1 ms exposure time, and Fig. E.8 shows images with 0.4 ms exposure time per A-scan.
The Point Grey camera has a higher quantum efficiency (QE) than the Ra sensors,
and the OCT images taken with this camera have more details along the depth,
accordingly. The images taken with the Point Grey camera have a lower transversal
scanning range, in order to accommodate the low frame rate of the camera. A-scans
were generated at each scanning position by summing 10 lines of 2048 pixels of the
acquired frames. Due to the number of pixels per line (2048), the sampling rate of
the interference spectrum was higher than that with the Ra-sensors. The depth of the
OCT images is therefore higher. Still, due to high scattering of the applied light in
tissue, the information (i.e. visibility of structures) is still limited. CMOS and charge-
coupled device (CCD) cameras have a limited well depth for which shorter exposure
times are preferable, however no saturation was observed either with 0.4 ms or 1 ms
exposure times.
Figure E.7: OCT images of a fingertip taken with the Point Grey camera and an
exposure time of 1 ms per A-scan.
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Figure E.8: OCT images of a fingertip taken with the Point Grey camera and an
exposure time of 0.4 ms per A-scan.
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E.4. Time-gated OCT images
E.4 Time-gated OCT images
Experiments were carried out for the removal of features along the optical path of
an OCT setup, using the Ra sensors. For this, a glass slide was placed along the
sample arm, close to the sample (fingertip). Reflections from the glass slide were
removed from the images by masking the photon counters of the Ra sensors for a
user defined time interval. Figure E.9 shows pairs of OCT images with and without
temporal masking, using the Ra-I sensor. The distance between the fingertip and the
glass slide was 10 cm. The applied exposure time was 200 µs per A-scan. In Fig. E.10,
image pairs of a similar arrangement are shown, where the applied sensor was Ra-II
with blue SPADs, and the exposure time was 1 ms per A-scan. The distance between
the glass slide and the fingertip was 3 cm.
Figure E.9: OCT image pairs of a fingertip and a glass slide without and with masking
of Ra-I. The distance between the glass slide and the fingertip was 10 cm, and the
applied exposure time was 200 µs at each transversal scanning point.
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Figure E.10: OCT image pairs of a fingertip and a glass slide at 3 cm distance, without
and with temporal masking applied. The images were taken with the Ra-II sensor with
an exposure time of 1 ms at each scanning point.
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E.5 Time-resolved OCT images
OCT images of a fingertip were also captured in histogram mode of the Ra-II sensor.
In this mode, a spectral time-resolved histogram was collected at each scanning point.
The interferometric spectral lines were generated by summing 8 time-bins of the time-
resolved histograms, each with ~50 ps resolution. The interference spectra were pro-
cessed according to standard SD OCT techniques, described earlier. The applied
exposure time was 1 ms. In Fig. E.11, a fingertip was used only as a sample to
show how OCT images can be retrieved from the spectrally and temporally resolved
histograms. In a separate experiment, a glass slide was placed along the optical beam,
at 4 cm distance of the fingertip. The glass reflection is removed from the images
recorded in histogram mode, shown in Fig. E.12, by only selecting time bins containing
the optical signal from the fingertip.
Figure E.11: OCT images of a fingertip recorded in histogram mode of the Ra-II
sensor. While the demonstrated images contain only the optical signal backscattered
from the fingertip, the technique allows sectioning along the sample depth based on
the time-of-arrival of optical signals. The applied exposure time was 1 ms.
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Figure E.12: OCT images of a fingertip and a glass slide at 4 cm distance, taken
in histogram mode of the Ra-II sensor. Using temporal sectioning offered by the
histogram mode, spectral lines were formed from time bins containing the signal from
the fingertip only, so that the reflection artefacts from the glass slide do not appear in
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Abstract: A SPAD-based line sensor fabricated in 130 nm CMOS technology capable of 
acquiring time-resolved fluorescence spectra (TRFS) in 8.3 milliseconds is presented. To the 
best of our knowledge, this is the fastest time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) 
TRFS acquisition reported to date. The line sensor is an upgrade to our prior work and 
incorporates: i) parallelized interface from sensor to surrounding circuitry enabling high line 
rate to the PC (19,000 lines/s) and ii) novel time-gating architecture where detected photons 
in the OFF region are rejected digitally after the output stage of the SPAD. The time-gating 
architecture was chosen to avoid electrical transients on the SPAD high voltage supplies 
when gating is achieved by excess bias modulation. The time-gate has an adjustable location 
and time window width allowing the user to focus on time-events of interest. On-chip 
integrated center-of-mass (CMM) calculations provide efficient acquisition of photon arrivals 
and direct lifetime estimation of fluorescence decays. Furthermore, any of the SPC, TCSPC 
and on-chip CMM modes can be used in conjunction with the time-gating. The higher readout 
rate and versatile architecture greatly empower the user and will allow widespread 
applications across many techniques and disciplines. Here we focused on 3 examples of 
TRFS and time-gated Raman spectroscopy: i) kinetics of chlorophyll A fluorescence from an 
intact leaf; ii) kinetics of a thrombin biosensor FRET probe from quenched to fluorescence 
states; iii) ex vivo mouse lung tissue autofluorescence TRFS; iv) time-gated Raman 
spectroscopy of toluene at 3056 cm−1 peak. To the best of our knowledge, we detect spectrally 
for the first time the fast rise in fluorescence lifetime of chlorophyll A in a measurement over 
single fluorescent transient. 
© 2017 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes: (040.1240) Arrays; (120.6200) Spectrometers and spectroscopic instrumentation; (300.2530) 
Fluorescence, laser-induced; (300.6450) Spectroscopy, Raman; (300.6500) Spectroscopy, time-resolved. 
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1. Introduction 
The unique advantage of single photon detection is that each photon can be treated as an 
individual, digital event. As the early pioneers of time-resolved detection Bollinger and 
Thomas [1] realised, single photon detection gives an experimenter immense flexibility. For 
example, as first shown in [1], it is possible to measure the time between the light pulse 
interacting with the sample and the detected luminescence (or scattered) photon arrival time. 
When each photon is time-correlated with the respective triggered laser and sorted into a 
histogram the technique is known as time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC, see 
Table 1 for all abbreviations). 
Table 1. Abbreviations used in the article 
CMM Center-of-mass method, often called method of moments 
CMOS Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor 
DCR Dark count rate 
FAM 5-carboxyfluorescein 
FLIM Fluorescence lifetime imaging 
FPGA Field programmable gate array 
FRET Förster resonance energy transfer 
FWHM Full width half maximum 
IIR Infinite impulse response (filter) 
IRF Instrument response function 
LLTF Laser line tunable filter 
LRRS Low resolution Raman Spectroscopy 
MMP Matrix metalloproteinase 
NIM Nuclear instrumentation module (electrical signaling standard) 
PCB Printed circuit board 
SPAD Single photon avalanche diodes 
SPC Single photon counting 
TCSPC Time correlated single photon counting 
TDC Time to digital converter 
TRFS Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy 
TTL Transistor-transistor logic (electrical signaling standard) 
Typically, TCSPC is a slow technique and is limited only to low light scenarios. 
Imposition of the detector dead-time and photon statistics constraints (pile-up) usually do not 
affect the inherently photon-starved measurements (see Chapter 1 in [2]), but they do slow 
down techniques where photon budgets are not so constrained. The slowness of TCSPC is 
mostly due to the fact that detectors in most TCSPC environments are photo-multiplier tubes 
(PMTs) which are hard to array, resulting in most setups relying on just one or two detectors. 
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Our aim in this paper is to show that recent advances in complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) technology and single photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) allow 
massively-parallelized photon sorting [3–5] enabling both low light and light bursts to be 
efficiently time-stamped spectrally in a single fluorescence transient experiment. We use the 
term fluorescence transient to mean a change in fluorescence intensity [6,7] unrelated to 
excited state (fluorescence or phosphorescence) lifetime. 
While most recent applications of CMOS SPAD arrays have focused on fast fluorescence 
lifetime imaging (FLIM) [8] using TCSPC [4,9–11], here we build on our prior work in time-
resolved CMOS SPAD line sensors [12,13] to show that fluorescence transients can be 
measured both in the millisecond and nanoseconds regime (“double kinetics” [14,15]) in a 
single experimental sequence and in the spectral domain. Previously, to study fast fluorescent 
transients using TCSPC in the millisecond regime the transients needed to be induced many 
times in order to acquire time-resolved fluorescence kinetics [14,16]. Direct decay 
measurements have been achieved by a pulse sampling technique [17] and applied in tissue 
autofluorescence studies [18,19] and protein folding [14,20,21]. Pulse sampling achieves 
nanosecond resolution, but requires a high-end oscilloscope (2 GHz or more), while the 
pulsed lasers deployed tend to have high peak power to enable fast and direct detection of the 
fluorescence decay. Therefore, one of the significant advantages of the work presented here is 
that we demonstrate time-resolved spectroscopy using high repetition rate picosecond laser 
diodes [22] with low average power (<0.5 mW) making it immediately more attractive for 
clinical use [23] as well as opening up a wider range of other applications due to the lower 
cost and reduced number of safety issues. 
 
Fig. 1. Fluorescence transients can easily be measured using a photodiode in the microsecond 
to millisecond regime (top graph (I)). Recent developments in compact spectrometers have 
advanced this further allowing a spectral view into fluorescence transient evolution (middle 
graph (II)). In this paper we are able to show spectral “double kinetics” in nanosecond and 
millisecond regime whereby the transient is induced only once. For each time point (t1, t2, ...) a 
TRFS data cube is acquired during the single transient. 
Figure 1 shows the outline of our proposed luminescence transient analysis. The top graph 
(I) shows a fluorescence transient (“single kinetics”) from an analogue photo-detector such as 
a photodiode. This is easily achievable and the next step is either to have a fluorescence decay 
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for each time point [14–16] or spectrum for each time point as shown in middle graph (II). 
Our work advances the spectral lifetime acquisition or time-resolved fluorescence 
spectroscopy (TRFS) and we demonstrate “double kinetics” in the spectral domain potentially 
exploitable in a large number of phenomena such as chlorophyll A fluorescence (plant 
fluorescence), fluorescence quenching, photo-bleaching, Förster resonance energy transfer 
(FRET) and protein folding dynamics to name but a few. We particularly pay attention to 
plant fluorescence transients as an important example of fluorescence kinetics. As described 
in numerous introductory reviews [7,24,25], most of the plant fluorescence is attributed to 
chlorophyll A. Plant fluorescence is also an important indicator of plant stress and 
photosynthesis efficiency. Under controlled illumination fluorescence increases rapidly 
(during the first second, often 100 ms) which is followed by a slow fall (several minutes 
depending on plant species). This transient is usually referred to as the Kautsky effect. While 
the fluorescence properties of the slow fall have been studied in detail we demonstrate our 
sensor can be applied to studying the rapid rise in terms of spectral lifetime. 
 
Fig. 2. Demonstration of spectral decays in two simulated scenarios. The first scenario is 
photon rich: (a) defined here as most pixels having more than 2000 counts in decay. Plot (b) 
shows the difference between the decay in single pixel and binning 80 pixels which results in a 
better looking decay. The second scenario is photon starved: (c) where the decay derived from 
a single pixel in (d) is too noisy. However, the decay from 80 binned pixels is good enough to 
allow the user to manipulate the data cube in an optimal way given the amount of light 
detected. Spectral decays were simulated in Matlab 2014a (Mathworks, USA), shot noise 
limited, visible to near-infrared TRFS data cubes. Spectral decays have 0.4 ns time resolution 
and 1.6 nm spectral resolution. Representing broadly the properties of the CMOS SPAD line 
sensor presented here. 
Lastly, by binning the TRFS data cube either in the time or wavelength domain it can be 
adapted for time-resolved imaging. To illustrate this and similar scenarios, Fig. 2 shows two 
simulated TRFS data cubes in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) and sample decays in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d) 
taken from the 650 nm - 750 nm region. Three emission peaks are simulated to have different 
decays to demonstrate a scenario where three fluorophore emissions are excited at 488 nm, 
625 nm and 780 nm and studied simultaneously in a broadband visible to near-infrared 
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spectrometer. When TRFS at high spectral resolution is needed then binning can be done 
along the time axis. Similarly, if the time resolution needs to be kept, more counts can be 
gathered by binning in the spectral domain. In fact, spectral binning can be applied until one 
gets a single TCSPC decay curve. The compromise is that binning along time or wavelength 
axis entails loss of time or spectral resolution respectively, even though advanced strategies 
have been deployed recently [26,27]. The key aim is always to gather more counts in a decay, 
which in turn could enable better exponential fitting. We apply this methodology throughout 
our study of TRFS below. 
Solid-state single photon detectors have a long history dating back to the 1960’s [28]. 
Since the first integrated SPAD array was created using industrial CMOS technology [29], a 
variety of CMOS fabricated SPAD sensors have been designed. CMOS technology allows 
enhanced detection with additional logic on the detector device and enables cost-effective 
mass production of such sensors. Recent systems apply SPAD-based line sensors, where light 
from a point of the specimen is dispersed over several pixels. Timing information is either 
collected by time-gated photon counting [11,30,31], or by applying time-to-digital converters 
(TDCs) for each pixel, realizing a multi-channel TCSPC system [12]. Spectrally resolved 
lifetime images can be acquired by combining time-resolved line sensors with laser scanning 
microscopy [11]. 
SPAD line sensors have been reported targeting other applications, such as near-infrared 
optical tomography [32], 3D imaging based on time-of-flight measurements [33], laser-
induced breakdown spectroscopy [34] and time-resolved Raman spectroscopy [35–39]. Line 
arrangements of pixels are in general favorable for increasing fill-factor of the sensor, as any 
additional logic can be placed next to the photon-sensitive area of the pixels. A line sensor 
implemented with 3D multi-wafer stacking CMOS technology has been demonstrated 
recently [32]. A novel approach in integrating flexible TDC architectures onto SPADs is to 
connect field programmable gate array (FPGA) based TDCs to SPADs, instead of integrating 
more functionality into the CMOS sensor (8.5 giga-events/s achieved) [33]. This approach 
separates analog SPAD circuits from digital FPGA side and allows users to benefit from 
recent FPGA advances. 
TCSPC is restricted to process only one photon arrival per pre-defined exposure time [2]. 
The sensor we present enhances this by applying a separate TDC channel for each of its 256 
pixels. To further increase the efficiency of time-stamping, time-resolved detection can also 
be performed in a center-of-mass (CMM) mode. This allows photon efficient processing of 
photon arrival times, because all processing is done on the sensor itself. This technique 
provides fast fluorescence decay analysis [40–43], while each operating mode of the sensor 
can be amended with an adjustable ON (allowing recording of photon events only during the 
time-gate) or OFF time-gate (register all photon events but the ones during the time-gate). 
To demonstrate fast time-resolved spectroscopy using our 256 × 2 line sensor we studied: 
i) fluorescence kinetics of chlorophyll A in a Kautsky transient from an intact leaf [7,24,25] 
of Viburnum rhytidophyllum; ii) fluorescence kinetics of a linear FRET probe; iii) mouse lung 
tissue slide autofluorescence; iv) time-gated Raman spectroscopy of toluene. Our ambition 
was to demonstrate utility in a broad range of applications to stress-test our engineering 
implementation, but also to demonstrate how time-resolved CMOS SPAD line arrays lend 
themselves naturally to numerous applications in biomedical optics. 
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2. Methods 
2.1 CMOS SPAD line sensor architecture 
 
Fig. 3. Time-gated region is defined for each pixel by two global, pre-defined signals 
TIME_GATE_START and TIME_GATE_STOP. They define the time during which the TDC 
counter is enabled. TDC counter acts as TCSPC TDC counter in TCSPC mode, but in SPC 
mode it acts as a photon counter. Therefore the same circuit controls the time-gating behavior 
in both modes. 
The common aspects with our prior work are as follows [12], the CMOS SPAD line array 
sensor comprises 2 rows of 256 pixels aiming for efficient photon detection at different 
wavelengths. Each pixel incorporates 4 SPADs optimized for blue spectral range and 4 
SPADs optimized for red spectral range (referred to henceforth as blue SPADs and red 
SPADs) of 23.78 µm pitch yielding a 43.7% fill-factor. 256 × 26 bit TDC channels integrated 
on the sensor underpins TCSPC functionality. Detailed analysis of the instrument response 
function (IRF) and dark count rate results for blue and red SPADs are similar to our prior 
work [12] and are given in supplementary notes [44]. Three significant improvements were 
introduced in the work presented here: i) access to data lines coming from pixels was 
parallelized to increase the readout speed to 19,000 lines per second as opposed to 200 lines 
per second previously; ii) the time-gating circuit was optimized to work with the SPAD 
turned ON all the time, i.e. even outside the time-gate window; iii) a new PCB was designed 
to cater for the improved CMOS SPAD sensor, the firmware was rewritten to take advantage 
of both improved time-gating and parallelized access and finally, the front-end software was 
also completely re-written in Python (version 2.7.2) with both a graphical user interface and 
scripting options. Scripting allows the customization of the data acquisition protocol for 
specific requirements of any given experiment. For example, plant fluorescence displays 
particular kinetics where the rise in fluorescence intensity is fast (ms), while the fall is slow. 
Customizing the script allows combining TCSPC and CMM acquisitions and tailoring the 
parameters to obtain maximum information from the specimen. Compared to other TDC 
based CMOS SPAD line sensors, it has the highest line rate to the PC. 
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Fig. 4. Time-gated region (blue) is defined by TIME-GATE-START and TIME-GATE-STOP 
settings with respect to delayed STOP signal. As opposed to previous designs [12] the SPAD 
is always on. The TDC conversion only happens if photon arrival time takes place within the 
time-gated region. Photon arrivals outside the time-gated region do not result in TDC 
conversion, but they are electrically detected by the SPAD and hence there is a dead-time 
effect for subsequent detections. 
The time-gating circuit is illustrated on Fig. 3. TIME_GATE_START and 
TIME_GATE_STOP are fed into clock pulse (CP) inputs of two D-flip-flops thus defining 
the time region during which TDC counter is enabled. As TDC counter acts as a reverse start-
stop timing clock in TCSPC mode, it is started by photon detection and stopped by laser 
synchronization STOP signal (electrical TTL or NIM prior to reaching the PCB). The 
feedback into clear direct input (CD) reduces the risk of glitches. In SPC mode, TDC counter 
acts as a photon counter so the same time-gating circuit defines the regions during which the 
photon counting is performed. The timing diagram of the time-gating circuit is shown on Fig. 
4 where LASER indicates a laser optical pulse, TIME-GATE is the time-gated region defined 
by TIME-GATE-START and TIME-GATE-STOP. STOP is the electrical timing pulse (TTL 
or NIM) received from the optical setup (for pulsed laser diodes STOP comes from the laser 
usually). STOP can be delayed on-chip and the time-gated region is defined with respect to 
this delayed version of STOP signal. 
The time-gating can be applied in all modes: i) on-chip photon-efficient CMM; ii) SPC 
mode; or iii) TCSPC mode. In CMM, the time-gated region defines FIRST and LAST time 
bins required for accurate CMM calculation [42,43]. In time-gated photon counting the 
designated bin can potentially detect more photon events than in TCSPC mode where each 
exposure time allows only for one time-stamped photon event to be detected. Higher readout 
speed of 19,000 lines per second is the key enabler of new applications such as high speed 
TRFS presented below. 
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2.2 Sensor characterization – delay line and time-gating 
 
Fig. 5. Setup comprising epi-fluorescence light collection (right) and the spectrograph (left). 
The CMOS SPAD line sensor is placed in the focus of the spectrograph optics. Volume phase 
holographic grating is used to optimize light throughput. See Methods section for details. 
The time-gating properties of the sensor were tested in ambient random light. The light was 
attenuated to avoid saturation of the pixels and early photon pile-up on the time histograms 
(photon arrival rate was less than 1% of the laser repetition rate). The 1 MHz laser sync 
output of the PLP10 laser driver was used as STOP for TCSPC. The position and width of the 
time-gate is based on a 128 step, on-chip delay line that is separate from the TDC circuits. 
The sensor allowed programmable delays for the rising and falling edge of the time-gate 
window with respect to the STOP signal using this delay line. The shortest applicable time-
gate window was examined for both ON and OFF operations. Histograms of the gated photon 
arrival times in the ambient light were created with different gate positions. In both cases 
(time-gate ON and OFF) the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the peaks with short delay 
time-gate (10 step delay for rising edge, 11 step delay for falling edge) were measured. 
Time-gating was also tested in time-gated SPC mode. A 5 MHz triggering signal 
generated by the DG645 digital delay generator was connected both to the PLP10 laser driver 
and the CMOS SPAD line sensor using two separate channels. The first provided triggering 
of the laser pulses while the latter was used as STOP sync signal for gating. The delay 
between the two channels was controlled by the delay generator with 5 ps resolution. 
Scanning through a range of delays between the channels allowed us to move the specified 
time-gating window across the laser pulse. 
2.3 TRFS from leaf, lung tissue, linear FRET probes and time-gated Raman 
spectroscopy 
Figure 5 shows the CMOS SPAD line sensor characterization setup consisting of i) 
epifluorescence setup which collects fluorescence from the specimens and focuses it into 
multimode fiber (50 µm for leaf and FRET biosensor and 105 µm for lung slide, 0.22 NA 
multimode fiber, M14L01, M15L01, Thorlabs Ltd, UK) and ii) spectrograph consisting of 
dispersive optics with CMOS SPAD line sensor in focus. The specimens were placed in the 
focus of × 10 microscope (RMS10X, Thorlabs Ltd, UK) objective. Multiple pulsed laser 
sources were used. Leaf was illuminated by a 402 nm pulsed laser at 20 MHz repetition rate 
(PLP10, Hamamatsu, Japan). Peak power was 650 mW, pulse length was 54 ps resulting in an 
optimal 0.7 mW average output (assuming 20 MHz repetition rate). The illumination on the 
specimen was 0.4 mW due to the efficiency of the epi-fluorescence illumination path. The 
linear FRET probe were illuminated by a 483 nm pulsed laser diode at 20 MHz repetition 
rate. Peak power of 483 nm pulsed laser was 349 mW, pulse length was 60 ps resulting in a 
0.42 mW average output. The illumination on the specimen was 0.27 mW. For alignment and 
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spectrograph resolutions tests a WhiteLaseMicro supercontinuum (NKT Photonics-Fianium, 
UK) was used. Supercontinuum was also used to illuminate the lung slide. Light above 700 
nm was filtered out prior to illuminating the lung slide. The illumination on the specimen was 
1.9 mW. Dichroic filters (FF414-DI01-25X36, Semrock, USA, for leaf and custom three 
color design from Chroma, USA for lung slide) were used to separate illumination from 
fluorescence. The spectrograph diffraction grating was volume phase holographic grating 
(600 lp/mm at 600nm, Wasatch Photonics) with collimating and focusing lens optimized for 
efficiency and spectral resolution [45–47]. Efficiency and wavelength span of the 
spectrograph were measured using a WhiteLaseMicro supercontinuum and a laser line 
tunable filter (LLTF Contrast, NKT Photonics,UK). For spectrograph efficiency 
measurement, the LLTF filter was set to 520 nm with a linewidth of 2.5 nm (verified using an 
Ocean Optics usb2000 spectrometer) and the optical power measured after the fiber input and 
after the focusing lens. The efficiency was measured to be 68%. Wavelength span and 
spectral resolution were verified by taking a spectrum of the fluorescent lamp using a custom 
spectrograph and an off-the-shelf spectrometer usb2000 (Ocean Optics, USA). To cover the 
130 nm wavelength span across the 256 pixels of the line sensor the collimating lens used was 
a 50 mm focal length achromat (AC254-050-A-ML, Thorlabs, UK), while the focusing lens 
was 75 mm focal length achromat (AC508-075-A-ML). Optical spectral resolution was 
measured using fluorescence lamp and measured to be at least 2.5 nm. Fluorescence decays 
were fitted using non-linear least square fit routines extracted from DecayFit software 
[48,49]. 
The specimen for the leaf study was an intact leaf of Viburnum rhytidophyllum picked in 
December 2016 (location Edinburgh, UK) and illuminated for TRFS on the same day. The 
leaf was dark adapted for 1 hour in a closed box at room temperature upon removal from the 
tree. The fluorescence kinetics of the leaf was measured both in TCSPC and CMM modes. In 
TCSPC mode the applied exposure time was 8.3 µs which was followed by 42.9 µs gap due 
to firmware limitations. TRFS cubes were built from 1000 lines with TCSPC time-events 
with 8.3 ms overall exposure time over 51.2 ms with an additional gap of approximately 3 ms 
due to memory management on host computer. After the first 500 TRFS cubes data was 
collected with additional gaps of 100 ms between TRFS cubes to adapt for the kinetics of leaf 
fluorescence transient. In CMM mode the applied exposure time was 83.3 µs with an 
additional 0.25 µs gap due to firmware. Gap introduced by host computer was ~3 ms after 
every 1000 lines of CMM values. Accurate time point of each line was embedded into a 
header by the firmware. 
The lung specimen slide originated from murine lungs (euthanized) embedded in paraffin 
wax following a standard protocol and sectioned at 5µm thickness on a microtome. The slides 
were then re-hydrated by immersing in xylene, 100%, 95%, 80%, 70% EtOH and dH2O in 
that order. 10 µL of red Inspeck beads 1% (I-7224, Thermofisher Scientific, USA) were also 
inserted to allow for increased red fluorescence. They were then mounted under a coverslip in 
water soluble mountant. The exposure time in TCSPC mode was 8.3 µs. 
A custom designed FRET molecular biosensor for thrombin [50] was used to study 
fluorescence kinetics. The compound consists of a linear peptide as a thrombin substrate with 
5-carboxyfluorescein as a fluorophore on one end and methyl red as a quencher on the other, 
see Fig. 6. In the absence of thrombin, methyl red quenches 5-carboxyfluorescein 
fluorescence, but in presence of thrombin the enzymatic cleavage of the peptide releases the 
5-carboxyfluorescein and the fluorescent signal increases. A solution containing the probe (5 
µM) in matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) buffer (10mM CaCl2, 6.1 g Tris-HCl, 8.6 g NaCl 
per litre, pH 7.5) was incubated with thrombin (T9326-150UN, Sigma Aldrich, UK) (at a 
final concentration of 5 U/mL) in 5 × 2 mm microcuvette with a final volume of 300 µL (or in 
disposable plastic cuvettes with a final volume of 2 mL). Enzyme free reactions were used as 
a control. Where appropriate thrombin inhibitor Anti-thrombin III (AT3, Sigma Aldrich, UK) 
was pre-incubated at a final concentration of 0.4 µM. The enzyme was pipetted into cuvette 8 
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s after TRFS acquisition was started. The total TRFS scan was performed over 3 minutes 30 
seconds. Firstly, 1000 TRFS cubes each with 8.3 ms exposure time over 54 ms elapsed time 
were acquired followed by 500 TRFS cubes each with 8.3 ms exposure time over 54 ms with 
an additional 100 ms gap between TRFS acquisition. Data acquisition parameters were 
selected to cater for fast transients in the beginning and slowed down for slower transients. 
This allowed us to study kinetics at short and long time scales. The initial delay of 8 s was 
used to acquire background fluorescence prior to enzyme activation. Diffusion effects were 
observed inside the cuvette. 
 
Fig. 6. FRET biosensor works by thrombin cleaving the peptide sequence separating the 
methyl red and 5-carboxyfluorescein (FAM) thus allowing FAM to fluoresce. 
The TRFS data cubes for lung slide and custom FRET probe were post-processed by 
digital bandstop infinite impulse response (IIR) filter to remove the etaloning fringe observed 
during the experiment. As bare leaf experiments did not display etaloning, we believe this 
was induced by slide and cuvette. The bandstop frequency was observed in the power 
spectrum of the spectral curves and the IIR filter parameters were adjusted accordingly 
(filtering was implemented in Matlab 2014a). Decay data was used from original non-filtered 
data. 
Time-gated Raman spectroscopy was achieved using the same configuration as for lung 
slide study above. A 10 mm cuvette filled with toluene was placed in front of the microscope 
objective. As the pulsed laser source had broad linewidth (7 nm), our implementation is in the 
low resolution Raman spectroscopy (LRSS) regime [51]. We use toluene as a strong Raman 
scatterer to test the time-gating operation of the circuit. We focus on 3056 cm−1 band (~567 
nm for 483 nm excitation) to test the time-gating operation. An experiment was performed to 
acquire Raman spectra with and without time-gating (5.6 ns ON time-gate coinciding with the 
laser pulse) exposure time was set to 5 s and the laser repetiton rate was set to 50 MHz. 
Toluene sample was illuminated with 0.68 mW. 
Due to firmware limitations, our minimum TCSPC exposure time was 8.3 µs. For each 
experiment, we maximized the number of TCSPC events detected by optimizing respective 
setups while taking into account both pile-up conditions (1%-10% of repetition rate limit for 
the number of TCSPC events detected) and counting loss distortions in TCSPC (see page 332 
in [2]). To reduce the counting loss distortion the total number of TCSPC events detected on 
each pixel was set to be less than 50% of the maximum possible defined by the TCSPC 
exposure time. 
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3 Results 
3.1 CMOS SPAD line sensor characterization - delay line and time-gating 
 
Fig. 7. Time-gated TCSPC histograms of photon arrival times in ambient light. Time-gates 
were positioned with an on-chip, 128 step delay line with respect to the STOP signal. The 
width of each time-gate was 1 step of the delay line. The average FWHM for a short delay (10 
steps) ON time-gate was 1.44 ns (a). For the OFF time-gate it was 1.56 ns (b). 
Figure 7(a) shows the shortest ON time-gate and Fig. 7(b) shows the shortest OFF time-gate 
for a representative pixel (pixel 100), both at different time positions on the histogram. The 
rising and falling edges of the time-gate window were adjusted using a 128 step on-chip delay 
line, with the zero delay on the rising edge causing this edge to be closest to the STOP signal. 
Longer delays in the window position resulted in wider time-gated regions, as a consequence 
of accumulated jitter of the steps in the delay line. The same accumulated jitter was 
responsible for having photons acquired even in the OFF region on the ‘time-gate OFF’ 
histograms. This can be avoided either by choosing a wider time-gate window, or by applying 
an external delay. The external delay can shift the histogram to a position where a certain 
time interval can be masked with a time-gate window that is closer to the STOP (i.e. lower 
on-chip delay). The average FWHM of the ON peak for 10 step delay is 1.44 ns. The average 
FWHM of the OFF peak for 10 step delay was 1.56 ns. 
 
Fig. 8. Sweeping an external delay generator over a fixed time-gate window covering a laser 
pulse generates a more detailed picture of the time-gate (a) convolved with the asymmetric 
shapes of the laser pulse and red SPAD IRF (b). Blue SPADs were time-gated in (a) as its IRF 
does not have the diffuse tail present in red SPADs (b) (see supplementary notes [44]). 
The resolution of the delay line was measured from the TDC resolution. The distance was 
calculated between the peaks of the histograms of 10 step and the 110 step delays. The 
number of TDC bins between the peaks multiplied with their resolution and divided by the 
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number of steps gives an estimated delay resolution, which was measured to be 1.4 ns. A 
finer delay can be applied in combination with an external delay generator. 
Figure 8 shows the number of photons acquired in time-gated SPC mode with the 
minimum time-gate as a function of the applied delay with 5 ps resolution between the trigger 
and sync channels. The asymmetric shape of the resulting plot is due to the asymmetric shape 
of the detected laser pulses, and the fact that the described measurement results in a 
convolution of the laser peak with the time-gate window. 
3.2 TRFS of leaf 
Chlorophyll A transient is shown in Fig. 9 with a fast rise reached in less than 200 ms, while 
the slow fall in fluorescence intensity takes longer (tens of seconds). Figure 10(a) shows 
TRFS in the fast rise at 0.03 s, and at several time points in the slow fall, namely, 2.04 s in 
Fig. 10(b) and 120.04 s in Fig. 10(c). The TRFS curves at the beginning show a slight 
increase in lifetime during the fast rise while the snapshot at 120.04 s clearly demonstrates a 
decay in peak values of decays, but also a reduction in lifetime due to quenching. This is 
further demonstrated in Fig. 11(a), where an increase in fluorescence lifetime is visible during 
the initial rise. A clearer decrease in lifetime was detected during the slow fall in Fig. 11(b). 
The TRFS during the fast rise is available in Visualization 1 video, while the slow fall is in 
Visualization 2 video. 
The time-resolved spectra shown in Fig. 10 have two peaks corresponding to 680 nm peak 
of Photosystem II and 740 nm peak of Photosystem I. The data obtained broadly correspond 
to prior data obtained using steady state spectrometers [52]. We also verified the spectral 
shape of leaf fluorescence with off-the-shelf steady-state usb2000 spectrometer (not shown). 
 
Fig. 9. Chlorophyll A transient curve from SPC acquisition over 120 s. 
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Fig. 10. Fluorescent transient of the leaf during fast rise and slow fall. Three TRFS time points 
at: (a). 0.03 s; (b). 2.04 s; and 120.04 s (c). See Visualization 1 and Visualization 2 for fast rise 
and slow fall videos respectively. 10 pixels were binned for each 3D plot in (a-b) resulting in 5 
nm spectral coverage. 
 
Fig. 11. Fluorescence decays extracted from TRFS data cubes taken during the fast rise (a,c) 
and the slow fall (b,d). Increase in lifetime on (a) is more obvious with decays fitted for 26.275 
ms and 130.188 ms time points (c). Fluorescence quenching is indicative by reduction of 
lifetime in (b,d) as expected for the chlorophyll A transient. The decays in (a,b) were taken 
from single pixel (0.5 nm spectral coverage) and from 1 TRFS data cube (8.3 ms exposure 
time over 51.25 ms) at each time point during fast rise (a), 3 TRFS data cubes (25 ms exposure 
time over 153.75 ms) around each time point during slow fall (b). 
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In order to detect the lifetime increase during the fast rise, decays were binned over 150 
lines acquired and over all pixels. This provides less noisy decays (Fig. 12) while maintaining 
reasonably good sampling in time. Spectral information is, however, lost. The lifetime 
increase during the fast fluorescence rise was also observed previously [16], but that 
measurement was done by periodic stimulation of chlorophyll A fluorescence kinetics, 
whereas we measure it in a single chlorophyll A fluorescent transient. Spectral lifetime 
information with fine sampling in time requires more efficient photon collection for which 
CMM mode of the chip was applied. CMM can provide lifetime estimates spectrally with 
much shorter exposure times and hence finer sampling in time. Figure 13 shows the lifetime 
rising over the first 40 ms of fast rise on the 680 nm and 740 nm peaks, using CMM mode. 
Several lines of CMM values from the sensor can be processed to have more counts over 
longer time and hence coarser sampling in time, or binning can be done over pixels reducing 
spectral resolution. 
 
Fig. 12. Fluorescence decays during the fast rise (a). Lifetime change is more obvious when 
binning timestamps of all pixels, but no spectral information is available from decays in (a). 
The decays were created by binning 150 lines of TCSPC time-events of 1.3 ms total exposure 
time over 7.7 ms around each time point. The decay fits are shown in (b) for two time points. 
 
Fig. 13. Increasing fluorescence lifetime over the first 40 ms of fast rise on the 680 nm and 740 
m peaks. CMM estimates of single pixel with photons captured over 166.6 µs shown on (a) 
broadly match lifetimes calculated by fitting decays to TCSPC data. Photons captured over 
1.67 ms and 30 pixels result in smoother transients. 
3.3 TRFS of thrombin FRET biosensor 
Continuous TRFS acquisition before, during and after enzyme activation is illustrated in the 
figures below. Fluorescence intensity variation with time (extracted from TRFS) is shown in 
Fig. 14. The laser is switched on in the first second and the dip at 8 s indicates the time when 
the enzyme thrombin was pipetted into cuvette. The short dip in fluorescence intensity is 
likely to be due to movement of fluid during pipetting. 
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Fig. 14. Enzyme kinetics curve of a thrombin FRET biosensor. At 8 s thrombin was pipetted 
into a cuvette initiating a rise in fluorescence intensity. TRFS was acquired in 8.3 ms every 50 
ms during the first 50 s (every 150 ms after 50s) and the kinetics curve was derived from 
underlying spectral double kinetics data. 
 
Fig. 15. Sample TRFS from the time point at 130 s. Spectral resolution is 0.4 nm and no 
binning was applied in the spectral domain. 
The choice of acquisition parameters was led by memory requirements of 130 s 
acquisition. Sample TRFS data cube at full spectral resolution is shown on Fig. 15. Figure 16 
shows decays extracted from the spectral peak (20 pixels, spectrum covered 8 nm) before and 
after enzyme activation. The lifetime change is minor indicating that background fluorescence 
is mostly due to unquenched 5-carboxyfluorescein. Increased time resolution and improved 
jitter will allow better decay analysis. The increase in fluorescence is due to 5-
carboxyfluorescein being cleaved from the FRET biosensor. A similar effect has been 
observed for calcium dye Fluo-4am [16,53]. 
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Fig. 16. Decays extracted from the fluorescence peak before enzyme activation (2 s time point) 
and after enzyme activation (130 s time point). 20 pixels were binned for both decays covering 
520-528 nm. 
3.4 TRFS of ex vivo lung 
TRFS of ex vivo lung slide acquired in 258 ms is shown in Fig. 17. 10 pixels were binned for 
the TRFS in Fig. 17 resulting in 6 nm spectral resolution. The TRFS acquisition speed allows 
for point based analysis in vivo. For display purposes, etaloning fringes were removed in the 
same way as with FRET biosensor. We detect sharp broadband spectra at 15 ns in Fig. 17, 
which requires further investigation. It does not affect the spectral decays studied. The 
reduction in lifetime from 3.36 ns to 2.12 ns shown on Fig. 18(a) is due to presence of 1% 
Inspeck beads. This is also shown in lifetime change with wavelength on Fig. 18(b), top 
curve. Reduced χ2 is above 3 across the spectrum (Fig. 18(b), bottom curve) indicating multi-
exponential nature of the decay. 
 
Fig. 17. TRFS of ex vivo lung acquired in 258 ms. 10 pixels were binned to obtain spectral 
resolution of 6 nm. Autofluorescence did not vary over 50 s measurements so no transient was 
observable. 
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However, if we use CMM for lifetime estimate, then spectral CMM can be acquired 
faster. The total number of photon events detected in 10 µs is ~1000 for the band 500 nm to 
550 nm (CMM lung slide experiment data not shown). This indicates that a single binned 
CMM value for the whole green band is obtainable in 2 µs assuming CMM value is correct 
for 200 photon events. This is relevant when considering photon budgets required for laser 
scanning confocal FLIM, because it is indicative of 500000 lifetime estimates per second 
which is equivalent ~8 frames per second with 256 × 256 frames. The mouse lung slide used 
did not contain any fluorescent dye and it was 5 µm thick, so in vivo tissue imaging is likely 
to produce more autofluorescence. Furthermore, by deploying molecular imaging 
smartprobes [54,55] across the visible-NIR spectrum will allow us to use the CMOS SPAD 
line array for fast FLIM applications. 
 
Fig. 18. Decays (from ex vivo lung tissue) with fits for green band (524 nm) and red band (697 
nm) (a). Lifetime reduction in red band is shown in (b), top curve. Lifetime reduction is due to 
red Inspeck beads. Spectral resolution of each decay was 6 nm. 
3.5 Time-gated Raman spectroscopy of toluene 
Figure 19 demonstrates the time-gating performance of the CMOS SPAD line sensor. Time-
gating was done in SPC mode. Exposure time was 5 s.The spectrum shown is from toluene 
focusing on expected Raman peak at 3056 cm−1. Due to LRRS regime (linewidth of the laser 
is ~250 cm−1) the peak is broad, but this still allows us to study the time-gating circuit 
performance. The background noise is suppressed by a factor of 3.6 by reducing the window 
for which the detector is on, thus reducing DCR. This is close to expected value of 3.57 (20 
ns / 5.6 ns). Further demonstration of the application of this detector for removal of 
fluorescent background signals (in addition to DCR) has been shown elsewhere [13]. 
The background noise for both curves was estimated as standard deviation of values 
between 2000 cm−1 and 2500 cm−1 which are expected to be non-fluorescent. The main 
component of the background noise is DCR. However, besides DCR suppression, we can also 
observe that the main 3056 cm−1 signal peak is reduced from 3600 without time-gating to 
1905 photon counts with time-gating. This needs further investigation and testing, but this is 
at least partially due to the time-gate missing a part of the diffuse tail of the red SPADs (see 
Fig. 8(b)). 
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Fig. 19. Plot of non-time-gated (blue) spectrum and 5.6 ns time-gated Raman spectrum (red) of 
toluene. Exposure time was 5s and the acquisition was done in time-gated SPC mode. 
4. Discussion 
We demonstrated the versatility of the CMOS SPAD line array in several applications, but 
detailed work remains to be done. The main issues observed have been the coarse time 
resolution (0.43 ns), coarse jitter (at least 0.62 ns, but often > 1ns) and etaloning. Coarse 
timing limits lifetime analysis in the plant specimen where lifetime values are <1 ns. Better 
jitter and time resolution have been designed previously for time-resolved CMOS SPAD 
cameras [56], where time bin resolution was ~50 ps and the jitter was less than 200 ps. The 
aim for forthcoming CMOS SPAD line sensors [57] will be to introduce improved timing 
performance which will significantly enhance TCSPC TRFS and time-gating capability (e.g. 
DCR suppression). Etaloning was observed during lung slide and custom FRET probe 
experiments, but it was not observed during leaf experiments. This needs further 
investigation, as sensor induced etaloning expected from front illuminated light sensors 
should be observable in all specimens. Our current understanding is that the etaloning 
observed is induced by cuvette or slide. 
Another important point is the multiplexing capability of pixels containing multiple 
SPADs (4 SPADs per pixel in our case), because this decides the minimum time required to 
obtain enough photons for lifetime estimation. While the number of photons required differs 
for single exponential and multi exponential fits, many applications can deal with lifetime 
derived from single exponential fits. Assuming 50 ns dead-time per SPAD, the number of 
photons that can be processed by a single TDC is 20 million photon events per second. This 
applies to TDC architectures with negligible conversion dead-time as is the case for gated 
ring oscillator architectures deployed in the CMOS SPAD line sensor presented. This fits 
nicely with using a 20 MHz pulsed laser. However, the situation changes if there are multiple 
SPADs per TDC per pixel. As soon as the TDC receives a STOP from the laser trigger (see 
Fig. 4) it is ready to be started by any of the remaining 3 SPADs while the SPAD used 
immediately prior to STOP is in dead-time. Therefore, in situations when there is a photon 
burst or samples emit many photons, the multiplexing allows more events to be processed. 
This is especially true if the repetition rate of the laser is increased. The key advantage 
brought by massively parallel CMOS SPAD timing circuits is that they can beat 1% pile-up 
limits by a wide margin [58] and exploit a variety of photon bursts to the full. The best results 
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we achieved are in chlorophyll A fluorescence transient analysis (section 3.2 above). We plan 
to expand this to spectral lifetime analysis of other fluorescence effects such as quenching and 
photobleaching and any transients observable in tissue autofluorescence and molecular 
imaging. A natural progression for our sensor is to implement it in confocal FLIM setup and 
demonstrate its performance in spectral imaging [11]. Frequency domain FLIM has already 
been deployed on plant cell FLIM at impressive speeds (26 fps) [59,60]. The advantage of 
massively parallelized CMOS SPAD sensors such as ours is that it can shift the study from 
measuring static fluorescence lifetime in either imaging or spectroscopy regime to measuring 
rapid changes in lifetime, intensity, spectra and other variables thus offering unique 
perspective in dynamic optical phenomena. 
5. Conclusion 
We demonstrate fast and flexible TRFS acquisition using TCSPC. Parallelization of TDC and 
time-gating speeds up the acquisition significantly for a range of applications and will enable 
advanced metrology such as spectral fluorescence kinetics in the ns and ms domains. 
Undoubtedly, 3D wafer stacking and process optimization [61] will enable faster, lower DCR 
and more integrated time-resolved sensors. 
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